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"Th-is is a very practical and entertaining window into the baby's -first year and a half, tian 

de Pijt and Plooij have observed and found the vulnerable times in an infant’s development 

that I independently came to in my book Touchpoints (Perseus). The authors’ observations 

and practical suggestions are wonderful)

—T. Berry Brazelton, M.D., Professor Emeritus, Harvard Medical School

"Anyone who deals with infants and young children will want to read The yDonder Theeks. 

This book will open parents' eyes to aspects of their children's growth, development, 

changing behavior, and emotional responsiveness that they might otherwise not notice or 

fmd puzzling and distressing)

—Catherine Snow, Ph.D., Shattuck Professor of Education, 

Harvard Graduate School of Education

Tan de Pijt and Ptopy's work on infont development has enormous value for clinical use 

and scientific application. Tot only have they explained the periods of puzzling, difficult 

behavior in infancy which so worry parents, they have also shown how these behaviors mark 

developmental leaps and have described the stages in the infant's understanding. Together, 

this gives parents and professionals soundly based insight into babies' developing minds. 

VJhat's more, Van de Pijt and Plopy have described the play and communication 

that work best with Moies at different ages and thus helped parents understand 

and connect sensitively with their- babies. This parent-child connection Is 

the major prerequisite for the development of secure, well-adjusted children. 
The yOonder yOeeks is essential reading for everyone who works with infonts- 

pediatricians, social workers, psychologists, and, of course, parents)
—John Richer, Ph.D., Dip. Clin. Psychol., Consultant Clinical Psychologist and Head of 

Pediatric Psychology, Department of Pediatrics, John Radcliffe Hospital, Oxford, England

Tan de Pyt and Ploolj will help you see the world the way an infant sees it. As the 

child grows, displays of emotion (such as crying) tell us the child is summoning reserves 

of energy and is calling out for help in finding new ways to perceive the changing world. 

Because Van de Pyt and Plooij have discovered predictable stages in the widening of 

the infant's perceptions and skills, they can enable you, with their superb examples, to 

recognize the onset of these stressful episodes and to join your child in coping with them. 

So rich, indeed, are the implications of finding new perceptions and new skills in the midst 

of stress that whether or not you are a parent, it can never be too early or too late to profit 

from this book)

—Philip J. Runkel, Ph.D., Professor Emeritus of Psychology 

and Education, University of Oregon
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To our children, Xaviera and Marco, 

and to our grandchildren, Thomas, Victoria and Sarah, 

from whom we have learned so much
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“Portrait of the first author, Hetty van de Rijt, created by her grandson Thomas on 
September 12, 1998, when he was 23 months old. Grandson and Grandma had 
a very close relationship and during her last seven years he was the sunshine in 
Hetty’s life, which was restricted by disease.

On September 29, 2003, Hetty passed away. Untill the very last moment she worked 
on the extended edition of this book in Dutch. When she died, the first draft of the 
last chapter was ready. Through her life's work Hetty hoped to empower parents and 
give them peace of mind and self-confidence in their role as upbringer and socializer 
in such a way that they could enjoy their little sunshine.”
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About this book
Having completed our studies in Educational Psychology, Physical 
Anthropology and Behavioral Biology, and just married, my wife Hetty van 
de Rijt and I left for the Gombe National Park, Tanzania, East Africa to 
study chimpanzees with Jane Goodall. The particular research project we 
had prepared for proved impossible under the prevailing circumstances, 
so we had to change topic. There and then we realized that there was 
no better place on earth where one could observe freeliving newborn 
chimpanzee babies at such close range. We did not have any theory or 
hypothesis at hand for testing, but we were trained in systematic, direct 
observation of animal behavior in the field, in the tradition of Nobel Laureate 
Niko Tinbergen. So that is what we did for nearly two years. When we 
returned to Europe to work in Robert Hinde’s Medical Research Council- 
Unit on the Development and Integration of Behavior, University Sub
department of Animal Behavior in Madingley, Cambridge, England, we 
had to analyze reams of data. Out of this analysis emerged the notion of 
regression periods - difficult periods where the baby clings more closely to 
the mother. Previously, such regression periods had been found by others 
in no less than 12 other primate species. The results of the data analysis 
also supported the idea that in the course of early octogeny, a hierarchical 
organization emerges in the central nervous system that underlies the 
behavioral development of the free-living chimpanzee babies and infants. 
It was only after we had analyzed our data and discerned a hierarchical 
organization that our friend and colleague Lex Cools, a neurobiologist, 
suggested that we compare our findings about the capabilities of infants 
at the different stages of development to the levels of perception spelled 
out by Hierarchical Perceptual Control Theory (PCT) developed by William 
T. Powers. PCT turned out to explain our findings very well. In the following 
years, the core postulates of PCT have been further tested by other 
researchers and results published in the scientific literature. Readers who 
are interested can go to the website www.livingcontrolsystems.com for an 
overview of PCT. Once we had earned our Ph.D. degrees in Cambridge, 
England (Hetty) and Groningen, the Netherlands (Frans), we moved on to 
observe and film human mothers and infants in their home environment. 
These studies demonstrated clearly that human babies, too, go through
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difficult, age-linked regression periods in a similar way. With each difficult 
period, babies make a leap in their mental development. Each time another 
layer of perceptual control systems is superimposed onto the already 
existing, hierarchically organized layers of perceptual control systems.

Based on our research, Hetty and I wrote the original Dutch version of 
The Wonder Weeks, published in 1992 and followed in subsequent years 
by German, French, Swedish, Italian, Danish, Spanish, English, Japanese, 
Korean, and Russian editions. Our original research in the Netherlands 
has been replicated and confirmed by other researchers in Spain, 
Britain and Sweden. For information about the research upon which The 
Wonder Weeks is based, and about editions in various languages, see 
www.thewonderweeks.com. Unfortunately, Hetty contracted a rare tropical 
disease during our stay in Tanzania and following a long, brave battle with 
the disease, she passed away in 2003. Hetty’s legacy is alive as well as 
her life’s work continues to bear fruit and The Wonder Weeks continues to 
make life easier for parents and contribute to the healthy development of 
children.

Frans Plooij
Arnhem, the Netherlands

About this Book
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Introducto
Jolted from a deep sleep, the new mother leaps from her bed and runs 
down the hall to the nursery. Her tiny infant, red-faced, fists clenched, 
screams in their crib. On instinct, the mother picks up the baby, cradling 
them in her arms. The baby continues to shriek. The mother nurses the 
baby, changes their diaper, then rocks them, trying every trick to ease their 
discomfort, but nothing seems to work. “Is there something wrong with the 
baby?” the mother wonders. “Am I doing something wrong?”

Parents commonly experience worry, fatigue, aggravation, guilt, and 
sometimes even aggression toward their inconsolable infants. The baby’s 
cries may cause friction between the parents, especially when they 
disagree on how to deal with it. Well-meant but unwelcome advice from 
family, friends, and even strangers only makes things worse. “Let them cry, 
it’s good for their lungs” is not the solution mothers and fathers wish to 

hear. Disregarding the problem does not make it go away.
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The Good News: There is a Reason
For the past 35 years, we have studied the development of babies and the 
way their caregivers respond to their changes. Our research was done in 
homes, where we observed the daily activities of mothers and children. We 
gleaned further information from more formal interviews.

Our research has shown that from time to time all parents are plagued by a 
baby who won’t stop crying. In fact, we found that, surprisingly, all normal 
healthy babies are more tearful, troublesome, demanding, and fussy at the 
same ages, and when this occurs they may drive the entire household to 
despair. From our research, we are now able to predict, almost to the week, 
when parents can expect their babies to go through one of these “fussy 
phases.”

During these periods, a baby cries for a good reason. They are suddenly 
undergoing drastic changes in their development, which is upsetting to 
them. These changes enable the baby to learn many new skills and should 
therefore be a reason for celebration. After all, it’s a sign they are making 
wonderful progress. But as far as the baby is concerned, these changes 
are bewildering. They are taken aback - everything has changed overnight. 
It’s as if they have entered a whole new world.

It is well known that a child’s physical development progresses in what 
we commonly call “growth spurts.” A baby may not grow at all for some 
time, but then they’ll grow a quarter of an inch in just one night. Research 
has shown that essentially the same thing happens in a child’s mental 
development. Neurological studies have shown that there are times when 
major, dramatic changes take place in the brains of children younger than 
20 months. Shortly after each of them, there is a parallel leap forward in 
mental development. This book focuses on the 10 major leaps that every 
baby takes in their first 20 months of life. It tells you what each of these 
developments mean for your baby’s understanding of the world about them 
and how they use this understanding to develop the new skills that they 
need at each stage in their development.

2 Introduction
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What This Means for You and Your Baby
Parents can use this understanding of their baby’s developmental leaps to 
help them through these often confusing times in their new lives. You will 
better understand the way your baby is thinking and why they act as they 
do at certain times. You will be able to choose the right kind of help to give 
them when they need it and the right kind of environment to help them 
make the most of every leap in their development.

This is not a book about how to make your child into a genius, however. We 
firmly believe that every child is unique and intelligent in their own way. It is a 
book on how to understand and cope with your baby when they are difficult 
and how to enjoy them most as they grow. It is about the joys and sorrows 
of growing with your baby.

All that’s required to use this book is:
■ One (or two) loving parent(s).
■ One active, vocal, growing baby.
■ A willingness to grow along with your baby.
■ Patience.

How to Use This Book
This book grows with your baby. You can compare your experiences with 
those of other parents during all stages of your baby’s development. Over 
the years, we've asked many mothers and fathers of new babies to keep 
records of their babies’ progress and also to record their thoughts and 
feelings as well as observations of their babies’ behavior from day to day. 
The diaries we’ve included in this book are a sample of these, based on the 
weekly reports of mothers of 15 babies - eight girls and seven boys. We 
hope you will feel that your baby is growing alongside those in our study 
group and that you can relate your observations of your baby to those of 
other mothers.

This book is not just for reading, however. Each section offers you the 
opportunity to record the details of your baby’s progress. By the time a 
baby has grown into middle childhood, many parents yearn to recall all of 
the events and emotions of those first all-important years. Some parents 
keep diaries, but most mothers and fathers who are not particularly fond of

Introduction 3
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writing or who simply lack the time - are convinced they will remember the 
milestones and even the minor details in their babies’ lives. Unfortunately, 
later on they end up deeply regretting the fact that their memories faded 
faster than they could ever have imagined.

The next chapter, “Growing Up: How Your Baby Does It” explains some 
of the research on which this book is based and how it applies to your 
baby. You will learn how your baby grows by making “leaps” in their mental 
development and how these are preceded by stormy periods when you can 
expect them to be fussy, cranky, or temperamental.

The chapter “Newborn: Welcome to the World” describes what a newborn’s 
world is like and how they perceive the new sensations that surround them. 
You will learn how nature has equipped them to deal with the challenges 
of life and how important physical contact is to their future development. 
These facts will help you get to know your new baby, to learn about their 
wants and needs, and to understand what they are experiencing when they 
take the first leap forward.

Subsequent chapters discuss the Wonder Weeks - the 10 big changes 
your baby undergoes in the first 20 months of life, at around 5, 8, 12, 19, 
26, 37, 46, 55, 64 and 75 weeks. Each chapter tells you the signs that will 
let you know that a major leap is occurring. Then they explain the new 
perceptual changes your baby experiences at this time and how your baby 
will make use of them in their development.

Each leap is discussed in a separate chapter, consisting of four sections:

“This Week’s Fussy Signs” describes the clues that your baby is about 
to make a developmental leap. Reflections from other mothers about their 
babies’ troublesome times offer sympathetic support as you endure your 
baby’s stormy periods.

In this section, you’ll also find a diary section titled “Signs My Baby Is 
Growing Again.” Check off the signs you’ve noticed that indicate your baby 
is about to experience a big change.

“The Magical Leap Forward” discusses the new abilities your baby will 
acquire during the current leap. In each case, it's like a new world opening 
up, full of observations they can make, and skills they can acquire. In this

4 Introduction 
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section, you will find a diary section, “How My Baby Explores the New 
World,” which lists the skills that babies can develop once they have made 
this developmental leap. As you check off your baby’s skills on the lists, 
remember that no baby will do everything listed. Your baby may exhibit only 
a few of the listed skills at this time, and you may not see other skills until 
weeks or months later. How much your baby does is not important - your 
baby will choose the skills best suited to them at this time. Tastes differ, 
even among babies! As you mark or highlight your own baby’s preferences, 
you will discover what makes your baby unique.

“What You Can Do to Help” gives you suggestions for games, activities, 
and toys appropriate to each stage of development which will increase your 
baby’s awareness and satisfaction - and enhance your playtime together.

“After the Leap” lets you know when you can expect your baby to become 
more independent and cheerful again. This is likely to be a delightful time 
for parents and babies, when both can appreciate the newly acquired 
skills that equip the baby to learn about and enjoy their world. This book is 
designed to be picked up at any point in your baby’s first 20 months when 
you feel you need help understanding their current stage of development. 
You don’t have to read it from cover to cover. If your baby is a little older, 
you can skip the earlier chapters.

Bonus: And leafs
Sleep, and the lack of sleep... that’s something we all have to deal with 
when we have a baby. As a bonus, we've added an additional chapter at 
the end of the book about this (on page 443). It includes everything about 
the relationship between sleep and leaps, as well as unique insight into your 
baby’s sleeping behavior.

Introduction 5
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What This Book Offers You

We hope that you will use this knowledge of your child’s developmental 
leaps to understand what they are going through, help them through the 
difficult times, and encourage them as they take on the momentous task 
of growing into a toddler. Also, we hope that this book helps provide the 
following.

Support in times of trouble. During the times you have to cope with 
crying problems, it helps to know that you are not alone, that there is a 
reason for the crying, and that a fussy period never lasts more than a few 
weeks, and sometimes no longer than several days. This book tells you what 
other parents experienced when their babies were the same age as yours. 
You will learn that all parents struggle with feelings of anxiety, aggravation, 
and a whole range of other emotions. You will come to understand that 
these feelings are all part of the process, and that they will help your baby 
progress.

Confidence. You will learn that you are capable of sensing your baby’s 
needs better than anyone else. You are the expert, the leading authority on 
your baby.

Help in understanding your baby. This book will tell you what your baby 
endures during each fussy phase. It explains that they will be difficult when 
they are on the verge of learning new skills, as the changes to their nervous 
system start to upset them. Once you understand this, you will be less 
concerned about and less resentful of their behavior. This knowledge will 
also give you more peace of mind and help you to help them through each 
of these fussy periods.

Hints on how to help your baby play and learn. After each fussy period, 
your baby will be able to learn new skills. They will learn faster, more easily, 
and with more pleasure if you help them. This book will give you insight into 
what is preoccupying them at each age. On top of that, we supply a range 
of ideas for different games, activities, and toys so that you can choose 
those best suited to your baby.

A unique account of your baby’s development. You can track your 
baby’s fussy phases and progress throughout the book and supplement it
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with your own notes, so that it charts your baby’s progress during the first
20 months of their life.

We hope that you will use this knowledge of your child’s developmental 
leaps to understand what they are going through, help them through the 
difficult times, and encourage them as they take on the momentous task of 
growing into a toddler. Also, we hope you will be able to share with them 
the joys and challenges of growing up.

Most of all, we hope you will gain peace of mind and confidence in your 
ability to bring up your baby. We hope this book will be a reliable friend and 
an indispensable guide in the crucial first 20 months of your baby’s life.

This BooH is GevHer-NentM
We are very proud that this book has been written in gender-neutral 
language. There are no references to ‘him’ or ‘her’ but we use ‘they’ 

to refer to both boys and girls. You may need to get used to this when 
reading the book, but this enables us to emphasize what we stand for, 
and that applies to girls and boys: a smart start for a happy beginning.

Introduction 7
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le^ Atarm'
A mother sent us this letter:

Vear Irons and Hetty,

I always noticed thztt my baby was difficult for a few days before I realized 

that Ke was making a leap. I iaws irritated for a few days, but kept the 

feeling to myself until the proverbial straw broke the camel's back- At that 

point, I became very angry with him, and my own reaction scared me. TOhen 

this had happened three tlnnes, I wrote down all the leaps in my calendar. 

Th4t iawj, I can read the next chapter in tinu? for the next leap. It may 

seem crazy, but I think I can handle his. difficult periods much better now. 

I know what will happen before it does. I won't be surprised any more.

Sincerely, TYlaribel

To us, this was a very special letter. Maribel described what many parents 
feel - their baby’s leaps can be overwhelming!

This is why we developed the Leap Alarm. It’s easy to use. Just enter your 
data (due date, not birth date!) at www.thewonderweeks.com. Each email 
will feature a short description of your baby’s imminent leap in mental 
development. And of course, this service is completely free!

8
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Growing If
How Your Baby Does It

ONE SMALL STEP BACK
AND A GIANT LEAP FORWARD
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For many parents, watching their baby grow is one of the most interesting 
and rewarding experiences of their lives. Parents love to record and 
celebrate the first time their baby sits up, crawls, says their first words, 
feeds themselves, and a myriad of other precious “firsts.” But few parents 
stop to think about what’s happening in their baby’s mind that allows them 
to learn these skills when they do. We know that a baby’s perception of the 
world is growing and changing when they are suddenly able to play peek- 
a-boo or recognize Grandma’s voice on the telephone. These moments 
are as remarkable as the first time they crawl, but even more mysterious 
because they involve things happening inside their brain that we cannot 
see. They’re proof that their brain is growing as rapidly as their chubby little 
body. But sooner or later every parent discovers that the first 20 months of 
life can be a bumpy road. While parents revel in their child’s development 
and share their joy as they discover the world around them, they also find 
that at times, that the joyfulness can suddenly turn to abject misery. A baby 
can seem as changeable as a spring day. At times, life with baby can be 
a very trying experience. Inexplicable crying bouts and fussy periods are 
likely to drive both mother and father to desperation, as they wonder what’s 
wrong with their little tyke and try every trick to soothe them or coax them 
to happiness, to no avail.

Crying and Clinging Can Simply Mean They’re Growing
For 35 years, we have been studying interactions between parents and 
babies. In objective observations, from personal records, and on videotape, 
we have documented the times at which mothers report their babies to be 
“difficult.” These difficult periods are usually accompanied by the three C’s: 
Clinginess, Crankiness, and Crying. We now know that they are the telltale 
signs of a period in which the child makes a major leap forward in their 
development. It’s well known that a child’s physical growth progresses in 
what are commonly called “growth spurts.” A child’s mental development 
progresses in much the same way. Recent neurological studies on the 
growth and development of the brain support our observations of mother 
and baby interactions. Studies of the physical events that accompany

O.... ..... .
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«

mental changes in the brain are still in their infancy. Yet, other scientists 
have identified major changes in the brain at six of the ten difficult ages we 
see take place in the first 20 months. Each major change announces a leap 
forward in mental development of the kind we are describing in this book. 
We expect that studies of other critical ages will eventually show similar 
results. It is hardly surprising, when you think of the number of changes 
that your baby has to go through in just the first 20 months of life, that they 
should occasionally feel out of sorts. Growing up is hard work!

The Fussy Signs that Signal a Magical Leap Forward
In this book, we outline the ten major developmental leaps that all babies 
go through in the first 20 months of their lives. Each leap allows your baby 
to assimilate information in a new way and use it to advance the skills they 
need to grow, not just physically but also mentally, into a fully functioning, 
thinking adult.

Each leap is invariably preceded by what we call a fussy phase or clingy 
period, in which the baby demands extra attention from their caregiver. The 
amazing and wonderful thing is that all babies go through these difficult 
periods at exactly the same time, give or take a week or two, during the first 
20 months of their lives.

These ten developmental leaps that infants undergo are not necessarily 
in sync with physical growth spurts, although they may occasionally 
coincide. Many of the common milestones for a baby’s first 20 months of 
development, such as cutting teeth, are also unrelated to these leaps in 
mental development. Milestones in mental development can, on the other 
hand, be reflected in physical progress, although they are by no means 
limited to that.

How Your Baby Does It 11
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Signs of a Leap
Shortly before each leap, a sudden and extremely rapid change occurs 
within the baby. It’s a change in the nervous system, chiefly the brain, and 
it may be accompanied by some physical changes as well. In this book 
we call this a “big change.” Each big change brings the baby a new form 
of perception and alters the way they perceive the world. And each time a 
new form of perception swamps your baby, it also brings with it the means 
of learning a new set of skills appropriate for that world. For instance, 
at approximately 8 weeks, the big change in the brain enables the baby 
to perceive simple patterns for the first time. During the initial period of 
disturbance that always accompanies a big change, you may already notice 
new behaviors emerging. And you most certainly will shortly afterwards. In 
week eight, for example, your baby will suddenly show an interest in visible 
shapes, patterns, and structures, such as cans on a supermarket shelf or 
the slats on their crib. You might see physical developments as well. For 
example, they may start to gain some control over their body, since they 
now recognize the way in which their arms and legs work in precise patterns 
and they are able to control them. So, the big change alters the perception 
of sensations inside the baby’s body as well as outside it. The major sign of 
a big change is that the baby’s behavior takes an inexplicable turn for the 
worse. Sometimes it will seem as if your baby has become a changeling. 
You will notice a fussiness that wasn’t there in the previous weeks and 
often there will be bouts of crying that you are at a loss to explain. This is 
very worrisome, especially when you encounter it for the first time, but it is 
perfectly normal. When their babies become more difficult and demanding 
than usual, many parents wonder if their babies are becoming ill. Or they 
may feel annoyed, not understanding why their babies are suddenly so 
fussy and trying.

12 Growing Up
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The Timing of the Fussy Phases
Babies all undergo these fussy phases at around the same ages. During the 
first 20 months of a baby’s life, there are ten developmental leaps with their 
corresponding fussy periods at the onset. The fussy periods come at 5, 8, 
12, 15, 23, 34, 42, 51, 60, and 71 weeks. The onsets may vary by a week or 
two, but you can be sure of their arrival. In this book, we confine ourselves 
to the developmental period from birth to just after the first year and a half 
of your baby's life. This pattern does not end when your baby has become 
a toddler, however. Several more leaps have been documented throughout 
childhood, and even into the teenage years.

The initial fussy phases your baby goes through as an infant do not last 
long. They can be as short as a few days - although they often seem 
longer to parents distressed over an infant’s inexplicable crying. The 
intervals between these early periods are also short - three or four weeks, 
on average. Later, as the changes your infant undergoes become more 
complex, they take longer for them to assimilate and the fussy periods may 
last from one to six weeks. Every baby will be different, however. Some 
babies find change more distressing than others, and some changes will be 
more distressing than others. But every baby will be upset to some degree 
while these big changes in their life are taking place.

Every big change is closely linked to changes in the developing infant's 
nervous system, so nature’s timing for developmental leaps is actually 
calculated from the date of conception. In this book, we use the more 
conventional age calculation from a baby’s birth date. Therefore, the ages at 
which developmental leaps occur are calculated for full-term babies. If your 
baby was premature or very late, you should adjust the ages accordingly. 
For example, if your baby was born two weeks late, their first fussy phase 
will probably occur two weeks earlier than we show here. If they were four 
weeks early, it will occur four weeks later. Remember to make allowances 
for this with each of the 10 developmental leaps.
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Q Your baby is probably going through a comparatively uncomplicated phase

@3 Fussy and irritable behavior at around 29 or 30 weeks is not a telltale sign of another 
leap. Your baby has simply discovered that their mommy can walk away and leave 
them behind. Funny as it may sound, this is progress. It is a new skill: they are 
learning about distances.

O Your baby may be fussier now than before.

Q Around this week, a “stormy” period is most likely to occur.

o Around this week, it is most likely that your baby’s sunny side will shine through

Not a Single Bdbj
All babies experience fussy periods when big changes occur in their 

development. Usually calm, easygoing babies will react to these 
changes just as much as more difficult, temperamental babies do.

But not surprisingly, temperamental babies will have more difficulty in 
dealing with them than their calmer counterparts. Mothers and fathers 
of “difficult” babies will also have a harder time as their babies already 

require more attention and will demand even more than usual when 
they have to cope with these big changes. These babies will have the 
greatest need for their mother and father, the most conflict with their 

parents, and the largest appetite for learning.

The Magical Leap Forward
To the baby, these big changes always come as a shock, as they turn the 
familiar world they have come to know inside out. If you stop to think about 
this, it makes perfect sense. Just imagine what it would be like to wake up 
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and find yourself on a strange planet where everything was different from 
the one you were used to. What would you do? You wouldn’t want to calmly 
eat or take a long nap. Neither does your baby.

All they want is to cling tightly to someone they feel safe with. To make 
matters more challenging for you and your baby, each developmental leap 
is different. Each gives the baby a new form of perception that allows them 
to learn a new set of skills that belong to the new developmental world - 
skills they could not possibly have learned at an earlier age, no matter how 
much encouragement you gave them.

We will describe the perceptual changes your baby undergoes in each 
developmental leap, as well as the new skills that then become available 
to them. You will notice that each world builds upon the foundations of 
the previous one. In each new world, your baby can make lots of new 
discoveries. Some skills they discover will be completely new, while others 
will be an improvement on skills they acquired earlier.

No two babies are exactly the same. Each baby has their own preferences, 
temperament, and physical characteristics, and these will lead them to 
select things in this new world that they, personally, find interesting. Where 
one baby will quickly sample everything, another will be captivated by one 
special skill. These differences are what make babies unique. If you watch, 
you will see your baby’s unique personality emerging as they grow.

What You Can Do to Help
You are the person your baby knows best. They trust you more and have 
known you longer than anyone else. When their world has been turned 
inside out, they will be completely bewildered. They will cry, sometimes 
incessantly, and they will like nothing better than to simply be carried in 
your arms all day long. As they get older, they will do anything to stay 
near you. Sometimes they will cling to you and hold on for dear life. They
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(Mity Time: Au UuidlMrd Whim
When a baby is allowed to decide for themselves when and what sort of 
attention they prefer, you’ll notice this differs from one week to the next. 
When a big change occurs within a baby they will go through the following 
phases.

• A need to cling to mommy or daddy.
• A need to play and learn new skills with mommy or daddy.
• A need to play on their own.

Because of this, planned playtimes are unnatural. If you want your baby’s 
undivided attention, you have to play when it suits them. It is impossible 
to plan having fun with a baby. In fact, they may not even appreciate your 
attention at the time you had set aside for “quality time.” Gratifying, tender 
and funny moments simply happen with babies.

may want to be treated like a tiny baby again. These are all signs that they 
are in need of comfort and security. This is their way of feeling safe. You 
could say that they are returning to home base, clinging to their mommy. 
When your baby suddenly becomes fussy, you may feel worried or even 
irritated by their troublesome behavior. You will want to know what’s wrong 
with them, and you’ll wish that they would go back to being their old self 
again. Your natural reaction will be to watch them even more closely than 
before. It’s then that you are likely to discover that they know much more 
than you thought they did. You may notice that they’re attempting to do 
things you have never seen them do before. It may dawn on you that your 
baby is changing, although your baby has known it for some time already. 
As parents, you are in the best position to give your baby things they can 
handle and to meet their needs. If you respond to what your baby is trying 
to tell you, you will help their progress. Obviously, your baby may enjoy 
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certain games, activities, and toys that you, personally, find less appealing, 
while you may enjoy others they don’t like at all. Don’t forget that caregivers 
are unique, too. You can also encourage them if they lose interest or want 
to give up too easily. With your help, they will find the whole play-and-learn 
process more challenging and fun, too. When your baby learns something 
new, it often means that they have to break an old habit. Once they can 
crawl, they are perfectly capable of fetching their own playthings, and once 
they can walk quite confidently on their own, they can’t expect to be carried 
as often as before. Each leap forward in their development will make them 
more capable and more independent. This is the time when a mother or 
father and baby may have problems adjusting to one another. There is often 
a big difference in what baby wants and what their mother or father wants 
or thinks is good for the baby, and this can lead to anger and resentment on 
both sides. When you realize what new skills your baby is trying to exercise, 
you will be better equipped to set the right rules for each developmental 
stage and alter them as needed as they grow.

After the Leap
The troublesome phase stops just as suddenly as it started. Most parents 
see this as a time to relax and enjoy their babies. The pressure to provide 
constant attention is off. The baby has become more independent, and 
they are often busy putting their new skills into practice. They are more 
cheerful at this stage, too. Unfortunately, this period of relative peace and 
quiet doesn’t last long - it’s just a lull before the next storm. Nature does 
not allow babies to rest for long.
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Watch any new parent when they hold their baby for the first time. Chances 
are they will follow this particular pattern: First they will run their fingers 
through the baby's hair. Then they will run a finger around the baby’s head 
and over their face. After this, they will feel the baby’s fingers and toes. Then 
they will slowly move toward the baby’s middle, along their arms, legs, and 
neck. Finally, they will touch the baby's tummy and chest. The way in which 
parents generally touch their newborn babies is often very similar, too. First 
a new mother or father will touch their infant with fingertips only, stroking 
and handling them very gently. Slowly but surely, as they become more 
comfortable, they will use all of their fingers and may sometimes squeeze 
their baby. Finally, they will touch them with the palm of their hand. When 
they eventually dare to hold their baby by the chest or tummy, the new 
parent will be so delighted that they may exclaim what a miracle it is that 
they have produced something as precious as this.

Ideally, this discovery process should occur as close to birth as possible. 
After a mother and father’s first encounter with their baby, they will no longer 
be afraid to pick them up, turn them around, or put them down. They will 
know how their little one feels to the touch.

Every baby looks and feels different. Try picking up another baby if their 
parents will allow it, and you’ll find that it’s a strange experience. It will take 
a minute or two to get used to the other infant. This is because you have 
become so accustomed to your baby.

Take Charge Early
The sooner parents become confident handling their baby, the quicker 
they can begin responding sensitively to their needs. A baby shouldn’t be 
dumped in their mother or father’s arms; they should be allowed all the time 
they need to take the baby into their arms by themselves.
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Those ImforW First Honrs
A mother is usually extremely perceptive to her newborn baby in the first 

hours after birth. Try to have your baby with you at this critical time to 
get to know each other. Your newborn baby is often wide awake during 

this period. They are aware of their surroundings, they turn towards quiet 
sounds, and they fix their gaze on the face that happens to hover above 

them. Most mothers love it if the father is there, too, so they can share this 
experience as a brand-new family.

This sort of tuning-in to the new baby is easily interrupted if others don’t give 
the parents space at the birth. If the new parents feel that things are not under 
their control, they may feel powerless and even afraid to handle their baby. 
Take control of the situation as soon'as you are able to, and get to know your 
baby as soon as you can. Even if the baby has to be placed in an incubator, 
spend as much time with them as you can and look after as many aspects of 
their care as you are able to do. Talk to your baby to let them know you are 
there when you are not able to touch them. Be sure to speak up. If you want 
to have your baby near you, or if you want to be alone with them for a while, 
say so. You decide how often you want to pick them up and cuddle them.

The majority of mothers whose early contact with their newborns was 
thwarted by hospital procedures or others around them say that they regret 
not having spent more time alone with their babies during this period. Many 
mothers feel resentful about this for quite some time. The maternity period 
wasn’t like they imagined. Instead of enjoying a well-earned rest, they felt 
harassed. They had wanted to have their babies near them all the time, 
especially when their little one was crying. If they were not allowed to hold 
their babies, the new mothers felt disappointed and annoyed. They felt as if 
they were being treated like immature, helpless children who were incapable 
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of deciding for themselves what was best for them and their babies. These 
feelings have also been expressed by fathers, too, who felt overwhelmed by 
hospital rules and frustrated by meddling from others.

T had to do as I was told- I wasn’tjust told how to sit during nursing, bat 

also when I could nurse, and for hoot long. I rrlso had to allow mg babg to erg 

whenever it ix^sn't 'his time' jet. I iaws annoged most of the time, but I ^i^fn't 

iAWt to be rude, so I nursed ktw in secret. Ijwst couldn't stand hearing him erg, 

and I wanted to comfort him. W) breasts hept swelling and shrinking all dag 

long. Id reallg had more than I could take. I was the one who had given birth, 

and I wanted mg babg. I was so angrg that I Just started crging. But of course 
theg had a name for that, too - maternitg tears.' That was the last straw. Alt I 

lAMrvte^ txws mg babg and a bit of peace and quiet"

Paul’s mom

1 had a long deliverg. Our babg was taken awag from us immediatelg. for hours, 

we assumed we'd had a babg bog. yOhen I got mg babg back later on, it turned 

out to be a girl. y\)e were shocked. It imsn’t that we didn't want a girl, but we 

had started getting used to the idea that we had a son.'

Jenny’s mom

"yOhiSA I nursed mg babg, I lik^l to snuggle up to her and get nice and close. 

But the maternitg nurse wouldn’t let me. She made me lean back into the 

cushions on the sofa. It felt so unnatural - detached and unemotional?

Nina’s mom
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When parents have problems with their baby shortly after the birth, they 
often say this is because they don’t feel completely confident. They are 
afraid of dropping them or holding them too tightly. They haven’t learned 
to assess their baby’s needs and responses to certain situations. They feel 
they are failing as mothers and fathers.

Some parents think this has to do with the fact that they saw so little of their 
baby just after the birth. They would have loved to have spent more time 
with their baby back then, but now they feel relieved when the baby is back 
in their crib. They’ve become afraid of parenthood.

W
EEK

O

"because I iwl a difficult hir-tk. we had to stay in the hospital for 10 days. I was 

only allowed to see my baby during the day, at nursing times. Clothing was the 

way I had imagined it would be. fid planned to breastfeed, but sometimes the 

staff gave my baby a bottle on the sly, to make things easier for themselves. At 

night, they always gave her bottles. I wanted to have her near me more often, 

but they wouldnt allow it. I felt helpless and angry. yOhen I was allowed to 

go home, I felt that they might as well keep her. &y that time, she felt like a 

stranger, like she wasn't mine.'

Juliette’s mom

I7o Kcmemkr
Cuddle, rock, caress, and massage your baby when they are in a good 

mood, because this is the best time to find out what suits them and what
relaxes them most. When you know their preferences, you will be able to 
use these methods to comfort them later on when they are upset. If you 

only cuddle, rock, caress, and massage them only when they are in a bad 
mood, your “comforting” will cause them to cry even longer and louder.
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The maternity nurse was a nuisance. She stayed when I Iwl company, did most 

of the talking, and went on and on telling everyone about every case she’d been 

on that had ever gone Just the slightest bit wrong. for some reason, she was 

overly concerned that my healthy baby would turn yellow. She would check on 

her every hour, sometimes every 15 minutes, and tell me she thought she'd seen 

the first signs of Jaundice. It made me so nervous. TOken I tried to breastfeed, 

the nurse kept interrupting by wkisking my hungry baby off to be weighed. This 

upset me every time, and my baby didn't seem too pleased about it, either. She 

wriggled around on the scales, so it would take even longer for the nurse to see 

whether she had taken Iff or 15 ounces of milk. YAe^i^kile, mg baby's desperate 

screams made me even more nervous, so I Fn^llg decided to stop breastfeeding. 

y\)hen 1 look back on it, I feel terrible. I would have liked so much to nurse my 

little girl'

Emily’s mom

lOitk my second child, we were determined to do everything exactly the way 

we wanted. y\)hen the baby started crying, I would simply feed her a little. For 

nearly two weeks, we had been told to let our eldest cry and go hungry for no 

reason, as it later turned out. TOith the first baby, you tend to take advice from 

everyone. The second time, I listened onlg to myself'

Eve’s mom

Getting to Know and Understand Your Baby
In some ways, you already know your baby. After all, they were with you 
day and night for nine months. Before they were born, you wondered 
what kind of baby you would have and whether you would recognize any 
traits you thought they had while in your womb. But once they are born 
it’s different - totally different, In fact. You see your baby for the first time,
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and your baby also finds themselves in completely new surroundings. Most 
mothers look for familiar traits in their tiny newborns. Are they the peaceful 
little person she expected them to be? Do they kick at certain times of 
the day like they did before they were born? Do they have a special bond 
with their dad? Do they recognize his voice?

Often parents want to “test” their baby’s reactions. They want to find out what 
makes their children happy and contented. They will appreciate advice, but 
not rules and regulations. They want to get to know their baby and see how 
their baby respond to them. They want to find out for themselves what is 
best for their children. If they're right about their likes and dislikes, they feel 
pleased with themselves, as it shows how well they know their baby. This 
increases their self-confidence and will make them feel they are perfectly 
able to cope after they take their infants home. Seeing, hearing, smelling, 
and feeling your baby during those first few days has a tremendous impact 
on your relationship with your baby. Most mothers instinctively know how 
important these intimate “parties” are. They want to experience everything 
their baby does. Just looking at them gives them enormous pleasure. They 
want to watch them sleep and listen to them breathe. They want to be there 
when they wake up. They want to caress them, cuddle them, and smell 
them whenever they feel like it.

TAg son's breathing changes whenever he hears a sudden noise or sees a light. 

y\)hen I -First noticed this Irregular breathing, I iaws realty concerned, but then I 

realized he was Just reacting to sound and light. TW I think it's wonderful when 

his breathing changes, and I don't worry about it anymore'

Bob's mom
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Your Baby Gets to Know and Understand You
When a new parent gazes down into their baby’s face, it often seems as 
if the baby, gazing steadily back with wide, astonished eyes, is thinking: 
“What a strange and wonderful world this is!”

Indeed, a newborn baby’s world is an astonishing place of new and strange 
sensations. Light, sound, motion, smells, the sensations on their soft skin - 
it is all so new that they can’t separate all the different things. Sometimes, 
snuggled tightly up against their mother’s breast, it all feels so wonderfully 
good. They feel full, warm, sleepy, and soothed by the softness around 
them.

At other times, their whole world seems utterly shattered, and they can’t 
figure out what’s making them feel so miserable. Something is wet, cold, 
hungry, noisy, blindingly bright, or just desperately unhappy, and all they 
can do is wail.

During the first five weeks of your baby’s life, they will slowly become 
familiar with the world around them. You will get to know each other more 
intimately than anyone else in your shared world at this time. Soon they will 
make the first major leap in their development.

But before you are able to understand what your baby will experience 
when they are five weeks old and take their first leap forward, you need 
to know what your newborn baby’s world is like now and how they are 
equipped to deal with it. Also, to help them meet their new challenges, you 
need to know how important physical contact is and how to use it.

Your New Baby’s World

Babies are interested in the world around them from the moment they are 
born. They look and listen, taking in their surroundings. They try very hard 
to focus their eyes sharply, which is why babies frequently look cross-eyed 
as they strain to get a better look. Sometimes they tremble and gasp in 
sheer exhaustion from the effort. A newborn often looks at you as if they are 
staring, transfixed with interest.
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Your new baby has an excellent memory, and they are quick to recognize 
voices, people, and even some toys, such as an especially colorful stuffed 
animal. They also clearly anticipate regular parts of their daily routine, such 
as bath-time, cuddle-time, and nursing-time.

Even at this age, a baby mimics facial expressions. Try sticking your tongue 
out at them while you sit and talk to them, or open your mouth wide as if 
you are going to call out. Make sure that they are really looking at you when 
you try this, and give them plenty of time to respond. Most of your baby’s 
movements are very slow by adult standards, and it will take them several 
seconds to react.

A young baby is able to tell their parents just how they feel - whether they 
are happy, angry, or surprised. They do this by slightly changing the tone 
of their murmuring, gurgling, or crying and by using body language. You 
will quickly get to know what they mean. Besides, the baby will make it 
perfectly clear that they expect to be understood. If they aren’t, they will cry 
angrily or sob as if heartbroken.

Your newborn baby has preferences even at this tender age. Most babies 
prefer to look at people, rather than toys. You will also find that if presented 
with two playthings, they are able to express a preference by fixing their 
gaze on one of them.

Your new baby is quick to react to encouragement. They will adore being 
praised for their soft baby fragrance, their looks, and their achievements. 
You will hold their interest for longer if you shower them with compliments! 
Even though your baby’s senses are in full working order, they are unable 
to process the signals their senses send to their brain in the same way 
adults do. This means they aren’t able to distinguish among their senses. 
Babies experience their world in their own way, and it’s quite different from 
ours. We smell a scent, see the flower spreading it, touch its soft, velvety 
petals, hear a bee buzzing towards it, and know we are tasting honey when 
we put it into our mouths. We understand the difference among all of our 
senses, and so we are able to distinguish the differences.

(continued on page 31)
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New Bnbj $ Senses
Young babies can already see, hear, smell, taste, and feel a variety of 
things, and they are able to remember these sensations. However, a 
newborn baby’s perception of these sensations is very different from the 
way they will experience them as they get older.

WHAT BABIES SEE

Until recently, scientists and doctors believed that new babies were 
unable to see. This is not true. Parents have known all along that 
newborns love to look at faces, although it is true that vision is the 
last sense to reach full capacity. Your newborn can see most clearly 
up to a distance of about a foot. Beyond that, their vision is probably 
blurred. Sometimes they will also have difficulty focusing both eyes on 
whatever they are looking at, but once they have, they can stare at the 
object intently. They will even stop moving briefly. All their attention will 
be focused on the object. If they are very alert, they will sometimes 
be able to follow a moving toy by moving their eyes, turning their head, 
or sometimes by doing both together. They can manage to do this 
whether the object is moved horizontally or vertically. The important 
thing is that the object is moved very slowly and deliberately. If they 
lose track after a few moments, they pick up their gaze again and try 
it even more slowly.

The object that your baby will be able to follow best is a simple pattern 
with the basic characteristics of a human face - two large dots at the 
top for the eyes and one below for the mouth. Babies are able to do this 
within an hour of birth. Many of them have their eyes wide open and 
are very alert. Fathers and mothers are often completely fascinated by 
their newborn baby’s big, beautiful eyes. It is possible that babies are
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attracted to anything that even vaguely resembles a human face when 
they are this young. Your baby will be particularly interested in sharp 
contrasts - red and white stripes will probably hold their attention for 
longer than green and blue ones. The brighter the color contrasts, the 

W
EEK

O

more interested they will be. Black and white stripes actually hold a
baby’s attention longest because the contrast is strongest.

WHAT BABIES HEAR

At birth, your new baby can already clearly distinguish between different 
sounds. They will recognize your voice shortly after birth. They may like 
music, the hum of an engine, and soft drumming. This makes sense, 
because these sounds are already familiar to them. In the womb, they 
were surrounded by the constant thump, rustle, grumble, wheeze, and 
squeak of heart, veins, stomach, lungs, and intestines. They also have 
a built-in interest in people’s voices and find them soothing. By and 
large babies will feel comfortable in environments similar to those that 
they were used to in the womb. For example, a baby whose mother 
spent a lot of time in noisy surroundings while she was pregnant may 
be quite upset by a room that is too quiet.

Your baby also recognizes the difference between deep and high- 
pitched voices. High-pitched sounds will draw their attention more 
quickly. Adults sense this and speak to babies in high-pitched voices, 
so there is no need to be ashamed of your “oochykoochycooing.” Your 
baby is also able to differentiate between soft and loud sounds and 
does not like sudden, loud noises. Some babies are easily frightened, 
and if this is the case for your baby, it is important that you do nothing 
that will frighten them.
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WHAT BABIES SMELL

Your new baby is very sensitive to smells. They do not like pungent or 
sharp odors. These smells will make them overactive. They will try to 
turn away from the source of the smell, and they may start to cry, too.

Your baby can smell the difference between your body scent and 
breast milk and those of other mothers. If they are presented with 
several items of worn clothing, they will turn toward the article that you 
have worn.

WHAT BABIES TASTE

Your baby can already distinguish between several different flavors. 
They have a distinct preference for sweet things and will dislike 
anything that tastes sour or acidic. If something tastes bitter, they will 
spit it out as fast as they can.

WHAT BABIES FEEL

Your baby can sense changes in temperature. They can feel heat, 
which they put to good use when searching for a nipple if it is not put 
in their mouth, since the nipple is much warmer than the breast. They 
simply move their head in the direction of the warmest spot. Your baby 
can also sense cold. But if they are allowed to become cold, they will 
be unable to warm themselves, because at this age they can’t shiver 
to get warm as a means of controlling their own body temperature. 
Their parents need to consider their bodily warmth. For instance, it's 
not very sensible to take a baby for a long walk through snow and ice, 
no matter how well wrapped up they are, because they may become 
too cold and show signs of hypothermia. If your baby shows distress 
of any kind, hurry inside where it is warm. Your baby is extremely 
sensitive to being touched. Generally, they love skin contact, whether 
it’s soft or firm. Find out what your baby prefers. They will usually enjoy 
a body massage in a nice warm room, too. Physical contact is simply 
the best possible comfort and amusement for them. Try to find out 
what type of contact makes your baby sleepy or alert, since you can 
put this knowledge to good use in troublesome times.
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Your new baby is not yet able to make this distinction, however. They 
experience the world as all one universe - a mish-mash of sensations that 
changes drastically as soon as a single element changes. They receive all 
these impressions but cannot distinguish among them. They do not yet 
realize that their world is made up of signals from individual senses and that 
each sense conveys messages about a single aspect of it.

To make matters even more confusing for your infant, they cannot yet 
make a distinction between themselves and their surroundings, and they 
are not yet aware of being an independent person. Because of this, they 
are also unable to make a distinction between sensations that originate 
within their own body and those that come from outside it. As far as they 
are concerned, the outside world and their body are one and the same. To 
them, the world is one big color-cuddle-smell-and-sound sensation. What 
their body feels, they assume everyone and everything else feels.

Because a newborn baby perceives the world and themselves as one and 
the same, it is often difficult to discover the reason why they are crying. It 
could be anything inside or outside of them. No wonder their crying fits can 
drive their parents to distraction.

W
EEK 0

Your New Baby’s Tool Kit
If you were to experience the world in the same way your baby does, you 
too would be incapable of acting independently. You would not know that 
you have hands to grasp things with and a mouth to suck with. Only when 
you understand these things will you be able to do things deliberately.

This does not mean, however, that newborn babies are completely 
incapable of reacting to the world. Fortunately, your baby comes equipped 
with several special features to compensate for these shortcomings and 
help them survive this initial period.
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Their Reflexes Tell Them What to Do

Babies have several reflex reactions to keep them safe. For example, a 
newborn baby will automatically turn their head to one side to breathe freely 
when lying face down. In some ways, this reflex is similar to the way a puppet 
reacts to its strings being pulled. They do not stop to think, “I’m going to 
turn my head.” It simply happens. As soon as a baby learns to think and 
respond, this reflex disappears. It is a perfect system. (Of course, when 
it’s time for your baby to go to sleep, be sure to place them on their back.) 
Newborn babies also turn their heads toward sound. This automatic reaction 
ensures that a baby will shift their attention to the place of interest closest 
by. For many years, doctors overlooked this reaction because a newborn’s 
response to sound is delayed. It takes five to seven seconds before the 
baby starts to move their head, and it takes another three to four seconds 
to complete the movement. This reflex disappears somewhere between the 
5th and 8th week after birth. Here are some of your baby’s other reflexes:

As soon as the mouth of a hungry newborn comes in contact with an 
object, their mouth will close around it, and they will start to suck. This reflex 
provides the baby with an incredibly strong sucking ability. It disappears 
as soon as a baby no longer needs to suckle. Babies also have a strong 
gripping reflex. If you want your baby to grasp your finger, just stroke the 
palm of their hand. They will automatically grab your finger. If you do the 
same with their feet, they will use their toes to grab your finger. This gripping 
reflex is thought to date back to prehistoric times, when hominid mothers 
were covered with thick body hair. Because of this reflex, babies were able 
to cling to their mothers hair shortly after birth. A baby will use this gripping 
reflex during the first two months of life, especially if they sense you want to 
put them down when they would much rather stay with you!

A baby shows a reaction called the Moro reflex when they are frightened. They 
look as if they are trying to grab at something during a fall. They arch their 
back, throw their head back, and wave their arms and legs about, outward
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Bdhcs Got Bcro< Too
Your tiny infant is not yet able to amuse themselves. Lively, temperamental 
babies in particular make no secret about wanting some action as soon as 
they are awake. Here are some ways to keep your baby entertained.

* Explore the house with them. Give them the opportunity to see, hear, 
and touch whatever they find interesting. Explain the items you come 
across while exploring. No matter what it is, they will enjoy listening to 
your voice. Pretty soon, they will start recognizing objects themselves.

■ Have a quiet “chat.” Your baby enjoys listening to your voice. But if you 
also have a radio playing in the background, they will have difficulty 
concentrating on your voice. Although young babies are able to make 
a distinction between different voices when they hear them one at a 
time, they cannot distinguish one from the other when hearing them 
simultaneously.

■ Place interesting objects in convenient places for your baby to look at 
when they are awake. At this age, they won’t be able to search for them 
by themselves, so for them it’s “out of sight, out of mind.”

• Experiment with music. Try to discover their favorite music and play it 
to them. They may find it to be very soothing. In all activities, let your 
baby’s responses guide you.

at first, then inward, before crossing them across their chest and stomach. 
All of these baby reflexes disappear when they are replaced by voluntary 
responses. But there are other automatic reflexes that remain for life, such 
as breathing, sneezing, coughing, blinking, and jerking back a hand from 
a hot surface.
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Their Cries Get Your Attention

The reflexes mentioned above are your new baby’s way of restoring an 
uncomfortable situation to normal. Sometimes these reflexes are not 
enough - for instance, if they are too hot or cold, if they are not feeling well, 
or if they are bored. In these cases, the baby employs another strategy: 
They wail until someone else rectifies the situation. If no one helps them, the 
baby will cry incessantly until they are completely exhausted.

TYlg son's crying fits started in his second i/oeek. He gelled day and night, 

even though he u>as nursing well and grouting steadily- yOhen I took hinn to the 

clinic for his regular checkup, I mentioned that perhaps he was bored- &ut the 

pediatrician said that was innpossible because babies keep their eyes closed for 

the first 10 days, and even if my baby had his eyes open, he still wouldn't be 

able to see anything. Last week, I put a rattle in his crib anyway. It seems to 

be helping. He's certainly crying less. Go he was bored after etlll'

Paul's mom, 4th week

Their Appearance Melts Your Heart

In order to survive, your baby has to rely on someone else to attend to their 
every need, morning, noon, and night. Therefore, nature has supplied them 
with a powerful weapon that they continually put to use - their appearance. 
Nothing is cuter than a baby. Their extraordinarily large head makes up 
almost one third of their total length. Their eyes and forehead are also “too 
big,” and their cheeks are “too chubby.” Furthermore, their arms and legs 
are “too short and too plump.” Their cute looks are endearing. Designers 
of dolls, cuddly toys, and cartoons are quick to copy them. This look sells! 
This is exactly how your baby sells themselves, too. They are sweet, tiny, 
and helpless - a little cutie, just begging for attention. They will charm you 
into picking them up, cuddling them, and taking care of them.

Throughout the world, babies have been seen smiling before they are six 
weeks old. Smiling babies have even been filmed in the womb. Even so, this
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is a very rare occurrence in babies this young. Nevertheless, you may be 
one of the lucky parents who has witnessed an early smile. Newborn babies 
smile when touched, when a breath of fresh air brushes their cheeks, when 
they hear human voices or other sounds, when they see faces hovering 
over their cribs, or simply when they are full of milk and feeling content. 
Sometimes they even smile in their sleep.

W
EEK 0

Your New Baby’s Biggest Need
Even before they were born, your baby perceived their world as one whole. 
At birth, they left their familiar surroundings and for the first time were 
exposed to all kinds of unknown, completely new things. This new world 
was made up of many new sensations. Suddenly, they are able to move 
freely, sense heat and cold, hear a whole range of different and loud noises, 
see bright lights, and feel clothes wrapped around their body. Besides 
these impressions, they also have to breathe by themselves and get used 
to drinking milk, and their digestive organs have to process this new food, 
too. All these things are new to them. Because they suddenly have to 
cope with these enormous changes in lifestyle, it’s easy to understand 
why they need to feel safe and secure.

Close human contact is the best way of imitating your baby’s secure 
world inside the womb. It makes them feel safe. After all, your womb 
hugged their body, and your movements kneaded it, as far back as they can 
remember. It was their home. They were part of whatever took place in 
there - the rhythmical beating of your heart, the flow of your blood, and 
the rumbling of your stomach. Therefore, it makes perfect sense that they 
will enjoy feeling the old, familiar physical contact and hearing those well- 
known sounds once more. It is their way of “touching base.”
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Touch: Simply the best Comfort
Besides food and warmth, nothing is more important to your infant 
than snuggling close to you during the first four months of their life. 

As long as they experience lots of physical contact, their development 
will not be delayed, even if you don’t have much opportunity to play 

with them. A young baby generally loves lying close to you and being 
carried around. At the same time, this is also a good opportunity for 

them to learn to control their body.

Another idea is to give them a relaxing massage. Make sure the room 
is warm. Pour some baby oil into your hands and softly massage every 

part of their naked body. This is a nice way of helping them to grow 
accustomed to their body, and it will make them wonderfully drowsy.

At this age, a baby loves to be picked up, cuddled, caressed, and 
rocked. They may even enjoy soft pats on their back. They can’t get 

enough physical contact now. Don’t worry about whether you’re doing 
the right thing - they will soon let you know what they like best and 

what comforts them most. In the meantime, they are learning that they 
have a wonderful home base to which they can safely return when 

they are upset.
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For much of the past four or five weeks, you have watched your infant 
grow rapidly. You have become acquainted with each other, and you have 
learned all of their little ways. At this point in time, it is hard for adults to 
imagine what the baby’s world is like. It’s in soft focus and its qualities are 
undefined - in some ways, there are similarities to their life in your womb.

Now, before the mists that envelop their infant world part and allow them to 
start making sense of all the impressions they have been busy absorbing in the 
past few weeks, they will need to go through their first major developmental 
leap. At about five weeks, and sometimes as early as four, your baby will 
begin to take the first leap forward in their development. New sensations 
bombard your baby inside and out, and they are usually bewildered by 
them. Some of these new things have to do with the development of their 
internal organs and their metabolism. Others are a result of their increased 
alertness - their senses are more sensitive than they were immediately after 
birth. So it’s not so much the sensations themselves that are changing, but 
rather the baby's perceptions of them.

This rapidly changing world is very disturbing at first. Your baby’s first 
reaction will be to want to return to the safe, warm, familiar world they so 
recently left, a world with its parents at its center. Suddenly, your infant 
may seem to need more cuddles and attention than they did before. While 
eating and sleeping and being well-looked after physically were enough to 
lull them with a sense of well-being before, they now seem to need more 
from you. Although your baby has been very close to you since their birth, 
this might be the first time you think of them as fussy or demanding. This 
period may last only a day, but with some babies it lasts a whole week.

As this clinginess begins to ease, you will notice that your baby is just a little 
more grown-up in a way that you find hard to put your finger on. They seem 
more alert and aware of the world around them than they were.
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If your baby is fussy, watch them closely to see if they are attempting 
to master new skills.

This Weeks Fussy Siyws
Even very young babies of five weeks can sense the changes occurring 
inside their tiny bodies. Having just gotten used to a world outside the warm 
embrace of your body, your baby is now finding their world changing for a 
second time. It’s important to understand that although everything seems 
the same to you, to them everything they see, feel, hear, smell, or taste is 
different somehow. They may like some of these changes, but they might 
dislike others because they don’t yet know how to cope with them. They 
are still too young to turn to you for help, and they certainly can’t ask you 
what is going on.

How ^ou Knew its Time to Grow
Even though your baby can’t form the words to tell you what's going on, 
they are able to communicate quite a bit in other ways. Here are some 

signs that they are preparing to make their first leap.

They May Be Highly Upset

At this point in time, it’s very likely your baby will yell, cry, scream, and 
refuse to go to sleep in their crib until they have driven the entire household 
crazy. These are the clues that your baby is about to make their first leap! 
With a bit of luck, their distress will have you running to them, picking them 
up, holding them tight, and letting them snuggle up.
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They May Crave Closeness with You

If they are even luckier, after you pick them up, you might also nurse them. 
Sometimes they will only drift off to sleep if they are snuggled up to mommy 
in the closest way possible - latched onto the breast. Providing this sort of 
physical comfort with a breast or bottle may be the only way to create the 
safe world they are so desperate for at this time.

TWwillg, my baby is very easy, bat ske so^ztenlg started crging non-stop 

for almost two ^gys. At first I thought it voasjust stomach cramps Bat tken 

I noticed she stopped whenever I had her on nxg (zap, or when I let her lie in 

between as. She fell ^asleep right zawgg then. I kept ashing mgself if I wzts spoiling 

her too mh bg «allowing it. Bat the crying period stoppedjust as suddenly as it 

started. and novo she's zis easygoing as she w«a$ before '

Eve’s mom, 5th week

How This Leap May Affect You
As these major changes in your baby affect them, they’re bound to have an 
effect on you as well. Here are some emotions you might feel.

You May Feel Insecure

All parents want to find out why their babies are being troublesome and 
restless so that they can make it better for them. Usually, they will first 
try to see if the baby is hungry. Then they check if the diaper has come 
loose. They change the diaper. They try to comfort their baby with all the 
love and soothing they can muster in those trying moments. But it isn’t 
easy. Pretty soon they discover that all the best care and comfort in the 
world doesn’t really stop the little bundle from resuming their relentless 
crying. Most parents experience a sudden change in their babies’ behavior 
as a miserable experience. It undermines their confidence and is very 
distressing.
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7/lg son wanted to be with me all of the time, and I either held him against 

mg chest or on mg lap, even u>hen u>e had compang. I o>as terriblg concerned- 

One night I hardlg slept at all- fjust spent the u>hole night holding and coddling 

him. Then mg sister came and tooh over for a night. I went in the other bedroom 

and slept like a log the t/ohole night. I -felt reborn u>hen I voofae op the nent dag.'

Bob’s mom, 5th week

You May Feel Very Concerned

Often, mothers and fathers are afraid that something is wrong with their tiny 
screamers. They think they are in pain, or that they might be suffering from 
some abnormality or disorder that has gone undetected until now. Others 
worry that the milk supply from breastfeeding alone is not sufficient. This 
is because the baby seems to crave the breast constantly and is always 
hungry. Some parents take their babies to a doctor for a checkup. Of 
course, most babies are pronounced perfectly healthy and they are sent 
home to worry alone. (But, when in doubt, always consult your family doctor 
or go to the childcare clinic.)

TYlg daughter u>as crging so much that f. o>as afraid something o>as terriblg 

o>rong. She wanted to breastfeed constantlg. I took her to see the pediatrician, 

bot he cooldht f ind angthing throng with her. He said she Just needed time to 

get used to mg nnilk and that mang infants went through a similar crging phase 

at five weeks. I thought that it w^s a strange thing to sag. because she hadht 

had Ong problems With mg nnilk until then. Her cousin, voho i/oas the same age, 

kept crging, too, but he o>as being bottle-fed- TtJhen I told the doctor that, he 

pretended he hadnt heard-1 didn’t push the subject, though-1 w^s happg enough 

Just knowing it wasn't angthing serious'

Juliette’s mom, 5th week
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Because your baby senses something is changing, they feel insecure and 
have a greater need for close skin-to-skin contact. This close embrace 
seems to be the most powerful kind of calming physical contact when they 
are upset. Give them all the cuddling they need and all the contact you feel 
you can handle at times like these. They need time to adjust to these new 
changes and grow into their new world. They are accustomed to your body 
scent, warmth, voice, and touch, so with you, they will relax a little and feel 
contented again. You can provide the tender loving care they really need 
during this trying period.

‘SoMAetiwjss rvuj daughter will nurse for Mf an hour and refuso to conxe off the 

breast. 'Just take her off after 20 minutes, and let her screanx. She'll soon learn,' 

is the advice people give me. 'S’ut secretly I think, "IWj can say u>hat they like; 

I decide that's best."

Nina's mom, 5th week

You may notice that close physical contact helps during these crying fits, 
and that a noisy little creature will respond better and quicker when they 
are with you than if you try anything else. Try carrying your baby around in 
a sling if you can while you go about your chores, or keep them on your 
lap while you read or do other sedentary activities. A gentle massage or 
stroking can be helpful too.

"yOken my baby u>as crying all the time, she seemed so lost. I had to massage 

her for a long time before she calmed dovon a bit. I folt exhausted but extremely 

satisfied. Something changed after that. It doesnt seem to take as long to soothe 

her nou>. yOhen she cries nou>, I don’t fend it such an effort to put her i/Jorld to

Nina’s mom, 4th week

Mothers and fathers who carry their babies around whenever they are in 
a fussy mood may label them “extremely dependent.” These babies like
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nothing better than lying quietly against their mother or father and being 
stroked, rocked, or cuddled. They might fall asleep on their mother or 
father’s lap, but start crying again as soon as furtive attempts are made to 
sneak them back into their cribs.

Parents who stick to feeding and sleeping schedules often notice their 
babies fall asleep during feeding. Some wonder if this is because the baby 
is so exhausted from crying and the lack of sleep that they have no energy 
left to nurse. This may seem logical, but it may not be the whole story. It’s 
more likely that the baby falls asleep because they are where they want to 
be. They are finally with mommy, and they’re content, so they’re able to fall 
asleep.

Soothing Ti^s
When you want to comfort a tiny baby, a gentle rhythm can play a very 
important role. Hold your baby close to you, with their bottom resting on 
one arm while your other arm supports their head resting against your 
shoulder. When they are in this position, they can feel the soothing beat of 
your heart.

Here are a few other methods recommended by parents to soothe a tiny 
screamer.
■ Cuddle and caress them.
• Rock them gently in your arms, or sit in a rocking chair with them.
• Walk around slowly with them.
• Talk or sing to them.
■ Pat them gently on the bottom.

Not all of these ideas will suit your baby personally, so if you don't 
succeed at first, keep trying until you find out what works for them.
The most successful way of comforting a crying baby Is to do the 
things they enjoy most when they are in a cheerful mood.
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How to Make 4 Shnj
Slings are extremely easy to make and cozy for you and your new baby. A 
sling will help to give your arms a break by supporting your baby’s weight 
and It will make your baby feel safe and secure. Plus, they cost only a few 

dollars to make. You can use a sling with your baby almost immediately 
after birth since it allows them to lie flat. Here’s how to make one:

Use a sturdy piece of material, 1 yard by 3 1/2 yards. Drape the cloth over 
your left shoulder if you are right-handed, or over your right shoulder if you 

are left-handed, and knot the ends together at the opposite hip. Turn the 

knot towards your back. Check to see If the length of the sling feels right.
If it does, the sling is ready for use. Pop your baby inside and support 

them with your hands. It’s that easy!

“The first two ^s wig son cried so wuch. I w^s doing nng test to stick to the 

proper te^timas, tet it turned out to be a total disaster. It drove us both up the 

W42.lt. How I keep kirn on nng lap for as long as he u>ants without feeling guiltg. 

I feel good about it. It's nice and uwm. and cozy. It's obvious he loves it. The 

feeding schedule’s gone out the u>indou>, too. I didn’t stick to it. How he Just lets 

nne knou> u>hen he’s hungry. Sowietiwies he nurses for a long tinne, but sonnetim.es 

he doesn't. He's much nnore contented nou>, and I am. too.'

Steven’s mom, 5th week
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The Forward
There are a number of indications in babies aged approximately four to five 
weeks that show they are undergoing enormous changes that affect their 
senses, metabolism, and internal organs. This is when the first leap occurs 
- the baby's alertness in the world of sensations increases dramatically. 
At this point your baby is losing some of their newborn skills. They will 
no longer follow a face with their eyes or turn towards a sound. These 
early skills were controlled by primitive centers in the lower brain, and they 
disappear to make way for developments in the higher levels of the brain. 
Soon you will see similar behaviors emerge, but this time they will seem to 
be much more under your baby’s control than ever before. At this age, your 
baby is also likely to outgrow problems with their digestive system that they 
may have had initially.

Sleepy Tifi
A baby with sleeping problems will often fall asleep quickly when they are 

with you. The warmth of your body, your gentle movements, and your soft 

sounds will help soothe them. Here are some tips on the best ways to get 
them to sleep.

■ Give them a warm bath, put them on a warm towel, and then massage 
them gently with baby oil.

■ Breast or bottle-feed them, since sucking will help to relax and 
soothe them.

* Walk around with them, either in a sling or baby carrier.

■ Push them around in their stroller.

■ Take them for a ride in the car.
■ Pop them into bed beside you. f
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Between four and five weeks old, your baby goes through a whole set of 
changes that affect their senses - the way they experience the world, the 
way they feel, even the way they digest their food. Their whole world feels, 
looks, smells, and sounds different all of a sudden. Some of these changes 
have direct consequences that you can see. For example, this may be the 
first time that you notice them crying real tears. They may stay awake for 
longer periods and seem more interested than before in the world around 
them. Just after birth, they were only able to focus on objects that were 
up to a foot away, but now they can focus at a longer distance. It’s not 
surprising, therefore, that a baby feels it’s time for some action.

Five- to six-week-old babies are even prepared to work in order to experience 
interesting sensations. In a laboratory experiment, babies showed that they 
could adjust the focus of a color movie by sucking harder on a pacifier. As 
soon as the baby stopped sucking, the picture blurred. Babies at this age 
have difficulty sucking and watching at the same time, so they could keep 
this up only for a few seconds. To check this was really what they were 
trying to do, the babies were then required to stop sucking in order to bring 
the picture into focus. They could do that, too!

Babies can also start using their smile in social contact to influence their 
experiences. Your baby’s smiles change from something superficial, almost 
robot-like, into social smiles around this age. Mothers and fathers become 
very excited when they see a smile at an earlier age, but once they have 
seen the “social smile,” they will admit it’s a different type of smile.

Bimm Cliwn^es
At approximately three to four weeks, there is a dramatic increase in 
a baby’s head circumference. Their glucose metabolism, in the brain, 

also changes.
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My tWy
How My Baby Explores the New World of Changing Sensations

Check off the boxes below as your baby changes compared to how they 
were before. Stop filling this out once the next stormy period begins, 
heralding the next leap.

&

Their interest in their surroundings
□ Looks at things longer and more often

Listens to things more often and pays closer attention 

of being touched 

of different smells

Is more aware

Is more aware

□
□
□
□ Smiles for the

□
□
□
□

first time, or more often than before

Gurgles with pleasure more often

Expresses likes or dislikes more often

Expresses anticipation more often

Stays awake longer, and is more alert

Their physical changes
□ Breathes more regularly

□ Startles and trembles less often

□
□

Cries real tears for the first time, or more often than before

Chokes less

□ Vomits less

□ Burps less

OTHER CHANGES YOU NOTICE
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Your Baby’s Choices: A Key to Their Personality
All babies’ senses develop rapidly at this time, and it will become apparent 
they are now more interested in their surroundings. It may or may not seem 
obvious at first, but every baby will have their own preferences. Some bright
eyed infants really enjoy looking at and watching everything and everyone 

around them. Others will listen keenly to music and sounds around them 

and will find sound-producing objects such as rattles more appealing than 
anything else. Another group of babies will love to be touched, and they 

would like nothing better than to play games that involve being touched and 
caressed by someone. Some babies don’t have any clear preference. Even 
at this very young age, you will find that every baby is different.

As you go through the “My Diary" list on page 47, you may want to mark or 

highlight the items that apply to your baby at this time. They may display 

only a few of the behaviors, and others may not appear for several weeks. 

An infant who is more interested in certain sensory experiences in their 
world than others is showing you that they are already an individual.

1 take mg daughter along to mg singing classes everg dag. Oaring the first 

few weeks, she hardlg reacted to sounds at all, and I felt quite concerned, to 

be honest. TToiaj stx^enlg, she's totally preoccupied lag noises of ang hind u>hen 

she is ai/Jahe If she u)ahes up in a bad mood and I sing to her, she stops crging 

immediately. She doesn't stop a>hen mg friends sing, thought’

Hannah’s mom, 6th week
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Kocfyj Times for Everyone
Going through a big change can be a stressful event for your baby and for 
you, and you may both find the strain unbearable at times. You may become 
exhausted from the lack of sleep or because anxieties are preventing you 
from sleeping well. Here’s an example of how this vicious cycle can work.

■ The baby is confused and cries.

■ Constant crying makes their mother and father feel insecure and 
anxious.

• Tension builds, and the parents finds themselves unable to cope, 
and so baby cries even louder than before.

■ The cycle repeats, again and again.

If the strain gets to be too much, remember that it’s normal to feel this 
way. Try to take time out to relax. Your baby will benefit from it as much as 
you will. Use physical contact and attention to comfort your baby. This will 
make it easier for them to adapt to'all the changes at their own pace, and 
it will also give them self-confidence.

LEA
P 1

They will know that someone is there for them whenever they need 
comfort. As their parents, you need support, too, not criticism, from 
family and friends. Criticism will only undermine your already battered 
self-confidence, support will enable you to cope better with the difficult 
periods.

Wlwt i/cM Caw Pc to Help
The very best way to help your baby is to give them tender loving care and 
support. It’s impossible to spoil them at this age, so never feel guilty about 
comforting them, especially when they cry. Help your baby on their voyage 
of discovery. You’ll find that they are generally more interested in the world 
around them now. They are more perceptive, and they are often awake for
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a longer period to enjoy their surroundings at this time. Try to find out what 
activities they like best by watching their reactions carefully. As small as 
they are, they are still able to let you know what pleases or displeases them. 
Once you know what your baby likes, you'll be able to gradually introduce 
new activities, games, and toys.

How Can You Tell What They Like Best?
Your baby will smile when given the things that they enjoy. It could be 
something they see, hear, smell, taste, or feel. Because their senses have 
developed and they are now able to perceive a little more of their world, 
they will also smile more often now. It will be very rewarding to experiment 
and discover which activities produce these wonderful smiles.

*1 dance around with. rvuj l&ak>g, and when I stop, he snxiLss.'

John's mom, 6th week

'VJksn I put rvuj face dose to rvuj daughter's and snn.de and wtk to her, she 

raises ege contact and grins. It's voonderfui'

Laura’s mom, 5th week

"W) daughter snules at her dolls and teddg bears'

Jenny’s mom, 6th week
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Babies love anything new, and it’s important you acknowledge your 
baby’s new skills and interests. They will enjoy it if you share these 

new discoveries, and your encouragement will accelerate their 
learning progress.
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Help Your Baby Explore the New World Through Sight
Your baby looks longer at objects that interest them than before. The 
brighter the colors, the more fascinating they will find them. They also like 
striped and angular objects. And your face, of course.

If you walk around with your baby, you’ll automatically discover what they 
like looking at best. Give them enough time to have a good look at things 
- and don't forget that their range of focus is not much more than a foot. 
Some babies like looking at the same objects time and time again, while 
others get bored if they are not shown something different each time. If you 
notice that your baby is getting bored, show them objects that are similar to 
the ones they like, but just slightly different.

TKly is much more aware of everything she sees now. Her favorites are the 

bars of her crib, which contrast with, the white w^tlls; boohs on the bookshelf; oar 

ceiling, which has long wooden slats with a dark stripe in between; and a black- 

and-white ink drawing on the w^ll. At night, lights seem to interest her the most" 

Emily’s mom, 5th week

"My son stares right into my face and gazes at me for ^wte som time. He 

thinks it's fanny when 1 eat. He looks at mg month and watches me chew. He 

seems to think it's fascinating.'

Kevin’s mom, 6th week

frOhen I move a green and gellow ball slowly from (eft to right, my daughter 

turns her head to follow it. She seems to think it’s great fun, although this proud 

mom probably eryoys it more than she does'

Ashley’s mom, 5th week
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Help Your Baby Explore the New World Through Sound
Sounds usually fascinate babies. Buzzing, squeaking, ringing, rustling, or 
whizzing sounds are all interesting. Babies find human voices very intriguing, 
too. High-pitched voices are extremely captivating, although nothing can 
beat the sound of their mother’s voice, even if she’s not a natural soprano. 
Even at five weeks old, you can have cozy little chats with your baby.

Pick a comfortable place to sit and put your face close to theirs. Chat to 
them about how beautiful they are, about everyday events, or whatever 
comes to mind. Stop talking once in a while to give them a chance to “reply.”

1 really think mg son is listening to w now. It's rentarltaWe."

Matt’s mom, 5th week

'Sometimes mg (tafcg cMts Itack to me when I'm talking to her. She talks for 

longer now, and sometimes it seems ^s if she's really trying to tell me something. 

It's adorable. V^esterday, she chatted to her rabbit in her crib.

Hannah’s mom, 5th week

Help Your Baby Explore the New World Through Touch
All babies become more aware of being touched at this age. Too many 
cuddling visitors may suddenly become ‘too much’ for one baby, whereas 
another may enjoy the attention tremendously. Every baby is different! You 
might hear your baby laughing out loud for the very first time now, perhaps 
when they are being tickled. Although generally, babies of this age do not 
particularly appreciate being tickled.

'Mg daughter laughed out loud, really roared, i^hen her brother started tickling 

her. fLveryone u>as startled, and it went dead guiet’

Emily’s mom, 5th week
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Don’t Overdo it

Let your baby’s responses guide you. Your baby has become more 
sensitive now, so you need to be careful not to overstimulate them. Bear 
this in mind when you play with them, cuddle them, show them things, or 
let them listen to things. You have to adapt to them. Stop as soon as you 

notice something is getting too much for them.

Your baby is still unable to concentrate for a long period of time, so they 
will need short rest breaks. You may think they have lost interest, but they 

haven’t. Be patient. Usually, they’ll soon be raring to go again if you let 
them rest for a short while.

Let Them Know You Understand Them
Your baby may use a greater range of crying and gurgling sounds than 
before, and they may produce these sounds more frequently at this age. 
They may have different sounds for different situations. Babies will often 
make a whimpering sound before falling asleep. If a baby is really upset, 
you’ll be able to tell by the way they cry, because it’s a totally different 
sound. They are telling you that something is wrong. Your baby may also 
make other noises, such as gurgling sounds to show they are happy, 
especially when they are looking at or listening to something. These sounds 
will help you to understand them better. If you understand what your baby 
is trying to tell you, let them know. Babies adore interaction.

*1 know ex^ctlg when rug is gargling With ple^isare or groundling 

she's <«ngrg. Sonnetiwies she gargles with pleasure when she sees her nnodile, 

she loves it when I imitate the soanrfs she wishes'

Hannah’s mom, 6th week
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After the lc<^
At around six weeks, the leap has ended, and a period of comparative 
peace dawns. Babies are more cheerful, more alert, and more preoccupied 
with looking and listening than before. Many parents claim that their baby’s 
eyes seem brighter. Babies are also capable of expressing their likes and 
dislikes at this age. In short, life seems a little less complicated than before.

coMnwnicate more new. the hours that mg son is auiahe seem

more interesting."

Frankie's mom, 6th week

1 doser to mg bak>g. Our bond is stronger"

Bob’s mom, 6th week
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LEAP 2

Wonder WccT 5
The World of Patterns

YOUR BABY FEELS, HEARS AND SEES 
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Sometime around eight weeks, your baby will begin to experience the world 
in a new way. They will have the capacity to recognize simple patterns in 
the world around them and in their own body. Although it may be hard 
for us to imagine at first, this happens with all the senses, not just vision. 
For example, they may discover their hands and feet and spend hours 
practicing the skill of controlling their arms or legs in certain positions. 
They’ll be endlessly fascinated with the way light displays shadows on the 
wall of their bedroom. You might notice them studying the cans on the 
grocery store shelf in detail or listening to themselves making short bursts 
of sounds, such as ah, uh, ehh.

Any of these things - and lots of others - signal a big change in your baby’s 
mental development. This change will enable them to learn a new set of 
skills that they would have been incapable of learning at an earlier age, no 
matter how much help and encouragement you gave them. But just as in 
their previous developmental leap, adjusting to this new world will not come 
easily at first.

The change in the way your baby perceives the world around them will 
initially make them feel puzzled, confused, and bewildered as their familiar 
world is turned upside down. They suddenly see, hear, smell, taste, and 
feel in a completely new way, and they will need time to adjust. To come to 
terms with what is happening to them, they need to be somewhere safe and 
familiar. Until they begin to feel more comfortable in this new world, they will 
want to cling to their mommy for comfort. This time, the fussy phase could 
last anywhere from a few days to two weeks.

Note: This leap into the perceptual world of “patterns" is age-linked and predictable. It sets 
in motion the development of a whole range of skills and activities. However, the age at which 
these skills and activities appear for the first time varies greatly and depends on your baby's 
preferences, experimentation and physical development. For example, the ability to perceive 
patterns emerges at about eight weeks, and is a necessary precondition for “sitting with minimal 
support," but this skill normally appears anywhere from two to six months. The skills and 
activities in this chapter are stated at the earliest possible age they could appear so you can 
watch for and recognize them. (They may be rudimentary at first.) This way you can respond to 
and facilitate your baby's development.
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If you notice your baby is more cranky than usual, watch them closely. It’s 
likely they're attempting to master new skills. Once you’re over the hump, 
however, you will probably experience this second leap as a real milestone 
in your child’s development. As they begin to learn to control their body and 
use their senses to explore what interests them, they will start to express 
their own preferences. You'll learn what they like and don’t like, whether 
they listen more keenly to particular kinds of sounds, which colors they 
prefer, what kinds of toys or activities they enjoy, and whose face makes 
them light up most - beside yours, of course. These are the first signs of 
your baby’s newly emerging personality.

This Weeks Fmssj Si^ns
Sometime between seven and nine weeks of age your baby may become 
more demanding than they were. They might cry more often now, as this is 
their way of expressing how stressful these changes are to them. At this age, 
crying is the most effective way to show they feel lost and need attention. 
More sensitive babies will sob and scream even more than they did before 
and drive their mothers and fathers to distraction. Even when everything 
possible is done to console these tiny screamers, they may still continue 
to wail. Most babies will calm down, however, when they experience close 
physical contact, although for some babies it can never be close enough. 
If such a tiny cuddler had their way, they would crawl right back into their 
mommy. They would like to be totally enveloped in their mother's arms, 
legs, and body. They may demand their mother’s undivided attention and 
will protest as soon as it wavers.

a

LEA
P 2

How i/OH know its Two to Grow
It’s time to change again! Here are some clues that this leap is 

approaching.
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They May Demand More Attention Than Before

Your baby may want you to spend more time amusing them than they did 
before. They might even want you to be totally absorbed in them, and only 
them. At this time, many babies no longer want to lie in their cribs or on 
blankets on the floor, even if they had always been happy to do so until now. 
They might not object to lying in baby chairs, just as long as their parents 
are close by. But their ultimate goal is to be with their mothers and fathers. 
They want their parents to look at them, talk to them, and play with them.

baby doesn't like going to bed at night. She becomes restless and 

starts screaking and crging and refuses to settle down. 2>«t we need some peace 

and qiMt too. So we keep her with us on the couch, or hold and cuddle her, and 

then she's no trouble at all'

Eve’s mom, 8th week

They May Become Shy with Strangers

You may notice that your friendly bundle'may not smile so easily at people 
they do not see often, or they may need more time to warm to them than 
before. Occasionally, some babies will even start crying if other people try to 
get near them when they are lying contentedly snuggled up to their moms. 
Some think this is a pity: “They always used to be so cheerful.” Others are 
secretly pleased: “After all, I’m the one who’s there for them all the time.”

"IWj daughter seems to smile more for me than anyone else. It takes her a little 

longer to loosen up with other people now"

Ashley’s mom, 9th week

They May Lose Their Appetite

At this time, it may seem that if your baby had their way, they’d be on the 
breast or bottle all day long. But although they are latched onto the nipple, 
you might notice that they hardly take any milk at all. Many babies will do 
this now. As long as they feel a nipple in or against their mouths, they are 
content. But as soon as they are taken off the breast or the bottle, they start
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protesting and continue to cry until they feel the nipple again. This generally 
only occurs in babies who are nursed on demand. Some mothers who 
breastfeed might start to think that there is something wrong with their milk 
supply, while other mothers question whether the decision to breastfeed 
was the right one after all. It’s not necessary to stop breastfeeding at this 
point; on the contrary, this would not be a very good time to choose to 
wean your baby. During this stormy period, the baby is demanding the 
breast less for nutritional purposes and more as a comfort. This explains 
why some babies will suck their thumbs or fingers more often during this 
period.

LEA
P 2

'Sonnetinnes I -feet (ike a walking nnitk bottle, on standby hours a dag. It 

really irritates im«. I wonder if other mothers u>ho breastfeed go through the 

same thing’

Matt’s mom, 9th week

They May Cling to You More Tightly Now

Your baby might hold on to you -even tighter than they did before when 
they sense they are about to be set down. Not only will they cling to you 
with their fingers, they may even cling to you with their toes! This show of 
devotion often makes it difficult for a mother or father to put their baby 
down, both literally and figuratively. You may find it touching and heart
wrenching at the same time.

TOkfin I bend over to put my infant dou>n, she clutches at my hair and clothes 

as if she's terrified to lose contact. It's really svoeet. but I wish she wouldn't do it, 

because it nwikes me feel so guilty about setting her dou>n’

Laura’s mom, 9th week
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They May Sleep Poorly

At a difficult time like this, your baby may not sleep as well as they did 
before. They might start crying the moment you carry them into their 
bedroom, which explains why parents sometimes think their babies are 
afraid of their cribs. Various sleeping problems may affect your little one. 
Some babies have difficulty falling asleep, while others are easily disturbed 
and sleep for short periods. Whatever sleeping problems your baby might 
have, they all have the same result: a lack of sleep for everybody in the 
house. Unfortunately, this also means that your baby is awake for longer 
periods now, giving them more opportunities to cry.

They May Just Cry and Cry

At approximately eight weeks, it’s normal for your baby to have an urgent 
desire to go “back to mommy.” Some infants, of course, will demonstrate 
this need more than others. Crying and clinging might become part of your 
everyday life around this age. It’s a sign that your baby is making healthy 
progress, that they are reacting to the changes within them, and that they 
are taking a leap forward in their development.

Your little one is upset simply because they haven’t yet had time to adjust 
to these changes and are still confused. This is why they need to have you 
around. They want to return “home,” to their safe haven, where they can feel 
secure in familiar surroundings. With you, they will gain enough confidence 
to explore their new world.

Imagine what it must be like to feel upset with no one around to comfort 
you. You’d feel the tension mounting and not know what to do. You’d need 
all your energy just to cope with the stress, and you’d have little strength 
left to solve your problems. Your baby is no different. To them, every time 
a big change in their mental development occurs, they feel as if they have 
woken up in a brand-new world. They will be confronted with more new 
impressions than they can handle. They cry, and they will continue to cry 
until they become accustomed enough to their new world to feel at ease. If 
they are not comforted, they will use all their energy crying, and they will be 
wasting valuable time that they could put to much better use discovering 
their new and puzzling world.
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Signs My Baby is Growing Again

Between seven and nine weeks, you may notice your baby starting to 
show some of the following behaviors. They are probably signs that they 
are ready to make the next leap, when the world of patterns will open up 
to them.

Check off the boxes next to the behaviors your baby shows:

□ Cries more often than before

□ Wants you to keep them busy

□ Loses appetite

□ Is shyer with strangers all of a sudden

□ Clings more than usual

□ Sleeps poorly

□ Sucks their thumb, or more often than before

OTHER CHANGES YOU NOTICE

LEA
P 2
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How This Leap May Affect You
These major changes in your baby will have a tremendous impact on you as 
well. Here are some of the ways they might affect you.

You May Feel Worried

When a baby goes through an inexplicable crying fit, life can unravel for 
everyone around them. Babies who cry a lot more than they used to can 
wear down even the most confident parents. If you are in this situation, you 
may begin to wonder whether you’re really fit for the job. But don't despair: 
Your experience is very normal. The average baby will cry noticeably more 
and will also be a lot more difficult to comfort than usual at this time. Only a 
small number of mothers and fathers are lucky enough to have no particular 
worries about their babies at this age. These parents have infants who are 
unusually easygoing or quiet, who don’t cry much more than usual, and 
who are generally easy to comfort.

Temperamental, irritable babies are the most difficult ones to deal with. They 
will seem to cry 10 times louder and more frequently than other babies, and 
they will thrash around as if they were in a boxing ring. Their mothers often 
worry that the whole family will fall apart.’

"It’s a nightmare, the ixW) mg baby goes on and on. She cries all of the time 

and hardly sleeps at all at the moment. Our marriage is going to pieces. TKlg 

husband comes home in the evening, i$(wgging his feet, because he can't face 

another night of tornnent. TOe're having constant arguments about hoi/J to stop 

her avoful crying.'

Jenny’s mom, 7th week

'70 hen mg son iMnt stop crying, I <«rlwggs go to him, although Tve reached the 

stage inhere I could agree m?itk statements such as 'Children just need to cry 

sometimes.' T. feel so drained- 6>«t then I start thinking about houJ thin these 

apartments uialls are, and so I end up going to him again, hoping I’ll be able to 

get him to settle dou>n this time.'

Steven’s mom, 9th week
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At this time, when your baby cries more than usual, you might be desperate 
to figure out why. You may wonder, “Is my milk supply drying up? Are they 
ill? Am I doing something wrong? Do they have a wet diaper? When they’re 
on my lap, they’re fine - does this mean I’m spoiling them?” When every 
other avenue has been explored, some parents finally decide that their baby 
must be upset due to colic. Their tiny screamers do seem to be writhing 
around a lot, after all. Some mothers and fathers even have a good cry 
themselves. It is a particularly hard time for first-time mothers, who tend to 
blame themselves. Occasionally, parents will go to see the doctor, or they 
will bring the problem up with the pediatrician.

LEA
P 2

'Sonnetinnes, when nny daughter cries and won't stop no matter whzit I do, I get 

so upset that I tahe it out on nnfj poor husband. I often have a good err) myself, 

iMhich does help to relieve the tension a bit'

Emily’s mom, 10th week

‘Sonne days i/ohen Inn at a low ebb, I bonder if Inn doing the right thing, if 

Inn giving nnrj son enough attention or too much. It's so typical that it u>as on 

one of those difficult days that I read that babies snnile at their mothers Mhen 

they're six weeks old. Tftine never did- He only smiled to himself, and that really 

undermined my confidence. Then suddenly, this evening, he grinned at me. Tears 

celled up in my eyes, it w<ns so touching. I knou> this sounds ridiculous, but for 

a moment I felt like he u>as trying to tell me it w^s ohay, that he Mas with, me 

all the May.'

Bob’s mom, 9th week

Tormally my baby never cries. He's so easygoing, as easy as they come. B>ut this 

week he had terrible problems-, stomach cramps, I presume.'

John’s mom, 9th week
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Whatever you do, don’t despair - tell yourself it is not your fault! Try to 
remember this is your young baby’s way of telling you that they are now 
capable of learning new skills, which means that their mind is developing 
well. At this age, their crying is normal and only temporary.

You May Be Irritated and Defensive

As soon as you are convinced that your noisy little infant has no valid reason 
to keep crying and clinging to you, you might feel irritated. You may think 
that they’re ungrateful and spoiled. You still have so much work to do, and 
their crying is driving you mad. Plus, you’re exhausted. Well, you're not 
alone. Most parents have these feelings. Many mothers worry that their 
baby’s fathers, family, friends, or neighbors may regard “mommy’s little 
sweetheart” as a “complete nuisance.” They may become defensive when 
other people tell them to be stern with their babies.

Us this wh/rt I gave mgjofc up for-eight weeks of crying? I’m at mg wit’s end. 

I really dont know what more I can do.'

Jenny’s mom, 8th week

It really drives me up the wM when I finMg get mg My to sleep lifter 

comforting her for an hoar, and she starts whimpering again the moment that I 

set her down. She's onlg happy when I’m holding her. This irritates me to no end. 

I dont get a chance to do anything else.'

Laura’s mom, 8th week

1 had to keep my son occupied all day long. Nothing really helped. 1 tried 

walking around, stroking him, singing. At first I felt completely helpless 

and depressed, and then suddenly, I felt really frustrated. I s«t down and Just 

started sobbing. So I ztske^f the day care center if they would have him for two 

afternoons a week. Just to give me a few hours to recharge my batteries. His 

crying sometimes drains me completely. Tim so tired, lid Just like to know how 

much both of us can take'

Bob's mom, 9th week
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Shaking Can Be Harmful

Having aggressive feelings towards a demanding little screamer is not 
dangerous, but acting on those feelings is. Whatever you do, don’t 

ever let yourself get into such a state that you might harm them.
Never shake a baby. Shaking a young child is one of the worst things 

that you can do. It could easily cause internal bleeding just below 
the skull, which can result in brain damage that may lead to learning 

difficulties later on or even death.

LEA
P 2

You May Really Lose it

Only rarely will a mother or father admit to having been a bit rougher than 
necessary when putting their baby down because they were so irritated 
by the baby's screaming and crying. If this does happen, it is always a 
disturbing experience, especially because it seemed to be a gut reaction 
at the time.

7KU; daughter cried even wore tkis iveek tMn she did. last iawL It drove we 

crazg. I IW mora tkstn enough to do as it w«sis. I had her in nyg arnns, and 

on the spur of the nnonnent, I threvi her onto her changing nnat on the dresser. 

Afterward, I u>as shocked lag u>hat Td done, and at the sonae tinae I realized it 

hadn't helped the situation at all. 'She screanned even louder. After it happened, 

I understood u>hat drives som.e parents to alause their children during these 'colic 

fits,' laut I never thought fd do something like that nngself

Juliette’s mom, 9th week

How Your Baby’s New Skills Emerge
You will automatically keep an extra close eye on your baby when you are 
concerned about their clinginess. At the back of your mind, you may have 
these nagging doubts: “What is the matter with them?”
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Why are they being so troublesome? What can I do? Am I spoiling them? 
Should they be doing more at this age? Are they bored? Why are they 
unable to amuse themselves? Soon you’ll realize what’s really going on - 
your infant is attempting to master new skills.

At approximately eight weeks, you will notice that your baby is opening up 
to their new world: a world of observing and experimenting with simple 
patterns. They will be ready to acquire several pattern skills at this time, but 
your baby, with their unique inclinations, preferences, and temperament, 
will choose which discoveries they want to make. You can help them with 
what they are ready to do.

Don’t try to push them. While you may think they should be practicing 
holding a ball (for their future softball career), they might prefer to make 
their first attempts at talking by babbling to their toys. Let them go at their 
own pace and respect their preferences. It could be hard on you if you’re 
tone deaf and your baby is keen on sounds. Don’t worry. They don’t need 
symphonies just yet - talking and humming will do just fine.

CteHe C<c: Ike Best Wmj to Cornfort
A baby of this age loves to be picked up, caressed, and cuddled. 

You can never give them too much of a good thing.

Bmiw Clwryes
At approximately seven to eight weeks, a baby’s head circumference 
dramatically increases. Researchers have recorded changes in the 

brain waves of babies six to eight weeks old.
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TVie Leap Fcrw<e|
About this age, your baby no longer experiences the world and themselves 

as one universe. They will start to recognize recurring shapes, patterns, 
and structures. For instance, your baby might now discover that their hands 
belong to them. At this age, your baby will look at them in wonder and wave 

them around. Once they realize that they are their hands, your baby may 

also try to use them to close them around a toy, for instance. Not only do 

they begin to see patterns in the world around them, at this time your baby 
might begin to distinguish patterns in sounds, smells, tastes, and textures, 
too. In other words, your little one now perceives patterns with all of their 
senses. This new awareness is not just confined to what is going on outside 

their body - it also includes an enhanced perception of what is happening 
inside their body. For instance, now your baby may realize that holding their 

arm in the air feels different than letting it hang down. At the same time, 
they might also gain more control from within. Your baby may be able to 

maintain certain positions, not only with their head, body, arms and legs, 

but also with smaller areas of their body. For example, they might start to 
make all kinds of faces, now that.they have more control over their facial 

muscles. They might make explosive sounds because they can keep their 
vocal cords in a certain position. They may focus more sharply on an object 
because they have more control over their eye muscles than before.

Many of the reflexes your baby had at birth will start to disappear at this 

age. They will be replaced by something similar to voluntary movements. 

They no longer need the gripping reflex, for example, because your baby is 
now able to learn how to close their hand around a toy or other object. Your 

baby doesn’t use the sucking reflex anymore because they are able to latch 
onto a nipple in one single movement, instead of finding it by what appears 
to be sheer coincidence after nuzzling for a while. By now, your infant is no 

longer completely dependent on reflexes. In general, babies will only resort 

to their old reflexes if they are hungry or upset.

LEA
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How My Baby Explores the New World of Patterns
Check off the boxes below as you notice your baby changing. Stop filling 
this out once the next stormy period begins, heralding the coming of the 
next leap. A new world of possibilities opens up to your baby when they’re 
eight weeks old. Your baby cannot possibly discover everything there is 
to explore in this new world at once - although some babies will try to 
sample everything. Exactly when your baby starts to do what will depend 
on their preferences and the opportunities offered to them.

Each chapter from now on will list behaviors that your baby might be 
doing that signal that they have entered their new world. Look for the 
sections like this one called “How My Baby Explores The New World.” 
Each list is divided up into activity areas, such as “body control” and 
“looking and seeing." As you go through the book, you may notice a 
pattern emerging. Every baby has a completely distinctive profile and you 
should be aware that right now your baby will not demonstrate many of 
the skills listed here - some will appear later and some will be skipped 
altogether. Don’t forget: All babies have different talents.

BODY CONTROL
□ Holds their head upright when they are very alert

□ Consciously turns their head toward something interesting

□ Consciously rolls from their side onto their stomach

□ Consciously rolls from their side onto their back

□ Kicks their legs and waves their arms

□ Kicks at plaything, with jerking movements

□ Allows themselves to be pulled into a sitting position
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□ Allows themselves to be pulled into a standing position

□ Tries to lift their head and body when lying facedown

□ Shows an increased desire to sit

□ Is able to look left and right when lying on their stomach

□ Makes faces

LEA
P 2

HAND CONTROL
□ Swipes at toys

□ Attempts to grab objects within reach but does not succeed

□ Closes their hand around objects within easy reach

□ Holds a plaything and moves it jerkily up and down

□ Touches and feels objects without holding them

LOOKING AND S
□ Discovers hands

□ Discovers feet

□ Discovers knees

□ Watches people moving or working

□ Is fascinated by children playing close by

□ Enjoys watching fast-moving images on TV

□ Watches pets eating or moving

□ Is fascinated by waving curtains

□ Discovers luminous object, such as a flickering candle

□ Watches treetops outdoors and is particularly fascinated by movements 

such as rustling leaves

□ Looks at items on grocery store shelves
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□ Looks at complex shapes and colors, such as abstract art, especially 

while being rocked

□ Is fascinated by shiny clothing or jewelry

□ Enjoys watching people chewing food

□ Enjoys watching and listening to people talk

□ Watches facial gestures

LISTENING AND CHATTING
□ Enjoys listening to voices, singing, and high-pitched sounds

□ Makes short bursts of sounds, such as ah, uh, eh, mmm,

and listens to themselves

□ Makes a series of sounds, mumbles, and gurgles, as if they are telling a story

□ Repeats these sounds if you encourage them

□ Sings along when you dance and sing with them

□ “Chats” to and smiles at cuddly toys

□ Consciously makes eh sounds to attract attention

□ Interrupts while others are talking

OTHER CHANGES YOU NOTICE
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Your baby’s first intentional movements are still very different from those of 
an adult. Their movements will be quite jerky, rigid, and stiff, like those of a 
puppet, and they will stay like this until the next big change occurs.

Your Baby’s Choices: A Key to Their Personality
Why are all babies unique? They have all undergone the same changes and 

entered the same new world with new discoveries to make and new skills 
to learn. But every baby decides for themselves what they want to learn, 

when, and how. They will choose what they consider the most appealing. 

Some babies will try to learn a variety of new skills, using one or more of 
their senses. Some will seem particularly interested in exploring this new 
world with their eyes. Some will prefer to try out their talking and listening 
skills. Others will try to become more adept with their bodies. This explains 

why a friend’s baby may be doing something that your baby can’t, or 

doesn’t enjoy, and vice versa. A baby’s likes and dislikes are determined 
by their unique makeup - their build, weight, temperament, inclination, and 

interests.

Babies love anything new. It’s so very important that you respond when you 

notice any new skills or interests. Your baby will enjoy it if you share these 

new discoveries with them, and their learning will progress quickly.

Wh4 i/CM Gw I2c to Holjf’
The best way to help your baby make this leap is to encourage them to 
develop the skills that they find most interesting. When you notice them 

working on a new skill, show them that you’re enthusiastic about every 
attempt they make to learn something new. If you praise them, you’ll make 

them feel good, and this will encourage them to continue. Try to find a 

balance between providing enough challenges and demanding too much 
of them. Try to discover what they enjoy doing most. Most importantly, stop 

as soon as you feel they have had enough of a game or toy.
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Your baby may want or need to practice some games or activities on 
their own. As long as you show some enthusiasm, this will be sufficient to 
reassure them that they are doing well.

How to Toll When they ve H<d Diotyh
Practicing a new skill is fun, but it can also be tiring for a baby. When 

they’ve had enough, they will usually let you know with very clear body 
signals. For example, they may look away, or if they are physically strong 

enough, they may turn their body away from you.

Stop the game or activity as soon as you notice that your baby has had 
enough. Sometimes they will only want a short break before resuming the 

game or activity with renewed enthusiasm, but don’t push them. They 
need time to let it all sink in. Always let your baby’s responses guide you.

Help Them Explore the New World through Sight
If your baby loves to explore their world with their eyes, you can help them 

by offering them all sorts of visual “patterns,” for instance by showing them 
brightly colored objects. Make sure you move the object slowly across 
their line of vision, since this will draw their attention quicker and hold their 
interest longer than a fast moving object. You can also try moving the object 

slowly backward and then forward, but make sure they are still able to see 
it move, otherwise they will lose interest.

When your baby is in a playful mood, they may become bored if they always 
see, hear, or feel the same objects in the same old surroundings. It’s very 

normal for babies of this age to show boredom, as their new awareness of 
patterns also means that they understand when things are repetitious. For 

the first time in their life, your baby may get fed up with the same plaything, 
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the same view, the same sound, the same feel of an object, and the same 
taste. They will crave variety and learn from it. If they seem bored, keep 

them stimulated. Carry them around in your arms or provide them with 

different objects to look at.

At this time, toys may not be as interesting to your baby as the myriad of 
interesting “real things” in their world. Your home is full of items that may 

fascinate your baby, such as books, photographs, pets, cooking utensils, 

and even your eyeglasses. If your baby suddenly prefers the “real thing” 

to their toys, they will need your help. At this age, they cannot get close 

enough to objects on their own. They need you to either take them to the 

object or for you to pick it up and show it to them. If you notice that they like 
looking at “real things,” help them do this.

LEA
P 2

'Tflg Meg likes looking at evergtking.- pointings, fcooks on shelves, items in the 

kitcken cupboard- T. have to take her everywhere. I even carry her in mg arvus 

when I go outside or when I go shopping.'

Hannah’s mom, 11th week

At this age, your baby may notice that familiar objects keep waving across 
their line of vision. If they investigate, they’ll discover their hands or feet. They 
may gaze at them in wonder and begin to study them in detail. Every baby 
has their own way of investigating this new phenomenon. Some babies will 
need a lot of time to complete their explorations, while other babies won’t. 
Most babies have a particular fondness for hands. Perhaps this is because 
their tiny hands pass by more often.
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Help Your Baby Explore the New World through Touch
Hands and arms can be placed in a myriad of different postures. Each 
posture is another pattern to be seen and felt. Allow your baby to study their 
hands as long and as often as they want to. A baby has to learn what their 
hands are for before they can learn to use them properly. Therefore, it is 
very important for them to get to know all about these “touching devices.”

TYU) little Erling sWtes everg detail of how his hunzts wtove. He plays quite 

delicately with his fingers. yOhen he's lying dovon, he holds his hand in the air 

then spreads his fingers. Sometimes he opens and closes his fingers, one at a time. 

Or he clasps his hands together or lets them touch. It's one continuous -flowing 

wiovewient.’

Bob’s mom, 9th week

Have you noticed your baby attempting to use their hands by trying to clasp 
a rattle, for instance? Holding a plaything involves a feeling pattern related 
to the position of the hand plus the object touching the palm of the hand. A 
baby’s first attempts at grasping an object are generally far from successful. 
Show them that you are enthusiastic about the effort they are making and 
encourage each serious attempt. Praise from you will encourage them to 
continue.

'Tflg son is trying to grata things! His tittle hand gropes in the direction of his 

rattle, or he tries to hit it. A moment later he tries to grata the rattle, using a 

proper clasping motion. He puts a lot of effort into it. yOhen he thinks he's got 

it, he clenches his fist, taut the rattle is still a feu} inches auiay. The poor darling 

realizes his mistake, gets frustrated, and starts to cry.'

Paul’s mom, 11th week
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Try to bear in mind that at this age your baby is definitely not yet able to 
reach out and touch the things that they want to grab. They are only capable 
of closing their hands around an object. Make sure that you always place 
easy-to-grab toys near their waving hands. Your baby will then be able to 
touch the object and practice closing and opening their hands whenever 
they want.

Help Your Baby Explore the New World through Sound
A baby’s greatest passion is the latest sounds that they make themselves. 
This is why you should try to respond to every sound your young infant 
makes. Your baby might be totally enthralled with making explosive 
sounds, because from this leap onward they can keep their vocal cords in a 
certain position. Just like a hand position, a vocal cord position is a feeling 
pattern. Try to imitate your baby’s sounds so that they can hear them from 
someone else. Respond when they use sounds to attract your attention. 
These “conversations” are essential for their learning process, and they will 
teach them to take turns, listen, and imitate - skills which form the basis 
of communication. These chats will also teach them that their voice is an 
important tool, just like their hands are.

“T/V) chats avoag, trying attention dag long. She listens to

nng voice as w«K. It's Mtnderfid'

Hannah’s mom, 11th week

Every parent tries to encourage their baby to “chat." Some mothers and 
fathers talk to their babies throughout their waking hours as a matter of 
course, whereas others do this only at certain times, such as when their 
babies are on their laps. The disadvantage of planned chat times is that the 
baby may not always be in the right mood to listen and respond. It appears 
that babies whose parents “plan” chat times do not always understand 
what is expected of them, and their mothers and fathers become easily 
discouraged because they think their babies are not responding properly 
yet.
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Help Your Baby Explore the New World through Body Postures
Your baby may be ready for pull-up games. A little one who is able to lift 
their head on their own may love being pulled up by their arms from a 
half-sitting position to an upright position or being pulled from a sitting 
position to standing. Be careful to support their heavy head. If they are very 
strong, they may even actively participate. This game teaches the baby how 
different postures feel and how to maintain them. Each of those postures 
is another “pattern” that your baby can perceive inside their body. If they 
cooperate in the pull-up game, they will jerk rather unsteadily from one 
position to the next. Once they have jerked into a certain position, they will 
want to retain it for a moment. Although their movements are still far from 
supple, they will love being in a certain position for a short while. They may 
even become very upset when you decide it’s time to end the game.

'Gaddenly, My son is jerking all over the place i/ohen I pwll km onto his feet. He 

also Makes jerky, spastic MOveMAnts a>hen he's lying naked on his changing Mat. 

I dont knoi/J if this is norMai. It worries Me a bit'

Kevin’s mom, 11th week

If M.y baby had her a>ay, shed be on her feet ah day, listening to Me telling her 

hoi/o strong she is. If I don’t rash in witk C0M.pliM.ents, she starts coMplaining."

Ashley’s mom, 10th week

Fathers are usually the first to discover that babies enjoy these pull-up 
games, then mothers will follow, although fathers tend to be slightly more 
enthusiastic with baby boys than with baby girls.
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Some Things to Keejf in Mind
Your baby will be very eager to learn when they are discovering a new 
world. They will learn quickly, easily, and it will be a lot of fun when you 
give them the things that suit their personality. Very demanding babies 

will automatically get more attention, as their parents strive to keep 
them amused and satisfied. These high-interest babies may become 

the best students of tomorrow if they are given the right help and 
encouragement in their early years.

LEA
P 2

Quiet babies are easily forgotten, because they don’t demand as much 
attention from their parents. Try to give a quiet baby just that little bit 

more encouragement and stimulation to get the best out of them.

You may think that your infant should be able to be a little bit more 
independent now, because you notice the great pleasure they take 

in their surroundings, their playthings, their own hands and feet, and 
because they enjoy lying flat on their back on the floor. You could 

start using the playpen for the first time at this stage. It’s a good place 
to hang toys within easy reach of your baby’s hands, allowing them 
to swipe at them or watch them swinging backward and forward.

You could also try to let your baby amuse themselves for as long as 
possible, presenting them with new playthings when they get bored. 

With your help, your baby may be able to amuse themselves for about 
15 minutes at this age.
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Tof Gamcs for this WovHer WeoK
These games and activities can be used when your baby enters the world 
of patterns. Before you start working your way down the list, look back at 
"How My Baby Explores the New World of Patterns” on page 68 to remind 
yourself of what your baby likes to do. And remember that the games that 
don’t work for your baby right now may do later on when they’re ready.

HANDS OR FEET, A FAVORITE TOY

Give your baby ample opportunity and room to watch their hands 
and feet. They will need to move freely to be able take in every detail. 
The best thing to do is to put them on a large towel or blanket. If it is 
warm enough, let them play without their clothes on, since they will 
really enjoy the freedom of their naked body. If you want, you can tie 
a colorful ribbon around their hand or foot as an added attraction. If 
you do this, however, be sure it is securely attached and watch the 
baby closely so that they do not accidentally choke on the ribbon 
should it come loose.

COZY CHATS

When your baby is in a talking mood, sit down and make yourself 
comfortable, making sure that you have enough support in your back, 
draw up your knees, and lie your baby on their back on your thighs. 
They can see you properly from this position, and you’ll be able to 
follow all their reactions. Chat to them about anything: their beauty, 
their soft skin, their eyes, the events of the day, or your plans for later. 
The most important things are the rhythm of your voice and your 
facial expressions. Be sure you give them enough time to respond. 
This means being patient, waiting, smiling, nodding at them so that 
they realize it takes two to have a conversation. Watch your baby’s 
reactions to discover what they find interesting. Remember that a 
talking mouth, together with a face that shifts from one expression to 
another, is usually a smash hit! ___
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THE GREAT INDOORS

At this age, an inquisitive baby is still unable to grab objects that 
catch their eye to take a closer look. Until they are able to do this 
themselves, they will have to rely on you to bring interesting objects 
to them. Remember, there are many interesting things in the house 
that will arouse their curiosity. Explain to them what they are seeing. 
They will enjoy listening to the intonation in your voice. Let them touch 
and feel whatever they seem to like.

LEA
P 2

THE PULL-UP GAME

You can only play this game if your baby is able to lift their head 
on their own. Sit down and make yourself comfortable. Make sure 
that you have enough support in your back. Draw up your knees 
and put your baby on your legs and tummy so that they are virtually 
in a half-sitting position. They will feel more comfortable like this. 
Now, hold their arms and pull them up slowly, until they are sitting 
upright, giving them words of encouragement at the same time, such 
as telling them what a clever little baby they are. Watch their reactions 
carefully, and only continue if you’re sure they are cooperating and
enjoying themselves.

TAKING A BATH TOGETHER

Water is a wonderful toy in itself. At this age, “water babies” in 
particular will enjoy watching water move. Place the baby on your 
stomach and show them drops and little streams of water running 
off your body onto theirs. Babies will also enjoy having small waves 
washed over their bodies. Lay them on their back on your stomach, 
and play “Row, Row, Row Your Boat” together. Move back and forth 
slowly to the rhythm of the song, and make small waves. They will 
enjoy the feel of the waves running over their skin. After the freedom 
of the bath, they are likely to love being wrapped up snugly and 
securely in a warm towel and given a good cuddle!
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A Word of Consolation: A Demanding Baby Could Be Gifted
Some babies catch on to new games and toys quickly, soon growing tired 
of doing the same things, day in and day out. They want new challenges, 
continual action, complicated games, and lots of variety. It can be extremely 
exhausting for mothers and fathers of these “bubbly” babies, because they 
run out of imagination, and their infants scream if they are not presented 
with one new challenge after another.

It is a proven fact that many highly-gifted children were demanding, 
discontented babies. They were usually only happy as long as they were 
being offered new and exciting challenges.

A new awareness or new world will offer new opportunities to learn additional 
skills. Some babies will explore their new world and make discoveries with 
great enthusiasm, but they demand constant attention and help in doing 
this. They have an endless thirst for knowledge. They discover their new 
world with tremendous speed. They try out and acquire almost every skill 
the new world has to offer, then experiment a little before growing bored 
again. For parents of babies like this, there is little more they can do than to 
wait for the next big change to occur.

Tcf Toys for this WovHer WccT
Here are some toys and things that babies like as they explore the world of 
patterns.

■ Playthings that dangle overhead
• A moving or musical mobile
■ A musical box with moving figures
■ Playthings to swipe at or to touch
■ Cuddly toys to talk to or laugh at
• Mommy and daddy - you still top the chart as their favorite toy! 
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After every feeding, 1 pat rwg son in the playpen for a i^hifr. I sowetinnes pat 

hinn under a musical nnobile that he likes to voatch, and sometimes I put km 

under a trapeze (A>itk togs dangling front it, wkick he takes a swipe at every novo 

and then. I must sag, he's getting rather good at kitting then*, novo’

Frankie’s mom, 11th week

After the le<^
Around ten weeks, another period of comparative ease sets in. Most 
mothers and fathers seem to put the concerns and anxieties of recent weeks 
quickly behind them. They sing their babies’ praises and talk about them as 
if they had always been easygoing and cheerful babies. What changes can 
you see in your baby at this stage? At approximately 10 weeks, your baby 
may not require as much attention as they did in the past. They are more 
independent. They are interested in their surroundings, in people, animals, 
and objects. It seems as if they suddenly understand and clearly recognize 
a whole range of new things. Their need to be with you constantly may also 
diminish at this time. If you pick them up, they may squirm and wriggle in 
discomfort and attempt to sit up in your arms as much as possible. The 
only time they might seem to need you now is when you are willing to show 
them things of interest. Your baby may have become so cheerful and busy 
amusing themselves that life is much easier for you now. You may feel a 
surge of energy. At this age, lots of parents regularly put babies in their 
playpens, as they feel their children are ready for it now.

LEA
P 2

TYlg daughter suddenly see^s n^ach brighter. She's lost that newborn dependeneg. 

I'ha not the onlg aiho's noticed, ffvergone talks property to her noa>, instead of 

nnahing funng cooing noises’

Emily’s mom, 10th week
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'W) Mytj seems wiser. She's become more fnendlg, happier, and even roars lAJrtk 

laughter once in a while. Thank goodness she's stopped that incessant crging! Life 

has changed drasticallg from thinking How can I cope with her screaming?’ to 

eyoging having her around now. Even her father looks forward to seeing her in 

the evening nowadays. He used to come home dragging his feet, dreading the 

probable torment of her non-stop crging. flow he loves being around her. He 

feeds and bathes her everg evening'

Jenny’s mom, 10th week

Tf\g son no longer seems so vulnerable. I see a definite change in him now. He 

has progressed from just sitting on mg lap to gaining a bit of independence and

Steven’s mom, 10th week

1 think mg babg is reallg starting to develop into a real little person with a life 

of her own. At first, all she did was eat and sleep. How she has a good stretch 

when I take her out of bed, just like grown-ups do'

Nina’s mom, 10th week

1 dont know if there's ang connection, but I certainly have noticed that I 

had a lot more energg this past week, and this coincided with mg little bogjs 

newfound independence. I must sag I reallg eyog watching the progress he's 

making. It's fascinating the wag he Uwjhs. eyogs himself, and plags. TOe seem 

to communicate better now. I can let mg imagination run wild with his stuffed 

togs, sing him songs, and invent different games. How that I'm getting some 

feedback from him, he's turning into a little friend. I find this age much easier 

than when hejust nursed, cried, and slept'

Bob’s mom, 10th week
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LEAP 3

Werder WccV^ 12
The World of Smooth Transitions

ONE THING CAN FLOW 
SMOOTHLY INTO THE NEXT
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At around 11 or 12 weeks, your baby will enter yet another new world as they 
undergo the third major developmental leap since their birth. You may recall 
that one of the significant physical developments that occurred at eight 
weeks was your baby’s ability to swipe and kick at objects with their arms 
and legs. These early flailing movements often looked comically puppetlike. 
At 12 weeks, these jerky actions are about to change. Like Pinocchio, your 
baby is ready to change from a puppet into a real person.

Of course, this transformation will not happen overnight, and when it does 
it will entail more than just physical movement, although that’s usually what 
parents notice most. It will also affect your baby’s ability to perceive the 
way things change around them with their other senses - such as a voice 
shifting from one register to another, the cat slinking across the floor, and 
the light in a room becoming dimmer as the sun dips behind the clouds. 
Your baby’s world is becoming a more organized place as they discover the 
constant, flowing changes around them.

Discovering these subtleties will enable your baby to enjoy life in new ways. 
But it’s not easy entering a world that’s shifting beneath your feet. Overnight, 
your baby’s world has changed. Nothing seems to stand still anymore.

Keep in mind that if your baby is suddenly fussier now, they’re probably 
getting ready to master new skills. Watch them closely during this exciting 
time. In this changing world, the one constant is you, the boat on the rolling 
seas. Is it any wonder they want to hang on to you for dear life as they 
enter this next major developmental leap in their life? Fortunately, this fussy 
period will not last quite as long as the previous one. Some babies will 
behave normally again after just a day, while others may need a whole week 
before they feel themselves again.

Note: This leap into the perceptual world of “smooth transitions" is age-linked and predictable. 
It sets in motion the development of a whole range of skills and activities. However, the age at 
which these skills and activities appear for the first time varies greatly and depends on your 
baby’s preferences, experimentation and physical development. For example, the ability to 
perceive smooth transitions emerges at about 12 weeks, and is a necessary precondition for 
"trying to sit up while helped by an adult," but this skill normally appears anywhere from three to 
eight months. The skills and activities in this chapter are stated at the earliest possible age they 
could appear so you can watch for and recognize them. (They may be rudimentary at first.) This 
way you can respond to and facilitate your baby's development.
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Is it any wonder they want to hang on to you for dear life as they enter this 
next major developmental leap in their life? Fortunately, this fussy period 
will not last quite as long as the previous one. Some babies will behave 
normally again after just a day, while others may need a whole week before 
they feel themselves again.

This Weeks Hissy Syws
When a change happens, all babies will cry more often and for longer 
periods than before, although some will cry more than others. Some babies 
will be inconsolable, while others may be fretful, cranky, moody, or listless. 
One baby may be especially difficult at night, while another may tend to get 
upset during the day. Usually, all babies will usually be a little less tearful if 
they are carried around or if they are just given extra attention or cuddles. 
But even under these circumstances, anybody who knows the baby well 
will suspect that they will cry or fret again at the least opportunity.

LEA
P 3

How J/cm know its Time to Grow
Here are the major signs that your baby is about to make this 

developmental leap.

They May Demand More Attention

Just when you thought that your baby had learned to amuse themselves, 
they don’t seem to do so well at it anymore. It may seem as if they want 
you to play with them more now and keep them entertained all the time. 
Just sitting with them may not be enough; they might want you to look at 
them and talk to them, too. This change in their behavior will be all the more 
obvious if they had already shown you that they could be independent after 
the last leap forward. If anything, you may think that they’ve suffered a 
setback. You may feel that if your baby previously took three steps forward, 
here come the two steps back.
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"F/U) son is SO t<srri(?Uj dependent On right now. He is happy only if I koU him 

close. If he had his ie>ag. I think Erf be ^ncing around u>ith hint, too'

Bob’s mom, 12th week

They May Become Shy With Strangers

Some babies will be shy with everyone except their parents at this time. If 
your baby is shy, you will notice that they cling to you whenever you have 
company. They may start to cry when a stranger talks to them or even looks 
at them. Sometimes, they may refuse to sit on anyone’s lap but yours. If 
they are safely snuggled up to you, they may give someone else a reluctant 
smile, but if they are particularly shy, they will quickly bury their head in your 
shoulder afterwards.

They May Cling to You More Tightly Now

Your baby may cling to you so tightly when you carry them that it seems as 
if they are afraid of being dropped. Babies who do this may sometimes even 
pinch their mothers or fathers very hard in the process.

They May Lose Their Appetite

At this time, your baby might drag out each feeding session. Babies who 
are breastfed on demand might start behaving as if they want to eat all day 
long. Bottle-fed babies take longer to finish their bottles, if they manage to 
get that far. These unruly drinkers spend their time chewing and gnawing at 
the nipples without actually drinking. They do this as a form of comfort and 
so they hang on for dear life, afraid to let go. Often, they will drift off to sleep 
with the nipple still in their mouths. Your baby may try to hold on to you or 
grab your breast during nursing, even if they are being bottle-fed, as if they 
are afraid of relinquishing their only source of comfort.
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"yOhen I'm bottle-feeding mg daughter, sfa sticks her ting favfa inside mg 

Mouse. yOe call, it Tosoming.”

Emily’s mom, 12th week

They May Sleep Poorly

Your baby will probably sleep less well now than before. Many babies wake 
several times a night demanding to be fed. And other babies wake up 
very early in the morning. Still other babies refuse to take naps during the 
day. For many families, the normal routine has turned into absolute chaos 
because the baby’s regular feeding and sleeping patterns have changed 
so drastically.

They May Suck Their Thumb More Often

Your infant may now discover their thumb for the first time, or they might 
suck their thumb longer and more regularly than before. Like sucking at 
the breast or bottle, this is a comfort and can avert another crying session. 
Some parents introduce a pacifier to help soothe the baby at this time.

They May Be Listless

Your baby may be quieter or seem less lively than usual. They may also lie 
still for quite some time, gazing around or just staring in front of them. This 
is only a temporary event. Their previous sounds and movements will soon 
be replaced by new ones.

Tfa only tking mg Mfag lil^s faxng right now is cuzfaltng up close to M in Ker 

sling. She's very quiet and no trouble at all - she doesn’t do much except sleep. 

To fce honest, though, Td much rather see her fall of life."

Nina's mom, 12th week

How This Leap May Affect You
Obviously, your baby will not be the only one affected by the changes 
occurring within them. Their whole family suffers too, especially their 
mother. Here are some of the feelings you may experience during this 
turbulent time.

LEA
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My (Wy
Signs My Baby Is Growing Again

Between 11 and 12 weeks, you might notice your baby showing any of the 
following behaviors. They are probably signs that they are ready to make 
the next leap, into the world of smooth transitions. Check off the signs 
your baby shows.

THEIR INTEREST IN THEIR SURROUNDINGS
□ Cries more often

□ Wants you to keep them busy

□ Loses appetite

□ Is more shy with strangers

□ Clings more

□ Wants more physical contact during nursing

□ Sleeps poorly

□ Sucks their thumb, or does so more often than before

□ Is less lively

□ Is quieter, less vocal

OTHER CHANGES YOU NOTICE
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You May Feel Worried

It’s normal to feel anxious when you notice that your once-lively infant has 
become fussier, is crying more often, is sleeping poorly, or is not nursing 
as well as they were. You may be worried because it seems that your baby 
has suffered a setback in producing sounds and movements or seems to 
have lost the independence that they had so recently acquired. Parents 
usually expect to see progress, and if this doesn’t seem to be happening, 
even for just a short while, they get concerned. They feel insecure, and they 
wonder what’s the matter. “Is something wrong with the baby? Could they 
be ill? Could they be abnormal after all?” are the most common worries. 
Generally, it is none of the above. (When in doubt, always consult your 
family doctor.) On the contrary, your baby is showing signs of progress. A 
whole new world is there for them to discover, but when this world reveals 
itself, the baby first has to deal with the upheaval it brings. It’s not easy for 
them, and they will need your support. You can do this by showing that you 
understand that they are going through a difficult time.

LEA
P 3

TOhcn my is crying incessantly and txwnts to be carried around ah the 

time, I feel pressure^. I cant seem to ^accomplish even the simplest things. It 

n\ahes me feel insecure. and it s^ps ah my energy.'

Juliette’s mom, 12th week

Tm trying to find out u>hy my baby cries so much. I u>ant to knouJ u>hat's 

troubling her so that I can fix it. Then I’ll have some peace of nnind again.'

Laura’s mom, 12th week

There's no wgy I can cope with my son's crying. fjust cant tahe it anymore. Id 

even prefer getting out of bed four times a night to deal with a baby uiho is not 

crying than twice a night to deal with a ting screanner'

Paul’s mom, 11th week

You May Become Irritated

During this period, many mothers and fathers get annoyed with their 
babies’ irregular eating and sleeping routines. They find it impossible to 
plan ahead. Their entire schedule is thrown off balance. They often feel
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under pressure from family or friends, too. The parents’ instincts tell them 
to focus all their attention on their unhappy infant, but other people often 
seem to disapprove of too much babying. The mother and father may feel 
trapped in the middle.

1 get irritated every time my son starts fretting, because he cant seem to 

amuse himself for even just a short u>hile. He u>ants me to keep him occupied all 

day long. Of course, everybody loves giving me advice on hou) to deal with him, 

especially my husband'

Kevin’s mom, 12th week

"I seem to cope better u)ith my baby's erratic behavior if I don't make plans in 

advance. In the past, u)hen my plans went completely haywire, I felt irritated. 

Go I've changed my attitude. And voouLd you believe it —I sometimes find I even 

have a feu) hours to sparel'

Laura’s mom, 12th week

You May Reach Your Wit’s End

Sometimes parents are unable, or unwilling, to suppress their anger any 
longer, and they let their demanding little creatures know they’re fed up.

"Mg boy u>as so fretful, I kept worrging about u>hat the neighbors u)ould think 

of the noise. Sunday afternoon u)as the last strain). Id tried everything to make 

him settle, but nothing helped. At first I felt helpless, but then I became furious 

because Iiust couldnt cope, so I left him in his room. I had a good cry myself, 

which calmed me dou)n a bit.'

Bob’s mom, 12th week

"yOe hztol company, and my son u>as being terribly trying. Everyone gave me 

their two cents' worth of advice, which always makes me really upset. yOhen I 

went upstairs to pwt him to bed, I lost my self-control, grabbed him, and gave 

hin4 a good shake.'

Matt’s mom, 11th week
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Shaking Can Be Harmful

While it is normal to feel frustrated and angry with your baby at times, 
never shake a baby. Shaking a young child can easily cause internal 

bleeding just below the skull, which can result in brain damage that may 
lead to learning difficulties later on or even death.

You May Feel Tremendous Pressure

If a mother or father worries too much about their noisy little grump, and 
if they are not given enough support from family and friends, they may 
become exhausted. If they are suffering from a lack of sleep as well, they 
could easily lose control of the situation, both mentally and physically.

Unwelcome advice, on top of panic and exhaustion, could make any parent 
feel even more irritable and snappish - and their partner often becomes 
the target. At times, however, the distressed infant will bear the brunt of 
a parent’s pent-up frustration, and they may be a little rougher with them 
than necessary. When a mother or father admits to having slapped their 
baby, this has nearly always occured during one of these fussy periods. It’s 
certainly not because they dislike the poor infant, but simply because they 
long to see them happy, and feel threatened by other people’s criticism. 
They feel they have no one to turn to with their problems; they feel alone. 
However understandable these feeling of frustration may be, one should 
never act on them. Slapping, or hurting a baby in any other way, is not 
acceptable.

"Every tinae nay stopped I felt had keen lifted frona nay

skouUers. I h^n't noticed Row tense I w^ts until then.'

Emily’s mom, 11th week
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'After nng husband's coworkers told him. that he and our son look like two peas 

in a pod, he stopped criticizing the annount of attention I give his grunnpg nnirror 

innage. In fact, nng husband wouldn't have it ang other wag now, whereas he used 

to feel that I was overreacting and spoiling the babg. Things are running a lot 

snnoother now, and Tnn not as tense as I used to be when the babg gets upset, 

and he seenns to sense that, too. I feel a lot nnore connfortable now.'

Matt’s mom, 12th week

When it all gets to be too much, just remember: It can only get better. At 
this stage, some parents fear that these dreadful crying fits may never stop. 
This is a logical assumption because until now the fussy periods followed 
each other in rapid succession with only two to three weeks in between. This 
barely left enough time for mothers and fathers to catch their breaths. But 
don’t despair - from now on, the intervals between the fussy periods will be 
longer. The fussy periods themselves will also seem less intense than before.

How Your Baby’s New Skills Emerge
When your baby is upset, you will generally want to keep an extra close eye 
on them because you want to know what's wrong. In doing so, you may 
suddenly notice that your baby has actually mastered new skills or is trying 
to do so. In fact, you’ll discover that your baby is making their next big leap 
- into the world of smooth transitions.

At approximately 12 weeks, your baby will be able to perceive the many 
subtle ways that things change around them, not abruptly but smoothly 
and gradually. They will be ready to experiment with making such smooth 
transitions themselves.

Your baby will make many new discoveries in this new world. They will 
select the things that appeal to them and that they are ready to attempt, 
physically and mentally. You should, as always, be careful not to push them 
but do help them with the things they show they are ready to do. In many 
ways, however, they will still rely on your help. They will need you to show 
them things in their world, to put their toys where they can see and reach 
for them, and to respond to their increasing attempts at communication.
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BmiH Clunes
At approximately 10 to 11 weeks, a baby’s head circumference 

dramatically increases.

The lenif’ Forward
As they enter the world of smooth transitions, for the first time your baby 
is able to recognize continuous changes in sights, sounds, tastes, smells, 
and touch. For example, they may now notice how a voice shifts from one 
tone to the next or how a body shifts from one position to another. Not only 
can they register these smooth transitions in the outside world, your infant 
is now able to learn to make them on their own. This will enable your baby 
to work on several important skills.

You will see that now your baby’s' movements become much smoother, 
more flowing, and more like an adult’s. This new control applies to their 
whole body as well as to the parts that they can move consciously - their 
hands, feet, head, eyes, and even their vocal cords. You will probably notice 
that when they stretch out towards a toy, the movement is smoother than 
it was just a few weeks ago. When they bend their knees to sit or pull 
themselves to stand, the whole exercise looks more deliberate and mature.

Their head movements also become smoother than before, and they can 
now vary their speed. They can look around the room in the way that older 
children do and follow a continuous movement. Their eyes are able to focus 
more sharply now on what they see, and their vision will soon be as good 
as an adult’s. When your baby was first born, they came ready equipped 
with a reflex that moved their gaze in the direction of any new sound. This 
disappeared somewhere between four and eight weeks after birth, but now

(continued on page 96)
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My CWy
How My Baby Explores the New World of Smooth Transitions

Check off the boxes below as you notice your baby changing.

BODY CONTROL
□ Barely needs support to keep their head upright

□ Smooth head movement when turning to one side

□ Smooth eye movement when following a moving object

□ Is generally more lively and energetic than before

□ Playfully lifts their bottom when their diaper is being changed

□ Rolls independently from back to stomach or vice versa while holding 

on to your fingers

□ Sticks their toes in their mouth and twists them around

□ Sits up straight when leaning against you

□ Pull themselves into sitting position while holding on to your fingers

□ Is able to move into a standing position when seated on your lap, by holding 

on to two of your fingers

□ Uses both feet to push off when seated in a bouncing chair or lying in a playpen

HAND CONTROL
□ Grabs and clutches at objects with both hands

□ Shakes a rattle once or twice

□ Studies and plays with your hands

□ Studies and touches your face, eyes, mouth, and hair

□ Studies and plays with your clothes

□ Puts everything into their mouth

□ Strokes their head, from neck to eyes

□ Rubs a toy along their head or cheek
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W ® ♦ <8 • # 9 ♦ w K •

LISTENING AND TALKING
□ Discovers shrieking and gurgling; can easily shift between loud and 

soft tones, low notes and high ones

□ Produces new sounds that resemble the vowels of real speech:

ee, ooh, ehh, oh, aah, ay

□ Uses these sounds to “chat"

□ Is able to blow saliva bubbles, and laughs as if they find this very amusing

LOOKING AND SEEING
□ Turns hands over, studies both sides 

LEA
P 3

□ Studies their own feet moving

□ Studies a face, eyes, mouth, and hair

Studies someone’s clothing

•J®”’

A 4> ♦ ♦

OTHER SKILLS
□ Expresses enjoyment by watching, looking, listening, grabbing, 

or by “talking,” then waiting for your response

□ Uses different behavior with different people

□ Expresses boredom if they see, hear, taste, feel, or do the same

things too often; variety suddenly becomes important

OTHER CHANGES YOU NOTICE
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they can do the same thing consciously, and the response will be quicker 
than before. They will be able to follow something or somebody with their 
eyes in a controlled, well-coordinated manner. They may even begin to do 
this without turning their head. They will be able to follow people or objects 
approaching them or moving away. In fact, they will become capable of 
surveying the whole room. You may feel for the first time that they are really 
a part of the family as they notice everybody’s comings and goings.

This new responsiveness is enhanced by new vocal possibilities as they begin 
to recognize changes in pitch and in volume of sounds and to experiment 
with these by gurgling and shrieking. Their improved coordination even 
helps them to swallow more smoothly than previously.

Although some remarkable developments have occurred in your baby’s 
mind and body, they can’t cope with quick changes in succession. Don’t 
expect them to be able to follow an object that is moving up and down 
as well as from left to right or a toy that rapidly reverses its direction of 
movement. And when they move their own hand, there will be a noticeable 
pause before any change of direction, almost like a tiny conductor waving 
a baton.

Parents are generally less concerned if their babies show a reluctance 
to amuse themselves at this stage. They are too proud of their babies’ 
achievements and efforts on so many levels. There are so many new 
discoveries to be made and so many new things to be learned and practiced, 
and for the moment that is what matters the most.

Your Baby’s Choices: A Key to Their Personality
If you watch your baby closely, you will be able to determine where their 
interests lie. As you mark off the things they are showing you that they can 
do in this world, be aware of your child’s uniqueness.
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Some babies are very aware of the world around them, and they prefer 
looking, listening, and experiencing sensations to being physically active 
themselves. Most of the time, professionals, as well as friends and family, 
assess a baby’s development by looking at the physical milestones, such 
as grasping, rolling over, crawling, sitting, standing, and walking. This can 
give a one-sided view of progress as it makes the “watch-listen-feel” baby 
seem slower than other babies. These babies usually take longer to begin 
grasping objects, but once they start, they will examine them very closely. 
Given a new item, a watch-listen-feel baby will turn it around, look at it, listen 
to it, rub it, and even smell it. These babies are actually doing something very 
complicated that will give them a broad base for their later learning skills. In 
contrast, babies who are more physically active often become engrossed in 
the action of grabbing itself, and once they have attained possession of the 
object, they quickly lose interest and drop it in favor of looking for another 
challenge. Babies love anything new, and it is important that you respond 
when you notice any new skills or interests. Your baby will enjoy it if you share 
these new discoveries, and their learning will progress quickly.

Wlwt J/cm Caw Po to Helf
The more your baby plays or experiments with a new skill, the more adept 
they will become. Practice makes perfect as far as babies are concerned, 
too. Your baby might want to try out a new skill over and over again. 
Although they will play and practice on their own, your participation and 
encouragement are vital. As well as cheering them on when they do well, 
you can help when the going gets tough and they feel like giving up. At this 
point, you can make the task easier for them - usually by rearranging the 
world so that it is a bit more accommodating. This might mean turning a toy 
around so that it's easier to grab, propping them up so that they can see 
the cat through the window, or maybe imitating the sounds they are trying 
to make.

You can also help by making an activity more complex or vary it a bit so 
that they stay with it longer and are challenged just a little more. Be careful 
to watch for signs that your baby has had enough. Remember that they will

LEA
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go at their own pace. Just as babies are all different, so are their mothers. 
Some mothers have more imagination than others in certain areas. It may 
be a particular challenge for you if your baby is the physical type but you 
prefer talking, singing, and storytelling. Gather new ideas from books, your 
friends, and family members. The baby’s father and older siblings can help - 
most children will be able to go on long after the baby’s desire for repetition 
has exhausted you. But whatever type of baby you have and whatever type 
of mother you are, your child will always benefit from some help from you.

The Gender G^
Baby boys seem to take up more of their parents’ time than baby girls do 
during the first months. This is probably because boys generally cry more 

and don’t sleep as well as girls.

Also, mothers of baby girls are much quicker to respond to the sounds 
produced by their daughters than are mothers of baby boys. Mothers also 

tend to “chat” more to their babies when they are girls.

Help Your Baby Explore the New World through Sound
If your baby has a special love for sound, encourage them to use their 
voice. They may now begin to shriek, gurgle, or make vowel-like sounds 
themselves. These may range from highto low-pitched sounds and from 
soft to loud ones. If they also start to blow saliva bubbles, don’t discourage 
them. By doing these things, they are playing with “smooth transitions” and 
in the process, they are exercising the muscles of their vocal cords, lips, 
tongue, and palate as well.
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Your baby may often practice when they are alone, sounding like somebody 
who is chattering away just for fun. They do this because the range of notes, 
with all the high and low vowel sounds and little shrieks in between, sound 
a lot like talking. Sometimes a baby will even chuckle at their own sounds.

Most babies love to have cozy chats with their parents. Of course, a baby 
has to be in the mood. The best time to chat is when they attract your 
attention with their voice. You will probably find yourself speaking in a 
slightly higher-pitched tone than usual, which is just right for your baby’s 
ear. It is very important that you stick to the rules of conversation - your 
baby says something, then you say something back. Make sure you let them 
finish. Because if you don’t give them time to reply, they will feel that you 
aren’t listening to them, and they won’t learn the rhythm of conversation. 
If that happens - if you do not give them enough time to reply - they may 
become confused or despondent because you are not listening to them. 
The subjects of your conversation don't matter very much at this age, but it 
is better to stick to familiar territory and shared experiences. Occasionally, 
try imitating the sounds they are making. Some babies find this so funny 
they will break into laughter. This is all-important groundwork for later 
language skills.

It is very important to talk to your baby frequently. Voices on the radio 
or television, or people talking in the same room, are no substitute for a 
one-on-one conversation. Your baby is prompted to talk because there is 
someone who is listening and responding to them. Your enthusiasm will 
play an important role here.

*1 ^Iiawjs talk back whenever mg son makes sounds. Then he waits a little, 

realizes it’s Ms tarn, and replies with a smile or bg wriggling around. If he's in 

the right mood, he’ll gurgle back at me again. If I repig once more, he gets 

so excited thzat he waves his arms and legs all over the place and sometimes 

shrieks with laughter as well. yOhen he's had enough, he turns awag and looks 

at something else.'

John’s mom, 13th week
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"yOken HAtj son sai/o tMt I ixws about to f&ed Rum., he shrieked wltk &Kcit&^&r\t 

and grabbed rvuj fcre^st, while haij blouse wws still onlt} Mlf undone'

Matt’s mom, 13th week

Your baby might use one of their latest sounds when they want something. 
This is often a special “attention!” shriek. If they do this, always answer 
them. This is important since it will give them the sense that you understand 
what they are trying to communicate, even if you don’t have time to stop 
and play with them at that moment. They will begin to use their voice to 
attract your attention. That’s a significant step towards language.

When they’re happy, a baby will often use a special “cry for joy” sound. They 
will use it when they see something they find amusing. It’s natural to respond 
to these cries for joy with a kiss, a cuddle, or words of encouragement. The 
more you are able to do this, the better. It shows your baby that you share 
their pleasure and that you understand them.

When Jew Bnbj
They re On Tof of the WorH

When you make your baby laugh, you have struck the right chord with 
them. You have stimulated them in exactly the right way. Don’t overdo 

it because you may frighten them. On the other hand, half-hearted 
attempts on your part could lead to boredom on theirs. You must find the 

comfortable middle ground for your baby.

Help Your Baby Explore the New World through Touch
As your baby now lives in the world of smooth transitions, you may notice 
that they stretch out toward a toy with a smoother action than before. 

Help them. They have just entered this new world and reaching is still very 
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difficult. Hold a toy within easy reach of your baby’s hands and watch to see 

if they are able to reach for it. Hold the object right in front of them, keeping 

in mind that at this age they are only able to make a controlled movement 
with their arm in one direction at a time. Now pay close attention to what 
they do. If they are only just starting to master this skill, they will probably 
react something like this baby.

7/bj son is reallg starting to reach oat to grab things1 He reached for a tog 

dangling in front of hinn with. both hands. He put oat his right hand on one side 

of the tog and his left hand on the other side of the tog. Then, a>hen both hands 

inerejust in front of the tog, he clasped thenn together... and nnissedl Hed tried 

reallg hard, so it went at all surprising that he got verg upset a>hen he found 

himself ennptg-handed '

Paul’s mom, 12th week

When your child reaches for objects and misses, encourage them to try 
again, or make the game a little easier for them so that they get a taste of 
success. At this age, they are not yet able to make an accurate estimate of 

the distance between their hands and the plaything they are trying to grab. 
They will not be able to learn this properly until they are between 23 and 26 

weeks old.

As your baby becomes more adept at grabbing objects, they will want to 

play the “grabbing game.” Because they can turn their head smoothly and 

look around the room, they can choose what they want from the entire 
world of things that is now waiting to be grabbed, felt, and touched. After 
the last developmental leap, most babies spent about one-third of their 

waking hours playing and experimenting with their hands. After about 12 

weeks, this suddenly doubles to two-thirds of their waking hours.

(continued on page 104)
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Tojf’ G<wics for this WovHer Weeh
Here are some games and activities that work for babies at this point in 
their development. At this age, your baby will particularly enjoy games 
where you move their whole body around. Try to do this gently, with slow 
and even movements, remembering that these are the only kind that your 
baby can properly understand. It is better to play several different games 
in a row, rather than continue the same game for too long.

THE AIRPLANE

Lift your baby up slowly, while making a sound that increases in 
volume or changes from a low-pitched to a high-pitched sound. They 
will stretch out their body automatically as you raise them above your 
head. Then start the descent, making the appropriate airplane sounds. 
When they are in line with your face, welcome them by burying your 
face in their neck and giving them a nibble with your lips. You will soon 
notice that your baby expects you to do this and will open their mouth 
and nibble back. You will also see your baby opening their mouth 
again, as if anticipating the nibble, when they want you to repeat this 
flying game.

THE SLIDE

Sit down on the floor or a sofa, lean back, and make your body as 
straight as possible. Place your baby as high up on your chest as you 
can and let them slide gently down to the floor, while you make the 
appropriate sliding sound.

THE PENDULUM

Place the baby on your knees so that they are facing you and slowly 
sway them from side to side. Try to make all kinds of clock sounds, 
such as a high-pitched, fast tick-tock, or a low-pitched, slow bing- 
bong. Try to make sounds that range from high to low and from fast 
to slow, or whatever clock sound you notice that your baby enjoys the 
most. Make sure you hold them firmly and that their head and neck 
muscles are strong enough to move with the rhythm.
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THE ROCKING HORSE

Place the baby on your knees so that they are facing you and make 
stepping movements with your legs, so your baby sways up and 
down as if they were sitting on a horse. You can also make the 
accompanying clip-clop noises or “schlupping” sounds that babies 
love at this age.

THE NIBBLING GAME

Sit in front of your baby and make sure they are looking at you. Move 
your face slowly toward their tummy or nose. Meanwhile, make a 
drawn-out sound, increasing in volume, or changing in tone, for 
instance “chooooomp” or “aaaaaah-boom” or sounds similar to 
those the baby makes themselves.

FEELING FABRICS

Here’s a way to play and get chores done! Fold your laundry with 
your baby nearby, and let them feel different types of fabrics, such 
as wool, cotton, terry cloth, or nylon. Run their hand over the fabrics 
to allow them to feel the different textures, too. Babies like touching 
materials with their fingers and mouths. Try something unusual such 
as chamois, leather, or felt.

JUMPING AND BOUNCING

A physically active baby loves repeating the same flowing movements 
over and over again when they are on your lap. Let them stand up 
and sit down again at their own pace. They will want to repeat this 
“stand up, sit down, stand up, sit down” game endlessly. It will 
probably make them laugh too, but, again, hold them tightly and 
watch their head.

LEA
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If you notice that your baby enjoys stroking things with their hands, 

encourage this activity as much as you can. Not only the stroking movement 
involves a “smooth transition,” but also the feeling in their hand caused by 
the moving contact with the object. Carry your baby around the house and 

garden, letting them feel all kinds of objects and experience their properties 
- hard, soft, rough, smooth, sticky, firm, flexible, prickly, cold, wet, and 

warm. Tell them what the items are, and describe the sensations. Help to 

get your meaning across by using your tone of voice to express the feeling 
an object or surface arouses. They really will be able to understand more 
than they are able to tell you.

*1 cashed HAt) (2^)5 Iwfc wuter running lAM-tsr, t/ohich. made her laugh out loud. 

Ghe couldn’t seem to get enough of it.'

Jenny’s mom, 15th week

Many babies like to examine their parents’ faces. As your little one runs their 
hands over your face, they may linger slightly longer by your eyes, nose, and 

mouth. They might tug on your hair or pull at your nose, simply because 

they are easy to grasp. Items of clothing are interesting as well. Babies like 
to stroke and feel fabrics. Watch out for your earrings, too!

Some babies are interested in their parents' hands and they will study, 

touch, and stroke them. If your baby enjoys playing with your hands, help 
them with this. Slowly turn your hand over, and show them the palm and 
then the back of your hand. Let them watch while you move your hand 

or pick up a toy. Try not to make your movements too fast or to change 
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direction too quickly, or you will lose their attention. Simple movements 

are all they can cope with in this world. Your baby won’t be able to deal 

with more complicated movements until after another big change in their 
nervous system, which is the start of the next developmental leap.

Help Your Baby Explore the New World through
Body Movement
At this age, all babies are getting livelier than before. They are playing with 

smooth transitions felt inside their bodies, while they kick and wave their 
arms about. Some babies perform acrobatics; for example, they might stuff 
their toes in their mouths and almost spin around on their backs in the 
process. Obviously, some babies are much livelier and stronger than others. 

Some babies are not really interested in gymnastic feats, while others will 

get frustrated if their physical strength is not yet up to the task.

"W) son moves his bodg, arms, and tegs around like mad, grunting and groaning 

in the process. He's obviously trying to do something, but whatever it is he's not 

succeeding because he usually ends up having an angry screaming fit.'

Frankie’s mom, 14th week

Whatever your baby’s temperament, they will benefit from a little time 
spent without their clothes on in a warm environment. You may already 

have noticed that they are lively when you are changing them, enjoying 

the opportunity to move freely without being hampered by the diaper and 
clothes. It’s easier to bend the little limbs, to wave, kick, and roll over when 
naked. Success comes more easily, and the baby will get to know their
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body better and control it more precisely without the restriction of clothes. 
Some babies attempt to roll over at this age, but nearly all of them will 
need a bit of help with it. If your little squirmer tries to roll over, let them 

hold on to one of your fingers as they practice. A very persistent baby who 
is also physically strong may manage to roll from their tummy to back. 

Some can do it the other way around and go from their back to tummy. 

However persistent the infant, they won’t manage it unless their physical 
development has progressed far enough. So give help and support, but 

also be ready to help your baby deal with their frustration if they just can’t 
manage something that they would clearly like to do.

Many babies love pushing themselves up with their legs. If your baby enjoys 

doing this, they will practice pushing off in their playpen, in their bouncing 
chair, on their changing table (watch out for this one!), or while sitting on 

your lap. You need to hold on tight to an active squirmer. If your baby is able 
to do these push-ups unaided, give them lots of opportunities to practice. If 

your baby is physically strong, they may also try to pull themselves up into 
a sitting position when they are on your lap. If they like doing this, you can 
help them by making a game out of it.

Tcf Toys for this WoiHcr WocT
Here are some toys and things that babies like best as they explore the 
world of smooth transitions:

* Wobbly toys that bounce back when the baby swipes them
* The clapper inside a bell
■ A rocking chair
■ Toys that emit a slow squeak, chime, or other simple sound
* Rattles
* Dolls with realistic faces
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After the Le^
Between 12 and 13 weeks, another period of comparative calm settles in. 

Parents, family, and friends will notice what a cheerful little person your 
baby has become and admire the wonderful progress they have made. You 
may find your baby is much smarter now than before. When they are carried 

around or sit on your lap, they act like a little person. They immediately 
turn their head in the direction of something they want to see or hear. They 

laugh at everyone, and answer them when they are talked to. They shift 

their position to get a better look at things they want to see, and they keep 
an eye on everything going on around them. They are cheerful and active. 

It may strike you that other family members now show a lot more interest in 
them as a person. It appears that they have gained their own place in the 
family. They belong!

LEA
P 3

'7/lg dM^Ixter is developing «n interest in a whole v«rietg o-f things now. She 

talks or shrieks «t different objects, «nd when we w«tch her more closelg, we 

think, "KAg goodness, c«n gou do th«t «lre«dg?‘ Or Aren’t gou clever noticing «II 

oh those things?”

Jenny’s mom, 13th week

TAg little one is definitely wiser. She's «II eges these d«gs. She responds to 

evergthing «nd immedi«telg tarns her little he«d in response to sounds. She's 

suddenly g«ined her own little pl«ce in the fdmilg.’

Hannah’s mom, 14th week

It's wonderful W«tching mg h>«fcg enjoging harself so nweh. a^A chatting 

aff&ciionat&iij to her cuddlg togs «nd to people.’

Juliette’s mom, 14th week
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'70e have a lot wore interaction with mg child novo because she responds to 

everything. After I've played a ganne with. her, I can tell vohen she’s waiting for 

me to play again. She also ’replies’ a lot more novo'

Ashley’s mom, 13th week

TYlg daughter used to be so easy going and quiet, but she's turned into a real 

little chatterbot novo. She laughs and gurgles a lot more often. I really eryoy 

getting her out of bed to see vohat she’ll do nett.'

Eve’s mom, 14th week

‘Yfly son is much more interesting to voatch novo because the progress he's made 

is so obvious. He responds immediately witk a smile or a gurgle, and he can turn 

his head in the right direction, too. I love giving Kim a good cuddle because he's 

so soft and chubby novo'

Frankie’s mom, 14th week
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LEAP 4
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The realization that our experience is split up into familiar events is something 
that we as adults take for granted. For example, if we see someone drop a 
rubber ball, we know that it will bounce back up and will probably continue 
to bounce several times. If someone jumps up into the air, we know that 
they will come down. We recognize the initial movements of a golf swing 
and a tennis serve, and we know what follows. But to your baby, everything 
is new, and nothing is predictable.

After the last leap forward, your baby was able to perceive smooth 
transitions in sound, movement, light, taste, smell, and texture. But all of 
these transitions had to be simple for them to perceive them. As soon as 
the transitions became more complicated, they were no longer able to 
follow them.

At around 19 weeks (or between 18 and 20 weeks), their ability to understand 
the world around them becomes far more developed and a little more like 
our own. They will begin to experiment with events. The word “event” has 
a special meaning here and has nothing to do with special occasions. In 
fact, here it means a short, familiar sequence of smooth transitions from 
one pattern to the next. Sound like a mputhful? Let’s try to explain what it 
means.

While at 12 weeks it may have taken all your baby’s cross-eyed concentration 
simply to grasp an object with both hands that you held in front of them, 
they’ll now begin to understand they can reach out to a toy, grab it with one 
hand, shake it, turn it around to inspect it, and put it in their mouth. This kind 
of physical activity is much more complicated than it seems and far more 
than just the physical mastery of their arms and hands. It actually depends

Note: The first phase (fussy period) of this leap into the perceptual world of "events" is age- 
linked and predictable, and starts between 14 and 17 weeks. Most babies start the second 
phase (see box “Quality Time: An Unnatural Whim" on page 17) of this leap 19 weeks after 
full-term birth. The first perception of the world of events sets in motion the development of a 
whole range of skills and activities. However, the age at which these skills and activities appear 
for the first time varies greatly and depends on your baby's preferences, experimentation and 
physical development. For example, the ability to perceive events is a necessary precondition 
for "grasping a cube with partial opposition of the thumb," but this skill normally appears 
anywhere from four to eight months. The skills and activities in this chapter are stated at the 
earliest possible age they could appear so you can watch for and recognize them. (They may be 
rudimentary at first.) This way you can respond to and facilitate your baby’s development. 
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upon a high degree of neurological development. This change will enable 
your baby to develop a whole new set of skills. Although the subtleties 
of these skills may escape you at first, they will gradually become more 
obvious. The sounds your infant emits may still just seem like baby babble to 
you for a while, but they are actually becoming much more complicated. No 
doubt you’ll notice when they string their consonants and vowels together 
to say “Mama” and “Dada.” You also will be very aware of their attempts to 
roll over and their first attempts to crawl. In all of these activities, they are 
now capable of learning how single patterns and transitions string together 
like beads to become what we as adults recognize as events.

This process is also vital for your baby to understand something that adults 
take completely for granted - that the world is made up of objects that 
continue to exist, whether or not we can completely see them at the time. 
You can see just how hard your baby is working in this first year of life to 
make sense of their world.

Your baby’s awareness of the new changes that accompany this leap in 
their development actually begins at approximately 15 weeks (or between 
14 and 17 weeks). These changes affect the way they see, hear, smell, 
taste, and feel. They need time to come to terms with all of these new 
impressions, preferably in a place where they feel safe and secure. They will 
once again show a pronounced need to be with their mommy, cling to her 
for comfort, and they will grow into their new world at their own pace. From 
this age on, the fussy periods will last longer than before. This particular 
one will often last five weeks, although it may be as short as one week or 
as long as six. If your baby is fussy, watch them closely to see if they are 
attempting to master new skills.

This Weeks Hissy Siyns
Because your baby is upset by what is happening to them, they will be 
much quicker to cry at this time. A very demanding little one, in particular, 
will cry, whine, and grumble noticeably more often than they did in the 
past. They will make no bones about the fact that they want to be with their 
mommy. Your baby will generally cry less when they are with you, although
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they may insist you give them your undivided attention. They may not only 
want to be carried around constantly but also expect to be amused all 
through their waking hours. If they are not kept busy, they may continue to 
be extra cranky even when sitting on your lap.

How Jom Know its Time to Grow
Watch for these sometimes subtle, sometimes obvious, clues that your 

baby is changing and about to leap into the world of events.

They May Have Trouble Sleeping

Your baby may not settle down well at night now. It may be more difficult 
than before to get them to go to bed in the evenings, or they may lie awake 
at night. They may want a night feeding again, or they might even demand 
to be fed several times a night. They might also wake up much earlier in the 
morning than usual.

They May Become Shy with Strangers

Your baby might refuse to sit on anyone else’s lap but yours, or they may 
get upset if a stranger looks at or talks to them. They may even seem 
frightened of their own father if they are not around them for much of the 
day. Generally, their shyness will be more apparent with people who look 
very different from you.

lOkan wg daughter sees nng sistar, ska gats axtrannalg wpsat starts scrartming 

at the top of kar longs and buries kar face in ntg clotkas, as if ska's afraid to even 

look at rug sistar. TYlg sistar has dark agas and wars black aga nn^kaop, wkick 

tends to giva kar a rather hard look. I'm blonde and v^ear hardly any makeup at 

ah Perhaps that has sontatking to do nktk it.'

Nina’s mom, 16th week
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7KU) son won't simile at people who wear glasses angnnore. He Jost stares at thenn 

with a stern look on his face and. refuses to snnile wntil theg have taken their 

glasses off.'

John’s mom, 16th week

They May Demand More Attention

Your baby might want you to amuse them by doing things with them, or at 
the very least, they may want you to look at them all the time. They may 
even start to cry the moment you walk away.

1 have to give nng son extra attention between feedings. In the past, hed lifi 

guietlg on his own. How he wants to be entertained'

John’s mom, 17th week

Their Head May Need More Support

When you carry your fussy baby around, you may notice you have to 
support their head and body more often now. They may slump down a little 
in your arms when you hold them, particularly during crying fits. When you 
carry them, it may strike you that they feel more like the tiny newborn they 
used to be.

They May Always Want to Be with You

Your baby may refuse to be set down, although they may agree to sitting in 
their bouncing chair as long as you stay near by and touch them frequently.

7YV) little one wants to be closer to nne, which is unusual for her. If I let go of 

her for even a second, she starts to erg, but as soon as either wig husband or I 

pick her up, evergthing's fine again'

Eve’s mom, 17th week
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They May Lose Their Appetite

Both breastfed and bottle-fed babies can temporarily have smaller appetites 
than usual as they approach this leap. Don’t worry if your little one is more 
easily distracted than they used to be by the things they see or hear around 
them, or if they are quick to start playing with the nipple. Occasionally, 
babies may even turn away from the bottle or breast and refuse to drink 
completely. Sometimes, a fussy eater might eat their fruit but refuse their 
milk, for example. Nearly all mothers who breastfeed see this refusal as a 
sign they should switch to other forms of nourishment. Some mothers feel 
as if their babies are rejecting them personally. This is not the case at all. 
Your baby is simply upset. You don’t need to stop breastfeeding at this 
point; on the contrary, it would be a bad time to decide to wean your baby.

'Around 15 weehs, mt) daughter suddenly started nursing less. After five minutes, 

she would start plying around with. mg nipple. After that had gone on for two 

weeks, I decided to start supplementing my milk with formula, but she wouldn’t 

have any of that either. This phase lasted four weehs. ’Oaring that time, I worried 

she would suffer from some hind of nutrition deficiency, especially when I saw 

my milk supply starting to diminish. 3ut now she is drinking like she used to 

again, and my milk supply is as plenttfo.1 as ever. In fact, I seem to have more'

Hannah’s mom, 19th week

They May Be Moody

Some babies’ moods swing wildly at this time. One day they are all smiles, 
but the next they do nothing but cry. These mood swings may even occur 
from one moment to the next. One minute they’re shrieking with laughter, 
and the next they burst into tears. Sometimes, they even start to cry in the 
middle of laughing. Some parents say that both the laughter and the tears 
seem to be dramatic and exaggerated, almost unreal.
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Signs My Baby is Growing Again

Between 14 and 17 weeks, you may notice your baby starting to show any 
of the following behaviors, signs that they are ready to make the next leap 
into the world of events. Cross off the signs your baby shows on the list 
below, in comparison to how they were before.

□ Cries more often; is often bad-tempered, cranky, or fretful.

□ Wants you to keep them busy

□ Needs more support for their head

□ Wants more physical contact

□ Sleeps poorly

□ Loses their appetite

□ Is shyer with strangers than they were before

□ Is quieter, less vocal

□ Is less lively

□ Has pronounced mood swings

□ Wants more physical contact during nursing

□ Sucks their thumb, or sucks more often than before

OTHER CHANGES YOU NOTICE

LEA
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They May Be Listless

Your baby may stop making their familiar sounds for a brief period or might 
occasionally lie motionless, staring into thin air or fidgeting with their ears, 
for example. It’s very common for babies at this age to seem listless and 
preoccupied. Many parents find their infants’ behavior peculiar and alarming. 
But actually, this apathy is just a lull before the storm. This interlude is a sign 
that your baby is on the brink of making many discoveries in a new world 
where they will learn to acquire many new skills.

How This Leap May Affect You
On one hand, you may find it hard to believe your baby is 19 weeks old, but 
on the other, you may have felt every hour of those 19 weeks, having been 
up for so many of them, comforting a wailing baby. Here are some ways this 
latest leap may be affecting you.

You May (Still) Be Exhausted

During a fussy period, most mothers and fathers complain increasingly of 
fatigue, headaches, nausea, backaches, or emotional problems. Some less 
fortunate parents contend with more than-one of these problems at the same 
time. They blame their symptoms on a lack of sleep, having to constantly 
carry their little screamers, or worrying about their unhappy infants. The real 
cause of these symptoms, though, is the stress of constantly coping with 
a cranky baby. Some parents visit their family doctor and are prescribed 
an iron supplement, or go to a physiotherapist for their back troubles, but 
the real problem is that they are nearing the end of their tether. Especially 
now, make time for yourself, and give yourself a treat now and then. But 
remember that your baby will eventually come to your aid by learning the 
skills they need to deal with their new world, and then the sun will shine 
again.

"If nng daughter won't settle ^oWn for a feu) nigkts in a rovt and u>ants to (?e 

w^lke^ around all the time, I get a terrible backache. At times like tkese, I wisk 

she u>as gone for Just one night. I'm a total u>reck'

Emily’s mom, 17th week
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You May Feel Trapped

Toward the end of a fussy period, parents sometimes feel so confined 
by their baby’s demands they almost feel they’re in prison. It seems as 
if the baby is calling all the shots, and the parents feel irritated by their 
“selfishness.” It’s no wonder that mothers and fathers sometimes wish their 
babies would just disappear for a while. Some even daydream about how 
wonderful it would be if they could put the baby out of their minds for just 
one night,

"TKis w&sk, there a>ere MiMnts when I iawW Mv« to forget tMt I fwf <4 

son. altogether. Aren't hwAZtn. beings weinsl creatores? At times, I felt so closed 

in. I Jost lw( to get aa>ag from it all, and so that's (/JMt 1 did'

Bob’s mom, 18th week

LEA
P 4

"KJksn I'm at the store i/oith mg babg and he iMkes up and starts crging, 

everybody stares at me. I get all hot and bothered. Sometimes I think, "R)hg 

dont you. shat op, go« stapi^ kfofl"

Steven’s mom, 18th week

You May Feel Resentful

After a few weeks of living with a fussy baby, you may be shocked to find you 
are beginning to resent this demanding little person who disrupts your life 
so much. Don’t blame yourself. This is an understandable and surprisingly 
common reaction. Many mothers and fathers grow more irritated toward 
the end of a fussy period. They are convinced their baby has no valid reason 
for making such a fuss, and they are inclined to let their babies cry a little 
longer than they used to. Some begin to wonder what “spoiling” actually 
means, and think they may be giving in to their whims too much. They might 
also begin to wonder if they should be teaching their little ones to consider 
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that parents have feelings, too. Now and then, a parent may feel a surge 
of aggression toward their persistent little screamer, especially when the 
baby won’t stop crying, and the parents are at their wit’s end. Having these 
feelings is not abnormal or dangerous, but acting on them is. Get help long 
before you lose control. Shaking, in particular, can be harmful. Remember, 
while it is normal to feel frustrated and angry with your baby at times, never 
shake a baby. Shaking a young child can easily cause internal bleeding of 
the spine just below the skull which can result in brain damage that may 
lead to learning difficulties later on or even death.

“Mg son refused to continue with his feeding and started having an incredible 

crging tantrum, while Ijust kept Wfuty his milk ^own fas throat. f\)hen 

the same thing happened with the next bottle, I felt mgself becoming terriblg 

angrg because none of mg little distraction tricks were working. I felt as if I were 

going around in circles. So I put fam on the floor where he would be safe and let 

him scream his lungs out. TOhen he finally stopped, I went back into the room, 

and he finished his bottle.'

Bob’s mom, 19th week

T sWte^l to feel mg temper rise everg time mg daughter launched into one of 

her crging fits because fid left her on her own for just a second. So I let her get 

on with it and ignored her.’

Ashley’s mom, 17th week

The last four evenings, mg son started screaming at &00 PM After consoling 

him for two nights in a row, fid had enough. So I let him erg until 1030 PM 

He's certainly persistent, I'll give him that!'

Kevin’s mom, 16th week

How Your Baby’s New Skills Emerge

Because this fussy phase lasts longer than the previous ones, most parents 
immediately sense that this period is different. They are concerned about 
their baby’s seemingly slower progress and the fact that their baby seems 
to have a sudden aversion to the things they liked in the past. But don’t 
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worry. From this age on, the new skills are much more complicated to learn.
Your little one needs more time.

TAy servis to ke Making sack slow progress. Before ke a>as 15 weeks old, 

ke developed Mack faster. It's alMOSt as if ke's comc to a standstill tkese past 

fea> weeks. At tiwtes, I find this to ke verg upsetting'

Matt's mom, 17th week

It's alnnost as If Mg son is on tke verge of Making neo) discoveries, kwt soMetking 

seeMS to ke koiding kiM kack. TOhen I plag with hiwi, I can sense there's 

soMetking HAtssing, kat I dont know wMt it is. So I'pa plaging tke waiting goMe, 

too.’

Steven’s mom, 17th week

TAg daughter has keen trging to do lots of new things this week. All of a sadden, 

it hit Me koai Mack she can do atjast foar Months, and to tell goa tke troth, I 

feel verg proud of her’

Jenny's mom, 18th week

At approximately 19 weeks, you will notice that your baby is once again trying 
to learn new skills, because this is the age when babies will generally begin 
to explore the world of events. This world offers them a huge repertoire of 
event skills. Your baby will choose the skills best suited to them - the ones 
they want to explore. You can help them with what they are actually ready 
to do, rather than trying to push them in any and every direction.

TVie Magical leaf Forward
After the last leap forward, your baby was able to see, hear, smell, taste, 
and feel smooth and continuous transitions. But all these transitions had 
to be relatively simple, such as a toy moving steadily across the floor in
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front of them. As soon as they became more complicated, they were no 
longer able to follow them. In the new world that babies begin to explore at 
approximately 19 weeks, most babies will start to perceive and experiment 
with short, familiar sequences. This new ability will affect a baby’s entire 
behavior.

As soon as a baby is able to make several flowing movements in sequence, 
this will give them more opportunities with objects within their grasp. They 
might, for instance, be able to repeat the same flowing movement several 
times in succession. You may now see them trying to shake playthings from 
side to side or up and down. They may also attempt to press, push, bang, 
or beat a toy repeatedly. Besides repeating the same movement, they might 
now learn to perform a short sequence of different movements smoothly. 
For instance, they may grab an object with one hand, then try to pass it to 
the other hand. Or they may grab a plaything and immediately attempt to 
put it in their mouth. They are capable of turning a plaything around and 
looking at it from every possible angle. From now on, they are able to carry 
out a thorough examination of any object within reach.

In addition, your baby might now learn .how to adjust the movements of 
their body, especially their upper arms, lower arms, hands, and fingers, to 
reach the exact spot where the plaything is, and they can learn to correct 
their movements as they go along. For instance, if a toy is farther to the left, 
their arm will move to the left in one flowing movement. If it is more to the 
right, their arm will immediately move to the correct spot. The same applies 
to an object near at hand, one that is farther away, or a toy hanging high up 
or low down. They will see it, reach for it, grab it, and pull it towards them, 
all in one smooth movement. As long as an object is within arm’s length, 
your little one will now actually be able to reach out and grasp the object 
of their choice.

When your baby is toying with these movements, you may see them twist 
and turn. They might now learn to roll over or spin on their back easily. 
They may also make their first attempts at crawling, because they are now 
capable of pulling their knees up, pushing off, and stretching. They might 
also learn to make a short series of sounds now. If they do, they will develop
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Emm Clwiyes
Recordings of babies' brain waves show that dramatic changes occur 

at approximately four months. Also, babies’ head circumferences 
suddenly increase between 15 and 18 weeks.

their chatter, which started after the previous leap, to include alternating 
vowel and consonant sounds. They will gradually use all of these sounds to 
speak in “sentences.” This abba baba tata is what adults fondly call “baby 
talk.” You could say they are now able to become just as flexible with their 
voice as they are with the rest of their body.

All over the world, babies start making these short sentences when they 
reach this age. For example, Russian, Chinese, and American babies 
all babble the same language initially. Eventually, the babies will start to 
develop their babble-sounds into proper words of their native language, 
and they will stop using the universal babble sounds. Each baby will then 
become more proficient at imitating the language they hear being spoken 
around them because they will get the most response and praise when they 
produce something close to home.

Apparently, everyone’s ancestors must have felt as if they were being 
addressed personally when they heard their offspring say “Dada” or 
“Mammam,” because the words for mommy and daddy are very similar 
in many different languages. The truth, though, is that the little babbler 
is carrying out a number of technical experiments with short, familiar 
sequences of the same sound element: “da” or “ma.”

Your baby may now begin to recognize a short series of flowing sounds. 
They may be fascinated by a series of notes running smoothly up and 
down a musical scale. They may now respond to all voices that express 
approval, and they may be startled by voices that scold. It doesn’t matter 
what language is used to express these feelings, since they will be able to

(continued on page 126)
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My GWy
How My Baby Explores the New World of Events
Check off the boxes below as you notice your baby changing. Stop filling 
this out once the next stormy period begins, heralding the coming of the 
next leap. The big change that eventually allows your baby to make sense 
of the world of events begins at around 15 weeks. The leap into this world 
is a pretty big one, and the skills that come with it only start to take wing 
around 19 weeks. Even then, it may be a while before you see any of the 
skills listed here. It’s most likely they will not acquire many of these skills 
until months later.

i"
BODY CONTROL

Your baby:

□ Starts moving virtually every part of their body as soon as they are

put on the floor

Rolls over from their back onto their tummy

Rolls over from their tummy onto their back

is able to fully stretch their arms when lying on their tummy

Lifts their bottom and attempts to push off; does not succeed

Raises themselves onto their hands and feet when lying on their tummy,

then tries to move forward; does not succeed

Attempts to crawl; manages to slide forwards or backwards

Supports themselves with forearms, and raises upper half of their body

Sits up straight (all by themselves) when leaning against you

Attempts to sit up straight when they’re by themselves and briefly succeeds

by leaning on their forearms and bringing their head forward
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□ Remains upright in the high chair with cushions for support

□ Enjoys moving their mouth - puckers their lips in a variety of

ways, sticks their tongue out

GRABBING, TOUCHING, AND FEELING

□ Succeeds in grabbing objects

□ Grabs things with either hand

□ Is able to grab an object with either hand if it comes into contact 

with the object, even if they are not looking at it

□ Is able to pass objects between their hands

□ Sticks your hand in their mouth

□ Touches or sticks their hands in your mouth as you talk

□ Sticks objects in their mouth to feel and bite them

□ Is able to pull a cloth from their face by themselves, slowly at first

□ Recognizes a toy or other familiar object, even if it is partially 

covered by something; will soon give up with unsuccessful 

attempts to retrieve the toy

□ Tries shaking a plaything

□ Tries banging a plaything on a tabletop

□ Deliberately throws a plaything on the floor

□ Tries grabbing things just out of reach

□ Tries to play with an activity center

□ Understands the purpose of a particular toy; for example, they 

push buttons on a toy telephone

□ Studies objects closely; they are especially interested in the 

minute details of toys, hands, and mouths

LEA
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WATCHING
□ Stares in fascination at repetitive activities, such as jumping up and 

down, slicing bread, or brushing hair

□ Stares in fascination at the movements of your lips and tongue when 

you are talking

□ Searches for you and is able to turn around to do this

□ Looks for a plaything that is partially hidden

□ Reacts to their own reflection in a mirror; they are either scared or laugh

□ Holds a book in their hands and stares at the pictures

LISTENING
□ Listens intently to sounds coming from your lips

□ Responds to their own name

□ Is now able to distinguish one particular sound in a medley of different 

sounds, so responds to their own name even if there are background 

noises

□ Genuinely understands one or more words; for example, they look at 

their teddy bear if asked "Where's your teddy bear?” (Won’t 

respond correctly if the toy isn’t in its usual place.)

□ Will respond appropriately to an approving or scolding voice

□ Recognizes the opening bars of a song
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TALKING
□ Makes new sounds, using their lips and tongue: ffft-ffft-ffft, vvvvvv, 

zzz, sss, brrr, arrr, rrr, grrr, prrr. This rrr is known as the “lip r.” 

Your baby may particularly like to do this with food in their mouth!

□ Uses consonants: d, b, I, m

□ Babbles. Utters first “words”: mommom/mammam, dada, abba, 

hadahada, baba, tata

□ Makes noises when yawning and is aware of these noises

BODY LANGUAGE
□ Stretches their arms out to be picked up

□ Smacks their lips when hungry; waves arms and legs

□ Opens their mouth and moves their face toward food and drink

□ “Spits” when they’ve had enough to eat

□ Pushes the bottle or breast away when they have had enough

□ Turns away from the feeding of their own accord when full

OTHER SKILLS
□ May exaggerate their actions; for example, when you 

respond to their coughing, they will cough again, then laugh

□ Gets grumpy when becoming impatient

□ Screams if they fail to do what they seem to be trying to do

□ Has one special cuddly toy, such as a blanket

OTHER CHANGES YOU NOTICE

LEA
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perceive the differences in tones of voice. For the first time, they are now 
able to pick out one specific voice in the middle of a commotion. Your baby 
may also start to recognize short, familiar tunes. At 19 weeks, babies are 
even capable of hearing whether interruptions in a piece of music being 
played are genuine or do not belong to that particular piece of music, 
even if they have never heard the music before. In an unusual experiment, 
researchers found that if a part of a minuet by Mozart was played to babies, 
they showed a definite response if the music was interrupted by random 
pauses. Babies may also start recognizing words for the very first time.

Your baby may now learn to see a short, familiar sequence of images. For 
instance, they may be fascinated by the up-and-down motion of a bouncing 
ball. There are endless examples to be seen, all disguised as normal, 
everyday activities or events, such as someone shaking their bottle up and 
down, stirring a saucepan, hammering a nail, opening and closing a door, 
slicing bread, filing nails, brushing hair, the dog scratching itself, somebody 
pacing back and forth in the room, and a whole range of other events and 
activities.

Two more basic characteristics of the world of events should be mentioned 
here. First, as adults, we usually experience an event as an inseparable 
whole. We do not see a falling-rising-falling ball - we see a bouncing ball. 
Even when the event has only just begun, we already know it's a bouncing 
ball. As long as it continues, this remains one and the same event - an 
event for which we have a name. Second, most events are defined by 
the observer. For instance, when we speak, we don’t separate the words 
clearly, but run one into the next without a pause. The listener creates the 
boundaries between words, giving the impression that they are heard one 
at a time. It is exactly this special power of perception that will begin to be 
available to your baby between 14 and 17 weeks.
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Your Baby’s Choices: A Key to Their Personality
The world of events offers a wide range of new skills to your baby. From the 
opportunities available to them, your little one will make their own selections, 

based on their own inclinations, interests, and physical characteristics. 
Some babies will want to concentrate on feeling skills, while others might 
choose the watching skills, and yet another group will specialize in physical 

activities. Obviously, there are also babies who like to learn a variety of 

different skills without specializing in any one of them. Every baby makes 

their own choices, because every baby is unique.

Watch your baby closely to determine their particular interests. If you 
respect their choices, you will discover the special pattern that makes your 

baby unique. Ail babies love anything new. It's important that you respond 
when you notice any new skills or interests. Your baby will enjoy it if you 

share these new discoveries, and it will accelerate their learning progress.

Wlwt ito fan I7o to Heli7
The more your baby comes in contact with events and the more they play 

with them, the greater their understanding of them will be and the more 

proficient they will become. It doesn’t matter which discoveries they choose 
to make in this new world. They may pay close attention to music, sounds, 

and words. Or they may choose looking and observing, or physical activities. 

Later on, it will be easy for them to put the knowledge and experience 
they have gained learning one skill to good use when learning another. 
Besides wanting to experiment with the discoveries they make in their world 

of events, your baby will also become tremendously interested in everything 

going on around them. This may now occupy most of their waking hours, 
because they will want to look at and listen to everything they possibly can. 

Even better (or worsel), every toy, household item, and gardening or kitchen 
utensil within a small arm’s length is theirs for the taking. You are no longer 

their only toy. They may try to become involved in the world around them by 
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pushing themselves forward with their hands and feet, toward something 
new, and away from their parents. They may now have less time to spare for 

their old cuddling games. Some parents feel a little rejected by this.

Even so, they still need your help just as much as ever. Your baby’s 
fascination with the whole world around them is typical at this age. You have 

probably started to sense these new needs, and your main contribution can 
be supplying your baby with enough playthings and then waiting to see 

how they respond. Only give them a hand if you notice they are having 
real difficulties in fully understanding a toy. You’ll also want to keep an eye 

on your baby to make sure they use their hands, feet, limbs, and body 
properly when reaching out to grab objects. If you see they have a particular 

problem, you can help them to practice activities like rolling over, turning, 

and sometimes even crawling, sitting, or standing up.

Help Your Baby Explore the New World through
Body Movement
Perhaps you have seen your baby spin on their back and squirm in an 

attempt to roll over from their tummy onto their back. If you did, you saw 

your little one toying with a short series of flowing movements of several 

body parts. They can make these now because they are living in the world 
of events. However, being able to make several flowing movements in 

succession does not automatically mean they are successful in rolling over 

or crawling. It usually takes quite some trial and error to get there.

HttU one is trying to roll over from her back onto her tiwivuj. She's not 

having much success get, and it's making her awfully upset. She reailg gets 

exasperated'

Ashley’s mom, 20th week
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"Wig son is practicing like crazy to learn to roll over properly. vohen he's 

lying facedown, he palls both arms and legs op at the same time, straining and 

moaning liko mad. and that's as far as he gets '

John's mom, 21st week

"Wig daughter onlg Bruges to roll over a>hen she gets really angry. To her oa>n 

surprise, I might add '

Laura’s mom, 20th week

Here's a playful way to help your baby practice rolling from their back onto 
their tummy. Lay your baby on their back, and hold a colorful plaything next 

to them. To reach it, they will be forced to stretch their body and turn so 

they can’t help but roll over. Of course, you have to encourage them in their 
efforts and praise them for trying.

You can also make a game out of helping them to roll from their tummy onto 

their back. One way is to lay your baby on their stomach and hold a colorful 
toy behind them, either to their left or to their right. When they turn to reach 

for it, move the plaything farther behind their back. At a certain point, they 
will roll over, simply from turning a little too much when reaching for the toy. 

Their heavy head will automatically help them in the process.

Babies often try to crawl around this age. The problem with crawling is the 

moving forward part. Most babies would love to move forward, and they do 
try. Some babies get into the right starting position - they tuck their knees 
under their bodies, stick their bottoms in the air, and push off - but they 

don’t succeed. Other babies get into the crawling position but bounce up 
and down without moving forward. There are also little squirmers who slide 

backwards, because they push off with their hands. Others push off with 

one foot, thus going around in circles. Some lucky babies fumble around 
for a while and hit on a forward motion seemingly by accident. This is the 
exception rather than the rule at this age.
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T think uni) Moi/) nxgg lAW-t to crw>L but I have the feeling he doesnt knovo 

hots' get. He s^wrnns W wriggles, (?ut Ke doesnt wove an inch. He gets reallg 

upset then.'

Frankie’s mom, 20th week

Many parents try to help their babies crawl. They carefully push their 

wriggling infants’ bottoms forward, or they put all kinds of attractive objects 
just out of baby’s reach in an attempt to coax them forward. Sometimes 

these maneuvers will do the trick, and the baby somehow manages to 

move a little. Some babies do this by throwing themselves forward with a 
thud. Others lie on their tummies and push themselves forward with their 

legs, while using their arms to steer themselves in the right direction.

If you imitate your baby’s attempts, they may find it absolutely hilarious. 
They may also really enjoy watching you show them how to crawl properly. 

Nearly every child who is having crawling problems will be fascinated by 

your attempts. Just try it and see!

let Them Wriggle Around N^ed
Your baby has to practice if they want to learn how to roll over, turn, and 
crawl properly. It will be a lot more fun, and much easier for them, if they 

are not wearing their clothes and diaper. Lots of physical exercise will give 
them the opportunity to get to know their body and help them to increase 

their control over it.
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Help Your Baby Explore the New World through Manipulation 
and Examination
In the world of events, your baby’s arms, hands, and fingers are just like the 
rest of their body - able to make several flowing movements in succession. 
As a result, they are able to practice reaching for, grabbing, and pulling a 

toy towards them in one smooth movement and manipulate it in all sorts 
of ways such as shaking, banging, or poking. Thus, they can examine the 

objects they can lay their hands on. And that is just what they want to do 

at this age, though again they need a lot of practice to become perfect. 
Let them explore as many objects as they want to. They might turn them 
around, shake them, bang them, slide them up and down, and stick an 

interesting part in their mouth to feel and taste it. An activity center offers 
a variety of these hand and finger exercises all on one board. It usually has 

an element that can be turned. It may have a knob that also makes a noise 

when pressed. There could be animals to slide up and down and revolving 
cylinders and balls to turn, and so on. Each separate activity will emit a 

different sound when your baby handles it. Lots of babies love their activity 
centers. But don’t expect your little one to understand and use all these 

features properly at first. They’re just a beginner! When you see that your 
baby is trying to do something without much success, you can help them 

by holding their hand to show them how to do it properly. Or if your baby 
has a preference for observing how things are done, let them watch how 

your hand does it. Either way, you will encourage them to be playful and 
clever with their little hands.

LEA
P 4

“lOe W an activity center hanging in the playpen for weeks. Wg son looked 

at it from time to time, but he u>ou(dnt do anything with it. this week, he 

suddenly started grabbing it. Ttow he Just loves touching and turning all those 

knobs. Vjou can tell he's really exploring the u>hole board- He does get freed 

quickly, though, because he has to push himself up with one hand all the time.'

Paul’s mom, 18th week
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If your baby gets tired because they have to constantly push themselves 
up with one hand, support them so they can use their hands freely. For 
instance, put them on your lap and examine a toy together. They will love 

being able to play while sitting comfortably. Besides, when they are sitting 
up, they will be able to look at playthings from a completely different angle. 

Just watch them to see if they do different things with toys when they are 
sitting comfortably. Perhaps you may even see new activities.

"I pat mtj in his high chair for the first time and propped Kim op with, a 

cushion. He inwiediatelg discovered that gou can do certain things with togs 

while sitting up that gou cant do on the floor. yOhen I gave, hint his pUstic keg 

ring, he first started banging it on the tabletop, and then he kept throwing it on 

the floor. He did that about 20 times in a rovo. He thought it u>as great fun and 

couldn't stop laughing'

Paul’s mom, 19th week

If your baby is a keen explorer, you can enrich their environment by offering 

them playthings and other objects of different shapes, such as round or 

square things, or made of different materials, such as wood and plastic. 
Give them fabrics with different textures or soft, rough, and smooth paper to 

play with. Many babies love empty crisp bags, because they slowly change 

shape and make wonderful crackling sounds when crumpled. Give your 
baby objects with rough edges or dents. Most babies have a weakness for 
weird shapes. The shape of a plastic key, for instance, will challenge them 

to make a closer inspection. Many babies find the jagged edge particularly 
intriguing and will want to touch it, look at it, and taste it.
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Some babies are drawn to the smallest details. If you have such a tiny 

researcher, they will probably look at an object from all sides, examining it 
very carefully. They will really take their time and closely inspect the object. 

They will fuss with the smallest of protrusions. It may take ages before 
they’ve finished stroking, feeling, and rubbing textures and examining 

shapes and colors. Nothing seems to escape their inquisitive eyes and 
probing mind. If they decide to examine you, they will do this meticulously, 

too. If they study your hand, they will usually begin with one finger, stroke 

the nail, and then look and feel how it moves, before they proceed to the 
next finger. If they’re examining your mouth, they will usually inspect every 

single tooth. Stimulate their eye for detail by giving them toys and objects 
that will interest them.

TWj daughter is definitely going to be a dentist. I almost choke everg time sM 

inspects mg mouth. She probes around and practical^ shoves her whole Rst inside 

mg mouth. She makes it verg dear she doesn't appreciate being Interrupted while 

she's working when I trg to dose mg mouth to give her a kiss on the hand.'

Emily’s mom, 21st week

Does your baby want to grab everything you are eating or drinking? Most 

babies do. So, take care not to drink hot tea or coffee with a wriggly baby 

on your lap. In an unguarded moment, they may suddenly decide to grab 
your cup and tip the hot contents all over their hands and face.

LEA
P 4

ITU) son will tnj to grab mg sandwich with his mouth alreadg open in anticipation. 
yOhatever he manages to grab, he swallows immediately. The funng thing is, he 

seems to enjog evergthlng'

Kevin’s mom, 19th week
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Brtbj Ure
Make Your Home Baby-Proof

You probably began this process a long time ago, but since your baby is 
now becoming increasingly mobile, it’s time to do a quick safety check to 
make sure they are safe.

■ Never leave small objects, such as buttons, pins, or coins, near your 
baby.

■ When your baby is on your lap during feeding, make sure they can’t 
suddenly grab a cup or mug containing a hot drink.

• Never leave hot drinks on a table within your baby’s reach. Don’t 
even leave them on a high table. If the baby tries to reach it by pulling 
at the leg of the table - or, even worse, the tablecloth - they could 
spill the drink over themselves.

■ Use a guard or fence around stoves and fireplaces.

■ Keep poisonous substances such as turpentine, bleach, and 
medicines out of your baby's reach and in childproof containers 
when possible.

* Make sure electrical outlets are secured with socket covers and that 
there are no trailing wires anywhere.
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Help Your Baby Explore the New World through Sight
Is your baby a real observer? The daily routine in every household is full of 

events that your baby might enjoy watching. Many babies love to watch their 
mothers or fathers preparing food, setting the table, getting dressed, or 
working in the garden. They are now capable of understanding the different 

actions or events involved in various activities, such as putting plates on 
the table, slicing bread, making sandwiches, brushing hair, filing nails, and 

mowing the lawn. If your baby enjoys observing things, let them watch your 

daily activities. All you have to do is make sure they are in a perfect position 

to observe what you are doing. It’s really no extra trouble for you, but it will 
be an enjoyable learning experience for them.

TYlg little one smztcks Ker (ips, kicks Ker legs, and revokes out with ker hands as 

soon as she sees me making sandvdches. She's ofeviowslg auwe of u)hat I'm ^oing, 

and she's ashing to lae fed'

Hannah’s mom, 20th week

LEA
P 4

Some babies at this age already enjoy looking at picture books that show 
events. If your baby enjoys this, they may want to hold the book themselves, 

using both hands, and gaze at the illustrations in wonder. They may make 

a real effort to hold the book and concentrate on the pictures, but after a 
while the book will usually end up in their mouth.

You can start to play the first peek-a-boo and hide-and-seek games at this 
age. As soon as your baby becomes familiar with the world of events, they 
can recognize a plaything, even when they can see only part of it. If you see 

them looking quizzically at a partially hidden toy, or if you want to turn their 
attempts to retrieve a toy into a game of hide-and-seek, move the object 

about a bit to make it easier for them to recognize it. At this age, they are 

still quick to give up. The idea that an object continues to exist all the time, 
wherever it is, is not yet within their mental grasp.
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Tojf Games for This Wcndcv Weeh
Here are games and activities that most babies like best now. Remember, 
all babies are different. See what your baby responds to best.

HAPPY TALK

Talk as often as you can to your baby about the things they see, hear, 
taste, and feel. Talk about the things they do. Keep your sentences 
short and simple. Emphasize the important words. For instance: “Feel 
this-grass,” “Daddy’s coming,” “Listen-the doorbell,” or “Open your 
mouth.”

WHAT HAPPENS NEXT?

First you say, “I’m going to (dramatic pause) pinch your nose.” Then 
grab their nose and gently wiggle it about. You can do the same with 
their ears, hands, and feet. Find out what they enjoy most. If you play 
this game regularly, they will know exactly what you are going to do 
next. Then they will watch your hands with increasing excitement and 
shriek with laughter when you grab their nose. This game will familiarize 
them with both their body and the words for the body parts as you play 
together.

LOOKING AT PICTURES

Show your baby a brightly colored picture in a book. They might even 
want to look at several pictures. Make sure the pictures are bright, 
clear, and include things they recognize. Talk about the pictures 
together, and point out the real object if it’s in the room.

SING SONGS

Many babies really love songs, particularly when they are accompanied 
by movements, such as “Pat-a-cake, pat-a-cake, baker’s man.” But 
they also enjoy being rocked to the rhythm of a song or nursery rhyme. 
Babies recognize songs by their melody, rhythm, and intonation.
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TICKLING GAME

This familiar song encourages tickling, which your baby may love.

This little piggy went to market...
And this little piggy stayed at home...
This little piggy ate roast beef...
And this little piggy had none...
This little piggy went...
Weeweeweewee all the way home.

While saying this, wiggle each of your baby's toes in turn, before finally 
running your fingers up their body and tickling them in the neck.

PEEK-A-BOO

Cover your baby’s face with a blanket, and ask: “Where’s...?” Watch 
them to see if they can remove the blanket from their face on their 
own. If they can’t do this yet, help them by holding their hand and 
slowly pulling the cloth away with them. Each time that they can see 
you again, say “Boo” - this helps to mark the event for them. Keep the 
game simple at this age; otherwise, it will be too difficult for them.

MIRROR GAME

Look in a mirror together. Usually, a baby will prefer looking and smiling 
at their own reflection first. But then, they will look at your reflection, 
and then back to the real you. This normally bewilders them, and they 
will usually look back and forth at you and your reflection, as if they 
can’t make up their mind which one is their real parent. If you start 
talking to them, they will be even more amazed, because no one but 
their real mother or father talks like that. This might reassure them that 
they’re with the right person, so they may start laughing before they 
snuggle up to you.

LEA
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Tof Toys for This Wonder Wooh
Here are toys and other objects that most babies like best as they explore 
the world of events. Nearly all everyday household items will appeal to 
your baby. Try to find out what your baby likes best. Be careful, though, to 
screen out any that may be harmful to them.

• Bath toys. Your baby will enjoy playing with a variety of household 
items in the bath, such as measuring cups, plastic colanders, plant 
spray bottles, watering cans, soap dishes, and plastic shampoo 
bottles.

■ Activity center

■ Balls with gripping notches, preferably with a bell inside

• Plastic or inflatable rattles

■ A screw-top container with some rice in it

■ Crackly paper

■ Mirrors

■ Photographs or pictures of other babies

• Photographs or pictures of objects or animals they recognize by 
name

■ Children’s songs

■ Wheels that really turn, such as those on a toy cars
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Help Your Baby Explore the New World through
Language and Music
Does your baby make “babbling sentences”? Sometimes it may sound as 
if your little one is really telling you a story. This is because in the world 
of events your baby becomes just as flexible with their voice as with the 

rest of their body. They start to repeat whatever syllables they already 
know and string them together to form a “sentence,” such as dadadada 

and bababababa. They might also experiment with intonation and volume. 

When they hear themselves making a new sound, they may stop for a while 
and laugh before resuming the conversation.

It’s still important to talk to your baby as often as possible. Try to respond 
to what they say, imitate their new sounds, and reply when they “ask” or 
“tell” you something. Your reactions encourage them to practice using their 

voice.

You might notice that your baby understands a word or short sentence, 

although they cannot say the word or words themselves. Try asking in 
familiar surroundings “Where’s your teddy?” and you may see they actually 
look at their teddy bear.

In the world of events, babies are able to understand a short, familiar series 

of sounds such as “Want to go for a ride?” This doesn’t mean that they 

understand a sentence in the same way that an older child or an adult does. 
Your baby is hearing a familiar pattern of syllables along with the intonation 

of your voice as a single sound event. This is just the kind of simple string of 

patterns and changes that forms an event for them in this world.

Being able to recognize the teddy-bear-sentence event doesn’t mean that 
your baby can recognize sound events under all circumstances. If you were 
looking in a toy store window with your baby and saw a teddy identical to 

their own, for example, you might try “Where’s your teddy?” with absolutely 

no success, since they really won’t be able to understand meaning in a 
context so far removed from their own familiar surroundings.
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Because parents naturally repeat the same or similar sentences over and 
over again as they go about their daily routines, babies gradually come to 
recognize them. This is the only way they can begin to learn about speech, 

and all babies understand words and phrases long before they can say 
them.

"In our living roont, there's a (Minting of flowers on one Wztll zuvf a photo of mJ) 

son on another. TOhen I ash hint "K)here <<ire the flowers?' or TOhere's Paid?' he 

<alwgg$ looks at the correct picture. I'nn not imagining it, because the pictures are 

on opposite sUes of the room.”

Paul’s mom, 23rd week

You will be really enthusiastic and proud when you discover that your baby 

understands their first short sentence. Initially, you may not believe what has 

happened. You may keep repeating the sentence until you are convinced 
it wasn’t just a coincidence. Next, you could create a new situation to 
practice the little sentence your baby already recognizes. For instance, you 

could put the teddy bear in every conceivable spot in a room to test if your 
baby knows where it is. You could even show them photographs of their 

teddy bear to see if they recognize it. Many parents change the way they 
talk to their babies at this age. They will slow down their sentences when 

talking to their baby, and often, they will use just single words instead of 
whole sentences.

Is your baby a budding music lover? In the world of events they may be 
fascinated by a series of notes running smoothly up and down the musical 

scale, and they are able to recognize a short, familiar sequence such as 
the opening tune of a commercial on TV. Help them with their musical 

talents. Let them hear the music they like best. Your music lover may also 
appreciate all kinds of sounds. If so, it’s worth stimulating and encouraging 

this interest. Some babies grab toys and objects primarily to find out if they 
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will make a noise of any kind. They turn around sound-producing objects, 
not for inspection, but to see if the sound changes when the object is turned 

quickly or slowly. These babies will squeeze a toy in a variety of ways to see 
if it produces different sounds. Give them sound-producing objects to play 

with and help them to use them properly.

The Virtue of Patience
When your baby is learning new skills, they may sometimes try your patience. 

Both you and your baby have to adjust to their progress and renegotiate the 
rules to restore peace and harmony. Remember, from now on your baby will 

no longer be completely dependent on you for their enjoyment, since they 
are now in touch with the world around them. They can do and understand 
a lot more than they did in the past, and, of course, they think they know it 

all. You may think they are a handful. They think you are! If you recognize 

this behavior, you could say you are experiencing your infant’s first struggle 
for independence.

LEA
P 4

"Even) time mg sits with. rwo.on nxg favorite cMir, sM tries to gtal? the

tassels on tke banp sMJe. I olon't like Ker ^oing tMt, so I pull ker and. 
60$ "Ao."

Jenny’s mom, 20th week

What irritates many parents more than anything else is a baby’s obsession 

for grabbing everything within reach or anything they see in passing

- especially when they seem to prefer doing this over playing with their 
mother or father. Some see it as antisocial - sometimes even slightly selfish

- on the part of their little ones. Others feel that the baby is still too young 
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to be touching everything in sight - plants, coffee cups, books, stereo 
equipment, eyeglasses - nothing is safe from their exploring hands. Most 
parents try to curb this urge for independence by stopping their babies in 

every way possible when they again push away from them and towards the 
things that take their fancy now. Often, a mother or father may try to distract 

their infant with cuddling games or a tight embrace as their baby wriggles 
and squirms in their arms to get at something. But both methods will nearly 

always have the opposite effect. The baby will squirm and wriggle with even 

more determination as they struggle to free themselves from their long- 
suffering parent. Other mothers and fathers try to discourage this grabbing 

mania by firmly saying “No.” This sometimes works.

Impatience can be a nuisance. Most parents think their babies should learn 

a little patience at this age. They don’t always respond to their babies as 

quickly as they used to. When the baby wants something, or wants to do 
something, a mother or father may now make them wait for a few brief 

moments. The child may insist on sitting up straight, on being where the 
action is, and staying somewhere as long as they like. The same goes for 
eating and sleeping. Grabbing food impatiently is particularly irritating to 

most parents. Some put an immediate stop to it.

Bdby C<e
Don’t Lose Control

Now and again, a mother or father may feel a surge of aggression toward 
their little troublemaker. Remember that having these feelings is not 

abnormal or dangerous, but acting on them is. Try to calm yourself, and if 
you can't, be sure to get help long before you lose control.
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"W) rsl^Kter latent berserk as soon as sK? s^ia) her bowl of food. She couldn't 

seen*. to gobble it »p fast enough. I found it terriWr) annoying, so I taught her to 

wait until we 4tll s<{it down at the table. TIoia> she's no longer innpatient. She really 

waits and watches us serve dinner.'

Nina’s mom, 22nd week

There is nothing funny or amusing about hurting someone. Now that the 

baby is stronger and understands the world of events, they are also capable 
of causing physical pain. They might bite, chew, and pull at your face, arms, 
ears, and hair. They may pinch and twist your skin. Sometimes they will 
do this hard enough that it really hurts. Most parents feel their baby could 

easily show a little more consideration and respect for others. They’re no 
longer amused by biting, pulling, and pinching.

Some parents rebuke their babies if they get too excited. They do this by 
immediately letting them know that they have gone too far. Usually they do 

this verbally by saying “Ouch,” loudly and sternly. If they notice that their 
baby is preparing to launch a new attack, they warn them with “Careful.” At 

this age, babies are perfectly capable of understanding a cautioning voice. 
Occasionally, a mother or father will really lose their temper.

yJhen nny baby bites nay nipple really hard, I really have to work to keep n*y 

cool. TKUj frumente reaction is a furious desire to slap hinn. Before f had. a baby, 

I couldnt understand how people could Kit their children. TToiat I can.'

Matt’s mom, 20th week

Matt’s mother is very honest about her feelings. Fortunately, she doesn’t 
act on them. Although your baby might inflict physical pain on you during 

this difficult period, they are not doing this “on purpose.” Giving your baby 
“an eye for an eye” is not acceptable and it certainly doesn't teach them 

that they shouldn’t hurt their mother or father.
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Between 20 and 22 weeks, another period of comparative calm begins. 

Many parents praise their baby’s’ initiative and love of enterprise. Babies 
seem to have boundless energy now. You are no longer your baby’s 

only toy. They explore their surroundings with great determination and 
enjoyment. They grow increasingly impatient with only mother or father to 

play with. They want action. They may try to wriggle off of your lap at the 

least opportunity if they spot anything of interest. They are obviously a lot 
more independent now.

1 put 4iwgg mg son’s first M?g clothes todgg md felt n pmg of regret. Doesn't 

time fig? Jketting qo isn't e^tsg. It's a painful experience. He suddenly seems 

so grown up. I f.ave a different kind of relationship with him now. He has decode 

wore of his own little person."

Bob’s mom, 23rd week

“Mg May drinks her bottle with her feick toward me now, sitting wp straight, 

not wanting to miss 4tng of the world around her. She even wrrnts to hold the 

bottle herselfi"

Laura’s mom, 22nd week

TOhen mg son is on mg l^ip, he tries to lie almost fi^t so he doesn’t miss ^ngthing 

going on behind him"

Frankie’s mom, 23rd week

"I Ivirdlg ever put mg b^tbg in the plggpen now. I think thzfct he’s too restricted 

in such n $md( spnce."

Bob’s mom, 22nd week
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TYly son is starting to resent being carried around in the sling. At first, I thought 

he wanted more room because he's so acttve. 0ut then I put him facing forward, 

and h&'s happy now that he's able to see everything’

Steven’s mom, 21st week

Babies who like to be physically active no longer need to be handed the 

objects they want, because they will twist and turn in every direction to get 
them themselves.

TYly daughter rolls from her tummy onto her back and wriggles ^nzf squirms ah 

over the place to get to a plaything, or she'll crawl over to it. She's as lousy as a 

bee All day long. She doesht even have time to cry. I must say she seems happier 

than ever, and so are we.'

Jenny’s mom, 21st week

7Ay baby crawls and rolls in every direction. I cant stop her. She tries getting out 

of her bouncing chair, and she wants to crawl up onto the sofa. The other day we 

found her halfway into the dog basket. She's also very busy in the bath. There's 

hardly any water left in it once she's practically kicked it all out.'

Emily’s mom, 22nd week

During this time, the calm before the next storm, most babies are more 
cheerful than before. Even demanding, trying babies are happier now at 

this stage. Perhaps this is because they are able to do more so they are less 
bored. Parents delight in this less-troubled, well-deserved time.

LEA
P 4

Tfly little one is in such a cheerful mood now. She laughs and 'tells stories.' It's 

wonderful to watch her.'

Juliette’s mom, 23rd week
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Tua enjoying every minute I spend u>ith nny daughter again. She's such a cutie, 

really easygoing"

Ashley’s mom, 22nd week

'TZU) son is suddenly easier. He's bach in a regular routine, and he's sleeping 

better"

Frankie’s mom, 23rd week

'W) son is surprisingly street and cheerful. He goes to sleep without any 

connplaining, which is an achievement in Itself. He sleeps nnuch longer now in 

the afternoons, connpared to these past weeks. He's so different from how he was 

several nnonths ago when he cried all dag. Apart fronn a few ups and downs now 

and again, things are steadily innproving.'

Paul’s mom, 22nd week
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At about 26 weeks, your baby will start showing the signs of yet another 
significant leap in their development. If you watch closely, you will see 
them doing, or attempting to do, many new things. Whether or not they are 
crawling at this stage, they will have become significantly more mobile by 
now as they increasingly learn to coordinate the action of their arms and 
legs and the rest of their body. Building on their knowledge of events, they 
are now able to begin understanding the many kinds of relationships among 
the things that make up their world.

One of the most significant relationships your baby can now perceive is 
the distance between one thing and another. We take this for granted as 
adults, but for a baby it is an alarming discovery, a very radical change in 
their world. The world is suddenly a very big place in which they are but a 
tiny, if very vocal, speck. Something they want can be on a high shelf or 
outside the range of their crib, and they have no way of getting to it. Their 
mother can walk away, even if only into the next room, and they might as 
well have gone to China if they can’t get to her because they're stuck in their 
crib or haven’t yet mastered crawling. Even if they are adept at crawling, 
they realize that she moves much faster than they do and can get away 
from them.

This discovery can be very frightening for a baby, and it may make these 
few weeks quite taxing for their parents. But when you understand the 
source of this fear and uneasiness, there are many things you will be able to 
do to help. Naturally, once your baby learns to negotiate the space around 
them and control the distance between themselves and the things they 
want, they will be able to do much more on their own than they used to. But 
there will be a period during which they will need a lot of support.

Note: The first phase (fussy period) of this leap into the perceptual world of "relationships" is 
age-linked and predictable, emerging about 23 weeks. Most babies start the second phase 
(see box “Quality Time: An Unnatural Whim" on page 17) of this leap 26 weeks after full-term 
birth. It sets in motion the development of a whole range of skills and activities. However, the 
age at which these skills and activities appear for the first time varies greatly and depends on 
your baby's preferences, experimentation and physical development. For example, the ability to 
perceive spatial relationships Is a necessary precondition for "crawling inside or under things," 
but this skill normally appears anywhere from six to 11 months. The skills and activities in this 
chapter are stated at the earliest possible age they could appear so you can watch for and 
recognize them. (They may be rudimentary at first.) This way you can respond to and facilitate 
your baby's development.
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Entering the world of relationships will affect everything your baby perceives 
and does. They sense these changes taking place at around 23 weeks, 
and that’s when the disturbances begin. Caught up in a tangle of new 
impressions, they need to touch base, return to their parents, and cling to 
them for comfort. The familiar feeling of security and warmth the parents 
provide will help them to relax, let the newness sink in, and enable them 
to grow into the new world at their own pace. This fussy period often lasts 
about four weeks, although it may be as short as one week or as long as 
five. Since one of the important skills they have to learn during this leap is 
how to handle the distance between their parents and themselves, your 
baby may actually become fussy again for a while around 29 weeks, after 
their new skills have started to take wing. Do remember that if your baby is 
fussy, watch them closely to see if they are attempting to master new skills.

This Wcc^s Fussy Sijws
When your baby becomes aware that their world is changing, they will usually 
cry more easily than before. At this point, many parents might call their babies 
cranky, bad-tempered, whiny, or discontented. If your baby is already strong 
willed, they may come across as being even more restless, impatient, or 
troublesome than ever. Almost all babies will cry less when they are picked 
up and cuddled, nestled up against mother or father, or at least when they 
are kept company while they’re playing.

LEA
P 5

"Mg is starting to stand up for h&rs&[fnnor& and more. She m^te d&nnands, 

angrilg ord&ring me to com to her or stag with her. In this ^ag, she m<ahes stw 

I ann there to help r&ach her togs '

Hannah’s mom, 25th week
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Hew Jen Know its Time tc Grew
Here are some of the signals that your baby may give you to let you know 

they’re approaching this leap into the world of relationships.

They May Sleep Poorly

Your baby might sleep less than you are used to. Most babies have difficulty 
falling asleep or wake up sooner compared to before. Some don’t want to 
nap during the day, and others don’t want to go to bed at night. There are 
even those who refuse to do either.

Wti«e and. n^ptinne are accompanied terrible screaming fits. Tlfig son tjells 
furiously and practically climbs the w4ls. He'll shout at the top of Ms voice and 
practically tfind himself. IJust can't handie it. It seems as if I never see Mm lining 
peacefully in his crib anymore. I Jost prztg it doesnt iast forever’

Bob’s mom, 26th week

Mrg's rhythm, is totally off because he keeps making up a little earlier each 

day. ~B>ut apart from, that, his sleep is normal.’

Frankie’s mom, 25th week

They May Have “Nightmares”

Your baby might sleep uneasily at this time. Sometimes, babies can toss 
and turn and thrash about so much during their sleep that it looks as if 
they’re having nightmares.

Tdy daughter is a very restless sleeper. Sometimes, she'll let out a scream with, 
her eyes closed, as if she's having a nightmare. So I'll lift her up for a minute to 
comfort her. These days, I wswalltj let her play in the bathtub in the evening. I'm 
hoping it will calm her dou>n and make her sleepier.'

Emily’s mom, 23rd week
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They May Become Shyer Than Before

Your baby may not want other people to look at them, talk to them, or touch 
them, and they certainly won’t want to sit on their laps. They might even 
start to want you in plain sight more often from this age on, even when there 
aren’t any strangers around. Almost every parent will notice this now. At 
this age, shyness is especially obvious, for a very good reason - your baby 
is now able to understand that you can walk away and leave them behind.

7Ag fe«feg gets shger everg day novo. I need to fee where Ke c«n see me «t «II 
tiM.es, «nd it h«s to be close to him. If I w«lk «w«g, he'd trg to cr«wl right 

«fter M.e.'

Matt's mom, 26th week

'Even when I sit down, I c«n h«rdlg Move without Mg d««ghter crging out in fe«r.'

Ashley’s mom, 23rd week

They May Demand More Attention Than Usual

Your baby might want you to stay with them longer and play with them more 
than before, or just look at them and them alone.

THg d«ughter is e«silg discontented «nd h«s to fee kept fewsg. ?0hen she w«kes 

«p in her crife, for inst«nce, she's re«llg e«ger to see one of us right «w«g. Also, 

she's zjwck to react. She doesn't just cry; she gets re«llg m«d. She's developing « 

will of her own.’

Hannah’s mom, 26th week

'All Mg baby w«nts is to get out of his pl«gpen. I really have to keep hiM occupied 

on nny lap or w«lk around with hiM.’

Frankie's mom, 27th week

LEA
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"My daughter was up to mischief ad the time, (?eMving badly and acting cranky 

when she wanted attention. I had to play uoitk her or find some way to occupy 

her ad day long. As iong as I did that, everything was okay"

Jenny’s mom, 25th week

They May Always Want to Be With You

Your baby may insist on remaining in your arms. Many babies don’t want 
to be put down very much. But some are not completely satisfied with the 
peaceful rest on mommy’s lap that they cried for. As soon as they reach 
their goal, they start to push off and reach out for interesting things in the 
world around them.

"My son keeps on bothering me to sit on my lap. 3ut as soon as I take him, 

there's almost no controlling him. He crawls ad over me and gropes around like 
a monkey for anything he can get Kis hands on. It bothers me. I try pl^yiny 
games, but it's a waste of time. Go he doesht feei like playing ix>ith. me, okay, 

but at ieast he could stop being so difficult. To be honest, I feei rejected when 

he refuses to play my game, so I put him back in kis playpen. 3ut as soon as I 
do, he'd immediately start wailing for me again."

Matt’s mom, 27th week

The Gender Gd|f
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Girls who want physical contact usually agree to play with their parents, 
but boys who want physical contact insist on exploring the world around 

them at the same time.
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They May Lose Their Appetite

Both babies who are breastfed and those who are bottle-fed sometimes 
drink less milk at this stage or refuse to drink at all. Other food and drink 
may be rejected, too. Often, babies also take longer to finish their meals 
now. Somehow they seem to prefer the comfort of sucking or playing with 
the nipple over the contents of the bottle or breast.

(((('(((({((if} 

")Ylg M?g #lwggs refuses to nurse in the morning and at night. Hejust pushes 

mg kreust avJag, and it reallg hurts. Then, when he's in bed and cant get to 

sleep, he does voant to nurse. He'll drink a little unzf doze off in the middle of it.' 

Matt's mom, 26th week

They May Be Listless

Your baby might stop making their familiar sounds. Or they may lie 
motionless, gazing around or staring in front of them. Parents always find 
this behavior odd and alarming.

•

'Sometimes, <«ll of a sadden, mg little one will stare or gaze around silentlg. On 

dags a>hen she does it more than once, it makes me -feel insecure. I start to 

wonder whether perhaps there's something wrong. I'm not accustomed to seeing 

her that wgg. So lifeless. As if she's sick or mentztllg challenged'

Juliette’s mom, 24th week

... «Hi»**-** * —

They May Refuse to Have Their Diaper Changed

Your baby might cry, kick, toss, and turn when they are set down to be 
changed or dressed. Many babies do. They just don’t want their parents to 
fiddle with their clothes.

LEA
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Mvj l/Mry
Signs My Baby Is Growing Again

Between 22 and 26 weeks, you may notice your baby starting to show any 
of these behaviors. They are probably signs that they are ready to make 
the next leap into the world of relationships. Check off the signs you see 
on the list below.

THEIR INTEREST IN THEIR SURROUNDINGS
□
□
□
□
□
□

Cries more and is bad-tempered, cranky, or whiny more often than they were

Wants you to keep them busy

Wants more physical contact than before

Sleeps poorly

Loses appetite

Doesn’t want to be changed

□ Is shyer with strangers than they used to be

□

I

□
□
□

Is quieter, less vocal than they were

Is less lively than before

Sucks their thumb, or sucks more often than before

Reaches for a cuddly toy, or does so more often than before

i
I
|

..

OTHER CHANGES YOU NOTICE

|

"TOken I put twg on her bach for a clean diaper, she'll erg every time. 

Iksuallg not for very long, (?wt it's ^Iiawjs the same old story. Sonnetinnas I bonder 

if there could be something wrong with her bach’

Juliette’s mom, 23rd week
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'Almcst averi) time I dress or cK«nge mg babg, Ke'll scre«m. tloo^g marker. TOKen 

1 K«vs to po.lt a sweater over Kis head, u>e reallg K«ve a fteU dag. It drives n^e 

crazg'

Bob’s mom, 24th week

They May Reach For a Cuddly Object More Often Now

Some babies reach for a teddy, slipper, blanket, or towel more often than 
before. For most babies, anything soft will do, but some babies will accept 
only that one special thing. Sometimes, they’ll cuddle it while sucking a 
thumb or twiddling an ear. It seems that a cuddly object spells safety, 
especially when mommy or daddy is busy.

’XJKcn mg daughter realizes wKining And connplaining Aren't going to get her out 

of her playpen. she gives up. She sits And sucks her thuntb witK her blanket in 

her hand. It's adorable.'

Ashley's mom, 24th week

'TKwm.t sucking is the tig tKing now. A lot of the time u>hen mg son starts 

growing tired, Kc'll stick Kis thunnb in his nnouth, put Kis head on Kis teddg bear. 

And foil «sleep. It's so touching.'

Steven's mom, 23rd week

How This Leap May Affect You
Your baby certainly lets you know how these changes make them feel. 
This is bound to affect you. Here are some emotions you may feel this time 
around.

You May Be (Even More) Exhausted (Than Before)

Fussy periods can be nerve-racking. Mothers and fathers of especially 
demanding babies may feel like complete wrecks toward the end. They 
complain of stomachaches, backaches, headaches, and tension.

LEA
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7/lg sons crging gets on mg nerves so much thztt I'm totally obsessed uuitk 

keeping rngself from crging. The tension it creates su)allou>s op all mg energg.' 

Steven's mom, 25th week

‘One night, I had to keep talking back and forth to put the pacifier in mg 

daughter's mouth. Guddenlg, at 1230 AHA, she u>as voide avoake. She staged 

au>ake until 230 ATA. Id alreadg had a busg dag, (A>itk a lot of headaches and 

backaches from, walking her up and doom. I just collapsed’

Emily’s mom, 27th week

You May Be Concerned

It’s natural that you might feel troubled or nervous every time something 
seems to be the matter, and you can’t figure out what it is. When very 
young babies are involved, parents generally rationalize that they must be 
suffering from colic because nothing else seems to be wrong. At this age, 
however, mothers and fathers are quick to put two and two together and 
embrace the thought that their babies are fussy because they're teething. 
After all, most babies start cutting their teeth around this age. Still, there is 
no connection between clinginess due to a big change in the baby's mental 
development and teething. Just as many babies start teething during fussy 
periods as in between them. Of course, if your baby starts teething at the 
same time as they undergo a big change in their mental development, they 
can become super troublesome.

7/V) ^wghter right now is ewemelg bad-tempered, onlg i/oanting to sit on mg 

lap. Perhaps it’s her teeth. Theg've been bothering her for three weeks noiM. She 

seems prettg uncomfortable, but theg still haven't come through'

Jenny’s mom, 25th week

7/lg little gag became verg u>eepg. According to the doctor, he has a whole bunch 

of teeth waiting to come through.'

Paul’s mom, 27th week (His first tooth didn’t emerge until seven weeks later.)
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Beiwy fwsy Peewit Necessarily 
Mean Teethwy

The illustration to the left shows the 
general order in which teeth emerge. 
Just remember that babies are not 
machines. Your baby will cut their first 
tooth whenever they are ready. How 
quickly teeth are cut in succession has 
nothing to do with the state of health or 
mental or physical development of the 
baby either. All babies can cut their teeth 
early or late, fast or slow.

Generally speaking, the lower front teeth are cut when the baby reaches 
six months. By their first birthday, a baby generally has six teeth. At about 
age 2%, the last molars come through, completing the full set of baby 
teeth. The toddler then has 20 teeth. Despite the old wives’ tale, a high 
temperature or diarrhea has nothing to do with teething. If your baby 
shows one of these symptoms, call their pediatrician.

LEA
P 5

Date
L1 ..................
L2..................
L3..................
L4..................
L5..................
L6..................
L7..................
L8..................
L9..................
L10................

R1 .................
R2 .................
R3 .................
R4 .................
R5 .................
R6 .................
R7 .................
R8 .................
R9 .................
R10 ...............
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You May Become Annoyed

Many parents get angry as soon as they are convinced their baby has no 
good reason for being so troublesome and fussy. This feeling tends to get 
stronger towards the end of the fussy period. Some mothers and fathers, 
especially those with very demanding babies, just can’t take it anymore.

It i/jos a tcrri^lrj trying week. 1YU) son wonW cry over zanytking. He ztentanzW 

attention constantly. He iaws up until 1000 RM, zt^itatezl. I carried km 

around an auM lot in tke in-fant carrier. He IckeH tMt. I -felt tirezk tire^f, 

ttreH frow. zill that sckleppin<y and the continoows crying. Whenever he started 

tkrowing one of kis temper tantrums in bed at niykt, it w^s as if lid crossed a 

line. I cotdd feel myself yettiny really rmyry. Tkts has happened fre^wently tkis 

past reels'

Bob’s mom, 25th week

Don’t lose control. Remember that having feelings of anger and frustration 
at times is not abnormal or dangerous, but acting on them is. Try to get help 
long before you lose control.

You May Start to Argue

Arguments might develop around mealtimes. Most parents hate it when 
their babies won’t eat and they continue to try and feed them. They try 
doing it playfully, or they try to pressure them into eating. Whatever the 
approach, it’s usually to no avail.

At this age, strong-willed babies can be extremely stubborn in their refusal. 
This sometimes makes mothers and fathers, who are also being stubborn 
(but out of concern!) very angry. And so mealtimes can mean war. When 
this happens to you, try to stay calm. Don’t turn it into a fight. You can’t 
force them to eat, anyway. During this fussy phase, many babies are poor 
eaters. It’s a temporary thing. If you make an issue out of it, the chances 
are your baby will continue to refuse food even after the fussy period is over. 
They will have made a habit of it.

At the end of the fussy phase, you may correctly sense that your baby is 
capable of a lot more than you thought possible. Many mothers and fathers 
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do. That is why an increasing number of parents now get fed up with the 
annoying clinginess and decide that it’s time to put a stop to it.

'W) tali? girl tops shining for attention or to he picto up. It’s re^llg aggravating 

and, that's uorse, she has no excuse uihatsoeverl I have enough to do as it is. 

So u>hen I’m fed up nou>, it's off to hed ix>itk her'

Juliette’s mom, 26th week

How Your Baby’s New Skills Emerge
At about 26 weeks, you’ll discover that your baby is once again trying to 
learn one or more new skills. This is the age at which babies will generally 
begin to explore the world of relationships. This world offers them many 
opportunities to develop skills that depend upon understanding the 
relationships among objects, people, sounds, and feelings. Your baby, 
depending on their own temperament, inclinations, preferences, and 
physical makeup, will focus on the sorts of relationships that appeal to 
them the most. They will use this understanding to develop the skills best 
suited to them personally. You can help them best by encouraging them to 
do what they are ready to do, rather than trying to push them in directions 
that don’t interest them. You will find that increasingly hard to do, anyway, 
as their personality begins to emerge and their own ideas start to dominate.

1 top seeing this pattern of a difficult, sonnetinnes extrennely trying period that 

peaks at the end, and u>hich is then followed hy a peaceful stage. Every tinne I 

think I cant take it anynnore, nny little hoy changes course and suddenly does 

all these neu> things’

Bob’s mom, 26th week
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My (?i <wy
How My Baby Explores the New World of Relationships

The world of relationships opens up so many possibilities that your baby 
could not explore them all, even if they wanted to. The aspects of this 
world they decide to explore depend entirely on what sort of child they 
are growing up to be and what their talents are. A very physical baby will 
use the distance perception to improve balance and to crawl after you 
if they are able. The watching-listening baby will find plenty to occupy 
themselves as they try to figure out just how this world works. As you read 
the following list of possibilities, check off the ones that apply to your baby 
right now. You might want to do this two or three times before the next 
leap happens, since not all of the skills your baby will develop are going to 
appear at once. In fact, some won’t appear at all until much later.

BALANCE
Your baby:

□ Sits up by themselves from lying down

□ Stands up by themselves; pulls themselves up

□ Sits down again by themselves after standing

□ Stands without support

□ Walks with support

□ Makes a jumping movement without leaving the ground

□ Grabs a toy from an overhead shelf or table

BODY CONTROL
□ Walks around the edge of the crib, table, or playpen while holding on

□ Walks around, pushing a box in front of them

□ Lunges from one piece of furniture to another
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*«*•••**• HTl t * 4 *.U ink * 4'4'

□ Crawls inside or under things, such as chairs and boxes

□ Crawls back and forth over small steps

□ Crawls in and out of rooms

□ Crawls around the table

□ Bends over or lies flat on their stomach to get something from under

the couch or chair

GRABBING, TOUCHING, AND FEELING
□ Opposes their thumb and index finger to grasp small objects

□ Can play with something using both hands

□ Lifts rugs to look under them

□ Holds toys upside down to hear the sound inside

□ Rolls balls across the floor

□ Invariably grabs a ball rolled toward them

□ Knocks over the wastepaper basket to empty out its contents

□ Throws things away

□ Puts toys in and next to a basket, in and out of a box, or under and 

on a chair, or pushes them out of the playpen

□ Tries to fit one toy inside another

□ Tries prying something out of a toy, like a bell's clapper

□ Pulls own socks off

□ Pries your shoelaces loose

□ Empties cupboards and shelves

□ Drops objects from high chair to test how something falls

□ Puts food in the mouth of the dog, mommy, or daddy

□ Pushes doors closed
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WATCHING
□
□
□
□
□

□

□
□

Observes adult activities, such as putting things into, on, or through something 

Looks from one animal to another in different picture books

Looks from one person to another in different photographs

Looks from one toy, object, or food to another in their hands

Observes the movements of an animal, particularly when it’s an unusual 

action, such as a dog pattering across a wooden floor

Observes the movements of a person behaving unusually, such as daddy 

standing on his head

Explores their own body - particularly the penis or vagina

Pays a lot of attention to smaller details or parts of toys and other objects, 

such as labels on towels

■

j

i

□ Selects books to look at

Selects toys to play with□

LISTENING
Makes connections between actions and words; comprehends short 

commands, such as “No, don’t do that” and “Come on, let’s go” 

Listens to explanations intently and seems to understand 

Likes to hear animal sounds when looking at animal pictures 

Listens intently to voices on the telephone

Pays attention to sounds that are related to a certain activity, such as 

chopping vegetables. Listens to sounds they make themselves, such 

as splashing bathwater
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TALKING
□ Understands the link between actions and words. Says their first words

in the correct context. For instance, says oo (for "Oops") when they fall and 

a-choo when you sneeze

□ Puffs and blows

PARENT-BABY DISTANCE
□ Protests when their mother or father walks away

□ Crawls after their mother or father

□ Repeatedly makes contact with their mother or father although busy 

playing on their own

MIMICKING GESTURES
□ Imitates waving good-bye

□ Claps their hands on request •

□ Mimics clicking with their tongue

□ Mimics shaking and nodding their head, although often only nods 

with their eyes

MISCELLANEOUS
□ Dances to the sound of music (sways their tummy)

OTHER CHANGES YOU NOTICE
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The Ma^icaI Ica^ ForwAH
For the first time, your baby can perceive all kinds of relationships and act 
on them. They can now discover that there is always a physical distance 

between two objects or two people. And of course, their distance from you 
is one of the first things they will notice and react to. While observing this 

phenomenon, they discover that you can increase the distance too much 

for their liking, and it dawns on them that they can’t do anything about it. 
Now they know that they have lost control over that distance, and they get 
frightened. So, they will start to cry.

'U)e huvo a proWm. W) girl doesn’t wunt to put in Ker playpen any more. 

Her lips start to tremble if I even hover her anywhere above it. If I put her in 

it, she starts screaming. It’s fine, though. if I put her on the floor, Just outside of 

the 'cage.' Immediately, she rolls, snivels, and squirms in my direction."

Nina’s mom, 25th week

The juxtaposition of objects comes as a real revelation to your baby when 

the idea first dawns of them. They begin to understand that something 

can be inside, outside, on top, above, next to, underneath or in between 

something else. They will love to toy with these notions.

'All day long, my son takes toys out of his toy boic and puts them back in again. 

Sometimes, ho'll toss everything over the side of the playpen. Another time, he'll 

carefully fit each item through the bars. He clears cupboards and shelves and Is 

thrilled by pouring u>ater from bottles and containers Into the tub- &ut the best 

thing yet voas i^hile I voas feeding kint. He let go of my nipple, studied it witk a 

serious look on his face, shook my breast up and doun, sucked once, took another 

look, and continued this u>ay for a Me He's never done this before. It's us if he 

ivas trying to figure out hou> anything could come front there"

Matt’s mom, 30th week
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Next, your baby can begin to understand that they can cause certain 

things to happen. For example, they can flip a switch that causes music 

to play or a light to come on. They become attracted to objects such as 
stereo equipment, television sets, remote controls, light switches, and toy 
pianos. They can now start to comprehend that people, objects, sounds, 
or situations can be related to each other. Or that a sound is related to 

an object or a particular situation. They know, for example, that bustling 

in the kitchen means that someone is preparing their dinner, the key in 

the front door means “daddy’s home,” the dog has its own food and toys, 
and that they have a mommy and daddy who belong together. Your baby’s 
understanding of “family” won’t be anywhere near as sophisticated as your 
own, but they do have their own understanding of what it means to belong 

together.

Next, your baby can begin to understand that animals and people coordinate 

their movements. Even if two people are walking separately, they still notice 
that they are taking each other’s movements into consideration. That is a 

“relationship” as well. They can also tell when something goes wrong. If 
you drop something, let out a yell, and bend down quickly to catch it, if two 

people accidentally bump into each other, or if the dog falls off the couch, 
they understand that these things are out of the ordinary. Some babies find 

this highly amusing; others are scared out of their wits. And others become 
curious or take things very seriously. After all, they are seeing something 

that is not meant to happen. Each brand-new observation or skill can, 

incidentally, make your baby feel wary until these things prove themselves 

harmless.

LEA
P 5

Tvs noticed ntg son is scared of the slicing machine at the Mterg. As soon as 

the bread goes into it, he glances at ms ^s if to ash, 'Are you. sure that it's ohag?‘ 

Tksn he looks frightened, then he looks at nne, then frightened again, then at m 

again. After a i/Jhile, he calms dou>n‘

Paul’s mom, 29th week
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Your baby may also begin to discover that they can coordinate the 

movements of their body, limbs, and hands and that they work together as 
one. Once they understand this, they can learn to crawl more efficiently. Or 
they may try to sit up by themselves or pull themselves up to stand and sit 

down again. Some babies now take their first steps with a little help. And 

the exceptional baby will even do it without help, just before the next leap 
begins. All this physical exercise can also be frightening to a baby. They fully 

realize that they could lose control of their body. They still need to learn how 
to keep their balance. And keeping one’s balance has a lot to do with being 
familiar with the idea of distances.

When your baby starts to be active in the world of relationships, they will 

do it in their unique way. They will use the skills and concepts they have 

acquired from previous leaps in their mental development. So they will only 

be able to perceive and experiment with relationships that involve things 
they already understand - things they have learned from the worlds of 

patterns, smooth transitions, and events.

Your Baby’s Choices: A Key to Their Personality
Between 26 and 34 weeks, you can discover what your baby likes best in 

the world of relationships. Take a good look at what your baby is doing. 

Use the “My Diary” list to help you determine where their interests lie, and 

respect your baby’s choices. It’s only natural to make comparisons with 
other parents’ observations of their babies, but don’t expect all babies 
to be the same. The only thing you can be certain of is that they won’t 

be the same! Keep in mind that babies love anything new. Whenever you 
notice your baby showing any new skills or interests, be sure to respond. 
Your baby will enjoy it if you share these new discoveries. Your interest will 

accelerate their learning progress more quickly. That’s just how babies are.
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Are boys different from girls after all?

Mothers of boys sometimes seem to have a harder time with their babies 
than mothers of girls. They often don't understand their sons. Does he or 
doesn’t he want to play with his mom?

*7Ylg son often whines for contact and attention. I Mwggs respond. Bat 

a>hen I pick him ap to plgg a g^me, it's otviooslg not whzit he had 

in mind. Then he'll spot something, and all of a sadden that’s i/ohat 

he wants, and he reaches and whines to get at it. He seems to want 

two things - me and exploring. Bat he Mwggs makes a mess of these 

adventares. He'll grab something prettg rowghlg and hurl it aside. He 

(ikes to go through the entire hoase this wgg. I would have liked him 

to be a bit caddlier. yOe coaid talk, play games - Just do nice things 

together and have some -fixn. Whereas now, I'm constantly trying to 

prevent accidents from happening. Sometimes I feel dissatisfied myself

Matt’s mom, 32nd week

LEA
P 5

Mothers with both boys and girls usually find they can do more with their 
girls. They feel they are better at sensing what a girl wants. They share 
more of the same interests, which they call sociable and fun.

I'm able to play mother With mg daughter more. TOe do Ml kinds of 

things together. Tt)hen I talk, she really listens. She enjogs mg g^mes 

asks for more. Her brother w<ds much more his own man.'

Eve’s mom, 33rd week
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Wlwt Mo* Cem Ito to Helf
Every baby needs time, support, and lots of opportunities to practice and 
experiment with new skills. You can help them by encouraging them when 

they succeed and by comforting them when they fail (by their own baby 
standards). If they persist too long with trying something they’re not able to 

master yet, you may be able to distract them by coming up with something 
they can do. Most of your activities as an adult are firmly rooted in the 

world of relationships - loading the car, getting dressed, putting cards in 
envelopes, holding conversations, following exercise videos, to name a few. 

Let your baby watch these activities and join in where they can. Let them 

share your experience of sights, sounds, sensations, smells, and tastes 
whenever they want to. You are still their guide in this complex world.

Always keep in mind that they will almost certainly be specializing in some 

kinds of activities at the expense of others. It really doesn’t matter whether 
your baby learns about relationships from the watching or listening areas 

only. Later on, they will quickly and easily be able to put this understanding 
to use in other areas.

Show Them That You Are Not Deserting Them
When they are in the world of relationships, almost every baby begins to 
realize that their parents can increase the distance between them and can 

walk away and leave them. Previously, their eyes could see it, but they 
didn’t fully grasp what leaving means. Now that they do, it poses a problem. 
They get frightened when it hits them that their mommy and daddy are 

unpredictable and beyond their control - they can leave them behind at 
any time! Even if they're already crawling, their mommy and daddy can 

easily outdistance them. They feel they have no control over the distance 

between themselves and their parents, and this makes them feel helpless. 

It’s hard to accept at first that this state of affairs is progress, but it is a clear 
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sign of a mental leap forward. Your baby has to learn how to deal with this 
development and make it a part of their new world so that it is no longer 

frightening. Your task is to help them achieve this. It takes understanding, 

compassion, practice, and above all, time.

If your baby shows fear, accept that fear. They will soon realize that there is 
nothing to be afraid of, since their mother or father is not deserting them. 

Generally, babies panic the most around 29 weeks. Then it improves 

somewhat, until the next leap begins.

"Hly son has kis moods wken he screams until ke's picked «p. TOken I do, ke'll 

Inagk, utterly pleased with kirnself.’

Frankie’s mom, 31st week

'Everytkiny's fine as long as my daughter can see me. If not, she starts crging 

out in fear'

Eve’s mom, 29th week

"hly little yirl had been witk tke babysitter, as Is usual. Ske wouldn't eat, 

wouldn't sleep, wouldn’t do anything. She Just cried and cried. I've never seen 

anything like it witk her. I feel guilty leaving her behind like that. f'm considering 

working shorter hours, but I dont know how to arrange it'

Laura’s mom, 28th week

If my daughter even suspects I'll be setting her down on the floor to play, she 

starts whining and clinging with Intense passion. So now, I carry her around on 

my hip all day long. She has also stopped sntiliny tke way she used to. Just Inst 

week, she had a snnile for everyone. How it's definitely less. She’s been through 

tkis once before, but in tke past, she'd always end up with a tiny grin on her face. 

flow, it's out of the question'

Nina’s mom, 29th week
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"This ixws a u>eek of torwAfint. So nW) tears. Evan five minutes on his own u>as 

already too much for mtj guy. If I so much as stepped out of the room, fhere'd be 

a crying fit. Iva M/i him in the infant carrier a lot. &ut at teatime, <41 Rail wouW 

break loose. After three days, I was beat. It was too much.. I started feeling 

extremely angry. It looked like it was starting to become a vicious circle. I wus 

really pushing myself, feeling lonely and completely exhausted. I kept breaking 

things, too - they wouldjust drop from my hands. That's when 1 took him to the 

day care center for the first time. Just so I could catch my breath. 13ut it didn't 

work out, so I quickly went to get Kim. I fait really bad about dumping Kim 

somewhere, while at the same time, I had given it a lot of thought and felt it 

was the best solution. I push myself too far too often, and it only makes me feel 

lonely, aggressive, and confined. I also keep wondering whether it's me, whether 

I'm to blame for being inconsistent or for spoiling him too much'

Bob’s mom, 29th week

To ease your baby’s anxiety, make sure they feel you near them in case they 
really need you. Give them the opportunity to grow accustomed to the new 
situation at their own pace. You can help them by carrying them more often 
or staying a bit closer to them than usual. Give them some warning before 
you walk away, and keep talking to them as you walk away and when you’re 
in the other room. This way, they will learn that you are still there, even if 
they can’t see you. You can also practice “leaving” by playing peek-a-boo 
games. For example, you can hide behind a newspaper while sitting next 
to your baby, then you can hide behind the couch close to your baby, then 
behind the cupboard a little farther away, and finally behind the door. If your 
baby is already somewhat mobile, you can reassure them with their feeling 
of desertion by helping them to follow you. First try telling them you are 
leaving - this way, your baby will learn they do not have to keep an eye on 
you and that they can continue to play at ease. Then slowly walk away, so 
that they can follow you. Always adjust your pace to your baby’s. Soon, your 
baby will learn they can control the distance between the two of you. They 
will also come to trust that you will not completely disappear when you have 
to get something from another room, and they won’t bother you as much.
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'At first, tvuj son used, to cling to n\g leg like a nnonkeg and ride on nng shoe i/ohen 

I talked. I had to drag tfiis 'ball and chain around everywhere. After a feu) 

dags, he started keeping a slight distance. I could take a few steps to the side 

before he'd crawl up to m. Vlow, I can go into the kitchen while he's crawling 

around. He won't actuallg com looking for m unless 1 stag there for a while' 

Bob’s mom, 31st week

Often, the desire to be near you is so strong that even the inexperienced 
crawler is willing to put in some extra effort and ends up improving their 
crawling. The desire to keep up with mommy and daddy, along with the 
coordination they’re able to utilize at this point, might provide just the extra 
incentive they need.

If your baby was already a bit mobile after the last leap, you will see a big 
difference now. Their laborious journeys used to take them farther away 
from you, and they would stay away longer than they do now. Suddenly, 
they’re circling you and making short dashes backward and forward, 
making contact with you each time.

Tflg babg keeps crawling back and forth. Then he’ll sit under vwg chair for a 

while. He also stags nearer to m than he used to."

John’s mom, 31st week

Offer your baby the chance to experiment with coming and going, with you 
as the center point. If you sit on the floor, you’ll notice they will interrupt their 
excursions to crawl over you.

Over the weeks, parents grow more and more irritated if they don’t get 
the opportunity to continue their everyday activities. Once their baby has 
reached 29 weeks, most mothers and fathers call it a day. They start to 
gradually break the old habit (“I am always here for you to cling to”) and 
lay down a new rule ("I need some time and space to move as well”). They 
generally do this by distracting their baby, sometimes by ignoring their 
whines for a while, or by putting the baby to bed if they are really fed up 
with their behavior.
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Whatever you decide to do, consider how much your baby can handle 
before they get really afraid. Knowing that you can leave them whenever 
you choose can be very frightening for them and very difficult to deal with.

It’s so annoying the wag he keeps clinging to legs when I’m trying to do tke 

cooking. It's almost as if he chooses to fee extra difficult feerwse I am busy. So 

I put him to bed'

Kevin’s mom, 30th week

Help Your Baby Explorethe New World through Roaming
Their Surroundings
If your baby loves to crawl, allow them to roam freely around a room where 
they can do no harm. Watch them just to see what they do. When they 
enter the world of relationships, an early crawler begins to understand that 
they can crawl into, out of, under, over, in between, on top of, and through 
something. They will love to toy with these various relationships between 
themselves and the objects in their surroundings.

1 like to watch my son play tn the living room. He crawls op to the couch, looks 

under it, sits down, quickly crawls over to the closet, crawls into it, rushes off 

again, crawls to the rug, lifts it up, looks under it, heads toward a chair that he 

crawls under, whoosh, he's off to another cupboard, crawls into that one, gets 

stuck, cries a little, figures out how to get out and closes the door.’

Steven’s mom, 30th week

If your baby takes pleasure in doing these things, leave some objects around 
that will encourage them to continue their explorations. For instance, you 
can make hills for them to crawl over using blankets, quilts, or pillows. Of 
course, you should adjust this soft play circuit to suit what your baby can 
do.
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You can also build a tunnel from boxes or chairs that they can crawl through. 
You can make a tent out of a sheet, which they can crawl into, out of, and 
under. Many babies enjoy opening and closing doors. If your baby likes this, 
too, you can include a door or two. Just watch out for their fingers. If you 
crawl along with them, it will double the fun. Try adding some variety with 
peek-a-boo and hide-and-seek games, too.

If your baby enjoys moving their toys around, make this into a game. 
Give them the opportunity to put playthings inside, on top of, next to, or 
under objects. Allow them to throw their toys - it’s important in getting to 
understand how the world works. Let them pull toys through something, 
such as the legs of a chair or a box made into a tunnel. To the outsider, it 
may seem as if they are flying like a whirlwind from one object to the next, 
but this frenzied activity is providing precisely the input their brain needs to 
understand this new world of relationships.

'7ZU) baby will l^ her Weeks, her p^ifler, ker bear in a basket. yOhen she's 

standing, she’ll pick up toys from. the floor and toss the™. on the chair. She also 

pashes things into her playpen through the bars. If she’s actually in the playpen, 

she’ll throu) everything out over the top. She likes to u>atch u>hat she’s done. She's 

a real little rascal'

Jenny’s mom, 30th week

Give your baby a shelf or cupboard of their own, which they can empty out 
and you can easily tidy up again. Give them a box they can put their things 
in. Turn a box upside down, so they can put things on top of it. Allow them 
to push things out of the playpen through the bars, or throw them out over 
the top. This is an ideal way for babies who aren’t yet interested in crawling 
to explore relationships like inside, outside, underneath, and on top of.

Another way your baby can toy with relationships is by throwing, dropping 
and overturning objects. It is one way of seeing and hearing what happens. 
Maybe they want to find out just how a particular object breaks into several 
pieces. You can watch them enjoy knocking over towers of blocks, which 
you have to keep building up again. But they will gain just as much pleasure
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from tipping over the wastepaper basket, overturning the cat’s water bowl, 
dropping a glass of milk or a bowl of cereal from their high chair, or any 
other activity that is bound to make a mess.

"W) daughter loves experimenting with the ie>ag things fall. She's been trying 

it vJith all kinds of things — her pacifier, her blocks, and. her cap. Then, I gave 

her a feather from g>ig &.rd, the parakeet. This took her bg surprise. She prefers 

things that make a lot of noise!'

Nina’s mom, 28th week

"Bog, did mg son laugh a>hen I dropped a plate, and it shattered into a million 

pieces. Tve never seen him laugh so hard.'

John’s mom, 30th week

In the world of relationships your baby may discover that things can be taken 
apart. Give them a few items that are designed for exactly that purpose - 
nesting cups or bright laces tied into bows. They will tug and pull at things 
that are attached to objects or toys, such as labels, stickers, the eyes and 
noses of cuddly toys, wheels, latches, and doors of toy cars.

faby fare
Make Your Home Baby-Proof

Remember that your baby can be fascinated by things that are harmful to 
them. They can stick a finger or tongue into anything with holes or slots, 
including things such as electrical outlets, electronic equipment, drains, 

and the dog’s mouth. Or they can pick up and eat little things they find on 
the floor. Always stay near your baby whenever you let them explore the 

house freely.
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But take care: Buttons on clothing, switches and wires trailing from electrical 
equipment, and bottle caps are equally attractive and just as liable to be 
taken apart whenever possible. To your baby, there is no such thing as off 
limits in this new and exciting world.

Wg son keeps pulling his socks off’

Frankie's mom, 31st week

If your baby dearly loves watching things disappear into something else, 
invite them to watch your activities. You may think cooking is ordinary, but 
to them it’s magic to watch all the ingredients disappear into the same 
pot. But do keep an eye on them because they may try out their own 
disappearing acts in ways that could be hazardous.

"FAg ^uughter likes to wutch the dog emptying his Oowl. The closer she can get, 

the better. It seems pretty dangerous to because with all that attention, the 

dog gulps it down teter and teter. On the other hand, the dog suddenly seems 

to be paging more attention to mg daughter as well when she's eating. She'll be 

sitting at the table in her high chair, with the dog right next to her. So what do 

gou know? It turned out she w<as dropping little pieces of bread and watching 

him wolf them down'

Laura’s mom, 31st week

Sometimes babies like putting one thing inside another. But this only 
happens by coincidence. They can’t yet distinguish between different 
shapes and sizes.
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"Wig girl tries fitting all kinds of things together. A lot of the ttee, the size is 

right, but the steps never is. Also, she isn't accurate enough. &ut if it doesn't 

work, she gets nnad.'

Jenny’s mom, 29th week

"Wig son discovered his nostrils. He stuck an inquisitive finger in one. I hope he 

doesnt trg the sme with. a beadf

John’s mom, 32nd week

T held a tog bear upside down so that it growled. Then I put the bear on the 

floor, and mg son crawled right over and rolled it around, until it w.ade that 

sound. He was so fascinated that he kept turning the bear over and over, faster 

and faster'

Paul’s mom, 33rd week

Is your baby intrigued by a toy that squeaks when pushed, or a toy piano 
that produces a musical tone when they hit a key? Let them explore these 
things. They concern relationships between an action and an effect. But 
beware, they can also turn over a bottle filled with nail polish or perfume or 
some other dangerous substance.

Help Your Baby Explore the New World through
Using Their Body
In your baby’s body, there are numerous relationships between the various 
body parts. Without the efforts of all the muscles we would lose the 
relationships that exist between the various parts of the skeleton and we 
would collapse like a sack of bones. About this time, your baby may start to 
try to sit up by themselves, depending on their balance skills.
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"W) son's learned to sit up novo. He started out fcjj balancing on one buttock witk 

both hands flat on the floor in front of hinn. Then he lifted one hand. Tow he can 

sit without using his hands at all'

Matt's mom, 25th week

"Aoiv nng babg sits alone voithout ang fear of losing her balance. She couldn't do 

that last week. She sonnetinnes takes things, holds thenn over her head witk both 

hands, and then throws thenn awag'

Jenny’s mom, 28th week

frOken nng little one sits up, he often roils over. He also topples forward or 

backward. yOhenever that happens, I’nt quick to laugh. Then he'll often start 

laughing, too.'

Bob’s mom, 26th week

If your baby is not sitting steadily enough to feel confident on their own, 
help them. See if you can help them gain confidence by playing balancing 
games in which they have to regain their balance every time the wobble sets 
in. Look for favorite balancing games under “Top Games for This Wonder 
Week” on page 184.

Some babies try to stand up at this stage. If your baby does, how is their 
balance? Help your baby when they’re not standing firmly, or if they’re afraid 
of tumbling down. Play balancing games with them - these will make them 
familiar with being in a vertical position. But never try to rush your baby into 
sitting or standing. If you try too early for their liking, they could become 
afraid and you may even slow their development.

frOfi tried to put nng son on his feet bg the table. He stood there, verg unstable, 

swaging like a puppet on a string, looking as if he was about to topple over. It’s 

too soon for hinn'

Steven’s mom, 31st week

LEA
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"F/lg daughter is beginning to stand up, feut she doesnt know how to sit back 

down. It’s tiring. Todag, I found her standing in her crifc for tine -first time, 

uwiling. TRnt irritates me. Sho's supposed to go to sleep when she's in bed. I 

Just hope it doesn't take too long and that she works out how to sit back down 

sometime soon.’

Juliette’s mom, 31st week

"Wig (tafcg insists on me sitting her back down after she's stood up. Her sister isn't 

allowed to help her, even though there are m^ng things she cA?i(l let her do. She's 

obviouslg scared that she won't be able to do it ooell enough.'

Ashley’s mom, 32nd week

"Wig babg kept trging to pull herself up this week, and at a certain point she 

succeeded. She had pulled herself up in bed. stood up right zii/tag, and staged 

standing up, too. How she can reallg do it. She pulls herself up using the bed, 

ptagpen, table, chair, or someone’s legs. She also stands bg the plagpen and 

takes togs -from it with one hand."

Jenny's mom, 28th week

If and only if you notice that your baby has great fun walking, give them a 
hand. Hold on to them tightly, because their balance is usually unstable. 
Play games with them that will familiarize them with keeping their balance, 
especially when they shift their weight from one leg to the other. Never go 
on hour-long walks with them. They really won’t learn any faster that way. 
Your baby won’t start walking until they are ready to.

"yQhen I hold both mg babgjs hands, she walks in perfect balance. She crosses 

the small gap between the chair and the television while standing. She walks 

alongside the table, around the bends. She'll walk through the room pushing a 

Pampers box. "tyesterdag, the box. slid awag, and she took three steps bg herself" 

Jenny’s mom, 34th week

Tm irritated bg mg son's slow coordination. He doesht crawl, he won't pull 

himself up. He Just sits there and fiddles with his plagthings."

Frankie’s mom, 29th week
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Remember that your baby has no motive for learning to walk or crawl just 
yet. Plenty of other activities will teach them things worth knowing. For 
them, these things are more important right now.

Babies who have entered the world of relationships can also begin to 
understand the connection between what their two hands are doing, and 
they can get better control over them. This way, they can cope with two 
things at once. If you see your baby trying to use both hands at the same 
time, encourage them to go on. Get them to hold a toy in either hand and 
clash them together. Or help them make this clashing movement without 
toys, so that they clap their hands. Let them knock toys against the floor or 
the wall. Encourage them to pass toys from one hand to the other. And see 
if they can put two toys down at the same time, and pick them up again.

"W; daughter Ms tM kitting sgn^ronte. fc&ats <«ngtking sM can lag her 

hands on'

Jenny’s mom, 29th week LEA
P 5

first Stefs
Once your baby has acquired the knack of perceiving and experimenting 

with relationships, they can understand what walking is, but 
understanding doesn’t mean they will actually do it. They will only really 
start walking when they choose to. And even if they do, they might not 
succeed because their body is not ready. Your baby won’t learn how to 

walk at this age unless the proportions between the weight of their bones, 
their muscles, and the length of their limbs compared to their torso meet 
certain specifications. If your baby is occupied with something else - for 
instance, speech, sounds, and music - they may simply have no time left 

to spend on walking. They can’t do everything at once.
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If your baby tries to master the concerted action between two fingers - 
for instance their thumb and forefinger - once again they are toying with 
relationships between the two. In the process, they are also busy inventing 
a new tool, the pincer grip, that they can put to use immediately. They 
can learn how to pluck extremely small objects, such as threads, from the 
carpet. They can learn to pick blades of grass, or they may take pleasure in 
touching and stroking all kinds of surfaces with their finger. And they may 
have great fun examining every detail of very small objects.

'Wj baby goes through the entire room and spots the smallest irregularities or 

crumbs on the floor, picks them up between her thumb and her index finger, 

and sticks them in her mouth. I r&allrj have to pay attention so she doesnt eat 

anything peculiar. I let her eat small pieces of bread by herself now. At first, 

she kept sticking her thumb in her mouth Instead of the bread she was holding 

between her fingers. 3ut she's starting to improve now'

Hannah’s mom, 32nd week

Help Your Baby Explore the New World through
Language And Music
Babies who were extra sensitive to sounds and gestures in the past may 
start to grasp the connection between short sentences and their meaning 
or particular gestures and their meaning as soon as they have entered the 
world of relationships. In fact, they may even make the connection between 
words and gestures that go with them. But you will still find that these babies 
can only understand these things when they are in their own surroundings 
and as a part of a familiar routine. If you were to play the same sentences 
from a tape recorder in a strange place, they wouldn’t have a clue. That skill 
doesn't develop until much later.

If your baby likes playing with words and gestures, use this to their advantage. 
There are several things you can do to help your baby to understand what 
you’re saying. Use short sentences with clear and obvious gestures. Explain 
the things you are doing. Let them see, feel, smell, and taste the things you 
are talking about. They understand more than you think.
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'Once, I toW son to watch the rakfe-t, and he understood what I wM He 

listens vert) closely'

Paul’s mom, 26th week

"I get the feeling that mg son knows what I Man when I explain something or 

m^ke a suggestion, each as, 'Shall we go for a nice little walk?' or T tkink it's 

bedtime1' It's so cute - he doesn't like hearing the word ‘bedT

Bob’s mom, 30th week

'TOken we sag, 'Clap gour hands,' mg daughter does. And when we sag, 'Jump 

up and down,' she bends her knees and bounces up and down, bat her feet don't 

leave the ground'

Jenny’s mom, 32nd week

ydhen I sag “&ge, sag bge, bge t/Jkile waving at her daddg who is leaving, mg 

daughter waves while keeping a steadg ege on mg waving hand'

Nina’s mom, 32nd week

LEA
PS

TVteir first WoH
Once your baby has gained the ability to perceive and experiment with 

relationships, they may discover their first word. It doesn’t mean that they 
will start to talk, though. The age at which babies begin to use words 
differs greatly. So don’t worry if they put it off for a few more months.

Most babies produce their first real word during the 10th or 11th month.

If your baby is obsessed with something else, such as crawling and 
standing, they may simply have no time left to spend on words. They can’t 

do everything at once.
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If your baby attempts to say or ask something with a sound or gestures, 
make sure you let them know that you are thrilled with their potential. Talk 
and signal back to them. The best way to teach your baby to talk is by 
talking to them a lot yourself. Call everyday items by their names. Ask 
questions, such as, “Would you like a sandwich?’’ when you put their plate 
down. Let them hear nursery rhymes, and play singing games with them. In 
short, make speech appealing.

"yOhenever nng son idants to do something, he'll put his hnnrl on it and look <dt 

me. It’s as if he's trging to ask, Wgg I?' He also understands, W Of course, 

it doesnt stop him from trging, Out he knou>s u>hat it means.'

Bob’s mom, 32nd week

‘Last u>eek, mg daughter said 'Oo' (oops) for the first time u>hen she fell. y\)e also 

noticed that she uMS starting to copy sounds from us, so uie've started teaching 

her to talk.'

Jenny’s mom, 29th week

"Wig daughter is a real chatterbot. She's especially talkative while cradling, u>hen 

she recognizes someone or something. She talks to her stuffed togs and to us 

u>hen she's on our laps. It's as if she’s telling entire stories. She uses all kinds of 

vowels and consonants. The variations seem endless.'

Hannah’s mom, 29th week

Tftg son nods his head and makes a certain sound. yOhen I imitate him, he starts 

giggling uncontrollably.'

Paul’s mom, 28th week

If your baby loves music, make sure you do a lot of singing, dancing, and 
clapping songs with them. This way, your baby can practice using words 
and gestures. If you don’t know many children’s songs... Google is your 
best friend!
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T\)hen we were singing at the babg swimming doss, wig babg suddentg started 

Singing «long.'

Nina’s mom, 30th week

Whenever mg ^«ughter hears music or I start to sing, she inwiediatelg starts 

Wiggling her tummg.'

Eve’s mom, 32nd week

Promoting Progress by Raising Expectations
You can’t demand more of your baby than the things they can comprehend, 
but also, you shouldn’t demand less. Breaking old habits and setting new 
rules are also part of developing new skills. When your baby is busy learning 
new skills, they can be very irritating in the process. This is because old 
ways of doing things and established rules of behavior may no longer suit 
the baby’s current progress. Both parents and baby have to renegotiate 
new rules to restore peace and harmony.

At first parents worry when their baby enters a new fussy phase. They get 
annoyed when they discover that nothing is wrong with their baby and, to 
the contrary, they are in fact ready to be more independent. It is then that 
they start demanding that their baby do the things they feel their baby is 
able to do. As a consequence, they promote progress.

LEA
P 5

Tve «lw«gs rocked him to sleep while breastfeeding. 0ut now it irritates me. I 

•feel he's old enough to Just go straight to bed. ?Yl.g husband likes putting him 

to bed, too, but that’s out of the guestion now. And. gou never know, sowiedag 

someone else might have to do it. I've started getting him used to going straight 

to bed once a dag. 0ut he’s certainlg putting up a fight.'

Matt’s mom, 31st week

(continued on page 190)
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Tof Gaimcs for Thu Wonder Wcch
Here are some games and activities that work best for babies exploring 
the world of relationships. Whatever kind of game you choose, language 
can now begin to play a big part in your games.

PEEK-A-BOO AND HIDE-AND-SEEK GAMES

These are very popular games at this age. The variations are endless.

PEEK-A-BOO WITH A HANDKERCHIEF

Put a handkerchief over your head and see if your baby will pull it 
away. Ask “Where’s Mommy? or Where's Daddy?” Your baby will know 
you’re still there, because they can hear you. If they don’t make any 
attempts to pull away the handkerchief, take their hand and pull it away 
together. Say “Peek-a-boo” when you reappear.

VARIATIONS ON PEEK-A-BOO

Cover your face with your hands and then take them away, or pop up 
from behind a newspaper or book held between you and the baby. 
Babies also like it when you appear from behind a plant or under a table. 
After all, they can still see parts of you. Or hide in a conspicuous place, 
such as behind a curtain. This way, they can follow the movements of 
the curtain. Make sure your baby sees you disappear. For example, 
announce that you're going to hide (for non-crawlers), or that they have 
to come look for you (for crawlers). If they didn't watch you or were 
distracted for a moment by something else, call their name. Give in a 
try in the door opening too. This will teach them that leaving is followed 
by returning. Reward them every time they manage to find you. Lift 
them up in the air or cuddle them - whatever they like best.
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WHERE’S THE BABY?

A lot of babies discover they can hide themselves behind or under 
something. They usually start with a cloth or an item of clothing while 
being changed. Take advantage of any opportunity to develop a game 
that the baby has started. This way, they'll learn that they can take the 
lead.

HIDING TOYS

Try hiding toys under a blanket. Make sure you use something your 
baby likes or that they’re attached to. Show them how and where you 
hide it. Make it easy for them the first time around. Make sure they can 
still see a tiny part of the toy.

HIDING TOYS IN THE BATHTUB

Put bath foam in the bathtub and allow your baby to play with it. Try 
hiding toys under the foam some time and invite them to look for them. 
If they can blow, try blowing at the foam. Or give them a straw and 
encourage them to blow through it.

LEA
P 5

TALKING GAMES

You can make talking appealing by talking to your baby frequently, by 
listening to them, by reading books together, and by playing whispering, 
singing, and word games.

LOOK AT PICTURE BOOKS TOGETHER

Take your baby on your lap - they usually like that best. Let them 
choose a book to look at together. Whatever your baby looks at, call 
it by its name. If it's a book with animals in it, mimic the sounds the 
animals make. Babies generally love hearing and making sounds like 
bark, moo, and quack. Let them turn the pages by themselves, if they 
want to.
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WHISPERING GAME

Most babies love it when sounds or words are whispered in their ears. 
Making little puffs of air that tickle their ear is interesting, too, perhaps 
because a baby can now understand what blowing is.

SONG AND MOVEMENT GAMES

These games can be used to encourage both singing and talking. They 
also exercise the baby’s sense of balance.

GIDDY-UP, GIDDY-UP, LITTLE ROCKING HORSE

Take your baby on your knee, upright and facing you. Support them 
under their arms and jog them up and down gently, singing:

Giddy-up, giddy-up, little rocking horse
Giddy-up, giddy-up, little rocking horse
Giddy-up, giddy-up, little rocking horse
Ride away, away to Candy Land.

THIS IS THE WAY THE LADY RIDES

Take your baby on your knee, upright and facing you. Support them 
under their arms, and sing the following song:

This is the way the lady rides,
The lady rides,
The lady rides,
This is the way the lady rides,
So early in the morning.
(Sing slowly and seriously, and jog them neatly up and down
on your knee.)
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This is the way the gentleman rides,
The gentleman rides,
The gentleman rides,
This is the way the gentleman rides,
So early in the morning.
(Sing faster, and jog them faster.)
This is the way the farmer rides,
The farmer rides,
The farmer rides,
This is the way the farmer rides,
So early in the morning.
(Sing wearily and jog them up, down, and sideways.)
CLIP CLOP CLIP CLOP
AND DOWN INTO THE DITCH!

(“DOWN” comes as a surprise. Pull your knees apart and let them “fall” 
between your knees.)

BALANCING GAMES

A lot of singing games, like those above, are also balancing games. 
Here are some others.

LEA
P 5

SITTING GAME

Sit down comfortably. Take your baby on your knee. Hold their 
hands, and move them gently from left to right, so that they shift their 
weight from buttock to buttock. Also try making them lean forwards 
or backwards carefully. Babies find the latter the most exciting. You 
can also move them in small or large circles, to the left, backward, 
to the right, and forward. Adjust yourself to what your baby is doing. 
The movement has to challenge them just enough to make them want 
to find their balance themselves. You can also let them swing like a 
pendulum of a clock while you sing: tick tock, tick tock in time with the
movement.
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STANDING GAME

Kneel comfortably on the floor and have them stand in front of you 
while you hold their hips or hands and move them gently from left to 
right, so that they transfer their weight from one leg to the other. Do 
the same thing in a different plane so that their body weight shifts 
from back to front. Adjust yourself to what your baby is doing. It has to 
challenge them just enough to make them want to find their balance 
themselves.

FLYING GAME

Grasp your baby firmly, lift them, and “fly” them through the room, 
making them rise and descend. Turn left and right. Fly in small circles, 
in a straight line, and backwards. Vary the movement and speed as 
much as possible. If your baby enjoys this, then try making them land 
carefully upside down, head first. Naturally, you’ll accompany the entire 
flight with different zooming, humming, or screeching sounds. The 
more alert you are to their reactions, the easier it will be for you to 
adjust this game so it’s just right for them.

STANDING THEM ON THEIR HEAD

Most physically active babies love horsing around and being stood on 
their heads. However, others find standing on their heads frightening or 
over-exciting. Only play this game if your baby likes playing rough. It’s a 
healthy exercise for them. Remember to support their body completely 
as you hold them upside down.

GAMES WITH TOYS

For now, the best “toys" are all the things babies can find to get into 
around the house. The best games are emptying cupboards and 
shelves, dropping things, and throwing things away.
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BABY’S OWN CUPBOARD GAME

Organize a cupboard for the baby and fill it with things that they really 
like. Usually this will include empty boxes, empty egg cartons, empty 
toilet paper rolls, plastic plates, and plastic bottles with lids and filled 
with something that rattles. But also include things they can make a 
lot of noise with, such as pans, wooden spoons, and old sets of keys.

FALLING GAME

Some babies like hearing a lot of noise when they drop something. If 
your baby does, you could make a game of it by putting them in their 
high chair and placing a metal serving tray on the floor. Hand them 
blocks, and show them how to let them go so that they fall on the tray 
and make a big bang.

OUTDOOR GAMES

Babies love riding in a baby seat on a bicycle, in a baby jogger, or in a 
baby backpack. Stop frequently to point out things along the way and 
talk to your baby about what they are seeing.

SWIMMING FOR BABIES

Many babies love playing in the water. Some swimming pools have 
specially heated pools for small children and special hours when a 
group of babies can play games with parents in the water.

PETTING FARMS

A visit to a petting farm or duck pond can be extremely exciting for 
your baby. They can see the animals from their picture book. They’ll 
enjoy looking at their wobbly, pattering, or leaping motions. And they’ll 
particularly like feeding the animals and watching them eat.

LEA
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Just like parents get annoyed when their babies keep insisting on being 
rocked to sleep, there are at least three other situations where you may feel 
the urge to make demands on your child: with mealtime aggravations, when 

having to forbid things, and when they are displaying impatience.

At this age, many babies get fussy over food, while before they enjoyed 
whatever they grabbed from your mouth. In the world of relationships many 

babies come to realize that certain foods taste better than others. So why 
not pick the tastier one? Many mothers and fathers think it’s funny at first. 

Soon, however, almost every parent becomes irritated when their baby gets 
fussy. They wonder whether the baby is getting enough nutrition. They try 

to distract the fussy eater so they can stick the spoon in their mouth at an 

unsuspected moment. Or they run after them with food the whole day.

Don’t do these things. Strong-willed babies will resist something that is 
being forced upon them even more. And a worried parent will in turn react 

to that. This makes meals a battleground. Stop fighting it. You can’t force 
a baby to swallow, so don’t even try to. If you do, you might only increase 

their dislike of anything that has to do with food. Resort to different tactics 
and make use of other new skills your baby is able to learn now. At this 
stage, they can try holding something between their thumb and forefinger, 

but they will still need a lot of practice and feeding themselves is good for 

their coordination. A baby this age also loves to make their own decisions, 

and the freedom to eat by themselves will make eating more enjoyable. Use 
these new skills to their advantage. Allowing them to finger-feed themselves 
could put them in a better mood so they let you feed them as well. It can be 

messy, but encourage them anyway. Keep putting two pieces of food on 
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their plate, so that they are kept occupied. Generally, it will be easy to feed 
them in between. You can also make eating more pleasurable for your baby 

by feeding them in front of a mirror. This way, they can watch as you put a 
spoonful of food in their mouth or in your own. Don’t worry if it doesn’t work 

first time. Many babies go through eating problems, and they also get over 
them.

Finally, certain eating habits are perceived as irritating by some parents, 
while others find them perfectly normal.

yOhat reallg gets to me is that she i^ants to stick her thunnb in her nnouth after 

everg fcite. I zstlloi/o it! "tYUnor disagreennentl'

Ashley’s mom, 29th week

Now that the baby is in the middle of learning new skills, many mothers and 
fathers constantly find themselves having to forbid things. A crawling baby 

especially is liable to inspect all your possessions. After all, their pleasures 
are by no means the same as yours. So anything you can do to make life 

easier for both of you will be worthwhile. Try to stay a step ahead and 
prevent the things you can’t allow from happening in the first place and help 

them with the activities they are interested in. Above all, remember that you 
are not the only mother or father with this problem.

LEA
P 5

1 constantly have to forbid things. Vfly daughter rampages from one thing to 

the neM. Her favorite targets are the i/oine rack, the video, mg needlepoint kit, 

cupboards, and shoes. Another one of her hobbies is knocHng dovon pUnts, 

digging ap plants, and eating cat food. I cant a>arn her enough. So sometimes, 

I slap her hand u>hen I feel it's gone far enough'

Jenny’s mom, 31st week
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Top Toys for This Wowser WecT
These are toys and things to play with that suit the new skills your baby is 

developing as they explore the world of relationships.

• Their very own cupboard or shelf

■ Doors (watch their fingers)
■ Cardboard boxes in different sizes; also, empty egg cartons

• Wooden spoons
■ Round nesting or stacking cups

• Wooden blocks

■ Balls (light enough to roll)

■ Picture books
• Photo books

■ Children’s songs
■ Bath toys: things to fill and empty out, such as plastic bottles, plastic 

cups, plastic colanders, funnels, watering cans
■ Toy cars with rotating wheels and doors that can be opened

■ Cuddly toys that make noise when turned upside down
■ Squeaky toys

■ Drums
■ Toy pianos
• Toy telephones

It’s important to put away or take precautions with electrical outlets, plugs, 
wires, keys, drains, stairs, bottles (such as perfume and nail polish and 

remover), tubes (such as toothpaste and antiseptics), stereo equipment, 

remote controls, television sets, plants, wastepaper baskets, trash cans, 

alarm clocks, and watches.
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'W) daughter's becoming verg imp^tiant. SKe wants to have It all, and she gets 

furious if she can't reach something and I tell her W Then she'll really start 

screaming. It irritates me and makes me think she's only doing it because I work. 

She's much sweeter with the babysitter.'

Laura's mom, 31st week

Your baby does not learn anything from a “correcting” slap on the hand. 

And more importantly, hitting a baby is never not acceptable, even if it is 
“only” a correcting slap on the hand. It’s better to remove your baby from 

things they are not allowed to touch. And to clearly say “No” when they are 
doing something that is against your rules. After this leap, babies can be 

very impatient. This may have several reasons. They don’t want to wait for 
their food. They get mad if a toy refuses to behave as they want it to, or if 

something is not allowed, or if mommy or daddy doesn’t pay attention to 

them quickly enough. Babies do have an idea of what they want to have 
or achieve, but unfortunately, they don’t understand why their mommies 

or daddies don’t allow it or why they can’t have it in a flash. This frustrates 
them, so be understanding but see what you can do to stop the “I want it 
now” problem.

LEA
P 5

1 put nAtj baby to bed tkis past week because she was carrying on something 

awful and screaming during supper. She feels it isn't going fast enough, so she 

starts yelling, twisting, and wriggling after every bite. Once I got over my anger, 

about five minutes later, we continued. B>oth of us had calmed down by then.'

Ashley's mom, 28th week
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After the Le^
Between 30 and 35 weeks, another comparatively easy period begins. 
For anywhere from one to three weeks, the baby is admired for their 
cheerfulness, independence, and progress.

^irl is becoming less and less shg. She laughs a lot. And she’s good at 

keeping herself occupied. She has become verg agile and active again. Actually. 

I started to see this change last week, lout it seems to be progressing'

Nina’s mom, 33rd week

because she u>as so sweet, mg babg seemed like a totally different child. She 

used to erg and u>hlne a lot. The u>ag she tells stories is also delightful. She's 

actually alreadg like a little toddler, the uiag she trots through the room.’

Jenny’s mom, 35th week

TYbj son u>as extremely cheerful, so it wasn't hard to have fun with him. It also 

pleases me to see him a little more active and lively in the physical sense. @ut 

he's at his best vohen he can observe people. He's very talkative, too, a great kid.

Frankie's mom, 30th week

"Wj daughter's obviously gotten bigger and older. She reacts to everything u>e 

do. She watches evergthlng. And she wants to have whatever we have. Td almost 

sag that she wants to be a part of it."

Ashley’s mom, 34th week

'Hnnlkj, some rest after a long period of constant changes. A wonderful week. 

He's gone through another change. He cries less, sleeps more. I can see a certain 

pattern starting to develop again, for the umpteenth time. I talk to him much 

more. Tve noticed myself explaining evergthlng I do. yOhen I go to prepare his 

bottle, I tell him. TOhen it's time for him to go to bed, I tell him. I explain why 

he has to take a nap. And these talks seem to do me good. The dagcare center 

is going well now, too.'

Bob’s mom, 30th week
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'"VOe seen* to (we a different kind of contact nooo. It's as if the wnfcilic^l cord 

has finally been cut. Tke feeling of complete dependency is also gone. T.'m quicker 

to rely on a babysitter. I also notice that Eve been giving my son a lot more 

freedom. I don't have to be on top of him all the time."

Bob’s mom, 31st week

*Tkis a really nice uteek. Wj baby is cheerful, and he can occupy himself 

pretty well on his ou>n witk Kis toys. Everything's still going fine at day care. Me 

reacts in a friendly u>ay to other children. He is a cutie little guy, and he’s much 

more kis ovon little person"

Bob’s mom, 32nd week

LEA
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At about 37 (or between 36 and 40) weeks, you may notice your baby 
attempting to do new things. At this age, a baby’s explorations can often 
seem very methodical. For example, you may notice your little one picking 

up specks from the floor and examining them studiously between their 

thumb and forefinger. Or a budding little chef may explore the food on their 
plate by testing the way a banana squashes or spinach squishes through 
tiny fingers.

They will assume the most serious, absorbed expression while carrying out 
these investigations. In fact, that is just what they are - investigations that 
will help the little researcher begin to categorize their world. Your baby is 

now able to recognize that certain objects, sensations, animals, and people 

belong together in groups or categories. For example, a banana looks, 
feels, and tastes different than spinach, but they are both foods. These are 

important distinctions and similarities to sort out. The leap into the world of 

categories will affect every sense - sight, hearing, smell, taste, and touch. 
Your baby will learn more about other people and their own emotions, 

too. Language skills will be developing. Your baby may not yet use words 
themselves, but they will understand much more than they did before.

Like all of the previous worlds, the arrival of these new perceptions begins 

by turning your baby’s world inside out. Babies’ brain waves show drastic 

changes again around this time. These changes will begin to alter the way 
your baby perceives their world, which will be disturbing to them at first. You 

can expect a fussy period to begin around 34 weeks, or between 32 and

Note: The first phase (fussy period) of this leap into the perceptual world of "categories'' is age- 
linked and predictable, emerging at about 34 weeks. Most babies start the second phase (see 
box "Quality Time: An Unnatural Whim" on page 17) of this leap 37 weeks after full-term birth. 
The initial perception of the world of categories sets in motion the development of a whole range 
of global concepts such as "animal," for instance. However, the first categories are acquired 
through real-time, corrective feedback and trial and error experiences through comparing 
things and learning the within-category similarities and the between-category differences. 
Consequently, there may be a difference of many weeks or even months between two babies 
in mastering a particular concept. The skills and activities in this chapter are stated at the 
earliest possible age they could appear so you can watch for and recognize them. (They may be 
rudimentary at first.) This way you can respond to and facilitate your baby's development.
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37 weeks. This fussy period will often last for four weeks, but it may last 

anywhere from three to six weeks. As your baby enters this fussy phase, 
play close attention to see if they are attempting to master new skills.

This Weeks fussy Siyiis
As they prepare to leap into the world of categories, all babies 
will cry more easily than they did during the past few weeks. To 
their parents, they may seem cranky, whiny, fidgety, grumpy, bad- 
tempered, discontented, unmanageable, restless, or impatient. All 
of this is very understandable. Your little one is now under extra 
pressure because from their last leap they know that you can go 
away from them whenever you please and leave them behind. At 
first, most babies were temporarily distressed by this discovery, but 
over the past few weeks they have learned to deal with it in their own 
way. It all seemed to be going much more smoothly than it was - and 
then the next big change came along and ruined everything. Now 
the little worrier wants to stay with their mommy and daddy again, as 
they realize perfectly well that their parents can walk away whenever 
they choose. This makes the baby feel even more insecure and 
increases their tension.

LEA
P 6

IMse past feu) days, ivu) daughter insists on sitting on uny tap constantly. For 

no apparent reason, I w.igkt add. y\)hen I dont carry Mr around, sM screanns. 

y\)hen I. take her for walks in her stroller, the nnoment she even tkinks I've 

stopped, she demands to lifted out.’

Ashley’s mom, 34th week

‘Tflg baby acts cranky and seems to be bored. She picks up everything and Just 

tosses it away again'

Laura’s mom, 35th week
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'Everything’s fine, as long <rts mg little girl can sit on someone's lap. Otherwise, she 

whimpars and wails. I'm not used to this behavior from her. She seems to groi/o 

bored quickly wherever she is - in the playpen, in her high chair, or on the floor'

Eve’s mom, 34th week

A fussy baby will usually cry less when they are with their mother or father, 
especially when they have their mother or father all to themselves.

Wy son kept screaming and gromping and acting horribly. Everything w^s fine 

as long <ns I stayed with him or took him on my lap. I pat him to bed several 

times when I got fed up with his demands’

Frankie’s mom, 36th week

Hew i/on Knew its Timo to Grow
Here are some giveaways that your little one is about to make another 

developmental leap.

They May Cling to Your Clothes

Your baby may become anxious when you walk around. Non-crawlers can 
do nothing but cry. For some, every step their parents take is reason for 
genuine panic. Crawling babies are able to follow their mothers and fathers, 
and sometimes they cling to them so tightly that the parents can hardly 
move.

"It was another difficult week with a lot of crying. Vfly son literally clings to my 

skirt. 'fOhen I leave the room, he starts crying and crawling after me. yOhen I'm 

cooking, he'll crawl behind me, grab hold of my legs, and hold on in such a way 

that I can't move. He’ll only play if I play with him. A few times, it Jost got 

to be too much. Putting him to bed is a struggle <«ll over again. He falls <asleap 

very late'

Bob’s mom, 38th week
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'At the Moment, mg daughter is a real little mommg's girl. As long as she can 

see me, evergtMng's ohag. Otherwise she howls’

Jenny’s mom, 38th week

*1 call mg baty mg little leech. She persists in holding on to mg trousers. Once 

again, she Mints to Oe around, with, rmd on me constantlg ’

Emily’s mom, 36th week

They May Be Shy

Your baby may want to keep other people at a greater distance now than 
they usually do. The desire to be close to you may become even more 
apparent in the presence of other people - sometimes even when that other 
person is their father or a brother or sister. Often, mother is the only one 
allowed to look at them and talk to them. And they are almost always the 
only one allowed to touch them.

TAg dzwghter is shger with strangers again’

Hannah’s mom, 34th week
MB

r-

"K)hen strangers talk to mg son or pick Mm up, he starts gelling, immedtatelg.' S

Paul’s mom, 34th week

'TOhen visitors arrive, mg son Will race to me, climfe on mg Izip, tummg-to- 

tummg, cling to me, and. onlg then look to see who's here'

Kevin’s mom, 34th week

TAg girl’s shg around, strangers again. She becomes verg frightened when someone 

wants to touch her or lift her up'

Emily’s mom, 36th week
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They May Hold on to You Tightly

When they are sitting on your lap or being carried, your baby may hold on 
to you as tightly as they can. They may even react furiously if you dare to 
put them down unexpectedly.

"Mg gets mad if I put her dovon even for a second. Then, when I lift her 

up again, she aluwgs pinches me. TOhen our poor oW dog happens to be within 

the reach of her hand, she'll pinch him even before I can lift her up.'

Emily’s mom, 35th week

"Mg son wzrnts to h>e carried all of the time, zW he clings to mg neck or hair 

reallg tightlg in the process.'

Matt’s mom, 36th week

It's almost as if there's something about mg babg's bed. I'll take her upstairs, 

sound asleep, and as soon as she feels the mattress. her eges pop open, find bog, 

does she start screaming?

Laura's mom, 33rd week

They May Demand Attention

Most babies start asking for more attention at this stage, and even easy ones 
are not always content at being left alone. Some of the more demanding 
little ones are not satisfied until their parents’ attention is focused completely 
on them. Some may become super troublesome as soon as their mothers 
or fathers dare to shift their attention to someone or something else, as if 
they are jealous.

"jOhen I'm talking to other people, mg son alu>ags starts screaming reallg loudlg 

for attention.'

Paul’s mom, 36th week

'TYlg babg is having more difficultg staging in the plagpen on his ou>n. He's clearlg 

starting to demand attention. He likes having us close'

Frankie’s mom, 34th week
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They May Sleep Poorly

Your baby may start sleeping less well than before. Most babies do. They 
may refuse to go to bed, don’t fall asleep as easily, and wake up sooner 
than usual. Some are especially hard to get to sleep during the day, others 
at night. And some stay up longer now both during the day and at night.

son keeps waking up at night. Sonnetintes, ke’ll t?e up pigging in his crib for 

an hour and a half at 300 A7Y[‘

Matt’s mom, 33rd week

*?YU) daughter stags up late in the evenings and doesn't want to go to bed. She 

doesn't sleep nxuch.'

Hannah's mom, 35th week

7/U) babg cries herself to sleep.'

Juliette’s mom, 33rd week

They May Have “Nightmares”

A fussy baby can also be a very restless sleeper. Sometimes, they may yell, 
toss, and turn so much that you think they are having a nightmare.

ITU) son (AJ^kes up often during the night. One tinxe, he seenxed to be dreanxing.' 

Paul’s mom, 37th week

TYVj daughter keeps waking up in the nxiddle of the night screanxing. yOhen I 

lift her fronx her crib, she guiets down again. Then, I put her back, and she’ll 

go back to sleep.'

Emily’s mom, 35th week

They May Act Unusually Sweet

At this age, your baby may employ entirely new tactics to stay close to you. 
Instead of whining and complaining, they may opt for something entirely 
different and kiss and cuddle up to you. Often, they will switch back and 
forth between troublesome and sweet behavior, trying out what works 
best to get the most attention. Parents of an independent baby are often 
pleasantly surprised when their baby finally starts cuddling up to them!
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'Sometimes, mr; fenUj didnit u>ant anything. At other times, she became verg 

cuddly'

Ashley’s mom, 36th week

"W) son is more affectionate than he's ever been. Whenever I get near tiim, he 

grabs and hags me tigtitlt). W; neck is full of red blotches from nuzzling and 

srw^lin.^. He's also not as quick to pash me au>ay any more. Sometimes, tie'll 

sit still so I can read a book witti tiim. I love it! He finally <AWts to play witti 

me, too.'

Matt’s mom, 35th week

*W) baby expresses his clinginess by acting sweeter and more affectionate, 

coming to lie doi/on witti me and snuggling up against me. I eryoy being witti 

tiim.'

Steven’s mom, 36th week

They May Be Listless

Your baby may become altogether quieter now. You may hear them 
babbling less often, or you may see them moving around and playing less 
than before. At other times, they might briefly stop doing anything and just 
lie there, gazing into the distance. Don’t worry, it’s only temporary.

"YY\g sons quieter and often lies there staring into nothingness. I wonder if 

something's bothering tiim or he's starting to get sick'

Steven’s mom, 36th week

They May Refuse to Have Their Diaper Changed

When you set your baby down to be dressed, undressed, or changed, they 
may protest, scream, wriggle, act impatient, and be unmanageable. Most 
babies do this now.
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Signs My Baby Is Growing Again

Between 32 and 37 weeks, you may notice your baby starting to show any 
of these behaviors. They may be signs that they are ready to make the 
next leap. Check off the signs that your baby shows below.

□ Cries more often than usual and is frequently bad-tempered or cranky

□ Is cheerful one moment and cries the next

□ Wants you to keep them busy, or does so more often than before

□ Clings to your clothes, or clings more often than they used to

□ Acts unusually sweet

□ Throws temper tantrums, or does so more often than before

□ Is shyer than they were

□ Wants physical contact to be tighter or closer now

□ Sleeps poorly

□ Seems to have nightmares, or more frequently than before

□ Loses appetite

□ Babbles less than usual

□ Is less lively than they were

□ Sometimes just sits there, quietly daydreaming

□ Refuses to have diaper changed

□ Sucks their thumb, or does so more often than before

□ Reaches for a cuddly toy, or does so more often than before

□ Is more babyish than they were

OTHER CHANGES YOU NOTICE
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"Dressing, undressing, and cMngtng diapers is a nightnnare. Mg screams 

the HAOHAfin-t I put k&r down. It drives ha« crazy’

Juliette's mom, 35th week

"Mg Ms started to hate getting dressed and undressed. She usually

carnes on like there's no tomorrow'

Emily’s mom, 36th week

They May Seem More Babyish Now

For the first time, some parentswill notice the recurrence of infantile behavior 
that they thought had been left behind. They have probably experienced 
setbacks before, but the older the baby gets, the more obvious they 
become. Mothers and fathers dislike seeing setbacks. It makes them feel 
insecure, but they really are perfectly normal. They are the promise that 
something new is on the verge of breaking through. Try to find out what it is. 
Brief setbacks may happen during every fussy phase. Be happy with them; 
your baby is doing well.

"Wly baby has difficulty falling asleep. She starts crying the sanne sort of cries as 

she did when she’djust been born.'

Juliette’s mom, 32nd week

T have to rock and sing nay son to sleep again every night, just like I used to'

Steven’s mom, 35th week

They May Lose Their Appetite

Many babies seem less interested in food and drink at this time. Some 
seem to have no appetite and may dig in their heels and refuse some meals 
altogether. Others will only eat what they put into their mouths themselves. 
Others still are picky, spill things, and spit things out. Because of this, 
mealtimes may take longer than they used to.
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If you have a fussy eater, they may also be unmanageable during meals, not 
wanting to eat when they are given food and wanting it as soon as it has 
been taken away. Or they may demand a lot of food one day and refuse to 
eat the next. Every variety of behavior is possible.

"W) son refused mzj breast for three dags. It iams terriWe. I felt like I was going 

to exploole. Then, Jwst tx>ken I decided it might time to start cutting down 

on breastfeeding because it iaws getting to t>e that T-shirt time of gear again, 

he decided, he wanted to nurse all dag long. So then I was afraid I might not 

have enough because he wasn't eating angthing else angmore. But it seems to be 

working out okag. So far, I haven't heard him complain.'

Matt’s mom, 34th week

How This Leap May Affect You
Like the leaps that preceded it, the changes that your baby is going through 
will inevitably affect you. Here are some emotions you may encounter.

You May Feel Insecure

A fussy baby usually makes parents worry. They want to understand what is 
making their baby behave this way, and when they believe they have found 
a good explanation, it puts their minds at ease. At this age, most parents 
decide it must be teething pain, but this may not be the case.

TfU) daughter’s top teeth are bothering her. She keeps wanting me to do things 

iA>ith her, such as go for walks or plag witk her.'

Eve’s mom, 34th week (She did not cut her next tooth until the 42nd week.)

LEA
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You May Be Exhausted

If you have a demanding little terror who needs little sleep, you may feel 
extremely tired, especially toward the end of the fussy phase. Most parents 
of demanding babies get very exhausted. They may think they can’t go on 
much longer. Some also complain of headaches, backaches, and nausea.

It rw^kes feel so discouraged at tmss when nxtj little one stggs «p until 

midnight, even if she keeps pigging Mppilg. yOhen she's finallg asleep, I conxpletelg 

collapse. I -feel drained and. unable to think straight. TYlg husband gives me no 

support whatsoever. He's even angrg that I pag so much attention to her. His 

philosophi) is J«st let her erg'.'

Nina’s mom, 37th week

"The dags seem to linger on forever when mg son's cranhg, cries, and sulks a lot.'

Bob’s mom, 35th week

You May Become Aggravated

Almost all parents become increasingly irritated by their baby’s behavior 
during fussy periods. They become more and more annoyed by bad 
tempers, impatience, crying, whining, and constant demands for physical 
contact or attention. They are aggravated by the constant clinging, the 
trouble they have to go through to change or dress their babies, and finicky 
eating habits.

"yOhen mg babg was having another one of her moods, not wanting angthing 

and being terriblg restless, 1 put her to bed. I am dog tired of it and terriblg 

annoged."

Jenny’s mom, 37th week

'Klhile I was getting mg daughter dressed, her whining reallg got to me, and 

I put her down verg roughlg. I Just couldn't stand her whining and wriggling 

angmore. She'd been whimpering all dag "

Juliette’s mom, 35th week
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"VOhen mg son became so unmanageable during changing, I put him on the 

floor in his room and left him there. That made him stop immediately. A feu> 

moments later, he came to get me, u>ith a howl. Then he u>as willing to be a bit 

more cooperative'

Kevin's mom, 37th week

"This week, I got angry uhth my baby once. He'd been screaming so relentlessly 

that I suddenly shouted out angrily, "Flow shut up!' That frightened him out of 

his wits. First he looked at me with big, round eyes, then his head drooped, as if 

he irias genuinely ashamed of his behavior. It w^s such a touching sight. After 

that, he became a lot calmer.'

Paul’s mom, 37th week

Tve decided to let mg son breastfeed only tiriice a day. Im fed up with his 

fickleness. One day, he wunts it all, the next he u>ants nothing. At home, I don't 

lull him to sleep at mg breast anymore either. That seems to be working out fine. 

£>ut when we're at someone else's house, I still do it.'

Matt’s mom, 37th week

You May Quarrel

Toward the end of every fussy period, most breastfeeding mothers 
consider stopping. The baby’s fickle behavior, sometimes wanting to nurse, 
sometimes not, irritates them. And the demanding fashion in which a little 
one continuously tries to get their way is another reason mothers think 
seriously about giving up breastfeeding.

"FFlg son wrmts mg krorrst whenever it suits him. An^ he u>ants it immediately. 

If it happens to be in some u>ay inconvenient for me, he'll throw a raging temper 

tantrum. I'm afraid those tantrums are starting to turn into a habit and that 

pretty soon he'll try getting his wgg every single time by kicking and screaming. 

Go I'm stopping right now, I think'

Steven’s mom, 36th week
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Quarrels can also develop when parents and babies fail to negotiate the 
amount of physical contact and attention the little person wants and their 
mommy and daddy is willing to give.

"I keep getting more and more annoyed by nny feutg's clinging and shining. 

fOhen voe go to visit friends, he'll hardly let go of me. It mukes me feel like 

Just pushing him uuwg -from me, sometimes I do. 0ut that only mukes him 

(tngrter at me’

Kevin’s mom, 37th week

It’s just part of life. Having feelings of anger and frustration at times is not 
abnormal or dangerous, but acting on them is. It’s critical that you get help 
long before you lose control.

How Your Baby’s New Skills Emerge
When your baby is approximately 37 weeks, you will notice them calming 
down. If you watch closely, you may see them trying or doing new things. For 
example, you may see them handling their toys in a different way, enjoying 
new things, or behaving in a more concentrated and inquisitive manner. 
Congratulations! Your baby is making another leap. They are beginning to 
explore the world of categories.

"I noticed a Ug change. TAg son's togs are Iging someu>here in a corner. Theg 

have been for some uieeks nou>. I think that I need to suppig him uhth more 

stimulating togs thiSit i/Jtll challenge him 0ut outside, he's verg livelg because 

there's plenty to see.'

Bob’s mom, 36th week
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The Ma^icaI Icdf Forward
After the last leap, your baby started to understand relationships between 
different things they came across, both in the outside world and in relation 

to their own body. They became more familiar with every aspect of their 
world. They discovered that they are the same kind of being as their mommy 

and daddy are, and that they could move in exactly the same way they do. 
They learned that other things can move as well, but that they move in very 

different ways than human beings, and that other things can’t move on their 
own at all.

Once your baby acquires the ability to perceive and experiment with 
categories, they begin to understand that they can classify their world 

into groups. It will dawn on them that certain things are very much alike, 
that they look similar, or they make similar sounds, or they taste, smell, or 

feel the same. In short, they discover that different things can share the 
same traits. For instance, they can now discover the meaning of the word 

“horse.” They can learn that every horse falls into this category, whether it is 
brown, white, or spotted; whether the horse is out in a field, in a stable, in a 
photograph, in a painting, or in a picture book; whether it is a clay horse or 
a live horse. It’s still a horse.

Naturally, this new understanding will not happen overnight. They must first 

get to know people, animals, and objects well. They have to realize that 

things must possess certain similarities in order to belong to a specific 

category. Therefore, they have to be able to spot these similarities, and this 
takes practice and time. When your baby acquires the ability to perceive 

categories, they will start experimenting with them. They will start to study 
people, animals, and objects in a particular way. They will observe, compare, 

and arrange them according to similarities, and then place them in specific 
categories. Your baby’s comprehension of a category is the result of a lot of 

research that they conduct much as a real researcher would.

LEA
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Mere Like One of Us
The use of different categories in our speech is indicative of our way of 

thinking. Now your baby will be able to start understanding and using this 
way of thinking as well. This will make it easier for you and your baby to 

understand one another from now on.

They observe, listen to, feel, taste, and experiment with both similarities and 
differences. Your baby works hard at their investigations. Later on, when 
your child starts talking, you will see that they have already discovered 
many of the categories we use and sometimes will have made up their own 
names for them. For instance: they may call a garage a “car house," an 
apartment building a “block house,” or a fern a “feather plant.” The names 
they use refer directly to whatever trait they found most characteristic.

As soon as your baby acquires the ability to divide their world into categories, 
they can start doing just that. They not only examine what makes something 
a horse, dog, or bear, but also what makes something big, small, heavy, 
light, round, soft, or sticky, as well as what makes something sad, happy, 
sweet, or naughty.

Games played during research with babies clearly show that from this age 
on, babies’ reactions take on a different quality. Some researchers believe 
that intelligence makes its first appearance at this age. At first look, it might 
seem that way, but it does not mean that babies didn’t have any thoughts 
prior to this age. In fact, they have had their own way of thinking that 
perfectly suited each stage of their development. Unfortunately, these ways 
are lost to adults, and we can only imagine what they might be like. When 
the baby begins to classify the world in groups as we do, though, their way 
of thinking becomes more like an adult’s does. Because they start to think 
in the same way we do, we are able to understand them better than before.
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This ability to perceive and experiment with categories affects everything 
a baby does. Their way of experiencing things has changed, and it is now 
time to make sense of it.

Your Baby’s Choices: A Key to Their Personality
A new world, full of possibilities, is open to your baby in the world of 
categories. Between the ages of 37 and 42 weeks, your baby will make 
their own selection from the wide array of things available for them to 
experiment with. They will choose whatever suits them best at this stage in 
their development and matches their interests. You may find them building 
on certain strong inclinations they have previously displayed, or they may 
launch out into new territory at this point. There’s a very big world out there 
for them to explore, and it’s important not to compare your baby too closely 
to other babies. Every baby is unique.

Watch your baby closely as you check off the skills they select from the list 
“How My Baby Explores The New World Of Categories” on page 214. You 
will learn where their interests lie and what makes them unique. Respect 
their choices, and help them explore the things that interest them. Babies 
love anything new and it’s important that you respond when you notice any 
new skills or interests. They will enjoy it if you share these new discoveries, 
and their learning will progress quickly. LEA

P 6

Your baby’s brain waves will show dramatic changes again at 
approximately eight months. In addition, the baby’s head circumference 
increases, and the glucose metabolism in the brain changes at this age.
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My CWy
How My Baby Explores the New World of Categories
Don’t be alarmed if many of these activities don’t appear until much later.
What your baby is really learning in this world is the concept of categories, 
and once they have got a grasp of this through learning one skill, it will 
sooner or later be carried forward into other skills. The golden rule is 
“help, don’t push.”

RECOGNIZING ANIMALS AND OBJECTS

□ Shows that they can recognize a category, such as animals, 

in pictures, toys, and real life

□ Shows that they distinguish shapes

□ Shows that they think something is dirty, for instance by wrinkling 

their nose

□ Shows that they think something is fun or good by making a 

characteristic sound or movement

□ Understands names of animals or objects, such as toothbrush, sock, 

bread stick, cat, lamb, or duck. When you ask, “Where’s...?” they will 

look for it. When you say, “Get your...” they will sometimes get it

□ Repeats words after you now and then

□ Compares things seen directly and through a screen, for 

instance through a sieve, the mesh of a screen door, or glass

RECOGNIZING PEOPLE AS PEOPLE

□ Relates more to other people with sounds and gestures than before

□ Imitates other people more often than they did before; mimics
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what they do

□ Clearly wants to play games with other people more often than before
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RECOGNIZING PEOPLE IN DIFFERENT CIRCUMSTANCES

□ Recognizes people, even in unrelated situations

□ Makes silly faces at their mirror image and laughs

□ Looks at a thing or person in the room and then tries to find 

the same thing or person in the mirror

RECOGNIZING EMOTIONS

□ Becomes jealous for the first time when another child is 

receiving mother or father’s attention

□ Comforts a cuddly toy when dropped or thrown

□ Acts extra sweet when they want something

□ Exaggerates their mood to let everyone know how they are feeling

□ Starts to cry when another child is crying

SWITCHING ROLES

□ Can initiate a game by themselves

□ Plays peek-a-boo with a younger baby

□ Uses the bottle to feed their mother or father

□ Asks their mother or father to sing a song, then starts clapping 

their hands

□ Asks to play hide-and-seek by crawling behind something

□ Asks you to build blocks by handing you their blocks

LEA
P 6
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Wh4 i/oM Cam Pc tc Helf
Your baby needs time and help to enable them to understand why something 
does or does not fall into a certain category. You can help them with this by 
giving them the opportunity and the time to experiment and play in such a 
way that they will learn why something belongs to a certain category. You 
can encourage and console them when necessary and present them with 
new ideas.

Give your baby the opportunity to expand their understanding of categories. 
It makes no difference which categories they explore first. Once they get 
the idea about one or two categories, it will become easier for them to 
apply this understanding to other categories later on. Some little ones will 
prefer to start out with recognizing objects, while others will begin with 
recognizing people. Let your baby be your guide. After all, it is impossible 
for them to learn everything at once.

Help Your Baby Explore the New World through Examination
When your baby starts experimenting With categories, you will notice that 
they are actually busy examining an entire range of characteristics and 
comparing them. They are using relationships to work out what categories 
are about. By doing this, they will learn the most important characteristics 
of whatever they are examining. They will find out whether or not something 
bounces back, whether it’s heavy or light, how it feels to the touch, and so 
on. They will examine something from all sides, hold it upside down or hold 
their head sideways, move it around quickly and slowly. This is the only way 
for them to find out: “This is a ball, that isn't” or “This block is round, the 
other one isn’t.”

Some babies are particularly interested in different shapes, such as round, 
square, and notched shapes. They look at the shape and trace its perimeter 
with one little finger. Then they do the same with a different shape. They are 
comparing shapes, so to speak. With blocks, they usually pick out round
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ones first, which shows they are able to recognize them. If your baby seems 
fascinated by shapes, give them a set of blocks with all sorts of different 

shapes.

You may also see that your baby will find plenty of things in the house that 
have shapes that interest them. Have you ever noticed how your baby looks 

at things that are at a distance and attract their attention? They usually do 

this while moving their head from left to right. They do this to learn that even 

when they move around, things stay the same size and shape. Find out 
what your baby likes to explore and how they want to do it. Offer them the 

opportunities they need.

"F/U) son tries to switch the running water in the tuk> when the tap is on. Apparently 

he thinks it's something he can grab. Mo’ll close his hand around the water, and 

then when he opens it there's nothing in it. He finds this most peculiar. Qut he 

can heep it up for some time.'

Paul’s mom, 43rd week

Many babies like to examine the different components of things. By exploring 

an object this way, they will eventually find out how that object is assembled 
and to which category it belongs. If your baby is such a scientist, they may 

suck successively on different sides of an object, for instance, or press on 
the top, in the middle, and on the bottom of something. Their explorations 

can have surprising side-effects.
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TYlg Itakg's ctazg akroat knoks. This week, he explored every nook and cranny on 

the vacaann cleaner. He touched the hnolas as well. Accidentallg, he pushed the 

right kutton and whoosh, the vocwam. switched on. It scared the living daylights 

out of him..'

Bob’s mom, 38th week

Some babies love touching things with their hands to find out how they feel. 
This way they test for categories such as firmness, stickiness, roughness, 

warmth, slipperiness, and so on. Allow your baby to explore.

■Hie Advdwtd^es of PemohshiMg
If your baby is examining the different components of things, they often 
ends up by taking something apart bit by bit. If your baby starts to 
demolish things, give them playthings they can explore in this way. Stack 
some blocks for them so that they can remove them one by one. Show 
them how to do it. You can do the same with doughnut rings of different 
sizes that stack on a rod. Also try giving them a pile of magazines, which 
they can move one by one. See what other games your baby invents by 
themselves and support them if it is not dangerous or too costly. You 
may also show how you take things apart yourself. This experience is 
very important, because after the next leap they can use this knowledge 
to their advantage when they start to assemble instead of demolish.
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TTlg son's piqging is much more concentrated novo. ‘Sonxetinnes, he'll even examine 

two things <at the s<ame time. for instance, he will take his time to ntash a piece 

of hwn<4n^ with one hand, and crash, a piece of apple ooith the other. Y/\eanu>hile, 

he'll look from one hand to the other.'

Frankie’s mom, 42nd week

Tflg balog e?tamines srW, voater, pet^les, and sugar lot) putting some in his fist 

and feeing it for a verg iong time. Then he'll put it in his mowth.’

Bob’s mom, 40th week

Sometimes, a baby loves rubbing other parts of their body against objects, 
or they will pick something up and run it past their body. This way, the baby 
will become even more familiar with whatever they are examining, so give 
them this opportunity.

T put a swing up for mg son in a doowag. There's a knot under the se^t, and 

that's his favorite part. He'll sit under the swing and hold on to the doorpost, so 

that he can raise himself a little when the knot swings peist his head and touches 

his hair. He'll Just sit there, experiencing the feeling of it.'

Bob’s mom, 39th week

In the world of categories some babies like to experiment with handling 
people, animals, and objects roughly and carefully. If you see yours doing 
this, let them know that certain things hurt and objects can break. If they 
experiment like this, they soon know perfectly well what they are doing.

“?Ylg son often bites me and sometimes handles his togs and other things verg 

roughig. And get, at times he can aiso be careful in an exaggerated u>ag. He'll 

stroke flowers and ants with one little finger, onlg to squash them seconds later. 

Then, when I sgg 'Shh, careful' he'll start touching with one little finger again.'

Bob’s mom, 40th week

LEA
P 6
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yOhen we were in the bath, wig son started to ex^wune wig nipple verg wefullg, 

with one little finger, onlg to continue pushing, pulling, and poking it around. His 

own penis u>as next. He w^s a bit wore carefid with tfrat!"

Matt's mom, 41st week

'First, wig baby examines wig eges, ears, and nose with her little index finger. 

Then she tickles thewi. Then, as she gets wiore and wiore excited, she gets 

rougher, pushing and poking at wig eges, pulling rat wig ears and nose, and 

sticking a finger up wig nostril."

Nina’s mom, 39th week

Some babies compare the weights of playthings and other objects. If yours 
is discovering the categories heavy and light, give them the opportunity to 
experiment.

"Mg baby lifts everything she wHks past up for a wiowient."

Jenny’s mom, 41st week

Usually, your baby studies the concepts high and low, little and large 
through crawling, climbing, standing, or walking. They will climb onto, over, 
and under everything. They will do this sedately, in a controlled manner, 
almost as if they are planning how to do things.

"Mg son tries to crawl under and through everything. He looks for a while, then 

off he goes. V^esterday, he got stuck under the kottowi step of the stairs. yOe ah 

panicked^'

John’s mom, 40th week
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Give an Active Baby Room to Investigate
From this age on, it usually becomes more and more important to give a 
mobile baby enough room in order to provide them ample opportunity to 
investigate ail sorts of categories. An already physically active baby may 
now become increasingly dexterous and stable while sitting, standing, 
crawling, and walking. As a result, they will be able to do much more with 
their body than they could do before. They can choose to squat, crawl, 
or climb up onto furniture or stand on their toes when they want to reach 
something. Allow them to crawl through your home, climb onto things, and 
hoist themselves up on the most impossible ledges. Secure the safety 
gates by the stairs on the second or third step, and allow them to practice 
going up and down stairs. Place a mattress at the bottom of the stairs, so 
that they can’t hurt themselves.

son dawdlers up everything. He even trie^ to scA& the smooth surface of 

a w4l.'

John’s mom, 42nd week

"Mg tale girl W/ts sitting in her high chair at the table, and before I knew it, she 

had. climbed onto the table. T. guess I need eyes in the back of mg head novo'

Emily’s mom, 42nd week

LEA
P 6

Your little crawler can learn a lot outside as well. Give them room there, too. 
For instance, walk with them in the woods, at the beach, at a lake, in the 
park. Just as long as you do not lose sight of them.

Bnby Care
Make Their Surroundings Baby-Proof

Make sure the space your baby is exploring is safe. But nevertheless, do not 
take your eyes off them for a single second. They will always manage to find 

something that can be dangerous that you might not have thought of.
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Tcf Games for This Wonder Weeh
Here are games and activities that most babies like best now
and that will help them practice their newly developing skills.

EXPLORING

Some things will seem absolutely fascinating to your baby, but 
venturing out on their own voyage of discovery may be dangerous or 
impossible. So help them. You can help them handle breakable picture 
frames or heavy figurines, for instance, so that they won’t break them 
or hurt themselves but will satisfy their curiosity.

BELLS AND SWITCHES

Allow your baby to ring a doorbell. They will be able to hear right away 
what they are doing. You could let them press a button on the elevator 
as well. This way, they will feel they’re doing something grown-up. 
Allow them to turn on the light when it is very dark, so that they can 
see what the effect is. Let them push the button in the bus sometimes, 
or at a pedestrian crossing, and explain to them what is happening so 
they know what to look for. This will teach them something about the 
relationship between what they are doing and what happens next.

OUTDOOR EXPLORATION

At this age, most babies can’t get enough of being outdoors. Taking 
your baby outdoors will teach them a lot as well. They will see new 
things. Whether you’re bike riding, walking, stroller jogging, or 
backpacking, be sure to stop now and then to allow your baby to look 
closer at, listen to, and touch things.

DRESSING

Many babies seem to have no time for dressing and grooming. They 
are far too busy with other things. But they love to look at themselves 
and are even more interested when something is being done to them. 
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Use this to its advantage. Towel off your baby, dress, and undress 
them in front of a mirror so they can play a sort of peek-a-boo game 
with themselves at the same time.

WORDS

Your baby often understands a lot more than you think, and they love 
being able to demonstrate this. They will now start to enjoy expanding 
the range of words and phrases they understand.

NAMING

Name the things your baby looks at or listens to. When your baby uses 
gestures to express what they want, translate their question for them 
by putting it into words. This will teach them that they can use words to 
express themselves. Let your baby choose a book and hand it to them. 
Take them on your lap or seat them close beside you. This way they 
can turn the pages by themselves. Point to the picture they are looking 
at and name the object. You can also make the appropriate sounds 
for the particular animal or object you are pointing to. Encourage your 
baby to make that word or sound as well. Don’t try to continue if your 
baby loses interest. Some babies need a momentary cuddle or tickle 
after each page to keep their attention focused.

TASKS

Ask your baby if they will give you whatever they are holding by saying, 
for instance, “Give it to Mommy, please.” Ask them to give it to Daddy 
as well sometime. You can also ask them to get something for you - 
for instance, “Pass me the toothbrush, please” and “Please get me 
the ball.” Also try calling them when you are out of sight: “Where are 
you?” and get them to answer. Or ask them to come to you, “Could you 
please come over here.” Praise them if they participate, and continue 
for as long as your baby enjoys it.

LEA
P 6
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COPYCAT

Many babies study other people with great interest and love imitating 
what they see other people do. If your baby does this as well, mimic 
them and encourage them to mimic you.

DO THIS

First, challenge your baby to imitate whatever you are doing, then 
imitate them again. Often, they will be able to go on forever, taking 
turns doing the same thing over and over. Try alternating your gestures 
as well. Make the gestures a little faster or slower. Try making them 
with the other hand, or with two hands. Try making them with sound 
or without, and so on. Try doing this game in front of a mirror as well. 
Some babies love repeating gestures in front of a mirror while watching 
themselves to see how everything is done.

TALKING TO THE MIRROR

If your baby is interested in the positions of the mouth, try practicing 
them in front of a mirror. Turn it into a game. Sit down in front of the 
mirror together and play with vowels, consonants or words, whatever 
your baby likes best. Give them time to watch and copy. Many 
babies love watching themselves imitating gestures as well, such as 
movements of the hands and head. Try this too. If your baby can see 
themselves while they are imitating you, they will immediately be able 
to see whether they are doing it in the same way you are.

PAT-A-CAKE

Sing Pat-a-cake, pat-a-cake, baker’s man, and let your baby feel every 
movement that goes with the song. In order to do this, take their hands 
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in yours and make the movements together. Sometimes babies will 
imitate the clapping of their own accord, or they will raise their hands. 
They are still unable to imitate all the movements in sequence at this 
age, but they are able to enjoy them.

ROLE SWITCHING

Encourage your baby to take up a role they have seen you or an older 
child perform. Then try switching roles.

CHASE

You can consider this the first game of tag. It can be played crawling 
or walking. Try turning the game around sometimes as well - crawl or 
walk away, and clearly indicate that you expect them to come after 
you. Try to escape if your baby makes attempts at catching you. If your 
baby does catch you, or you have caught them, cuddle them or raise 
them up high in the air.

HIDE-AND-SEEK

Hide yourself in such a way that your baby sees you disappear, then 
let them look for you. Also try pretending sometime that you have lost 
them and are looking for them. Sometimes babies are quick to hide 
and will stay behind their beds or hide in corners very quietly. Usually, 
they will pick the spot you were just hiding in or one that was a smash 
hit the day before. React with enthusiasm when you have found each 
other.

LEA
P 6
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o

Tof Toys for TViiS WovHer WceT
Here are toys and things that most babies like best as they explore the 
world of categories.

■ Anything that opens and closes like doors and drawers

• Pans with lids

■ Doorbells, bus bells, elevator buttons, traffic light buttons

• Alarm clocks

■ Magazines and newspapers to tear

■ Plastic plates and cups with plastic cutlery

■ Things that are larger than they are , such as boxes or buckets

■ Cushions and duvets to crawl over and under

■ Containers, especially round ones, pots, and bottles

■ Anything that they are able to move, such as handles or knobs

■ Anything that moves by itself, such as shadows or branches

* Balls of all sizes, from ping-pong balls to large beach balls

■ Dolls with realistic faces

■ Blocks in all shapes and sizes, the larger the better

■ Baby pools

■ Sand, water, pebbles, and plastic tools

■ Swings

* Picture books with one or two large, distinct pictures per page

■ Posters with several distinct pictures

■ Toy cars

But beware of other things they are attracted to like electrical plugs and 
switches, washing machines, dishwashers, vacuum cleaners, hair dryers, 
other appliances and stairs.
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Help Your Baby Explore the New World through Play-acting
If your baby is very socially aware, from this point on they will be able to 
pretend they are sad, sweet, or distressed. Such emotional states are 
categories, too. This means that they can start manipulating or taking 
advantage of you. Usually, mothers and fathers fall for this at first. Some 
simply refuse to believe that their children, still only babies, could be capable 
of doing anything like this deliberately. Others are secretly a little proud. If 
you see your little one is putting on an act, allow them to have a taste of 
success, if possible. But at the same time, let them know that you know 
what they are doing. This will teach them that using emotions is important, 
but that they can’t use them to manipulate you.

"Oaring the dag. mg girt is very troablesonne, reallg peshg, but when it's time for 

her to go to bed in the evening, she plggs like a little ungel It's as if she thinks, 

'As long as I behave mgself, I don't have to go to fee^.' It's useless, angwag, 

trging to put her to bed when she isn’t tired get, because she'll refuse to stgg Iging 

down. Last fridag, she went to bed at 1130

Jenny’s mom, 37th week

Tf I'm talking with someone, mg son will suddenly need instant help, or he'll 

pretend that he injured hinnself on something'

Matt’s mom, 39th week

Sometimes a baby will take up a role they have seen their parents or an 
older child perform. This is possible now because they know that they are a 
person, the same way other people are. In other words, both theyand other 
people belong to the same category. As a result they are able to do the 
same things that other people can do. They can hide, just as their mother 
and father used to, and make their parents the seeker. They can go and get 
their own toys when they feel like playing with them. Always respond to this 
behavior, even if only for a short while. This will teach them that they are 
making themselves understood and that they are important.
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Tkis u>eek, another child a little older than nng son visited our home. Mg son 

and the other little girl each had a kettle. At a certain point, the little girl stuck 

her kettle in mg babg's mouth and started feeding him. She kept holding the 

bottle herself. The next dag, I had hirvt on mg lap and u>as giving him a kettle. 

Suddenlg, he took the kettle and stuck it in mg mouth, then started laughing, 

drank some himself, then stuck it back in wig mouth. I w^s rawirtze^. He'd never 

done angthing like that before."

Paul’s mom, 41st week

TVe Imptruicc of Consistency
Parents are always proud of their babies’ progress and accomplishments, 
and they automatically react with excitement and surprise. But some 
of those accomplishments can be mischievous. At first, a mischievous 
accomplishment may be amusing and your baby may take your delight or 
surprise as approval. They think they are being funny and will repeat the 
behavior time after time, even when mother or father tells them “No.”

You will now need to be more consistent with your baby. When you 
disallow something once, it is better not to condone it the next time. Your 
baby loves putting you to the test.

A A 4 X A A 4
Tl\g babg's getting funnier and funnier because she's starting to become 

mischievous. She sags brrru>h&n shefs got a mouth fall of porridge, covering 

me with the stuff. She opens cupboards she's not allowed to touch and 

throws the cat's u>ater all over the kitchen"

Laura’s mom, 38th week

"Mg daughter uioht listen to me. VJhen I tell her "Ao/ she laughs, even 

if Tm reallg angrg with her. &ut u>hen her babgshter sags Tlo,' she cries. 

1 u/onder if this is because I work. Perhaps I give in too much when Tm 

home, out of guilt'
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'W) daughter stood a stroller with the neighbors' little bog in it <W started 

plaging peek-a-boo with hinn. Together, they thought it u>as the funniest thing."

Emily’s mom, 40th week

Some little ones love to play the role of giver. It doesn’t matter what they are 
giving, just as long as they can keep giving and receiving - preferably the 
latter. If your baby gives you anything at all, it goes without saying that they 
expect to get it back immediately. They will often understand the words 
“Can I have... ,” as well as “Please.” So you can combine the giving-and 
receiving game with speech, which will greatly improve their understanding 
of things.

z&wghter likes to shou> everyone her biscuit toith a big snnile on her face. Of 

course, gou are not expected to take the biscuit. She guicklg retreats her hand 

uthen she thinks this wight happen. The other dag, she proudly reached out to 

shout (granddad's dog her cookie, but he utolfed it au>ay in a flash flabbergasted, 

she looked at her empty hand and then she cried in anger"

Hannah’s mom, 41st week

Show Understanding for Irrational Fears
When your baby is learning a new skill, they may also discover a new 
danger and develop fear. One of these is the fear of the category heights. 
Another, is the fear of being confined. When your baby suddenly acts 
scared, sympathize with them, try to find out what is bothering them, and 
help them. Babies tend to be wary of new things until they are sure they 
are harmless.

"Tdy babg alutays used to like talking u>hen I would practice with her. "flout, 

suddenly, she's stopped. She seems scared. If she even suspects I might let go of 

one hand, she'll sit down right away."

Ashley’s mom, 46th week
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"W) son can't stand being confined nouJ. VOhen he's strapped into a car seat, he 

becomes absolutelg hysterical."

Paul's mom, 40th week

After the Le<^
Between 40 and 45 weeks, another relatively easy period sets in. For the 
following one to three weeks, many babies are admired for their progress, 
independence, and cheerfulness. They find a wide range of things 
interesting now, from people on horseback to flowers, leaves, ants, and 
mosquitoes. Many children want to spend more time outdoors now. Other 
people suddenly start to play an increasingly important part in their lives, as 
well. They make contact with them much more often and are more willing 
to play games with them than they were before. In short, baby’s horizon is 
broader than ever.

‘At the moment, mg bog's a doll. He laughs ah dag iong. Sometimes, he'll plag 

bg himself sweetly for an hoar. He seems like a completely different child this 

past u>eek. He doesnt look as bloated anymore, and he feels very lithe. He u>as 

ali/oags a little unwieldy, bat now he seems to have loosened op a lot more. He's 

now much livelier, more energetic, and adventurous."

Frankie’s mom, 42nd week

7/U) son understands much more, so he's getting to a neo) place, somewhere with 

more possibilities. I have to make it easier to talk to hinn. He needs to be where 

he can communicate with everyone, at the table for instance. It's important 

now. He's focusing on other people much more outside of the house as well. He 

makes contact with them right away bg blowing bubbles, making certain calling 

sounds, or bg tilting his head questioninglgt

Bob’s mom, 40th week
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Babies are natural mess-makers and during the past leap in your baby’s 
mental development, this talent probably seemed at its peak. You may 
have marveled at your baby’s knack for destruction as they disassembled, 
tossed around, and squished everything in their path. If you are alert for 
newly developing skills in your baby, at around 46 weeks you may suddenly 
notice them doing things that are quite the opposite. They will begin, for the 
first time, to try to put things together.

Your baby is now ready to discover the world of sequences. From this age 
on, they have the ability to realize that to reach many of their goals, they 
have to do things in a certain order to be successful. You may now see your 
baby first looking to see which things go together and how they go together 
before trying to put them in each other, pile them on top of each other, 
or piece them together. For instance, they may focus on taking their best 
possible aim before attempting to pile one block on top of another. They 
might push a peg through a hole in a peg board but only after they have 
compared the shape of the peg to the hole.

This world offers whole new areas of exploration for your baby. You will 
notice that for the first time, they really, seem able to put two and two 
together. They are sometimes able to follow one action with another quite 
spontaneously. It may become apparent that the baby is more conscious 
of their actions than ever before - that they are aware of what they are 
doing now. The onset of this new leap in their mental development begins 
at around 42 weeks, or between 40 and 44 weeks. While they grow into 
their new skills and learn to be comfortable in this new world, your baby

Note: The first phase (fussy period) of this leap into the perceptual world of “sequences" is 
age-linked and predictable, emerging between 40 and 44 weeks. Most babies start the second 
phase (see box "Quality Time: An Unnatural Whim" on page 17) of this leap 46 weeks after 
full-term birth. The initial perception of the world of sequences sets in motion the development 
of a whole range of skills and activities. However, the age at which these skills and activities 
appear for the first time varies greatly and depends on your baby’s preferences, experimentation 
and physical development. For example, the ability to perceive sequences is a necessary 
precondition for “pulling a string to attach a ring toy to it," but this skill normally appears 
anywhere from approximately 46 weeks to many weeks or even months later. The skills and 
activities in this chapter are stated at the earliest possible age they could appear so you can 
watch for and recognize them. (They may be rudimentary at first.) This way you can respond to 
and facilitate your baby’s development.
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will tend to be fussy and demanding once again. After all, it’s a lot harder 
to figure out how things go together than to take them apart. The sudden 
alteration in their thinking can understandably be upsetting. This fussy 
period will often last for five weeks, but it may last anywhere from three to 
seven weeks. If your baby is cranky, watch them closely to see if they are 
attempting to master new skills.

This WccV^s Fhssj Syus
Your baby may cry more than they did during the past weeks. Most babies 
do. They may be fussy, cranky, whiny, weepy, grumpy, bad-tempered, 
unmanageable, and restless. They will do whatever they can to be able to 
be with their mothers and fathers. Some are preoccupied by this all day 
long. Some little dingers get more frantic at the prospect of separation than 
others. They will use every possible means they can think of to be able to 
stay with their parents.

lOhenever ntt) M%)'s brother comes anywhere near him and touches hint, he'll 

start to cry Immediately because he knows it wilt get a reaction out of me.'

Kevin’s mom, 41st week

Your baby may cry less when they are near you. Most fussy babies cry less 
when they are with their mothers and fathers. And they complain even less 
when they have their undivided attention.

‘B>ecaase I W<«nt to keep nty babvjs sniveling dou)n to an absolute ntinintwnt, we 

do everything together. I do my housekeeping carrying her on my hip or my arm 

because otherwise I can't move an inch with her clinging to my leg. I explain 

to her vohat Tnt doing, for example, how Tnt making tea or folding towels. yOe 

also usually go to the bathroom together. yOhen I do go on my ou>n, I leave the 

door open. I do this firstly so that I can see if she's doing anything dangerous, 

but also because then she can see me and follow me to her heart's content. And 

she always does. This way of going about things is the only way either of us will 

get any peace of mind '

Emily’s mom, 43rd week
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How tfou Know its Time to Grow
Here are some of the signals that your baby may give you to let you know 

they’re approaching this leap into the world of sequences.

They May Cling to Your Clothes

Your baby may go to great lengths to stay as close to you as possible. They 
may literally wrap themselves around you, even when there are no strangers 
present. Some babies don’t necessarily cling to their parents but do want 
to stay extremely close to them so that they can keep an eye on them at 
all times. And there are those who keep coming back to their parents, as 
if they need a “mommy and daddy refill,” as reassurance before they leave 
them again.

T/lg son a>ants to sit on mg Lap, ride on mg arm, cravd <al( over me, sit on top of 

me, or cling to mg logs all dag long, like a parasite clings to a fish. T\)ken I pat 

kim ^lown, ke bursts into t&ars.'

Bob’s mom, 41st week

7/lg daughter will sit on mg skoe and wrap her little ztrms round mg (eg. Once 

ske’s Mnging on, ske wont let go if ske can help it. I reallg need to tkink of some 

kind of diversion to get ker to let go.'

Emily’s mom, 43rd week

'At tke moment, mg daughter tends to stgg near, Out ske still does ker own tking. 

It’s almost as if ske’s circling around me like a satellite orbits tke earth. If I'm 

in tke living room, ske'll Oe doing something next to me, and when I go to tke 

kitchen, ske'll be emptying a capboard next to me tkere’

Jenny’s mom, 47th week
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'Often, mt) son comes to me to rub tommies, nn^l then he runs off again. I tend 

to notice it more u>hen I'm sitting somewhere doing something.'

Matt’s mom, 41st week

They May Be Shyer with Strangers

When there are strangers near them, looking at them, talking to them, or, 
worse still, reaching a hand out towards them, your little one may become 
even dingier with you than they already are. Many babies are shy now.

TfV) son is a little shg. yOhen he sees new people, or if someone suddenlg enters 

the room, ke'll burg himself in mg neck. It doesn't last long, though. He Just needs 

to get used to them'

Matt’s mom, 42nd week

"Wig son is shger than he ever was before. Even his grandfather isn't allowed to 

look at him.'

Kevin’s mom, 43rd week

*1 noticed tkis week that mg babg was reallg starting to cling to me a lot. How, 

whenever a stranger reaches out to embrace her, she'll grab me. &ut if people 

give her some time, she often ends up going to them bg herself in the end. Theg 

Just have to make sure that theg don’t pick her up too soon.'

Ashley’s mom, 47th week

They May Want Closer Physical Contact with You Now

Some little worriers hold on to their mothers and fathers as tightly as they 
can once they have a hold on them or when they are sitting on their parents’ 
laps, as if they don’t want to give their parents the chance to let go. Other 
babies react furiously when they are set down or when their parents walk 
across the room.
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If were /apart for even a nnontcnt, nuj daughter cries with. rage. TOken I return, 

she'll always hit, claw, pinch, and push me for a moment first. If the dog's 

around, she'll immediately go for him. Once, I came bach to find her with a 

whisker in her hand'

Emily’s mom, 43rd week

They May Want to Be Kept Busy

Most babies start asking for more attention now. Your baby may do the 
same. Even an easy little one will usually prefer doing things with you. A 
demanding little person would, if they could have their way, keep you busy 
occupying them night and day. They are often not satisfied until they have 
their mother or father’s undivided attention. They may only have eyes for 
their mother or father and be focused only on them.

"W) son beeps coming up to me to read a book. He sits with me much more 

patiently, too. ft’s just what fve always wanted. He's usually busy as a bee. Go 

when he finally does want to spend some time with me, it makes up for all the 

arrears'

Paul’s mom, 44th week

7YV) son is becoming less tiv®Uj in general. His motor development is starting to 

grind to a halt. He's paying less attention to it now. His toys areht particularly 

popular now either. Even when I play along, he has a very short attention span. 

He'd rather have me than kis toys.'

Bob’s mom, 41st week

'yQhen my son is nursing, he wails if I do anything or talk to anyone. I have 

to look at him, fiddle around with him, or stroke him. As soon as I stop for a 

second, he’ll wriggle uncontrollably and kick furiously, as if to say: 'I am here.”
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They May Be Jealous

Your little one can be extra cranky, naughty, or sweet when you pay attention 
to someone or something else. This change in behavior usually makes a 
parent wonder if their baby might be jealous. This discovery usually comes 
as a surprise.

( ( f

T a ^-month-old bob J. 7YU) son ^Iiawjs finds it verg interesting uihen

I give her a bottle. this iA)cck, he uoas impossible. He hept doing things he 

normallg never does. He u>as reallg causing trouble, being obnoxious. I think he 

u>as a bit jealous.'

John’s mom, 44th week

They May Be Moody

Your baby might be cheerful one day and the total opposite the next. Their 
mood can also change suddenly. One moment, they may be busy and happy 
doing something, the next they could start whining and complaining. The 
mood swings come out of the blue for no apparent reason as far as their 
parents can tell. At times this can make a mother and father feel insecure.

7/Uj babg v^ould cling and erg her eges out one moment and seem to be having 

the greatest fun the next — as if she could turn it on and off at the flick of a 

switch. Ijwct don’t knew u>hat to do. I wonder if something could suddenlg be 

hurting her.'

Nina’s mom, 43rd week

They May Sleep Poorly

Your baby may sleep less well than before. Most babies do now. They either 
refuse to go to bed, have more difficulty falling asleep, or wake up earlier 
than usual. Some are particularly troublesome sleepers during the day. 
Others are worse at night, and still others are reluctant to go to bed at any 
time.
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"Mg daughter doesn't need wash sleep. She stags wp hours later in the evening, 

pigging happily.’

Hannah’s mom, 43rd week

"Mg (tafeg wakes up two or three times a night and doesnt sleep well in the 

afternoon either. Sow.etiw.es it takes we three hours to get her to go to sleep.’

Jenny’s mom, 48th week

"Mg son is wore restless now. TUhen it's time for bed, I have to force hiw to calw 

down. Then, he wakes up a few times during the night.'

Frankie’s mom, 45th week

"Mg son used to sleep in wonderfully long. Unfortunately, he doesn't any wore.’

Matt's mom, 41st week

They May Have “Nightmares”

Your baby may turn into a restless sleeper. They could even toss and turn 
so much that you suspect that they are having a nightmare.

"Mg baby woke up screawing at the top of her lungs, like she does when she's 

angry. I think she wust have dreawed something she didht like.'

Emily’s mom, 45th week

They May Be Listless

Your baby may temporarily be a little apathetic, some babies are. They 
are less active or babble a little less than before. They may even stop all 
activity for a while and simply lie down and stare. Parents don’t like seeing 
this happen. They think it’s abnormal, and they may try to get the little ones 
moving again.
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'Vf\g daughter is not as active angwore. Often she Just sits there, wi^eege^, 

looking around'

Hannah’s mom, 45th week

'Occasionallg, mg son will just sit there, gazing into thin air. This is a change 

because he always used to be doing sowething'

Matt’s mom, 43rd week

T/lg son is wore passive, quieter. Sowetiwes, he'll sit there, swing off into the 

distance for a few moments. I don't like it one (yit. It's us if he's not norwal."

Bob’s mom, 41st week

They May Refuse to Have Their Diaper Changed

Your little one may become more impatient and unmanageable now when 
they are being dressed, undressed, or changed. They may whine, scream, 
and writhe as soon as you touch them. Sometimes parents become 
aggravated with or concerned about a troublesome squirmer.

Ttlg son won't stag still -for a minute. Sometimes, getting his diaper off is like 

being in a wrestling watch. I love the fact that he's become more .active, but I 

dont see whg he cant lie still -for a few seconds'

Frankie’s mom, 43rd week

'Dressing, undressing, and changing are a nightware. This happened a while ago 

as well. Duck then, I thought the lower part of her back wight be troubling her. 

I started to worrg wore and wore. So I took her to the pediatrician, but he said 

that her back was perfectly fine. He had no idea what could be causing it, either. 

Dut then, it cleared up bg itself.’

Juliette’s mom, 46th week

LEA
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They May Lose Their Appetite

Many babies seem less interested in food and drink at this time. Your baby 
may lose their appetite, or they may be very choosy, eating something only 
if, and when, they feel like it. Mothers and fathers are often worried and 
aggravated by poor appetites and fussy eating.

'Mg son is not eating well. fiwt all of a sudden, he does want to breastfeed in the 

middle of the day, and he'll start whining and polling at mg blouse to get what 

he wants. fie wakes up a lot during the night as well, wanting to breastfeed. 1 

wonder whether he's getting good nutrition this wgg’

Matt’s mom, 43rd week

They May Behave More Babyish Again

Sometimes a babyish behavior that you thought was long gone suddenly 
reappears. Mothers and fathers don’t appreciate such revivals. They see 
them as backward steps and would put a stop to them if they could. Yet it’s 
perfectly normal to have relapses during fussy periods. It simply means that 
another huge leap forward is about to happen.

"Mg daughter relapsed into crawling this week. fjust hope it's nothing to do with 

her hips or because she started walking so early.'

Jenny’s mom, 44th week

"Mg son doesnt want to hold his bottle himself anymore but prefers to lie back 

in mg arms and be fed like a ting baby A while ago, however, he insisted on 

holding the bottle himself. His relapse is actually bothering me ^oite a bit. I kept 

thinking, 'Cut it out, son, I know you can do it yourself A few times I put his 

hands on the bottle, but he wouldn’t budge.’

Bob’s mom, 41st week

"Very often, I have to rock mg son again before he will go to sleep.'

Steven’s mom, 41st week
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TKlg son doesn't want to stand anymore and immediately slumps to the floor. 

He's also become a lot more sluggish'

Bob’s mom, 41st week

They May Act Unusually Sweet

A fussy baby can now also find nicer ways of asking for more physical 
contact or attention. This happens more and more often and in increasingly 
sophisticated ways. They may bring their parents books or toys "asking” 
that they play with them. They may charm you into playing games with 
them with a variety of ploys, such as laying their little hand on your lap, 
snuggling up to you, or resting their head against you. Often, they may 
alternate between being troublesome and sweet, using whichever works 
best at the time, to get the desired touch or attention.

Parents of independent babies who don’t usually seek much physical 
contact are overjoyed at the prospect of finally being able to give them a 
cuddle again.

TKlg daughter would come up to me now and again for a cuddle. 'She was 

extremely charming this week’

Ashley’s mom, 46th week

7YU) son was very cuddly and kept clinging to me this week.'

Matt’s mom, 42nd week

Xlhen my son is in the bicycle seat or stroller, he keeps looking back to check if 

I'm still there, and then he'll give me his ting hand '

Paul’s mom, 44th week

"FKlg daughter wants to sit on my Lap with a book more often. liOhen she does, 

she’ll stay there, snuggling up wonderfully close to me.'

Jenny's mom, 47th week
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My ttory
Signs My Baby Is Growing Again

Between 40 and 44 weeks, your baby may show signs that they are ready 
to make the next leap into the world of sequences.

■!f ••• <i it - ... i • <■. • ■ 4

□ Cries more often than usual and is bad-tempered or cranky

□ Is cheerful one moment and cries the next

□ Wants to be kept busy, or does so more often than before

□ Clings to your clothes, or wants to be closer to you than they did before

□ Acts unusually sweet

□ Is mischievous

□ Throws temper tantrums, or throws them more often than before

□ Is jealous

□ Is shyer with strangers than before

□ Wants physical contact to be tighter or closer than was the case

□ Sleeps poorly

□ Seems to have nightmares, or has them more often than before

□ Loses appetite

□ Babbles less than usual

□ Sometimes just sits there, quietly daydreaming

□ Refuses to have their diaper changed

□ Sucks their thumb, or does so more often than before

□ Wants to cuddle toys, or does so more often than before

OTHER CHANGES YOU NOTICE
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Tflg daughter tops enabling after me. 'kOto she rounds the corner by the door, 

ske'll give me a fcig smile and quickly crawl back in the other direction again, 

yffe love this little g^tme'

Ashley’s mom, 43rd week

They May Be Mischievous

Some parents notice that their babies are naughtier than they used to be. It 
may seem your baby does everything they are not allowed to. Or they may 
be especially mischievous at times when you are rushing to finish something 
and can least spare the time to deal with them.

'yOe're not allowed to attend to our own Cosiness. If we do, then everything we 

told our daughter not to touch suddenly becomes extremely Interesting, such as 

the telephone and the knobs on the stereo. y\)e have to watch her every second 

of the day.’

Jenny’s mom, 47th week

Tflg daughter tops crawling after me.-1 think that's adorable. &ut if she doesnt 

do that, she makes a mess of things. She’ll pull the books off their shelves and 

scoop the dirt oat of the flower pots.'

Ashley’s mom, 43rd week

"yOhenever my baby sees I’m busy, she crawls over to things she's not allowed 

to touch'

Nina’s mom, 43rd week

Tflg son clings to me all day long, and when he doesn't, I have to keep disciplining 

him and taking things away from him.'

Kevin's mom, 43rd week
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How This Leap May Affect You
As your baby’s new world expands to include sequences, their fussiness 
and changes that follow will affect you, too. Here are some feelings you 
may encounter.

You May Feel Insecure

Mothers and fathers often worry when their baby is upset. They try to find 
a cause for their baby’s now more frequent crying. As soon as they have 
found one, it puts their mind at ease. Because of baby’s age, they are often 
inclined to decide it’s cutting teeth.

1 think that wig son’s mouth u>as troubling him. He wasn't his normal, easygoing 

self

John’s mom, 43rd week

7/lg son cried a lot. I dont think he had enough sleep'

Frankie’s mom, 43rd week

"Mg daughter is whiny and fussy whenever I'wi busy doing something. Perhaps 

she's having more difficulty dealing with her sisters at the moment'

Juliette’s mom, 42nd week

You May (Yet Again) Be Exhausted

Parents of babies who demand a lot of attention and need little sleep feel 
thoroughly exhausted toward the end of a fussy period. Some complain of 
headaches, backaches, nausea, and lack of concentration, as well.

*1 feel that Tve broken down completely because I'm. not getting any support or 

recognition. Id really love to have one evening of rest. At night, I keep running 

upstairs to the nursery and back down again. Often, this goes on into the middle 

of the night. To me, this is the most difficult age so far. I even kept putting off 

writing this diary. I just couldn’t concentrate on it.”

Emily’s mom, 46th week
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You May Become Annoyed

Toward the end of this fussy period, mothers and fathers become 
increasingly irritated by their fretful little dingers. They are annoyed that 
they are constantly preoccupied with baby’s demands and they don’t seem 
to have a life of their own any more.

It's tedious, literalty not being able to move an inch. 7/lg son constantty demands 

attention, or else ke throws a temper tantrum, and it's slowlg but surety becoming 

verg irritating. Sometimes, I feel like ke's pulling mg strings, and tkat makes 

me feel rebellious. Tken I get fed up. I keep contemplating if I skould take kim. 

back to tke dagcare, after ^l(. T.’ve kept kim at kome for a feu> weeks now. In 

tke beginning it felt better, but now, once in a wkile, I can feel mgself getting 

slightlg aggressive again."

Bob’s mom, 46th week

T'm verg busg, and I can't kave mg daugkter clinging to mg legs or sitting in 

front of tke sink angmore wken I'm working. How, wken I’ve kad enougk, it's off 

to bed with. ker. SPerkaps I'm starting to lose mg patience."

Juliette’s mom, 45th week

"Even tkougk I kave tke easiest babg angone could ever wisk for, wken ke starts 

crging kgstericallg, I notice I do get a bit impatient with him and whisk him 

off to bed"

John’s mom, 43rd week

Sometimes mothers and fathers get annoyed because deep down they 
know that their baby is capable of more than they are showing and they 
suspect that their little one’s behavior is just too babyish for their age. They 
think it’s time for them to start behaving more independently by now.

~%l

"VOhen I set mg son down for a clean diaper, ke alwags starts to gell. It's tke 

same with clean clothes, as well. This is starting to annog me more and more. 

I think he's too old for tkat kind of bekavior. In fact, it’s about time he started 

cooperating a little.'

Bob’s mom, 47th week
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You May Start to Quarrel

Toward the end of every fussy period, many breastfeeding mothers think 
about whether it might be time to stop. One of the reasons is that the 
baby wants to nurse all day long. This is annoying and exhausting, and 

mothers begin to refuse babies sometimes. The little one, however, finds 
this unacceptable and before you know it, they quarrel with their mother.

"I keep jetting more and more annoged because I Mve to tall mJ eon to sleep 

at mj krenst. I had to stert ^oing it when Ke iams having so much trouble 

falling asleep. Ttow it's starting to become a habit again. Besides, he wrints to 

nurse an autful lot and starts screaming when he doesnt get his wgj. I Just dont 

■feel like doing it rmjmore.’

Matt’s mom, 47th week

The good news for mothers who do persist with breastfeeding is that the 
normal feeding pattern will restore itself as soon as the fussy period is 
over. Once everything has settled down again, mothers seem to forget their 
irritations.

Another battleground is the familiar territory of negotiating deals between 
the parent and child about the amount of physical contact and attention.

I'm nggrnvnteri bg mj son's continuous crging Just so he can sit on mg lap. I get 

terriblg angrg when he bites me, if I dont respond to him -fast enough. It hurts so 

much that I automatically give him a shove. Once, he fell and hit his head reallg 

hard. ThM wasn't mj intention, but I was so furious it just happened'

Kevin’s mom, 44th week
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It’s critical to remember that having feelings of anger and frustration at 
times is not abnormal or dangerous, but acting on them is. Try to get help 
long before you lose control.

How Your Baby’s New Skills Emerge
At about 46 weeks, you will see your baby calming down and attempting 
to do things that are brand new to them. You will see them handling their 
toys in different ways and enjoying new activities. Their actions will be more 
precise than ever before and they will pay even greater attention to detail 
now.

Your baby can now understand that sometimes one thing must follow 
another to make a sequence. They will realize that they can find and construct 
sequences in all of the senses, and as usual, your baby is unable to explore 
them all at once. Their inclinations, preferences, and temperament will help 
them to select the aspects of the world that they find most interesting and 
the skills that they will develop. Help them to do what they are ready to do, 
rather than trying to push them.

TVio Lc^ Forward
During the last leap forward, your baby realized that certain things have 
so much in common that they belong to one group or category. In order 
to categorize things, they would often examine them by breaking them 
down and taking them apart. For instance, they might have taken a tower of 
blocks apart one by one, removed a key from a lock, or loosened a handle 
on a chest of drawers. This paved the way for the current leap where the 
very opposite takes place, they begin to experiment with putting things 
back together. Every baby needs to learn how to take a tower apart before 
they can build one. Even the seemingly simple activity of choosing the next 
block and then deliberately placing it in position requires a mental leap that, 
until this point, your baby was not ready to take.

' '

(continued on page 253)
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My VWy
How My Baby Explores the New World of Sequences
Check off the boxes below as you notice your baby changing. Stop 
filling this out once the next stormy period begins, heralding the 
coming of the next leap.

This world is just as multifaceted as all the others that your baby has 
entered in their short life. Each baby has their own ideas about what is 
interesting. Your baby can't experiment with everything at once. If they 
have always been a listening and looking baby, this may continue at 
the expense of more physical activities. It is perfectly normal if most of 
these skills don’t become evident until several months later.

POINTING AND TALKING

□ Follows and points to a person, animal, or object that you have just 

named, whether in real life or a picture

□ Points out one or two items for you to name, such as people, animals, 

or objects

□ Points out and names one or two items in turn

□ Deliberately looks through a book, making different sounds to go with 

one or two pictures

□ Points to their nose when you ask, “Where’s your nose?”

□ Points to a body part, for instance, their nose or your nose, wanting you 

to name it

□ Imitates the sound when you name an animal, for instance, when you 

ask, “What does the cat say?” they say, “Meow”

□ Raises their arms when you ask, “How tall are you going to be?”
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□ Says “Yum” when they want the next bite

□ Says “No, no” when they don't want to do something

□ Uses a word in an extended way, for instance, says "Yuck” for something

dirty but also when they have to be careful of something, because to them,
“Yuck” has come to mean “Don’t touch”

WHAT GOES TOGETHER AND WHAT COMES NEXT

□ Knows that they can push a round peg through a round hole; for example, 

they will choose the round peg from a pile of pegs and try to push it 

through the round hole of a peg board

□ Tries to put together three pieces of a simple puzzle

□ Tries pushing coins through a slot

□ Tries fitting two different sizes of containers inside each other

□ Takes a key from somewhere else and tries to insert it into a keyhole

□ Looks at the lamp and reaches for it when you flick the light switch

□ Tries to talk into a telephone receiver

□ Puts objects in a container, covers the container, removes the cover, 

removes the objects, and repeats the cycle again

□ Tries to put a “doughnut” ring over an upright rod

□ Pushes toy cars around, making a vrrrm sound

□ Scoops up sand with a spade and then empties it into a bucket

□ Fills bath toys with water and empties them again

□ Examines two Primo blocks and then tries fitting them together

□ Tries scrawling on a piece of paper with a pencil or crayon
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MAKING AND USING TOOLS

□ Helps themselves learn to walk by finding an object to push

□ Finds something to use as a step to reach a desired place or object

□ Points with their finger in the direction they want to go when being carried

LOCOMOTION

□ Clambers down the stairs or off a chair or sofa backward. In the beginning, 

they sometimes even start crawling backwards toward the stairs before 

starting their descent

□ Puts their head down in position to initiate a somersault, with help

□ Bends their knees, then stretches their legs powerfully, so that they jump off 

the ground with both feet

□ Tries to aim before throwing or kicking a ball

□ Looks first to see whether they can reach another supporting object within 

the number of steps they can take by themselves

PLAYING WITH OTHERS

□ Plays with you. Clearly expresses which games they want to play by starting 

them and then looking at you expectantly

□ Repeats a game

□ Entices you to play with them, perhaps by pretending they are unable to do 

something that you have seen them doing before on their own
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HIDE AND SEEK

□ Looks for something that you have hidden by completely concealing it with

something else - either as a game, or because you do not want them to

□ Hides something that belongs to someone else, waits and watches, then

laughs when the other person finds it

COPYING A SEQUENCE OF GESTURES

□ Imitates two or more gestures in sequence

□ Studies the way the same sequence of gestures looks in reality and in

the mirror

□ Copies one or two movements while you are singing a song with them

HELPING OUT WITH THE HOUSEKEEPING

□ Hands you things one by one that you want to put away

□ Goes and gets simple objects, if you ask them to

□ Picks up the clothes that you have just taken off them and puts them in the
..................... .

laundry basket

□ Gets their own bucket with dolls' laundry, and puts it in the washing 

machine

□ Gets out a broom and sweeps the floor with it
...... ................. ,...... ...... ............. ..........  •’ ............... ........ ......

□ Gets a cloth out and dusts things off

□ Imitates you cooking; for example, they bang a fork in a bowl or stir with 

a spoon
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DRESSING AND GROOMING

w •

□ Tries to undress themselves; for instance, they try to take a sock off by 

pulling at their toes

□ Tries putting on their shoe or sock by themselves; for instance, they hold on 

to their shoe or sock and their foot and put them together

□ Helps when you dress them. Leans toward you when you pull a sweater on 

or off or sticks their foot out when the sock or shoe is coming

□ Brushes their hair

□ Uses a toothbrush

□ Sometimes uses a potty

EATING AND FEEDING
□ Offers others a bite or sip while eating and drinking

□ Blows steam off food themselves before taking a bite

□ Sticks a piece of bread on a baby fork and eats it

□ Can scoop up food with a spoon and put it in their mouth

OTHER CHANGES YOU NOTICE
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As their new skills begin to take wing, for the first time your little one 
concerns themselves with constructing, putting things together, and linking 

things. For instance, they may now take a key off a table and try putting it 
in a lock. They can learn to dig up sand with a spade and then put it in a 
bucket. They can learn to aim a ball first and then throw it. While singing a 

song, such as Pat-a-cake, pat-a-cake, baker’s man, they can begin to make 
different gestures successively, without you having to set the example. 

They can learn to scoop up food with a spoon and then put it in their mouth. 

They may learn to pick up their clothes from the floor and then put them 
in the laundry basket. At this age, babies are just beginning to be aware 

of sequences, and it’s quite a feat if they manage to string two actions 
together. Although they know what belongs together, their attempts may 
not always succeed. For instance, your baby may try putting on their shoes 
by getting them out but then sit down and rub them against their feet trying 

to put them on.

You can also tell by your baby’s reactions that they are now beginning to 

realize how certain events usually follow one another in the normal course 

of events. You will notice that they now know what the next step is in any 
particular sequence. For instance, if they see you push a doorbell, you may 
see your baby pause to listen for the bell.

'TOken a mttsic is finished, mt) son now looks up at mt) phone, not at the speaker. 

He nou> knouis that T. have to do something on mt) phone if he is to hear more 

mttsic'

Bob’s mom, 48th week
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Your baby can now also start pointing out and naming different people, 
animals, and objects. When they do this on their own, they may often still 
say da instead of using the proper word. When they do this together with 
you, they may point out things and want you to name them or have you 

make the appropriate sound. They might like to play the game the other way 

around, having you point while they tell you what they call the object. When 
you are carrying them around, you may also start to notice that your baby 
will point in the direction that they want you to go.

Babies who haven’t been doing much in the way of talking may now for the 

first time begin to name people, animals, and objects, or parts of these. The 
very act of naming is a way of relating a spoken word or sound to a person, 

animal, or object. Pointing or looking followed by a word is a sequence as 

well. But some babies will still put off talking in favor of other skills, such as 
walking.

Your Baby’s Choices: A Key to Their Personality
Babies can now perceive and play with sequences. This opens a new world 
of possibilities, and your baby will make their own choices according to 

their mental development, build, weight, and coordination. Some babies 

are very social and like to focus on skills that involve people; others prefer 

playthings. Some pick at every little detail and others are more interested 
in getting an overall impression of many different skills. You may find it 

irresistible to make comparisons with other babies, but remember that 
every baby is unique.

Watch your baby closely to determine where their interests lie. Between 

46 and 51 weeks, they will select the skills they like best from this world. 
Respect their choices. You will find out what it is that makes them unique, 

and when you follow their interests, you will be able to help them with their 

playing and learning. Babies love anything new and it’s important you 
respond when you notice any new skills or interests. They will enjoy it if you 

share these new discoveries, and this will accelerate their learning progress.
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Every baby needs time and help to learn new skills. You can help your baby 
by giving them the opportunity and time to toy with sequences. You can 

encourage them when they succeed and console them when they don’t. 
You can try to facilitate their attempts and make their failures easier to bear.

Your baby will find plenty of opportunities to come into contact with 

sequences themselves. Allow them to see, hear, feel, smell, and taste and 

indulge in whatever they like best. The more they encounter and play with 
sequences, the better they will learn to understand them. Pay attention, 
however, they might think they know it all. It doesn’t matter whether they 
prefer learning about sequences through observing, handling toys, speech, 

sounds, music, or locomotion. Soon they will be able to put the expertise 
they have gained in one area into practice in other areas with no trouble at 
all.

Help Your Baby Explore the New World through 
Experimentation
When your baby enters the world of sequences it dawns upon them that 
they have to do things in a certain order, if they want to succeed. They 

have observed how adults perform a particular sequence, but they have 
to master it themselves through trial and error. Often their “solutions” are 

peculiar. The sequence they perform may be correct (grabbing something 

and putting it into something else), but they may apply the wrong objects to 

the wrong targets. They know that dirty cloths go into a container. So why 
only in the laundry basket and not in the dustbin or the toilet as well? The 
sequence is much the same, after all!
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"W) son pulls plw^s frowi their outlets and then tries putting thenn into the wMl. 

Ho also tries sticking other objects voitk two protrusions in the outlets. I have to 

watch huvi even closer now and take safetg precautions'

Bob’s mom, 48th week

yOhen wig daughter wants to clintb onto our bed, she opens a drawer oh our 

nightstand, stands on it, and then cliwibs onto the bed. If she opens the drawer 

too far, the whole nightstand starts swaging back and forth. She makes me verg 

nervous'

Jenny’s mom, 49th week

The sequence itself may also be peculiar. For instance, your baby knows 
how their mother walks up the stairs, but the steps are too high for them, so 

they have to crawl. However, on every step they stand up.

TFlr) son ^«spowteltj ixwnts to clinnt> the stairs on his own, but he behaves 

danger ouslg. He crawls on his knees to the next step, stands up, then continues 

upwards on his knees, stands up again, and so it goes. I don't like it one bit. f 

have to keep a sharp ege on him'

Steven’s mom, 45th week

Once they are of the opinion that they have mastered a particular sequence, 
it is “fixed”. They will not accept it done in any other way and they may 
be quite stubborn if you try to change their mind. So always pay close 

attention, your young wiseacre does not yet know the meaning of danger.
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Help Your Baby Explore the New World
through Independence
Many babies refuse to be helped and resist any form of interference by 
others. These babies want to do everything they can, or think they can, by 
themselves. If yours is this type of baby, try to have as much consideration 

for their feelings as possible. This is just the age when many little ones like 
to start asserting their independence.

"My son always like<r( practicing talking together. 0at if I hoU his hands novo, 

he’ll immediately sit dovon. Then u>hen I leave he’d give it another try. At every 

successful attempt, no matter hou> slight, he'd look at me triumphantly'

Paul’s mom, 46th week

"My son keeps trying to scrtkWe something on paper with a pencil, Jost like his 

older brother does. E>wt whenever his brother tries to guide his hand to shout hint 

how it's supposed to voork, he’ll pull his hand avoay.’

Kevin’s mom, 48th week

*H)hen we push pegs through my sons peg board together, he'll start throwing 

them. &ut as soon as he's on his ou>n in the playpen, he will try to copy it. To ted 

the truth, it annoys me"

Paul’s mom, 53rd week

"Mg daughter will e^it only if she can put the food in her mouth herself. yOhen I 

do it, she'll take it out again.'

Laura’s mom, 43rd week

~4

At this age, many parents spend huge amounts of time taking things away 

from their children and disciplining them. It’s important to consider that 

your baby isn’t necessarily being disobedient. They just want to do things 
by themselves.
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1YU} is trowWescmfi and voants her oa>n a>ay i/oith everything. She

gets angry a>hen I refuse her something. It's realty tiresome."

Jenny’s mom, 50th week

'TKV) son tries to get things done by screaming and throwing temper tantrums."

Matt's mom, 46th week

"VOk&A I cotvipl^irv, haz) daughter screams and (ashes out at everything and 

everybody around her, or pills a piant from its pot. This annoys me to no end. 

She behaves much better with her babysitter.'

Laura’s mom, 49th week

Show Some IwdersfaHty 
for frustrations

Many mothers and fathers see their baby’s strive for independence as 
rebellious. But if you stop to think, it’s not. Your baby simply wants to 
do things by themselves. After all, they are becoming aware of what 

belongs together and the order in which things need to be done. They 
are convinced they know it all and are capable of doing anything. They 

no longer want you to interfere or to tell them how things should be done. 
They want to make their own decisions. But, as their mother or father, you 

are not really used to this. You naturally help them as you always have, 
without giving it a second thought. You know perfectly well that your baby 

is still unable to properly carry out the things they want to do. And you 
know that they will inevitably make a mess of things if they try. Parents and 
babies may often have different views of things. This can lead to conflicts.

The parents see the baby as being difficult, and the baby feels their 
parents are causing all the trouble. Adolescents may go through the most 

difficult phases, but babies and toddlers run a close second.
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"yOe're stuck in one of those "Ao, don't touch that' and "Ao, dont do that' phases 

now. Uut mg son knows eMctlg iChat he i/JOntS, and he can get very #nyry ia>hen 

he doesn't agree with something. Recently, he got so upset that he didn’t even 

notice he i/Jas standing lag himself

Frankie’s mom, 49th week

Help Your Baby Explore the New World through Feedback
At this age, babies start testing the limits of how far they can go before 
someone stops them. If you make it clear to them when they are doing 
something wrong and just why it’s bad or dangerous, they can learn a lot 
from it.

Similarly, you should let your baby know what they’re doing right by praising 
them. This will teach them what is good and what is bad behavior. Most 
babies ask for praise themselves, anyway. When they do something right, 
they ask to be rewarded all the time. They look at you and laugh, full of 
pride, or call for attention. They can keep repeating behaviors many times 
as well, asking for a reward after each time.

'Every time mg daughter pats a ring around the cone she'll look at me. grinning 

like mad and clapping.'

Eve’s mom, 49th week

If your baby is frustrated by things they are not able or allowed to do, you 
can still quite easily distract them with a favorite toy or game. This is of 
course, different for every baby.

"This week, mg son loved plaging footlaall. He'd kick the ball reallg hard and then 

voe'd run after it reallg quichlg while I held his hands. It made him laugh so hard 

sometimes he had to lie down on the ground for a moment to stop laughing.'

Paul’s mom, 48th week 
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7KU) son Iwps u>anting to help out. He thinks that's the best thing ever and 

starts beaming. I do have to take nny tints with hint, though. It takes nts 10 

tintss longer to put a pile of diapers away in the cupboard <x»ith his help. He'll 

hand nts each dxaper separately, but before he lets nte have each one, he'll put it 

on his shoulder and rub the side of his chin against it.'

Matt’s mom, 48th week

Help Your Baby Explore the New World through Language
A baby who lives in the world of sequences may start pointing out and 
naming different people, animals, and objects. Pointing or looking, followed 
by a word, is a sequence. If you notice your baby doing this, listen to 
them and let them know you understand them and that you think they are 
wonderful. Do not try to improve their pronunciation. This will spoil your 
baby’s fun and will make no difference to the way they speak.

Do make sure that you use the correct words all the time. This way, your 
baby will automatically learn the right pronunciation in due time. For a while 
they will “translate” what you say into their own baby pronunciation.

"Wj daughter is surfing to use u>ords and point at whatever she's talking about. 

At the nnonxent, she's in love with horses. yOhen she sees a horse, she points to 

it and sags Hoss.' Vjesterday at the park, a large Afghan dog ran past her. She 

called that a Hoss,' as well’

Hannah’s mom, 48th week

TAg son suddenly said "Yland to a toy cat. y0& have never used that u>ord. He 

has a lot of toy aninnals. yOhen I asked, 'ydhere's nona?' he kept pointing to the 

cat'

Paul’s mom, 48th week
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When your baby is learning new skills, they may also perceive things that 
they don’t yet fully understand. In a way, they discover new anxieties - 
dangers that up until now they didn’t realize existed. As soon as they 
recognize these dangers, and until they can be sure they are harmless, 
their fears will stay with them. So show them a little understanding.

"Mg daughter keeps wanting to sit on her pottg. Even if she hasn't done 

angthing, she'll take the pottg into the lavatorg to emptg it and flush 

the toilet. 3ut while she seems fascinated bg flushing, at the same time 

she's also scared of it. She doesht get as frightened when she flushes the 

toilet herself, onlg when someone else does. Then she doesn’t like it at all’ 

Jenny’s mom, 50th week

TYU) daughter is fascinated lag airplanes. 'She recognizes them evergwhere: 

in the air, in pictures, and in magazines. This week, she suddenlg became 

frightened feg the sound, even though she's heard it before'

Laura’s mom, 46th week

Some babies can use body language and sounds to tell you that they 
remember certain situations or that they have seen certain people before. If 
you notice your baby doing this, talk to them a lot, explain to them what you 
are seeing, and react to what they tell you about it later on.

TJe go swimming everg week. Usuallg, we see the same people there. One dag, 

we saw one of the mothers on the street. Tmmedlatelg, mg son called out 'Oh oh 

and pointed to her as if he recognized her. Then, he saw girl in the swimming 

pool who lives near us and whom he's seen onlg a couple of times, and he reacted 

the same wag'

Paul’s mom, 49th week
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Tof G«wies for This Wonder WccK
Here are games and activities that most babies like best now. Remember, 
all babies are different. See what your baby responds to best.

HELPING OUT GAMES

Your baby likes to feel needed. Let them know that you can certainly 
use some help from them. At this age, they will not be of any real 
help, but they will be able to understand the actions involved in many 
common activities. Plus, it is a good way of preparing them for the 
next leap.

DOING HOUSEWORK

Show your baby how you cook and clean. Involve them and explain 
what you are doing. Give them one of your dusters. This will be much 
more interesting than using their own cloth. When you are baking a 
cake, give them their own plastic mixing bowl and spoon.

DRESSING

This is the most fun in front of a mirror. Try undressing your baby, 
toweling them down, and dressing them while they watch themselves. 
Name the parts you are drying. When you notice they are starting to 
cooperate, ask them to help out. Ask them to raise an arm or stretch 
their leg when you are about to put a jumper or sock on them. Praise 
them when they do it.

GROOMING THEMSELVES

Allow your baby to groom themselves. This is most fun in front of a 
mirror, too. This way, the baby can see for themselves what they are 
doing, learn quickly, and have a lot of fun. Brush their hair in front of 
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a mirror, then let them try it themselves. You can do the same with 
brushing their teeth. You can also see if they will wash themselves. 
Give them a washcloth when they are in the bath, and say something 
such as, “Go on, wash your face.” Respond with enthusiasm at every 
attempt. You will see how proud this makes them.

FEEDING THEMSELVES WITH A SPOON

Allow your baby to eat by themselves with a spoon. Or give them a 
baby fork to eat cubes of bread or pieces of fruit. Lay a large sheet 
of plastic under their chair so that afterward you will easily be able to 
clean up the mess they make.

NAMING GAMES

Your baby often understands a lot more than you think, and they love 
being allowed to prove it.

THIS IS YOUR NOSE

Touching and naming parts of their anatomy will help your baby to 
discover their own body. You can play this game while dressing or 
undressing them or when you are sitting together. Also, see if they 
know where your nose is.

POINTING OUT AND NAMING

For many babies, pointing out and naming things, or making the 
appropriate sounds, is a fun game. You can play this anywhere: 
outside, in a store, or with a book. Enjoy your baby’s misnomers as 
well.

41
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SONG AND MOVEMENT GAMES

Now your baby may want to actively participate in songs. They may 
start to make one or two movements that go with them by themselves, 
as well.

PAT-A-CAKE, PAT-A-CAKE, BAKER’S MAN

Sit facing your baby and sing:

Pat-a-cake, pat-a-cake, baker's man
(Clap your hands, and let your baby follow.)
Bake me a cake as fast as you can
Prick it and pat it, and mark it with “B”
(Make pricking and patting movements,
and let your baby follow.)
And put it in the oven for baby and me.
(At the word "baby,” point to them or poke them in the stomach.)

ITSY BITSY SPIDER

Sit facing your baby and sing:

The itsy bitsy spider
Climbed up the water spout
(Walk your fingers up in the air or on the baby like a spider.)
Down came the rain and washed the spider out.
(Mimic raindrops coming down and make
an action of washing water away.)
Out came the sun and dried up all the rain.
(Draw the sun in the air.)
And the itsy bitsy spider climbed up the spout again.
(Walk your fingers up in the air or on the baby like the spider 
coming back again.)
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ROW, ROW, ROW YOUR BOAT

Sit on the floor opposite your child. Place your baby in between your 
legs. Take their hands in yours and sing while gently rocking back and 
forth:

Flow, row, row your boat
Gently down the stream
Merrily, merrily, merrily, merrily
Life is but a dream.

HIDE-AND-SEEK GAMES

Many babies like uncovering playthings that you have made disappear 
completely.

UNWRAPPING A PARCEL

Wrap a plaything in a piece of paper or crackly crisp bag, while your 
baby watches. Then give them the parcel and let them retrieve the 
plaything, it appears as if by magic. Encourage them with each attempt 
they make.

UNDER THE CUP

Put a plaything in front of your baby and place a cup over it. Then put 
an identical cup next to the first one and ask your baby where the 
plaything is. Praise them every time they look for the hidden plaything, 
even if they do not find it immediately. If this game is still a bit too 
complicated, try playing it with a cloth instead of a cup. They will be 
able to see the contour of the plaything through the cloth. Play this 
game the other way around, too - let your baby hide something that 
you have to find.
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'On our u>ag to the store, u>e s<«tw a Urge pile of stones. I said, 'Look at HI those 

stones.' Tflg son g^zeol at therm intentlg. The next ^gg, he Oegan pointing eit the 

stones from. a distance, looking at nne and shouting "Eh, eh."

Steven’s mom, 51st week

The Virtue of Patience
It’s important to keep your patience with your baby as they try to learn new 
skills. When you see they’re not interested, stop. They have enough other 

things that they may find more interesting to occupy themselves with at that 
moment.

Tm v«rg Ousg practicing sgging "Oaddg with rmg Oog and pinging garmes like 

"YOhere's gour nose?' 3ut so far, ine've had little result. He Just laughs, Jumps 

around, and would rather bite rmg nose or pull mg hair. Sut I'm happg enough 

that he's Oecorme such a livelg little fellow.'

Frankie’s mom, 49th week

"I trg to sing songs with, mg son, Out I dont feel as if theg are doing much 

good. He doesnt seem particularlg interested. He seems to be preoccupied lag his 

surroundings'

John’s mom, 47th week

After the le^
Between 47 and 52 weeks, another period of comparative ease sets in. For 
one to three weeks, you may be amazed by your baby’s cheerfulness and 
independence. They may pay much better attention when you talk now. 
They may seem calmer and more controlled when they are at play, and they 
may play well on their own again. They may want to be put back in their 
playpen - they may not even want to be taken out. And finally, they may 
look remarkably older and wiser. They are growing into a real toddler now.
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Tof Toys for This Wonder Week
Here are toys and things that most babies like best now.

■ Wooden trains with stations, bridges, and sidings

* Toy cars

■ Dolls with toy bottles

• Drum, pots, and pans to beat on

■ Books with pictures of animals

■ Sandboxes with a bucket and spade

■ Balls of all sizes, from ping-pong balls to large beach balls

* Giant plastic beads

■ Stuffed animals, especially the ones that make music when you 
squeeze them

■ Bicycles, cars, or tractors that they can sit on themselves and move 
around

■ Primo blocks

■ Small plastic figures of people or animals

• Mirrors

Remember to put away or take safety precautions with electrical outlets, 
stairs, stereo equipment, televisions, vacuum cleaners, washing machines, 
pets, and small objects such as knickknacks, pins, or little pieces of 
colored glass.
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7/lg daughter is getting lovelier bg the day. She keeps getting better at 

entertaining herself. She can really keep herself occupied, with something nou). I 

got the playpen out again this week. &ut the thing I found most striking u>as that 

she doesn't at all seem to mind spending an hour or so in it anymore, whereas 

a few weeks ago she'd scream hysterically if I took her anywhere near it. It's as 

if she’s discovering her toys all over again and enjoying the peace and quiet in 

the playpen’

Ashley’s mom, 52nd week

'Tdy daughter has become a real playmate for her older sister. She responds 

exactly like youid expect her to. They do a lot more things together. They take 

their bath together as well. &oth of them enjoy each other tremendously.'

Hannah's mom, 47th week

"These were lovely weeks. "Mg son is more of a buddy again. The day care center 

is working out fine. He always enjoys seeing the other children and comes home 

in a good mood He sleeps better at night. He understands a lot more and seems 

fascinated by the toys he plays with. He crawls into another room on his own 

again, too, and laughs a lot. I'm enjoging every minute With him.'

Bob’s mom, 51st week
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Every child’s first birthday is a significant occasion. For many parents, the 
end of the first year means the beginning of the end of babyhood. Your 
little cherub is about to become a toddler. In many ways, of course, they 
are still a baby. They still have so much to learn about their world - which 

has become such an interesting place to explore. They can get around so 

much better now and they have become adept at getting into everything 
that interests them.

Shortly after the first birthday, at around 55 weeks, your little one will go 
through another big change in their mental development and will be ready 

to explore the world of programs. This will make them seem even more 
like a little person with their own way of approaching the world. A watchful 

parent will begin to see the blossoming of a new understanding in the 
toddler’s way of thinking.

The word “programs” is very abstract. Here’s what it means in this context. 

In the past leap in development, your baby learned to deal with the notion 
of sequences - the fact that events follow one after another or objects fit 

together in a particular way. A program.is a degree more complicated than 
a sequence since it allows the end result to be reached in any number 

of ways. Once your child becomes capable of perceiving programs, they 
can begin to understand what it means to do the laundry, set the table, 

eat lunch, tidy up, get dressed, build a tower, make a phone call, and the 

millions of other things that make up everyday life. These are all programs.

Note: The first phase (fussy period) of this leap into the perceptual world of “programs" is 
age-linked and predictable, emerging between 49 and 53 weeks. Most babies start the second 
phase (see box "Quality Time: An Unnatural Whim" on page 17) of this leap 55 weeks after full
term birth. The first perception of the world of programs sets in motion the development of a 
whole range of skills and activities. However, the age at which these skills and activities appear 
for the first time varies greatly and depends on your baby’s preferences, experimentation and 
physical development. For example, the ability to perceive programs is a necessary precondition 
for “washing dishes" or “vacuum cleaning," but these skills normally appear anywhere from 55 
weeks to many months later. The skills and activities in this chapter are stated at the earliest 
possible age they could appear so you can watch for and recognize them. (They may be 
rudimentary at first.) This way you can respond to and facilitate your baby’s development.
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The main characteristic of a program is that it has a goal but that the steps 
taken to accomplish it are flexible. This is how it differs from a sequence, 

which is the same every time. An example of a sequence is counting from 1 
to 10. You do it the same way each and every time. Dusting is an example 

of a program. You don’t necessarily have to dust an object in the same way 
each time - you can dust the legs of a table first and then the top, or the 
other way around. Every time that you dust, you can choose the sequence 

you feel is best for that day, that room, that chair, and your mood. However 

you choose to do it, the program you are working with remains “dusting.” 
So, a program can be seen as a network of possible sequences that you 

can carry out in a variety of ways. The options may be limited with dusting, 
but if you think of examples such as going on vacation or changing jobs, the 
programs become very complex. Your child can now think of a goal, such 

as going shopping, and know that this may mean putting on hats, coats, 
and boots and getting in the car. Or they may be eager to “help” you - doing 

the cleaning, taking the dog for a walk, and putting away the groceries. 
They may insist on doing things themselves - washing their hands, feeding 

themselves, even undressing themselves.

As your child changes, you may feel they are more unpredictable than ever. 
It used to be easy to interpret their actions when they were part of simple 
sequences, because one thing always led to the next in a familiar pattern. 

Now their world is much more flexible than before and any action can form 

part of any program. This is confusing for you both. Until you get used to the 
way they are operating, some of their actions may be hard to understand 

because you can no longer guess what they’re trying to achieve. This leap 
will also be apparent in their play. They will begin to be interested in some 

of their toys all over again, and for the first time, you may notice a budding 
imagination and more complex play.

Between 49 and 53 weeks, your child begins to perceive that their world 

is changing again. While they are sorting out this new complexity, they will 
need some extra comfort and support, and this makes them appear fussy 

and demanding for a while. This fussy period will often last for four or five
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weeks, but it can be as short as three weeks or as long as six. If your 
baby is cranky, watch them closely. There’s a good chance that they’re 
attempting to master new skills.

■fliMS Weds s Syra
Your child may cry more easily than they did during the past weeks. Children 
are usually quicker to cry now than their parents have been used to. They 
want to be near their mothers and fathers, preferably all day long. Some 
children are much more insistent about this than others are, of course. They 
may also seem cranky, unmanageable, and temperamental.

"Hlg son could be prettg bad-tempered at times. Tlot all the tinne - he wowW 

plag on his own for a while, but then suddenly it w^s iStll over and he wowW be 

terribly weepg for quite some time. Then he would want me to hold him. And all 

of this commotion would take place in Just one morning.'

Bob’s mom, 52nd week

daughter was verg quick to cry. All I had to do was sag "Ao,' and she'd have 

an immediate crging fit. It w«s not like her at all.’

Eve’s mom, 52nd week

Children usually cry less when they are with their mothers or fathers or 
when their parents are occupied with them in some way, playing with them, 
or watching them.

"K)hile my little girl is doing things, Tm supposed to stag sitting on the sofa, 

preferably not doing anything myself. I long for the day when I'll be able to knit 

something quietly while I'nt sitting there.'

Emily’s mom, 53rd week
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'yOhenever I'ha fcusf) doing something, wu) son u>ants to be picked up. ‘Ew.t once 

he's on nnij l«p, he voants to get off quickly again, and he expects me to follow 

him. around. He’s absolutely impossible.”

Frankie’s mom, 52nd week

Hew Mob Knew ft s Time tc Grow
It’s still too early for your little one to use words to tell you how they’re 
feeling. But still, they are able to express the turmoil they feel inside.

Here’s how.

They May Cling to Your Clothes

Your little one may start clinging more to you again - many children do at 
this age. They may want to be carried around or cling to your legs to prevent 
you from walking away and leaving'them behind. Others don't necessarily 
need physical contact, but they may keep coming back to be near their 
mothers for only brief moments or to touch them. Every child comes back 
for their own brand of “mommy refill.”

TKU) daughter stays around me more again, plrwjs for a moment, and then comes 

back to me.'

Hannah’s mom, 54th week

1 cant do a thing as long as mg son is #w^ke. TOhen he's out of his playpen, he 

is constantly underfoot, and u)hen he's in the playpen, 1 have to stay near him. 

Otherwise, he’ll throw a screaming fit.’

Frankie’s mom, 55th week

“yOhen I stand up and w^lk into the kitchen, right au>ay my daughter will come 

after me and uwnt to be carried. She'll really make a scene. It's all terribly 
dramatic. V)oud think something au>ful w^ts happening.'

Emily’s mom, 53rd week
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They May Be Shyer with Strangers than Before

When there are strangers near, your little one may cling to you even more 
fanatically than they already did. Once more, many children suddenly want 
to have less to do with strangers now. This even includes their own family 
members on occasion.

This week, my daughter iniM sw^enly beconne extremely upset, Mid she'd 

o>ant onlg to be with me. If I put her dov>n or gave her to mg husband, she'd 

panic.'

Jenny’s mom, 56th week

"Mg little girl won't accept anything to eat from strangers, not even a slice of 

bread or a cooffe'

Nina’s mom, 54th week

But there are also children who only want to be with their fathers.

"Mg daughter u>as completely crazg ^out her frither for two days. She didn't 
voant to huve <4ngthing to do with me then, even though I hadn't done her <«ny 

wrong. If he didnt pick her up right («wgy, she'd start crying.'

Juliette's mom, 53rd week

They May Want Physical Contact to Be as Close as Possible

Some children hold on as tightly as they can, even when they are being 
carried. They don’t want to be put down - and very likely, yours doesn’t 
either. There are also little ones who don’t mind being put down, as long as 
their parents don’t walk away. The only one who’s allowed to leave is the 
little terror themselves.

'One evening I had to go avoag. VOhen I set my son doi/Jn to put on my coat, he 

started crying, grabbed me, 4in^ tagged at mg hand, as if he didn’t a>ant me 

to (eave.'

Paul’s mom, 52nd week
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T really fwe to keep a close eye on mg daughter. If I w<ant to set her dotcm to 

go into tke kitchen for a second to get something, she'll go for the Mog, pretend 

to pet him, while nt the snme time she palls oat whiskers and tofts of far.'

Emily's mom, 53rd week

They May Want to Be Entertained

Your little one may start asking for more attention at this point. Most children 
do. Demanding ones do this all day long. But even easy, even-tempered 
children prefer doing things together with their mothers and fathers.

Hlg ^fooghter keeps coming to get me, palls me Mong kg mg hand so voe can 

play together, with her Mocks or dolls or to look at a Ma together.'

Jenny's mom, 53rd week

They May Be Jealous

Some possessive children seem to put on an act when their mothers or 
fathers pay attention to someone or something else. They pretend to be 
cranky, mischievous, or determined, to hurt themselves. Others act sweetly 
and cuddly in an exaggerated way in order to get their parents’ attention.

"Wig son getsjeMoos when I give something to the ting kMsg I look after'

Matt’s mom, 53rd week

"Wig friend came over with her Mag. fzxerg time I said something to her knkg, 

mine woaW step in between as with this kig grin on her face'

Jenny’s mom, 54th week

They May Be Moody

Your little one may be happily occupied one moment, then become sad, 
angry, or infuriated the next, for no apparent reason. You may not be able 
to pinpoint a particular cause.
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'Sometimes, mg son will sit and plag with his blocks like a little angel, but then 

suddenlg he'll become furious. He shrieks and. slams his blocks together or throws 

them across the room.'

Steven's mom, 52nd week

They May Sleep Poorly

Your child may sleep less well than usual. Most children resist going to bed, 
have difficulty falling asleep, and wake up sooner than you are used to. 
Some sleep less well during the day, others are restless at night, and still 
others simply refuse to go to bed quietly at any time.

'This week, f noticed for the first time that mg toddler often lies awake for a 

while at night. Sometimes, she'll erg a little. If I pick her up, she goes back to 

sleep in seconds.'

Ashley’s mom, 54th week

"TOe’d reallg like our daughter to make less of a fuss about going to sleep. "Right 

now, it involves a lot of screaming and crging, sometimes almost hgsterlcs, even 

when she’s exhausted'

Jenny's mom, 52nd week

Tdg son is <aw«ke a lot during the night, terriblg distressed. He reallg panics. 
Sometimes, it's hard to get him to calm down again'

Bob’s mom, 52nd week

They May “Daydream”

Occasionally, some children may just sit, staring out into nothingness, as if 
they are in their own little worlds. Parents don't like this dreaming one bit, 
and they will often try to break these reveries.

'Sometimes, mg daughter will sit, slouching and rocking back and forth, gazing 

into thin air. I alwags drop whatever Im doing to shake her and wake her up 

again. I’m terrified there might be something wrong with her.'

Juliette’s mom, 54th week
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They May Lose Their Appetite

Many little ones are fussy eaters. Their mothers almost always find this 
troubling and irritating. A child who is still being breastfed usually wants the 
breast more often than before, not because they really want to nurse, but 
so they can stay close to their mother.

TYly dooghter is soddenly less interested in food. Previously, ske iwold finish 

everything within 15 minutes. She was like a bottomless pit. H.oa> it sometimes 

takes me half an hour to feed her.'

Ashley’s mom, 53rd week

TKly son sprays his lunch around with his ruouth. He dirties everything. TKe first 

few days, 1 thought it u>as ^aite fanny. Hot anymore, T. should add’

Bob’s mom, 53rd week

They May Be More Babyish Again

Sometimes, the babyish behavior that supposedly vanished will resurface. 
Parents don’t like seeing this happen - they expect steady progress. Yet, 
during fussy phases, relapses such as these are perfectly normal. It tells 
you that progress, in the shape of a new world, is on its way.

"Wly daughter crawled again a couple of times, bat she probably just did it to 

get attention.’

Jenny’s mom, 55th week

'TYly daughter is putting things in her nnouth a little more often again, just like 

she used to.'

Hannah’s mom, 51st week
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7/U) son wants nne to feed hinn again. 'kJ hen I dont do this, he pushes kis food 

aiwag.

Kevin’s mom, 53rd week

They May Act Unusually Sweet
Some little dingers suddenly come up to their mothers or fathers for a few 
moments just to cuddle with them, then they are off again.

‘^oMtwnes, mr) son connes crawling up to me Just to de a real sweetie for a 

woneent. He'll lag his little head verg softlj on rug knees, for instance, verg 

affectionately'

Bob’s mom, 51st week

"ftly daughter often comes up for a quick cuddle. She sags 'Kiss,' and then I 

get one, too.’

Ashley’s mom, 53rd week

They May Reach for a Cuddly Object More Often

Your little one may cuddle a favorite object with a bit more passion than 
before. Many children do this, especially when they are tired or when their 
mothers or fathers are busy. They cuddle soft toys, rugs, cloths, slippers, or 
even dirty laundry. Anything soft that they can lay their little hands on will do. 
They kiss and pet their cuddly things as well. Parents find this endearing.

Tfty son cuddles away while I'm dusg. He'll hold Kis tog elephant's ear ix)itK one 

hand and stick two fingers fronn his other hand in his nnouth. It’s a sight to see’ 

John’s mom, 51st week

They May Be Mischievous

Your child may try to get your attention by being extra naughty, especially 
when you are busy and really have no time for them.
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T have to keep telling daughter "Ao' because she seems to do thingsjust to 

get my attention. If I don't react, she will eventually stop. E>wt I cant always 

do that because sometimes there's a chance she might break whatever it is she’s 

apart.’

Jenny’s mom, 53rd week

"W) son is being a handful at the moment. He touches everything and refuses 

to listen. I cant reallg get anything done until he's in bed.

Frankie’s mom, 55th week

'Sometimes I suspect that my son doesn't listen on purpose.'

Steven’s mom, 51st week

They May Have More Temper Tantrums Now

If you have a hot-headed little terror, they may go berserk as soon as they 
fail to get their own way. You may even see a tantrum that comes out of 
nowhere, perhaps because they are anticipating that you may not allow 
them to do or have what’s on their mind.

Tfly son wants me to put him on my lap and feed him his fcottls of fruit juice 

again. If he even suspects it might not happen quickly enough, he'll toss his bottle 

across the room and start screaming, yelling, and kicking to get me to take it 

back to him'

Matt’s mom, 52nd week

"If I dont respond immediately when mg daughter wants attention, she gets 

furious. She’ll pinch the skin right off mg arm. nastily, quickly, and violently'

Emily’s mom, 53rd week

‘yflg son refuses to have anything to do with, 'bed.' He gets so angry that he 

bangs his chin on the railings of his crib, hurting himself every time. So now I'm 

reallg afraid to put him in bed'

Matt’s mom, 52nd week
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Mv) (Wy
Signs My Baby Is Growing Again

Between 49 and 53 weeks, your child may show signs that they are ready 
to make the next leap, into the world of programs.

□ Cries more often than before and is cranky or fretful

□ Is cheerful one moment and cries the next

□ Wants you to keep them busy, or does so more often than before

□ Clings to your clothes or wants to be closer to you than ever

□ Acts unusually sweet

□ Is mischievous

□ Throws temper tantrums, or throws them more often than before

□ Is jealous

□ Is more obviously shy with strangers all of a sudden

□ Wants physical contact to be tighter or closer now

□ Sleeps poorly

□ Has “nightmares,” or has them more often than before

□ Loses appetite

□ Sometimes just sits there, quietly daydreaming

□ Sucks their thumb, or does so more often than usual

□ Reaches for a cuddly toy, or does so more often than they did

□ Is more babyish than they were

OTHER CHANGES YOU NOTICE
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"I iaWS visiting friends iA)ith mg daughter and. talking With one of thenn. Suddenlg, 

mg daughter grabbed the cap and smashed It on the floor, tea and all.'

Laura's mom, 55th week

How This Leap May Affect You
No doubt you’re feeling the stress of your baby’s changes as well, if only 
vicariously. Here are some of the signs.

You May Feel Insecure

When a mother and father are confronted with a little fusspot, they may be 
worried at first. They want to know what is wrong with their child. But at this 
age, irritation soon sets in.

Also during this period, some parents wonder why their child is not walking 
as quickly as they expected them to. They worry there might be something 
physically wrong with them.

TOe spent a lot of time practicing, and I’m amazed that mg daughter cant walk 

on her own get. She's been diking labile holding mg hand for so long now that 
I feel she should have been diking long ago. besides, I think one of her feet 

is pointing inward, so she keeps tripping over it. I showed them at the dag care 

center. Theg told me that I wasn’t the onlg mother worried about a foot pointing 

inwards at this age Still, I'll be happier when she's walking'

Emily’s mom, 53rd week

You May Become Really Frustrated

Toward the end of the fussy period, parents often become increasingly 
aggravated by their baby’s demands on them. They become increasingly 
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Tm so annoyed by mg daughter’s crying fits wKenever I le^ave the room. I cant 

stand the fact that she immediately crawls after me eitKer, clutching mg leg 

and crawling along witK me. I cant get anything done this way. f\)hen I’ve had 

enough, it's off to bed with her. I'm afraid"

Juliette’s mom, 52nd week

“Mg son keeps pulling the big plant to get mg attention. Vistracting Kim 

doesht work. Tlow I get angry and push Kim away, or I give Kim a gentle sl/tp 

on his bottom.'

Matt’s mom, 56th week

“Mg daughter flies into a rage every other minute whenever she's not allowed 

to do sometKing or cant manage it. SKe’ll throw her toys and start whining 

like mad. I trg to ignore tKis. 2>ut if she has several tantrums in a row, I put 

Ker to bed "VOKen sKe first started doing tKis two weeks ago, I thought it ums 

very amusing, flow I'm terribly aggravated by it. Her sisters just laugh at her. 

Sometimes, when she sees them doing that, it brightens her up and sKe'll start 

smiling back at them, shyly. It usually does the trick, but not <41 of the time.'

Ashley’s mom, 53rd week

You May Argue

During this fussy period, quarrels are usually brought on by temper tantrums.

T -feel myself getting angry when my daughter starts bawling if she isn't getting 

Ker own way. TKis week, she got furious when I wouldn’t immediately follow her 

into the kitchen. So I gave her a good smack on the bottom, after which her 

rage turned into real tears. I know I shouldn't have done it, but I was fed up."

Jenny’s mom, 54th week
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It’s understandable that things can get too much sometimes. But hitting or 
a “good smack on the bottom" does not solve anything. It hurts your baby 

unnecessarily and damages the trust your baby has in you. During each 
fussy period, breastfeeding mothers feel a desire to stop. At this age, this 

is because the baby keeps wanting the breast in fits and starts, or because 
their demands are accompanied by temper tantrums.

Tvc reallg given up nou>. 1Ylg son ivould throu) temper tantrums fromjust thinking 

about mg breast. It messed up our entire relationship with hinn tugging at mg 

sweater, kicking, screaming, and me getting angrg. ‘Perhaps those tantrums wilt 

start to disappear nou>, too. The last time he nursed u>as on the night oh his first 

birthdag.'

Matt's mom, 53rd week

How Your Baby’s New Skills Emerge
Around 55 weeks, you will notice that your little one is less fussy than 

before. At the same time, you should notice that they are attempting and 
achieving entirely new things again. They deal with people, toys, and other 

objects in a more mature way and they enjoy doing new things with familiar 
toys and household objects that have been there since they were born. At 

this point, they don’t quite feel like your little “baby” any more but will seem 

to have transformed into a little toddler. This is because they are entering 
the world of programs where they are beginning to see that the world is full 

of goals and sequences of actions leading up to a specific goal. This new 

flexible world is theirs to discover, but, as usual, they will want to do this 
in their own way and at their own speed. As a parent, your help will be as 
vital as ever, although it may not always feel that way when another temper 

tantrum rolls in.
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The MmjimI le^f FerwH
In the past leap in development, your baby learned to deal with the notion of 
sequences - where events follow one after another or objects fit together in 
a particular way. A program is more complicated than a sequence because 
you can reach the end result in any number of ways.

An adult’s world is filled with complicated programs. Fortunately, your child’s 
world is simpler. Instead of dealing with enormous programs like “going on 
a vacation,” your child will be working with programs such as “eating lunch.” 
However, operating a program entails choices at each crossroad - rather 
like finding your way across town. During lunch, after every bite they will 
have to decide after every bite whether they would rather take another bite 
of the same food, switch to something different, have a sip of their drink, 
or perhaps even three sips. They can decide whether to take the next bite 
with their hands or use a spoon. They can decide to finish what they have 
or clamor for dessert. Whatever they opt for, it will still be the “eating lunch” 
program.

Your toddler will, as usual, experiment with this new world. Expect them to 
play with the different choices they can make at every juncture - they may just 
want to try everything out. They need to learn the possible consequences 
are of the decisions they make at different points - so they could decide to 
empty the next spoonful on the floor instead of in their mouth.

They can also decide when to put a program into operation. For example, 
they can get the broom out of the closet because they want to sweep 
the floor. They can get their coat because they want to go out and do 
the shopping. Unfortunately, misunderstandings are quick to occur. After 
all, they can’t yet explain what they want yet and their mother or father 
can easily interpret them wrongly. This is very frustrating for such a young 
person, and a temperamental child might even throw a tantrum. Even if a 
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parent does understand their child correctly, they may simply not want to 
do whatever their child wants at that very moment. This, too, can frustrate 
a toddler quite quickly, as they can't understand the idea of “waiting” at 
this age.

Besides being able to learn how to carry out a program themselves, they 
can now perceive when someone else is doing the same thing. So they can 
begin to understand that if their mother is making tea, a snack will follow 
shortly and they can expect a cookie - or not. Now that your toddler can 
learn to perceive and explore this world, they also understand they have 
the choice of refusing a program they don’t like - at least, in theory. If they 
don’t agree with their parents’ plan, they may feel frustrated and sometimes 
even have a temper tantrum. You might be seeing a lot of them these days.

SVAiK CllWHjeS
Your child's brain waves will show changes again at approximately 12 
months. Also, their head circumference will increase, and the glucose 

metabolism in their brain will change.

Your Toddler’s Choices: A Key to Their Personality
At this age, all toddlers will begin to understand and experiment with the 
world of programs, a world that offers a wide range of new skills to play 
with. Your child will choose the things that interest them, things that they 
have perhaps watched others do in the world around them, but also the 
things that most suit their own inclinations, interests, and physique. Every 
little individual learns about programs in their own way. Some children will 
be acute watchers, carefully studying the way things are done around them. 
Others may want to “help” all the time. And still others will want to do things 
themselves, and they will let you know in no uncertain terms that they don't 
want any interference.
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My CWy
How My Baby Explores the New World of Programs
Check off the boxes below as you notice your baby changing. Some of 
the skills in the list below may not appear until weeks or months later. Your 
toddler will exercise their own choices in exploring what they can do in 
their new world.

STARTING A PROGRAM THEMSELVES

□ Gets out a broom or duster and tries sweeping or dusting

□ Goes to the bathroom and tries cleaning the toilet bowl

□ Comes to you with things they want to be put away

□ Gets out the cookie jar and expects a snack

□ Comes to you with their coat, cap, a bag to go shopping

□ Gets out their coat and shovel, ready to go to the sandbox

□ Gets out their clothes and wants to put them on

JOINING IN WITH YOUR PROGRAM

□ Throws the cushions from the chair in advance to help when 

you are cleaning

□ Tries to hang the towel back in place when you are finished

□ Puts an object or a food item away in the right cupboard

□ Brings their own plate, silverware, and place mat when you are 

setting the table

□ Tells you by words, sounds, or gestures that it’s time for dessert 

when they have finished eating
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□ Tries to put something on by themselves while they are being 

dressed or helps by pulling on their leggings or sleeves

□ Picks out a song or movie on the TV and helps put it on.

Knows which button to press for play or stop

EXECUTING A PROGRAM UNDER SUPERVISION

□ Puts different shaped blocks through the correct holes in a

box when you help by pointing out what goes where

□ Uses the potty when you ask them to or when they need to. Then 

carries the potty to the bathroom by themselves or helps you carry 

it (if they don't walk yet) and flushes

□ Gets out pens and paper and scribbles when you help them

INDEPENDENT PROGRAMS

□ Tries feeding dolls or cuddly toys, copying their own 

eating program

□ Tries giving a doll a bath by copying their own bathing ritual

□ Tries putting doll on the potty, maybe after using it

□ Eats everything on their plate without help; often they want to 

do this while sitting politely at the table like the grown-ups

□ Eats raisins from a packet by themselves

□ Builds a tower of at least three blocks

□ Starts and continues a telephone conversation, sometimes 

dialing at the start or ending the conversation with “Bye”

□ Crawls through the room following “paths” of their own choice, 

under chairs and tables and through narrow tunnels, and often 

indicates which direction they intend to go first
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□ Crawls through the room with a toy car or train saying “Vroom 

vroom.” Follows all sorts of different routes - under chairs and 

tables, or between the sofa and the wall

□ Is capable of finding something you hid

WATCHING OTHERS CARRYING OUT A PROGRAM

□ Watches cartoons or children’s shows on television, which 

manages to keep their attention for about three minutes

□ Listens to short stories

□ Expresses an understanding of what is happening in pictures - 

for example, by saying “Yum” when the child or animal in the 

picture is eating or being offered something to eat

□ Looks and listens when you play “pretend” games - feeding, 

bathing and dressing their dolls and cuddly toys, or making 

them talk and answer

□ Studies how older children carry out a program with their toys - 

how they play with a tea set, a garage with cars, doll’s bed,

or train set

□ Studies other family members when they are carrying out an 

everyday program, for instance, when they are getting dressed, 

eating, drawing, or telephoning

OTHER CHANGES YOU NOTICE
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You are probably getting to know your toddler’s personality quite well by 
now, and many of their choices will follow patterns that you’ve already 
noticed as they have grown. They are still capable of exploring new skills 
and interests as the opportunity presents itself. Watch your toddler carefully 
to determine where their interests lie. Use the list on pages 286-288 to 
mark or highlight what your child selects. Between 55 and 61 weeks, they 
will start to choose what they want to explore from the world of programs. 
Remember to respect those choices and to let your child develop at their 
own pace. Focus on helping them do what they are ready to do. Young 
children love anything new and it's important you respond when you 
notice any new skills or interests. They will enjoy it if you share these new 
discoveries, and this will accelerate their learning progress.

Wh4 Uw Cmw Vo to Helf
Help your toddler as they make their first tentative steps toward their 
encounters with programs. Talk about what they’re going to achieve and 
how they’re going to do it. If they enjoy watching you, encourage this. Talk 
about what you are doing as you are carrying out your program. Offer them 
opportunities to help you. Allow them to try carrying out their own program 
when you notice that they seem to have one in mind.

Help Your Baby Explore the New World through Independence 
If your child is interested in dressing, undressing, and grooming themselves, 
then show them how you do these things. Explain to them what you are 
doing as well as why you are doing it. They will be able to understand 
more than they are able to tell you. If you have a little time, let them toy with 
washing and dressing themselves or, if they want to, somebody else in the 
family.
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*TYTg daughter tries pulling ker trousers up tg kerself or putting ker oum slippers 

on, (?«t ske c^n't do it get. Tkm so/Wenlg I fowwl ker diking around in mg 

slippers.'

Jenny’s mom, 55th week

'THg oUugkter (ikes walking around witk a cup or hat on. Whether it's mine, Kers, 

or a toll's - it's all tke s^tme to ker.’

Eve’s mom, 57th week

TKis past week, mg son kept putting all sorts of tkings on kis ke^.- dishcloths, 

towels, and, A few times, someone’s pants. He'd uoalh around the house impervious

Frankie’s mom, 59th week

‘As soon as mg daughter is dressed, ske cravds over to mg dressing t^le and 

tries to sprgg herself with. perfume.'

Laura’s mom, 57th week

'Z^esterkgg, when I went into mg son's room to get kim, ke w^s standing up in his 

crila grinning like mad. He had gotten almost completely undressed dg himself 

John’s mom, 58th week

Wg daughter feeds her dolls, bathes them, and puts them to bed. TOken ske's 

ase<k her pottg, she'll put her dolls on the pottg, as well.’

Jenny’s mom, 56th week

If your little one wants to eat on their own, let them try it as often as you 
can. Keep in mind that they are creative enough to want to test different 
methods of eating - and all of them will probably be messy. If cleaning up 
gets tiring, you can make cleaning easier by putting a large sheet of plastic 
on the floor under their chair.
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'Since mg son has (earned hoi/o to eat his dinner h>g himself 0>ith A spoon, he 

insists on doing it completely on his oi/Jn. Otherwise, he i/oon't eat. He also insists 

on sitting in his chair At the t^(?le u>hen he's eating.'

Kevin’s mom, 57th week

'Swzfrlenlg, mg daughter discovered it i*ws great fan to first stir something with 

a spoon, then stick it in her month.’

Jenny’s mom, 56th week

Wg son loves eating raisins from a packet lag himself.'

Matt’s mom, 57th week

Tfrg daughter sags "Pie' when she's finished eating her food, so she knovos there's 

more to come. As soon as she's finished her dessert, she has to be taken oat of 

her chair'

Emily’s mom, 60th week

Bags, purses with money inside, the television set, the radio, cleaning 
utensils, makeup - many little ones want to use everything the same way 
their parents do. Some children now leave their own toys lying somewhere 
in a corner. Try to work out what your little one is trying to do, even if they 
do not always make life easy for you.

"I saa> nng son poshing phone buttons for the first time todag, patting the receiver 

to his ear, and babbling busilg. A feu> times he said "Oada' before hanging op'

Frankie’s mom, 56th week

"frig daughter picked up the phone o>hen it rang and I o>as out of the room for
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"fflg littla girl knows ex^ictlg which button to press to start the neovie. yOhen 

she conees to nee with the reneote control, she reallg prefers to press the buttons 

herself."

Jenny’s mom, 57th week

TAg son is in love with the toilet bowl. He tkrows all sorts of things in it, 

cleans it with the brush everg two minutes, drenching the bathroone floor at the 

sanee tinee."

Frankie’s mom, 56th week

"Yflg son brings nee newspapers, eneptg beer bottles, and shoes. He wants me to 

tidg up and put thene awag"

Frankie’s mom, 56th week

Help Your Baby Explore the New World through Toys
Many children now become interested in more complex playthings that 
allow them to imitate programs, such as garages with cars, trains with 
tracks, farmhouses with animals, dolls with diapers or clothes, tea sets with 
pots and pans, or play shops with packages and boxes. If your little one 
shows an interest in such toys, offer them opportunities to play with them. 
Help them once in a while. It’s still a very complicated world for them.

'TOh.iSn I sit next to neg son on the floor and encourage kim, ke'll sometimes build 

towers as high as eight blocks'

Matt’s mom, 57th week

lOken neg daughter plags on her own and needs help, ske’ll call out 'Tflanea.' 

Then she'll show me what she wants me to do’

Hannah’s mom, 55th week
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'Wj daughter is becoming increasingly interested in Prmo toys, especially the 

little people and the cars. She’s also starting to try to build things from the 

blocks. She fits the pieces together properly once in a while. She can continue 

doing this for ^uite a long time'

Emily's mom, 57th week

"PYU) son is getting mush better at playing by himself. flow he is seeing neu> 

possibilities in old playthings. His cuddly toys, trains, and cars are starting to 

come alive’

Bob's mom, 55th week

Most children are interested in seeing the “real thing,” too. For example, if 
your baby is interested in garages, take them to see cars being repaired. If 
they are interested in horses, tour a riding school. And if their tractor, crane, 
or boat is their favorite toy, they will certainly want to see a real one working.

Help Your Baby Explore the New World through
Language and Music
When they leap into the world of programs, your child becomes fascinated 
by stories. You can enable them hear and see them. You could let them 
watch stories on television, you could let them listen to a story, or best 
of all, you could tell them a story yourself, with or without a picture book. 
Just make sure that the stories correspond with whatever your child is 
experiencing themselves or with their interests. For some children, this will 
be cars, for others it will be a special flower, animals, the swimming pool, 
or their cuddly toys. Keep in mind that each story must contain a short and 
simple program. Most little ones of this age can only concentrate on a story 
for about three minutes.

‘Vdy son can really become absorbed in a toddler shou> on television. It’s very 

fanny. Previously, he just wasn't interested'

Kevin’s mom, 58th week
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Also offer a budding little talker the opportunity to tell their own story when 
you are looking at a picture book together.

*W) ^ughter can unrferstan^ a picture in a book. She'll tell me wftat she sees, 

for instance, if she sees a kid in a picture giving a tr&sit to mother kid. she'll 

sgg,

Hannah’s mom, 57th week

Many little children are eager chatterboxes. They will tell you entire “stories” 

complete with questions, exclamations, and pauses. And they expect a 
response. If your toddler is a storyteller, try to take their stories seriously, 

even if you are still unable to understand what they are saying. If you listen 

closely, you may sometimes be able to make out a real word.

TAg son talks until gour etrrs feel like theg're about to Hrop off. He reallg holds a 

conversation. Sometimes he'll do it in tke questioning morfe. It sounds rertllg cute. 

I wouW love to know wh^t he's trging to tell me'

Frankie's mom, 58th week

"Mg son chatters a^ag like ctazg. Sometimes he'll stop W look <at me until I 

sgg something back. and then he’ll continue his storg. This pnst week, it sounded 

like he w<as surging 'Kiss,' and then he actuality gave me a kiss. Tow I pay 10 

times more attention'

Frankie’s mom, 59th week

Many little ones love listening to children’s songs as long as they are simple 

and short. Such songs are programs as well. If your toddler likes music, 

they may now want to learn how to make all the appropriate gestures too. 
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"Mg daughter pUtgs Pat-^-c^ke, (ww-czstke, WM rvw all by herself, complete 

witk incomprehensible singing.’

Jenny’s mom, 57th week

Some children also have a lot of fun playing their own piece of music. 

Drums, pianos, keyboards, and flutes seem to be their particular favorites. 

Naturally, most budding musicians prefer grown-up instruments, but they 
will be able to do less harm with a toy instrument.

When you notice your child is trying to lend you a hand, then accept it. 
They are beginning to understand what you are doing and are learning to 
do their own share.

"Mg daughter wants to help with everything. She wants to carry the 

groceries, hang the dishcloth back in place when Inn done, carry the 

place mats and silverware to the table when Inn setting the taWe, 

and so on.'

Emily’s mom, 62nd week

"Mg daughter knows tMt apple Juice and nnilk belong in the fridge and 

runs to the door to open it. for cookies, she goes straight to the cupboard 

and gets out the tin.'

Jenny’s mom, 57th week
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7/Uj daughter [oves her tog piano. Usually, she plays volth one finger and listens 

to iMhat she's doing. She also likes to i^atch her father play his piano. Then she'll 

a>alk over to her piano and bang on it witk both hands'

Hannah’s mom, 58th week

Tc<h Them to Kc^cct i/OM
Many children are now beginning to understand that you can also be in 
the middle of a program, such as when you are busy cleaning. When you 
notice your baby is starting to comprehend these things, you can also 
start asking them to have consideration for you so that you can finish what 
you are doing. At this age, however, you can't expect them to wait too 
long.

sT*TTTTTf^**T**T| 
"When my son a>ants to get his oi^n a>ay, he'll lag down on the floor Just 

oat of tiny arnhs reach. That way I have to com to hinn.'

Matt’s mom, 56th week

Help Your Baby Explore the New World through 
Experimentation
If your toddler is a little researcher, you could see them performing the 
following program or experiment: How do these toys land, roll over, and 
bounce? Your little Einstein can go on examining these things for what 
seems like forever. For instance, they might pick up different toy people and 
drop them on the table 25 times and then repeat this up to 60 times with all 
sorts of building blocks. If you see your child doing this, then just let them 
carry on. This is their way of experimenting with the objects’ characteristics 
in a very systematic way. They will be able to put this information to good 
use later on when they have to decide in the middle of a program whether 
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to do something this way or that. Toddlers are not simply playing - they are 
working hard, often putting in long hours, to discover how the world works.

TOkfin rvitj son is doing something. for instance lauilding, he suddenlg shakes kis 

head, sags 'Tlo.' and starts to do it in a different u>ag"

Kevin’s mom, 55th week

"W) daughter gets out her little locomotive to stand on vohen she uoants to get 

her things from the closet. She used to aluoags use her chair"

Jenny’s mom, 56th week

l?c Kcmcmbcr
Breaking old habits and setting new rules are also part of developing 
each new skill. You can only demand of your baby that they follow the 

new rules they understand - no more, but also no less.

Good to Know
Some children are exceptionally creative when it comes to inventing and 
trying out different ways to attain the same final goal. Gifted children can 
be particularly exhausting for their parents. They continually try to see if 
things can be done some other way. Whenever they fail or are forbidden 
to do something, they always look for another way around the problem 
or prohibition. It seems like a challenge to them never to do something 

the same way twice. They find simply repeating things boring.
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Tof Games for This Wonder Weeh
Here are games and activities that most toddlers like best 
now. Remember, all children are different. See what your little 
one responds to best.

DOING A JOB BY THEMSELVES

Many toddlers love being allowed to do something very mature all by 
themselves. Making a mess with water is the most popular job. Most 
children calm down when they play with water.

GIVING THE DOLL A BATH

Fill a baby bath or a washing-up bowl with lukewarm water. Give your 
child a washcloth and a bar of soap, and let them lather up their doll 
or cuddly toy. Washing hair is usually a very popular part of this game.

DOING DISHES

Tie an apron on your child, and put them on a chair in front of the sink. 
Fill the bowl with lukewarm water, and give them your dish sponge and 
an assortment of baby-friendly items to be washed, such as plastic 
plates, cups, wooden spoons, and all sorts of strainers and funnels. 
A nice topping of bubbles will make them even more eager to get 
to work. Make sure the chair they are standing on does not become 
slippery when wet, causing the busy one to lose their footing in their 
enthusiasm. Then stand back and let the fun begin.

HELPING OUT

Your toddler may prefer to do things with you. They can help prepare 
dinner, set the table, and shop for groceries. They will have their own 
ideas about the job, but they will learn a lot by doing it with you. This 
helps them feel grown-up and content.
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UNPACKING AND PUTTING AWAY GROCERIES

Put fragile and dangerous things away first, then let your little assistant 
help you unpack. You can have them hand you or bring you the 
groceries one by one, as they choose. Or you can ask them “Could 
you give me the . . . please, and now the . .

You can also ask them where they would put things. And finally, they 
can close the cupboard doors when you are finished. Encourage and 
thank them.

HIDE-AND-SEEK GAMES

Now you can make these games more complicated than before. 
When your child is in the right mood, they will usually enjoy displaying 
their talents. Adjust the pace to your child. Make the game neither 
impossibly difficult nor too easy for them.

DOUBLE HIDING GAME

Place two cups in front of them and put a plaything under one of them. 
Then switch the cups around by sliding them across the table. This 
way, cup A will be where cup B was, and vice versa. The object of the 
exercise here is not to fool your toddler but quite the reverse. Make 
sure that your child is watching closely when you move the cups and 
encourage them to find the toy. Give them plenty of praise for each 
attempt. This is really very complicated for them.

SOUND GAME

Many toddlers love looking for sounds. Take your child on your lap and 
let them see and hear an object that can make a sound - for instance, 
a musical box. Then close their eyes and have someone else hide the 
object while it is playing. Make sure that your little one cannot see 
where it is being hidden. When it has vanished from sight, encourage 
them to look for it.
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"yOhen I ask nnj daughter, "Do you need to use gour pottg?' she'll use it if she 

reaflg does need to. She pees, carries it to the bathroom herself, and flushes. g>wt 

sometimes ske’ll be sitting on it, then she’ll get up and pee next to her pottg."

Jenny’s mom, 54th week

Show Understanding for Irrational Fears
When your little one is busy exploring their new world, they will run into 
things that they don’t fully understand. Along the way, they discover new 
dangers, ones that they never imagined existed. They are still unable to 
talk about them, so show them a little understanding. Their fear will only 
disappear only when they start to understand everything better.

'All of a sudden, mg son was frightened of our ship's lamp when it was on, 

probably because it skines so brightly."

Paul’s mom, 57th week

"Wj daughter is a little scared of the dark.- Hot once she is in the dark, but to 

walk from a lit room into a dark room"

Jenny’s mom, 58th week

'TAj son gets frightened when I Inflate a balloon. He doesn't get it.'

Matt’s mom, 58th week

'TAj daughter was frightened bg a ball that was deflating."

Eve’s mom, 59th week

"H\g son gets terribly frightened bg loud noises, like jet airplanes, telephones, 

and the doorbell ringing."

Bob’s mom, 55th week

TAj daughter is scared of everything that draws near quickly. .Like the parakeet, 

fluttering around her head, her brother chasing her, and a remote-control car 

belonging to her brother's friend. It was Just too fast for her."

Emily’s mom, 56th week
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Tcf Toys for This Wonder Weeh
Here are toys and things that most babies like best now:

■ Dolls, doll strollers, and doll beds

■ Farmhouses, farm animals, and fences

■ Garages and cars

■ Wooden trains with tracks, platforms, bridges, and tunnels

• Unbreakable tea sets

■ Pots, pans, and wooden spoons

■ Telephones

■ Primo blocks

■ Bicycles, cars, toy horses or engines that they can sit on themselves

■ Push-along wagons that they can use to transport all sorts of things

■ Rocking horses or rocking chairs

■ Boxes with differently shaped blocks and holes

■ Stackable containers and rods with stackable rings

* Mops, hand brooms, dustpans, and brushes

■ Colored sponges to scrub with or play with in the bath

■ Large sheets of paper and markers

■ Books with animals and their young, or cars and tractors

■ Musical instruments, such as drums, toy pianos, and xylophones

■ Baby TV or Youtube movies with short stories

Remember at this time to put away or take precautions with closets and 
drawers that might contain harmful or poisonous things, knobs on audio 
and video equipment, electrical appliances, ovens, and lights and power 
outlets.
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'"Wj son simply refuses to get into the bathtub. He doesnt wind getting into the 

baby (oath when it's in the big (oath '

Frankie’s mom, 59th week

After the Lc^
Around 59 weeks, most toddlers become a little less troublesome than 
they were. Some are particularly admired for their friendly talkativeness and 
others for their cute eagerness to help out with the housekeeping. Most 
are now beginning to rely less on temper tantrums to get their own way. 
In short, their independence and cheerfulness assert themselves once 
again. With their new liveliness and mobility, however, many parents may 
still consider their little ones to be a bit of a handful. That’s because their 
child thinks they know it all, but you know they still have so much to learn.

'Wj daughter is painstakingly precise. Everything has its own little place. If 

I changes, she'll notice and pat things back. She also doesnt hold onto 

anything any wore when she's walking. She will happily walk right across the room. 

To think I've been so worried over this’

Emily’s mom, 60th week

'TYlg son is perfectly happy in the playpen again. Sow.etiw.es he doesn't want to be 

taken out I don't have to play along with, him anywore, either. He keeps hiwself 

occupied, especially with his toy cars and puzzles. He's wash wore cheerful now'

Paul’s mom, 60th week
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"Mg ^mgkter doesnt plag t/Jith togs angmore; ske toon't even look at tkem. 
yQatcklng, imitating, and Joining in vdtk us is muck more fascinating to ker novo. 

Gke's enterprising as toell. Ske gets ker coat and ker bag token ske toants to go 

out and tke broom token sometking needs cleaning. Ske's verg mature.'

Nina’s mom, 58th week

"FIoia) that mg son runs like tke lOind and toanders tkrougk tke entire apartment, 

ke also does a lot of tkings ke shouldn't. he keeps patting atoag cups, beer 

bottles, and shoes, and ke can be eMremelg imaginative. I-f I take mg ege off 

him for a moment, tkose tkings end up in tke trask can or tke toilet. Tken token 

I scold kim, ke gets verg sad'

Frankie’s mom, 59th week

"Mg daughter is such a lovelg little girl, tke toag ske plags, chit-chatting atoag. 

She's often so find of Jog. Tkose temper tantrums seem like a thing of tke past. 

&ut perhaps Td better knock on voood.

Ashley’s mom, 59th week
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After the previous leap, your little one began to understand what a “program” 
is. Your daily programs of eating, shopping, taking a stroll, playing, and 
washing the dishes seem normal to them at this stage. Sometimes they 
appear to be following your lead and other times they grab the opportunity 
to show you what they can do. You might also have noticed that your little 
helper has a slightly different approach to household chores than you have. 
They use a piece of string to ‘vacuum’. They use a rag to ‘mop’, wetting it 
in their mouth. And, they ‘clear up’ by using their magical powers to banish 
anything and everything in their way to that one special out-of-the-way 
spot: the bathroom, the trash or over the balcony. No more mess. Your 
little helper is still bound by certain strict routines, which tend to be a tad 
mechanical in nature. They are therefore, just a beginner in the complex 
world of programs. They are not yet able to adapt the program they are 
carrying out to different circumstances. It will require several years of 
experience before they become proficient in such matters.

As adults, we have the benefit of experience. You are able to adapt to 
change. You vary the order in which you do things. While grocery shopping, 
you opt for the short line at the butcher instead of joining a long line at the 
deli counter. Whether you are in a hurry, or you want special ingredients for 
a recipe, you adapt. We also adapt our programs to those around us. If 
anyone asks your opinion, you measure your response in kind, given their 
status and age. You also adapt your mood or the direction you want your 
moods to go. You prepare a meal in different ways depending on whether 
you have time to relax and enjoy it or whether you have to rush off to an 
important meeting. You anticipate everything happening around you that 
concerns you. You know what you want and how best to get it. You make 
sure that you achieve your goals. It’s because of this that your programs 
appear to be so flexible and natural.

Note: The first phase (fussy period) of this leap into the perceptual world of “principles" is age- 
linked and predictable, and starts between 59 and 63 weeks. Most babies start the second 
phase (see box "Quality Time: An Unnatural Whim" on page 17) of this leap 64 weeks after 
full-term birth. The first perception of the world of principles sets in motion the development of a 
whole range of skills and activities. However, the age at which these skills and activities appear 
for the first time varies greatly and depends on your baby’s preferences, experimentation and 
physical development. For example, the ability to perceive principles is a necessary precondition 
for “pretending to cook for their dolls,” but this activity normally appears at anywhere from 64 
weeks to many months later. The skills and activities in this chapter are stated at the earliest 
possible age they could appear so you can watch for and recognize them. (They may be 
rudimentary at first.) This way you can respond to and facilitate your baby’s development.
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Your little angel will start to pick up on how they can better deal with certain 
situations as soon as they take their next leap. They will land in the world of 
“principles.” Around 64 weeks - approaching 15 months - you will notice 
them stepping up to try new things. It is a leap that previously revealed 
itself to your little angel. Around 61 weeks - 14 months - your little one 
starts noticing that “things are changing.” A maze of new impressions is 
turning their reality on its head. Initially, it’s quite a task for them to deal with 
the changes. First, they will have to create some order in this new-found 
chaos. They return to familiar surroundings. They become clingy. They need 
a “mommy or daddy refill."

B
If your little one becomes clingy, watch for new skills or for them

attempting new things

This Weeks Fmssj 5yus
Is your baby quick to cry? Many parents complain that they rarely hear their 
baby laugh any more. They label their toddler now as “earnest more often" 
or “sad more often.” The moments of sadness are unexpected, and are 
usually short lived with no clear cause.

'Ikis week Ke crie^f a lot. TOhy? I dont know. All of a soAden he burst oat in 

tears'

Gregory’s mom, 64th week, or 1416 months

Your little one could also be irritable, impatient, frustrated or angry; for 
instance, if they even think that mommy or daddy is not standing by at their 
beck and call, or if mommy or daddy does not understand what they want 
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or say, or if mommy or daddy corrects them or tells them “NO!" This could 
even happen if their latest building project was to topple or if a chair refuses 
to move or if they run into a table.

Tf ske does not receive mg direct attention, she sprawls oat on the ground 

bau>llng'

Josie's mom, 62nd week, or 14 months

‘She is more quiMy irritated, angry and impatient than she u>as. If she i*wts 

to tell rue sornethin^ and I don't Mg understand what she wants, she starts to 

scream and Ms even louder.'

Eve’s mom, 64th week, or 14V5- months

'He was very whiny this week. His crying became louder and more insistent if he 

didn't get his way or if he was made to wait. The same was the case if my hands 

were fall and I was unable to pich him. up.'

Kevin’s mom, 65th week, or approaching 15 months

'He is really struggling. If he is unable to do something right the first time, he 

throats a tantrum'

Gregory’s mom, 66th week, or 15 months

Here are some of the signals that your baby may give you to let you know 
they’re approaching this leap into the world of principles.

■T.
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They May Cling to Your Clothes

Most toddlers do whatever is necessary to be around mommy and daddy. 
But little kids become bigger. Occasionally, some toddlers are content if 
they can tempt mommy and daddy into a game of briefly making eye contact 
and then looking away. This is a considerable step towards independence. 
However, more often than not, the toddler is more like a small baby. They 
are only happy if sitting on a lap or being carried around. Sometimes when 
they are especially clingy, mother may decide that the best form of transport 
is the baby carrier - and the little clinger happily submits.

'He followed me constantly, dragging his tog. If I stood still or sat doom, he 

uoould plag at mg feet or even under them. It began to u>ear on me.’

Kevin’s mom, 62nd week, or 14 months

'She constantly wanted to climL on my lap, Lut that a>as inconvenient because I 

u>as ironing. I put her in the center of the room a few times with her togs, but 

no, she only had eges for mg Lap. The next time she u>ent for my lap, she caught 

the cord of the iron bringing it dou>n on mg foot, because she u>as tangled in 

the cord, I ums unable to get the iron off my foot riyht au>ag, which made me 

shout in pain. She then clamped on to my leg and let out a erg. fi>g the time I 

had finally freed myself, she w<«s so upset that f had to carrg her with me to 

the bathroom so that I could put my foot under some cold running u>ater. Lesson 

one.- no ironing with her aroundl"

Julia's mom, 63rd week, or 14 months and a week

'He loves to get my attention from a short distance, just glancing at each other. 

He ylows from our mutual relationship.

Luke’s mom 63rd week, or 14 months and a week
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This week he clung to me, literally. He climbed up mg back, hung in nng hair, 

crawled up against me. He sat between mg legs and clamped on so that I was 

unable to take a step All the while, making a game of it, ^nd making it difficult 

to become impatient. And, in the meantime, he had it his wag'

Matt’s mom, 65th week, or approaching 15 months

'He crawls onto mg lap more often now, but doesn't stag there. Even if he is 

walking around he likes to be picked up for a bit'

Frankie’s mom, 66th week, or 15 months

They May be Shyer with Strangers Than Before

Most children don’t stray from their mother or father’s side when in the 
company of strangers. Some seem to try to climb back into mommy. They 
certainly don’t want to be picked up by another person. Their mother is the 
only one who may touch them, sometimes the only one who can talk to 
them, even father may be too much. Mostly, they seem frightened. You think 
sometimes that they are becoming shy.-

"kJhen we are visiting or we have guests, he stags right around me for a while 

before slowlg venturing further. £>ut as soon as it even looks like someone else 

wants to pick him up, he harries to me to cling for a while.'

Gregory’s mom, 64th week, or 1416 months

'He is shg with strangers. If there is a group, he crawls and puts his head between 

mg legs and stags there for a bit'

Kevin’s mom, 63rd week, or 14 months and a week

'He cries if I leave him in a room with other people. If I go to the kitchen, so does 

he. Espeaallg todag, he never left mg side, and this while his grandmother was 

in the room. He knows his grandmother well and sees her everg dag'

Frankie’s mom, 63rd week, or 14 months and a week 
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"Sven if her father wants her attention, she turns her heart awag. And. when he 

puts her in her bath, she starts to scream. She ontg wants to be witk me'.

Josie’s mom, 64th week, or 1416 months

They May Want Physical Contact to Be as Close as Possible

Often a small child does not want the distance between them and their 
mother or father to increase. If anyone is going to go anywhere, then the 
toddler wants to be the one. Mommy or daddy must remain exactly where 
they are and not move one bit.

‘She hates when I leave. She doesn’t even want me getting up for a shower. 

If when I get out of bed in the morning she is left with. her father, she starts 

shrieking. I have to take her if I want to get out of bed. She never did that 

before.'

Laura's mom, 62nd week, or 14 months

ydhen I take her to dagcare and try to [eave, she cries her eges out. She onlg 

did that in the beginning though.'

Ashley's mom, 65th week, or approaching 15 months

'he gets angrg when I drop him at dagcare and he lets me know when I pick 

him up. he ignores me for a while, as if I don't eKist. however, when he is done 

with ignoring me, he is reallg sweet and snuggles up bg putting his head on mg 

shoulder?

Mark’s mom, 66th week, or 15 months

They May Want to Be Entertained

Most toddlers don't like to play alone. They want mommy or daddy to play 
along. They don’t want to feel alone and will follow mommy or daddy if they
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walk away. With this behavior, what they are really saying is: “If you don’t 
feel like playing with me, then I’ll just tag along with you.” And because 
mommy’s tasks are usually domestic, household tasks are very popular, 
although not for every child. Now and then some clever little one thinks up 
a new strategy with a playful trick or antic to lure mother to play. Such an 
enterprise is difficult to resist. Even though mother may be held up with her 
work, they are willing to overlook it. Her toddler is already getting big.

'Vjhen it is lenst convenient ke wants os to listen to a Chiidr&ns Song. I kave to 

snaggle op to kim, grin and la&ar it. Even peeking in a magazine is oat of tke 

^aestion.'

Robin’s mom, 63rd week, or 14 months and a week

'Ske kardlg plggs anymore, ske follows me around constantly. Jost wants to see 

wkat I’m doing around tke koose and pat ker nose in tke middle of it.'

Jenny’s mom, 64th week, or 1416 months

'He almost never wanted to plag lag kimSelf. Tke wkole dag long it uoas hors& 

riding and nnownng voas tke korse. He kept me occapie^ witk cate little ploys, ait 

tke wkile tkinking that I wasn't on to his little gann&’

Matt’s mom, 65th week, or approaching 15 months

They May Be Jealous

Sometimes toddlers want extra attention from their mother or father when 
they are in the company of others - especially if the others are children, 
otherwise, they become insecure. They want mommy or daddy for 
themselves, they must be the center of their mother or father’s attention. 
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'He p^rticnUrlg Stints mg attention u>hen Im around others, especiallg if the 

others are children. Then he gets jealous. He does listen though if I tell him that 

it's time to go and plag lag himself, (out he stags around me'

Thomas’ mom, 61st week, or 14 months

'Sometimes he gets Jealous if another child is on mg lap. I never sau> him do 

this before.'

Taylor’s mom, 62nd week, or 14 months

They May Be Moody

Some parents notice that their little one’s mood can completely change 
very quickly. One moment the little chameleon is grumpy, the next they 
are all smiles. One minute they are very cuddly, the next so angry that they 
sweep their cup clean off the table, then they can become sad with gushing 
tears, and so on. You could say that your toddler is practicing for puberty. 
Little ones at this age are capable of many forms of behavior to express 
their feelings. And a child that is at odds with themselves tries them all.

The voent laock and forth from swlkg to cheerful, clingg to independent, earnest 

to stilt), onr«(g to compliant. /Xnd till these different moods took turns as if 

evergthing u>as completely normal. It iaws tjuite a chore.'

Juliette's mom, 62nd week, or 14 months

'One moment he is into mischief, the next he's an example of obedience. One 

moment he is kitting me, the next he is kissing me. One moment he insists on 

doing evergthing himself and the next he’s pitiful and needs mg help '

Mark’s mom, 65th week, or approaching 15 months

They May Sleep Poorly

Many little ones sleep less well at this stage. They don’t want to go to bed 
and cry when it’s time, even during the day. Some parents say their child’s
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entire sleeping pattern seems to have changed. They suspect that their 
child is on the verge of moving from two naps a day to one. Although the 
children do fall asleep, many mothers and fathers are not at peace. The 
poor sleepers cry in their sleep, or they regularly wake up seeming helpless. 
They are clearly afraid of something. Sometimes they fall back asleep if 
comforted. But some little ones only want to continue sleeping if mom stays 
with them or if they can occupy the precious spot between mom and dad 
in the big bed.

because ske doesn’t w^int to take dagtime naps angmore, I pat her with me 

in mg bed during the dag, thinking perhaps that would help. Hope. ?0e ended 

up getting out of bed again. 'Result: She and I were dead tiredl I think she is 

bordering on moving from two naps to one.'

Josie's mom, 62nd week, or 14 months

Tf she w^kes up during the night, she clamps herself onto me. As if she were 

afraid.

Jenny’s mom, 62nd week, or 14 months

'Sleeping w^is hopeless. He slept a lot, but he was tossing and turning. I kept 

hearing his cries. It didn't seem like he w^s getting his rest.'

Mark's mom, 63rd week, or 14 months and a week

'She gets verg busg, bothersome and tries to kite when kedtime comes. It seems 

like she doesn't want to sleep bg herself. It takes some doing. After crging a 

while, she does fin^llg fall asleep, but after that I'm mentallg drained. Last night, 

she slept in between us. She spreads out with an arm and a leg on daddg and 

an arm and a leg on mommg'

Emily's mom, 64th week, or 1414 months

"It seems like he requires less sleep now. He goes to bed later. He's also awake 

for half an hour everg night. Then he wants to plag '

Gregory’s mom, 65th week, or approaching 15 months
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They May Have “Nightmares”

Many toddlers have nightmares more often than before. Sometimes they 
wake up looking helpless, sometimes afraid or in a panic. And other times 
very frustrated, angry or hot-tempered.

Twice this week he woke up screeching, covered in swe^t and completelg in a 

panic. It took him half an hour to stop crging. He was practicallg inconsolable. 

This has never happened before. I also noticed that it took him a while before 

being at ease agon'

Gregory’s mom, 62nd week, or 14 months

'At night he was often awake. He seemed helpless or reallg in a panic. One night 

he slept with me because he couldn't shake his ankietg. iging next to me relakes 

him.’

Thomas’ mom, 62nd week, or 14 months

"I s^iw that she was sound asleep, went downstairs and <«ll of a sudden I hear 

a thump and loud screaming. I ran back upstairs and when I picked her up to 

console her, she was in the middle of a fit. She rolled on the ground, kicking 

screaming. I tried to hold her close to me, but she resisted with everything she 

had. She simply had to get rid of her rage, which took a verg long time.'

Julia’s mom, 64th week, or 1416 months

They May “Daydream”

Sometimes little ones sit staring off in the distance. It’s a time of self
reflection.

"I noticed that he was rather quiet. He sat there staring. He'd never done that 

before'

Thomas's mom, 63rd week, or 14 months and a week LEA
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Tkis week he was often noticeably in dreannland. He went and laid oat on the 

floor and was Just staring.'

Gregory’s mom, 65th week, or approaching 15 months

They May Lose Their Appetite

Not all toddlers have the best eating habits. Sometimes they simply skip a 
meal. Mothers find it difficult if their child does not eat well, and this gives 
the little one the attention they need. Breastfeeding toddlers, however, do 
seem to want to feed more often. But as soon as they have sucked a little, 
they let go of the nipple and look around, or they just hold the nipple in their 
mouth. After all, they are where they want to be: with their mom.

'He hasn't eaten well this week, especiallg dinner. He turned his head away at 

the first bite. regardless what I put in front of him.'

Frankie’s mom, 64th week, or 1416 months

'He wakes up often during the night again and wants the breast. Is it habit or 

does he really need it? I wonder because he wants to feed so often. I also wonder 

if I'm not Making kiM too reliant on Me.'

Bob’s mom, 63rd week, or 14 months and a week

They May Be More Babyish Again

It could seem like your toddler is a baby again. That’s not really the case. 
Regression during a clingy period means that progress is coming. And 
because children at this age are capable of so much more, a regression is 
more evident.

'She didn't use the words she had learnedl All of a sudden she called all aniwals 

Am."

Julia’s mom, 61st week, or 14 months
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'He's crawling more often again.'

Luke’s mom, 63rd week, or 14 months and a week

'She is re^tdg for her piagpen again, full of babg togsf

Hannah’s mom, 63rd week, or 14 months and a week

If we timed it right and asked if she needed to pee, she would generally go to 

her pottg, bat noi^ she is back to solelg using diapers. As if she has completely 

forgotten how.’

Jenny’s mom, 62nd week, or 14 months

1 ana back to giving her bottles like when she W(«s a babg. She won’t even hold 

it herself'

Emily’s mom, 62nd week, or 14 months

They May Act Unusually Sweet

Some parents succumb to a generous hug, kiss or barrage of petting from 
their children. The little ones have certainly noticed that it’s more difficult 
for mother or father to resist these displays of affection than the whining, 
clinging and being a nuisance. And'this way they can “fill-up on mommy and 
daddy” if need be.

'flow he climbs up behind me in the chair and proceeds on to mg neck to give 

me a missive hug.'

Matt’s mom, 63rd week, or 14 months and a week

"Sometimes she is reailg affectionate. She comes and. hogs with one arm aroand 

mg neck, pressing her cheek into mine, strokes mg face and kisses me. Even 

strokes and kisses the far collar on mg coat. She a>as never this affectionate 

before’

Nina’s mom, 65th week, or approaching 15 months

They May Reach for a Cuddly Object More Often

Sometimes toddlers use blankets, stuffed animals and all things soft to 
snuggle. They especially do this if their mother or father is busy.
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'Yi& snuggles a lot lAJttk his stuffed animals’

Matt’s mom, 65th week, or approaching 15 months

They May Be Mischievous

Many toddlers are naughty on purpose. Being naughty is the perfect way 
to get attention. If something breaks, is dirty or dangerous, or if the house 
gets turned upside down, mommy and daddy will have to address this 
misbehavior. This is a covert way of getting a “mommy or daddy refill."

‘She is not allowed to touth the stereo, TV or other such devices. She knows 

they're off limits! Ske gets one warning and then a swat on her fingers.'

Vera’s mom, 62nd week, or 14 months

T was reallg rmgrg lAifien he deliberately threw some things over our balcony. 

There's no getting the things bath because they landed In the water below. After 

that, if he did it again, I snatched him up and put him in his playpen explaining 

that suth things are not allowed'

Luke's mom, 62nd week, or 14 months

“‘She purposefully misbehaves. 'She (ays her hands precisely where she knows that 

they are not ahowed. She shakes the gate for the stairs (it is destroyed by now), 

pulled out the knitting needles from my knitting. Just for starters. It's really 

getting on my nerves '

Vera’s mom, 65th week, or approaching 15 months
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'He repeatedly kns periods vAcrc onl^ does ahat is not allowed. I m left 

doing nothing but saying 'Ao' and beeping an eye on him.'

Gregory’s mom, 66th week, or 15 months

They May Have More Temper Tantrums Than Before

Many toddlers get more Irritable, angry and out of sorts quicker than parents 
are used to from them. These little ones roll kicking and screaming on the 
ground if they don’t get their way, if they can’t manage something first time, 
if they are not understood directly, or even without any clear reason at all.

'SM had her first temper tantrum. It's the neatest thing. At first ims thought that 

it iaws teething pain. She dropped to her knees and began screeching. It turned 

out to be a temper tantrum. Ao wHk in the parkl’

Josie’s mom, 63rd week, or 14 months and a week

'TOkcn his father put him bach in bed at 530 ATFl, he really threat a fit. He 

obviously had other plans than ate did'

Frankie’s mom, 62nd week, or 14 months

'She aanted to eat aithout any help and a>e didn’t get it at first. She screamed, 

started kicking and practically broke her chair. I had no idea that she could be 

such a pain. Quite a truaU’

Nina’s mom, 62nd week, or 14 months

"VOhen ate're around other people, I can't move aatay an inch or he'll fall to the 

ground and throat a fit.'

Frankie’s mom, 63rd week, or 14 months and a week

Tf she doesnt get her a>ag, she throats herself to the ground screeching and refuses 

to sit or stand up. Then I pick her up and draat her attention to something else.’

Julia’s mom, 62nd week, or 14 months
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My CMry
Signs My Baby Is Growing Again

Between 59 and 63 weeks, your child may show signs that they are ready 
to make the next leap, into the world of principles.

□ Cries more often and is cranky or fretful more often than before

□ Is cheerful one moment and cries the next

□ Wants to be entertained, or does so more often than usual

□ Clings to your clothes or wants to be closer to you now

□ Acts unusually sweet

□ Is mischievous

□ Throws temper tantrums, or throws them more often than before

□ Is jealous

□ Is more obviously shy with strangers than you are used to seeing

□ Wants physical contact to be tighter or closer than before

□ Sleeps poorly

□ Has nightmares, or has them more often than before

□ Loses appetite

□ Sometimes just sits there, quietly daydreaming

□ Reaches for a cuddly toy, or does so more often than usual

□ Is more babyish than they were

□ Resists getting dressed

OTHER CHANGES YOU NOTICE
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How This Leap May Affect You
You May Become Really Frustrated

Parents clearly have less patience with clinging, whining and provocation 
from a child of this age. When they were still a little baby, such behavior 
made them worry. Now it annoys them.

'She never had problems sleeping before. How she does. For the Last couple of 

nights it's been nothing but crging. I am completely annoyed by it. The evenings 

are mg time and now she is ^omiitating them. too. Hope this doesn't become a 

haloitl

Maria’s mom, 69th week, or approaching 16 months

The moment parents get annoyed, they will show it. At this age, a persistent 
toddler will hear when their parents disapproves of their behavior. Using 
words the baby understands, mothers explain what they don’t like. 
Language starts to play a greater role in this. And a whining nuisance is 
quicker to land in their playpen or in their bed than when they were younger. 
Mother's and father’s patience is shorter. Parents think that their child is big 
enough to behave better. Additionally, they think that their toddlers should 
learn to be more considerate of them.

T have arranged that she stag with a nanny. It really annoys me that she damps 

on to me u>hen we go somewhere. All the other children are running around and 

pigging with togs. She welg does that. Onlg after she's stood aside and observed 

long enough does she begin to let go of mg dress. I onlg hope thnt she can get 

over the clinging when she goes to the b^gsitter.’

Julia’s mom, 64th week, or 1414 months

"yQhen I am cooFng. he comes and sits right at mg -feet. II it becomes too much 

and he doesnt voant to move out of the way when I «sit, I put him in his playpen. 

Then mg patience has run out '

Frankie’s mom, 64th week, or 1414 months
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'He constantly iXWnts to climb on mg Up and, even better, go on the nipple- 

prefetablg from sun u.p till san dourn. It reallg bothers me. first, I trg to get hint 

off me a bit bg plggfullg distracting him. @at if he continues coming and polling 

on me, he hzis a good chance oh binding up in bed- It Jost gets to be too much’

Robin’s mom, 65th week, or approaching 15 months

'Sometimes he uiants to be picked op at the verg moment I nm bwsg with 

something and that bothers me. I trg to explain in simple terms n>hg I cant pick 

him op. An<^ explaining helpsl'

Gregory’s mom, 65th week, or approaching 15 months

1 can get rather perturbed u)hen he pretends not to hear vohat I sag. I grab 

hint and torn him to face me, so that he has to look at me <wl listen u>hen I 

sag something’

Taylor’s mom, 65th week, or approaching 15 months

If he persists in being naughtg, doesnt knou> u>hat he voants, cries for ang little 

thing zwl doesnt listen to uihat I sag, I assume that he is verg tired and that 

it's time to go to bed. I need to let off a bit of steam, because then mg patience 

is at its end.

Taylor's mom, 67th week, or 15 months and a week

You May Argue

Your toddler is getting bigger. More and more often they and their mother 
and father do not see eye-to-eye. If they are not allowed to interrupt, to cling 
or to be unruly, they rebel fiercely, and this results in real quarrels. Such an 
eruption is most likely at the end of the difficult period. That's when both the 
parents and child are most short tempered.

"TOejost had a real fight! He kept grabbing the kittens and pushing them 

around the floor libs tog cars. I had to stop him’

Mark’s mom, 63rd week, or 14 months and a week 
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‘He cries even louder if he doesnt get Ris WAg insteAd of quitting Ris rAnt. If Re 

doesn't stop really qwchly, 1. put Rim in Ris plggpen as punisRment. 0ut Re doesn’t 

like tRAt M All. Me tRrows an enormous temper tantrum. I let Rim go until Re's 

run out of steAm, fcwt it's not pleasant!

Luke’s mom, 63rd week, or 14 months and a week

‘SRe's driving us nuts. SRe cries a lot And requires constant Attention trona 7 in tRe 

morning until 1030 at nigRt. Sometimes, a good smAck on tRe bottom is reAllg 

necessArg. Trging to tAlls to Rer is like tAlking to a trick waII; sRe won't listen. 

Her nAps Are onlg An Rour And a RaIT 'VOe don't RAve time for ourselves or eAcR 

otRer Ang more tecAnse sRe prACticAllg runs our lives. TflAgte we sRould pAg less 

Attention to Rer. Id like to know if otRer cRildren Are tRis difficult At tRis Age. 'VOe 

never ReAr otRer pArents complAining. TOe're out of IdeAS. At tRe moment, we're 

finding purentRood A rAtRer tRAnkless tAsk.'

Jenny's mom, 65th week, or approaching 15 months

If your baby seeks attention in such a willful way, it can make you desperate. 
That is quite normal. However, you should not react in desperation. Hurting 
your baby or child is never a good way to teach them the rules.

Tf Re doesn't get Ris wgg, Re gets furious And Rits me. TRAt Ras keen kotRering 

me for some time And now mg pAtience RAd reAcRed its end. I gAve Rim A rAp 

so tRAt Re could Just feel it. TRen I ekplAined to Rim At lengtR tRAt tRe Ritting 

must stop.’

Mark's mom, 65th week, or approaching 15 months

Your child does what you do. If they are not allowed to hit you, then you 
shouldn't hit them. If you hit your child, then there’s not much sense in 
saying that they shouldn’t strike out. Your words must match your actions. 
Hitting solves nothing and it’s not good for your little one.
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'Ske refuses to listen <w( that can reallg get tedious or dangerous. Sometimes 

she needs a rap. Swt a rap doesnt aluwgs work- This week as things were alreadg 

heated, I said, "tYlonwg doesnt like gou nou>, go auiag,' and her reaction got 

to me. She started crging uncontrollablg. She reallg was mortified, worse than a 

rap. I hope that I never sag that again in desperation. I didn't mean for it to be 

taken so literallg’

Jenny’s mom, 66th week, or 15 months

How Your Baby’s New Skills Emerge
Around 64 weeks - almost 15 months - you will notice that much of the 
clinginess starts to disappear. Your toddler is a bit more enterprising again. 
Perhaps you already see that they are different, and act differently. They 
are getting much more willful. They think differently. They handle their toys 
differently. Their sense of humor has changed. You see these changes 
because, at this age, your toddler's ability to observe and implement 
“principles” is breaking through. Getting this ability is comparable with 
discovering a whole new world. Your toddler, with their talents, preferences 
and temperament, chooses where they want to begin. Find out where 
they are going and help them with it. This new ability they have acquired 
sometimes “gives them a headache,” to use a figure of speech.

'He doesn't want to sit on mg tap as much, he's active again.'

Thomas’ mom, 67th week, or 15 months and a week

'All listlessness and bad moods have passed. She even was happg to go to 

dagcare. The difficult period has passed'

Josie’s mom, 66th week, or 15 months

'Sometimes I worrg. I have the feeling that he is busg inside. In a wag he keeps 

more to himself @ut at the same time, he does like to be near me. Hot to do 

angthing together, but Just to be near me'

Luke’s mom, 67th week, or 15 months and a week
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Compared to before, they play longer by themselves and are calmer, more 
focused, more solemn, enterprising, testing, observant, and independent 
in the sense that they do things by themselves. They are less interested in 
toys now. Their interests are more towards the domestic. Furthermore, they 
really like being outside just wandering and exploring. They do need you to 
be around, though.

The M^iCdl tCAf ForwrtM
Now that your toddler takes their first steps into the world of “principles,” you 
will notice they complete various “programs” more smoothly and naturally 
than before. You can now understand what they are doing and what they 
want. Principles will influence their thought process. They start to get on 
top of things, just like a teacher has to be on top of things in order to be 
able to explain them. Your child is no longer “caught up” in a program, but 
rather they can “create” or change and judge for themselves what’s what. 
They start to think about programs. And just as when executing programs, 
they deliberate each move and decide if they will do it this way or that. In 
the world of principles your little one starts thinking about thinking. They are 
busier in their heads. And they feel that.

'He's foiling kis wag Witk kis head. Literally. Several things he touches witk his 

forehead: the ground, the table leg, a book, his plate and so forth. He calls to 

show me. I can't follow kiwi. Certain tiwiss I think he wants to sag that gou can 

bwmp into these thinge. Other times it seewis to be the start of a new wag of 

thinking, as if he feels that he can mentallg comprehend the world"

Luke’s mom, 67th week, or 15 months and a week
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In the world of principles your little one will think ahead, contemplate, 
consider the consequences of their actions, make plans and evaluate 
them. They will come up with strategies: “Should I ask Dad or Grandma to 
get the candy?” “How can I create a subtle delay?” Naturally, your toddler 
is not very adept at devising plans, nor are they as complex as ours. As 
adults, it has taken us years to master this. Through practice, every one of 
us has learned principles by executing programs and confronting several 
thousand different situations. Your little rookie can’t fully comprehend the 
meaning of so many new things. As an “Alice in Wonderland,” they wander 
the complicated world of principles. It begins to sink in that from morning 
till night they will have to make choices. They notice that it’s unavoidable: 
they must choose, choose and choose again. Perhaps you have noticed 
your little one endlessly hesitating over what they should do. Thinking is a 
full-time job.

'He mia) realizes that he has to make all kirvrfc of choices the uihole dag through. 

He chooses very consciously and takes his time. He hesitates endlessly If he 

should turn on the TV, or perhaps not. If he should -throw something off the 

balcony, or better not. If he ca>cII sleep in the big bed or the little one, and if he 

will sit witk his father or with. rw.e. And so on.'

Luke's mom, 67th week, or 15 months and a week

In the world of principles your child not only has to choose what they will do, 
but while they are doing it, they must continually make choices: “Should I 
wreck my tower, just leave it or build it higher?” And if they choose the latter, 
they must choose how to do it: “Should I put a block on my tower next or a 
doll or this time?” With everything they do, they will have to choose: “Should 
I go about it carefully, sloppily, recklessly, quickly, wildly, dangerously or 
carefully?” If mother or father thinks that it is bedtime, they will have to 
choose whether to go along quietly or whether to try to delay it. Again, they 
must choose: “Which is the best strategy for keeping me out of bed the 
longest? Just scampering away as fast as I can? Pull a plant out of its pot? 
Or pull some other stunt?” And if they know full well that something is not 
allowed, they must choose whether or not to just go for it or whether to wait 
until the coast is clear. They contemplate, choose, test and make mom and 
dad desperate.
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With all these choices, it dawns on your toddler that they too can manage 
things, just like mom, dad and everyone else. They become possessive as 
well. They don’t readily share their toys, especially not with other children. 
They now count as a person. They are kings and queens of their own world. 
Their own will is on overtime. One moment they decide to place a full cup 
on the table carefully and the next they let the cup fall down and spill the 
contents. One moment they try to get a cookie off their mother or father with 
kisses and caresses. The next moment they opt for a less subtle approach, 
and mother or father has no idea that their toddler is after a cookie! Your 
toddler is full of surprises. By using their whole arsenal and by studying your 
and others’ reactions, your little terror discovers that the various strategies 
they employ give different results. So, your toddler discovers when they can 
best be friendly, helpful, aggressive, assertive, careful or polite. And that’s 
not all. Your child thinks up some of the strategies by themselves, others 
they imitate: “Oh, that kid hit their mother, should I try that?" Your toddler 
wanders around in the world of principles and really needs mom and others 
in their learning process.

We adults already have years of experience in the world of principles. 
We have become skilled in this world through trial and error. We know, 
for example, what justice, kindness, humanity, helpfulness, ingenuity, 
moderation, thriftiness, trust, frugality, caution, cooperation, care, 
empowerment, assertiveness, patience and caring mean to us. We know 
what it means to be considerate of others, to be efficient, to cooperate, to 
be loving, respectful and we know how to put others at ease. Yet we don’t 
all interpret these principles in the same way. We know, for instance, that it 
is polite to shake hands when we introduce ourselves - that is, in the Dutch 
culture. In England, however, people do not expect a handshake; there, 
a nod and a greeting are sufficient. And in Tanzania, people expect both 
hands; one hand is just a half-offering. We fulfill our principles according to 
our personality, family and the culture in which we have grown up.

In general, you could say that when pursuing a certain goal, a principle is a 
common strategy that we use without having to go through all the specific 
steps one by one. The previous examples are mainly moral principles, which 
deal with standards and values. But there are other types of principles that
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concern the way we do things. For example, there are the strategies you 
use when playing a board game. Another example is that when planning a 
weekend trip, you plan for enough time to sleep. Yet another example is the 
principle that when writing an article, you must take your intended audience 
into account. Or the principle of keeping dual accounting, or developing a 
musical “theme.” Then there are the laws of nature that dictate how things 
move, chemical equations describing how complex matter is built up by 
simple elements, or the geology that describes the movements of the 
earth’s crust. All these belong to what we call the world of principles.

Your toddler is naturally nowhere near being ready for such adult 
applications of principles, such as strategy in chess, laws of nature or 
grown-up standards or norms. Those are all very big words that we don’t 
usually associate with toddlers. But in their own rudimentary way, your one 
gets started in the world of principles. They have already devised strategies 
to get to stay up longer! And some toddlers spend all day playing with toy 
cars, watching them descend an incline.

There can be stark differences with the way in which an adult handles 
a principle in practice. We constantly .ready ourselves for the changing 
conditions that present themselves. Thus, we are not always patient, 
careful or thrifty, and as caring, careful and respectful towards everyone in 
the same way. That wouldn’t be prudent. Sometimes for instance we find 
it less important to be open with someone, at other times we find it more 
important to consider another’s situation or age. Suppose your spouse and 
your toddler both give you a drawing of an ape and look at you full of 
expectation. You will most likely be more honest with your spouse. You 
might even tell them that they should stick to their day job. But you praise 
the little scribbler for their effort. Even if you can’t tell what it is, you say 
that this is the most charming ape you’ve ever seen. And as a show of 
appreciation, you put the ape up on the fridge. Without even thinking about 
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it, you took the maker’s age into account. It wouldn’t have been beneficial 
if you had been forthcoming with your toddler. You might have permanently 
destroyed their will to draw.

At this age your toddler can’t yet prepare themselves for all the various 
conditions. They have yet to acquire the subtleness. They are still attached 
to the strategies that they first learned. This is because they have just gotten 
their first whiff of principles and they are only able to apply them in set 
ways. It’s only after they have made their next leap that will you notice your 
child beginning to become more adaptable to their surroundings. They will 
adapt their strategy. Just like your child was able to grasp the programs 
after making their leap into the world of principles, your toddler will, after 
the next leap, grasp that they can choose what they want to be: honest, 
friendly, helpful, careful, patient, resourceful, efficient, just, caring or frugal. 
And that they can choose to be none or all of those things. They begin to 
understand that they can pay attention to grandpa, or that they don’t have 
to, that they can comfort a friend, or choose not to. Or, that they can treat 
the dog gently, or they can be rough, that they can be polite to the neighbor 
and cooperate with mother and father, or not...

"Aoru snuck off! (SrrWmu wus cooking and she wus pigging sweetlg with her 

doll and things. Slowlg she expanded the bounds oh h&r territory to the Ml. 0ut 

she was not planning on stopping there. She nnust have clos&d the hall door verg 

guietlg and with the same skill, opened the front door. (irandnna found it all too 

quiet in the hall. She looked around and the clos&d door nnade h&r f&ar the worst. 

She ran outside before knowing whut to do. Two streets dovon she saw her. She 

was running like a rabbit behind her buggg with her babg doll into the wide 

world, far awag from (drand^a's house. TOhen she saw (drand^a, she was verg 

startled and began a loud protest: ‘flora doesnt like this! flora doesnt like this!' 

She wanted to continue on wandering on her own. She couldn't stand getting 

caught, from. now on (drandr^as front door will be locked"

Nora’s mom, 87th week, or 20 months

LEA
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The Kos been wanting to give the bathroom a good going over, but had get to 

succeed. All of a sudden, she found a solution to her cleaning urge. Guddenlg, 

we heard the door to bathroom loch and this enormous cleaning sound emerged 

from the smallest room. There was scrubbing, flushing and u>aist loins rattling. 

A flush, and another and another. The splashing of water brought the whole 

familg knocking and calling at the door. G>ut however much (grandpa, (grandma 

and I begged, the door remained locked witk the continuing sound of cleaning 

from inside, Slowly some water seeped under the door. &ut the door staged shut. 

Gome twentg minutes later the door opened and out came the little cleaning 

ladg. Soaking wet, proud and satisfied: All done,' she said and walked awag. 

Evergtking iams wet-the walls, the commode, the floor. The rolls of toilet paper lag 

in the toilet and sheets of toilet paper were stuck on the wall. And on the floor 

lag a pan, a brush and a towel. She had prepared ooell for the Job'

Angela’s mom, 92nd week, or 21 months

6rmn CWycs
From U.S. research on 408 identical twins it was concluded that around

14 months of age there was clear hereditary influence upon mental 
development. The development concerned both non-verbal skills as well 

as speech comprehension.
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Your Toddler’s Choices: A Key to Their Personality
All toddlers have been given the ability to perceive and uphold principles. 
They need years in order to completely familiarize themselves with the wide 
range of new skills they have to play with, but as toddlers they take their first 
tender steps in the world of principles. At this age, for example, your toddler 
chooses how they will go about things: carefully or recklessly. They choose 
whether or not to pay heed to mother and father or to try to get their own 
way with a fit of obstinacy. In short, they choose which strategy they will 
use to reach the goal they set for themselves. And like every other toddler, 
first they choose that which best suits their talents, mobility, preferences 
and their particular circumstances. The very first choices become apparent 
when they are 64 weeks or almost 15 months old. Don’t compare your child 
with other toddlers. Each child is unique and will choose differently.

Take a good look at your toddler. Establish what their interests are. Use the 
list in “My Diary” on pages 332-333 to mark or highlight what your child 
selects. You could also look to see if there are any principles you think your 
child could use or learn. Stop marking when your child begins with the next 
leap. That is usually when they are 71 weeks old, or 161/2 months.

Toddm Are li^e Ito
Your toddler will like anything that’s new to them best of all. Therefore, 
always react to new skills and interests your toddler shows. In that way 

they learn more pleasantly, easier, quicker and more.

J/ch C<w Vc to Helf
In the world of principles your toddler will discover that there are several 
ways to accomplish a goal. All the strategies they can utilize: “Should I do it 
carefully, recklessly, pushy or sweetly? Or should I try a prank?” Your little 
one is becoming more resourceful. They owe this to the fact that they are

LEA
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My CWy
How My Baby Explores the New World of Principles

EXERCISING THEIR OWN WILL

□ Chooses consciously

□ Takes initiatives

□ Wants a say if others do something

□ Feels more need to belong now, to be accepted

□ Possessive with toys

□ Other things that I have noticed:

COPYING AND IMITATING

□ Observes grownups
□ Observes other children

□ Imitates sweet behavior

□ Imitates aggressive behavior

□ Imitates overt physical actions, like somersaults, climbing

□ Imitates subtle motor skills, like holding a pencil

□ Imitates “oddities,” like limping, walking like a hunchback

□ Imitates what they see on TV or in a book

□ Other things that I have noticed:

PRACTICING STRATEGIES, EXPLORING LIMITS
AND BECOMING RESOURCEFUL

□ Experiments with motor skills

□ Experiments with stashing and recovering objects

□ Experiments with crawling in or behind something and getting 

out again

□ Experiments with manipulating things with caution and care

□ Experiments with making choices: What shall I choose?

□ Experiments with the meaning of “Yes” and “No”
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□ Experiments with fooling mother or father; acts disobediently 

to get a reaction

□ Experiments with ramps and rises; feels with their finger and 

studies them or runs their cars up and down them

□ Other things that I have noticed:

IMPLEMENTING STRATEGIES AND TACTICS

□ Is or tries to be helpful (more often than unhelpful)

□ Is or does their best to be obedient (more often than naughty)

□ Is or tries to be careful (more often than not careful) and caring

□ Accepts (more often than not) that they are still small, require 
help and therefore must obey. Grasps, for instance, that streets are 
dangerous and therefore they must walk hand and hand

□ Plays around to get something or to get others to do something

□ Is extra sweet (more often than not) to get their way

□ Tries to get their way by being pushy (more often than before)

□ Shows their feelings in fits of obstinacy (more often than before)

□ Does what they feel like, goes their own way (more often than 
before)

□ Makes use of others to get something done they were otherwise 
unable to do and that mom disapproved of; for instance, “Perhaps 
Dad will give me a cookie?”

□ Other things that I have noticed:

OTHER CHANGES YOU NOTICE
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quickly growing sharper in all areas. They begin walking more adeptly and 
are able to get around quickly. They understand you better now and can 
sometimes answer back. They practice playing with their emotions, and 
not always around you. They can think ahead and know that they count 
as a person, too. They are better at eating and drinking, with cleaning up, 
building towers, putting things together, pushing and kicking other kids 
than ever before. Their throwing aim has improved, as have other things. 
Everything will come more naturally to them in the coming weeks. And, they 
will continue to use new strategies to get to their objectives. Of course, not 
every strategy your child thinks up achieves the desired effect, that requires 
time and practice. By trying things out, your toddler realizes that various 
strategies bring different results. Some are a smashing success, others 
the opposite and most are just so-so. Give your child the opportunity to 
experiment with all sorts of strategies, to test them out and reflect on them. 
The only way they will learn how to behave in certain situations is being 
resourceful, by gauging your reaction and through lots of practice.

Skillfulness
Physical Antics

When your toddler is trying to make their way in the world of principles, they 
will also want to know what their little body is capable of - in other words, 
how to use their body when they want to be quick, slow, careful, funny or 
clever. Your little one will be experimenting with their body. They will test its 
capabilities. Which stunts can my body do? Can I fit between there? How 
do I climb the stairs? How do I go down? How do I go down the slide? Is 
that a good spot to lay down, between the toys and furniture? How strong 
am I? In short, your little one is becoming resourceful with their body. They 
sometimes appear reckless, which frightens mother and father.

goes up and down a step upright. She practices that the whole dag through. 

1W I heep eges open for other objects of different heights so she can develop 

this skill.’

Hannah’s mom, 67th week, or 15 months and a week
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put a nnztttress on the ground so that sh& can Jump around, on it. She loves 

galloping over it; she dives on the mattress and tries a somersault. She keeps 

testing hou> far she can go on the soft surface.

Josie’s mom, 66th week, or 15 months

TRoha^s likes to stag on the couch the uihole dry. He climbs up the back rest 

using the u>all to get up.'

Thomas' mom, 66th week, or 15 months

"Every dag he discovers neu> games. He has found a small tunnel behind his bed 

and chest of drapers and loves going back and forth behind them. He slides 

under the couch and sees hou> far he can go before he gets stuck. And he gets a 

kick sliding around the room on his knees instead of using his feet.'

Matt’s mom, 70th week, or 16 months

'She practices different u>ags of talking. yOalking backwards, turning circles, 

walking fast, walking slowly. She is verg studious about all these tricks'

Eve’s mom, 64th week, or 1414 months

'She lies in and on everything-. in the doll's bath, in the doll's bed and on the 

cushions spread on the floor.'

Ashley’s mom, 64th week, or 1416 months
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'He laughs as he rolls himself in the curtains’

Matt's mom, 69th week, or approaching 16 months

'All of the sudden he is picking up chairs and benches'

Kevin’s mom, 70th week, or 16 months

Getting Acquainted with the Outdoors

Many toddlers enjoy browsing around outside. They look like they’re just 
fumbling about, but in fact they are surveying the area. This is not to say that 
they don’t need their parents: they do! Many question everything endlessly: 
What is this and what is that called? And all children absorb what you say 
and what they see with the utmost concentration.

'She ms startled u>hen she Miked through a puddle and got Mt. She Miked 

back to look at and investigate the puddle'

Ashley's mom, 64th week, or 14'/2 months

‘He finds it interesting to splash through the puddles. It really pleases him..'

Matt’s mom, 71st week, or 16 months and a week

‘She stood ege-to-ege with, a real live cou> and ms reallg at a loss. This ms at 

the childrens zoo. She Msn't readg to pet the animal get. Even when she was in 

her daddg's arms. On the wag home, she was quiet as she mulled it over. That 

was the innpression left on her bg the living version of the cow from the book’ 

Victoria’s mom, 61st week, or 14 months

Getting Skillful with Things

Your child will become ever more resourceful with games and objects in the 
world of principles. They will only eat properly if they can feed themselves. 
Helping them when it’s not wanted could result in everything ending up on 
the floor. They manage quite well building things or playing with their game 
of rings and puzzles. But beware!
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They try to open the faucet, bottles and jars with twist-off lids on a regular 
basis. Your toddler is, above all, interested in testing which of the strategies 
works best when they need it. They contemplate and experiment. What will 
happen if I drop the key chain behind the cabinet? What if I put it under the 
bed? And what will happen to the key chain if I let it slide down between the 
couch and the wall? And how will I make it reappear? And if I am unable to 
reach it, can I get to it with a pole? In short, they are learning how to hide 
something, put something away and recover it. Later, if they are skillful 
enough or think themselves to be, they will, perhaps, use their tricks to 
amuse you with a prank. They could also hide a game if, for instance, they 
don’t want one of their friends to play with it. Do watch what your terror 
is up to. Put dangerous items out of reach and keep an eye on your little 
explorer.

; f

*Y\)e do puzzles together. flow he (ikes it and participates gl^lg. Tlot thztt it 

ulwggs goes well, but it's a start.'

Kevin’s mom, 65th week, or approaching 15 months

"Flow his ring gume is popular. He cle^rlg sees i-f he puts the wrong ring onto the 

pole and sags-. "Flo.' If he gets it right, then he is verg proud, looks xt me Ml 

expects uppLnuse’

Harry’s mom, 64th week, or 1414 months

He stashes the Wl the bxlloon wgg behind something. The consequence is 

that he can no Longer reack them.’

Luke’s mom, 66th week, or 15 months

'She throws things on the floor when gou are legist expecting it. She studies the 

effect her throwing has on the object.’

Josie’s mom, 64th week, or 1414 months

He likes pigging with his cars. This week he tried to see how well theg stack op 

on top of each other.'

Robin’s mom, 72nd week, or 1614 months
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"VOMn sM is vacuuming with her battery powered vacuum, she prefers to go for 

the most impossible spots. She does those spots as if her life depended on it: under 

the cabinet, between the chairs and table legs, in open cupboards. She skips the 

easy large open spaces’

Victoria’s mom, 61st week, or 14 months

'Again and again she pulled open my desk drawer. so I locked it. She then tried 

several ways to get it open, squatted and pulled, sat and pulled, the standing 

pw.ll. It completely frustrated her."

Laura's mom, 65th week, or approaching 15 months

'She wanted candies that were on the fireplace mantel. I wouldn't give them to 

her. She then went into pushg mode. 'YJhen she wouldn't stop, I put her in the MU 

to cool off. f had hoped that she would forget about the candy, but I w^ts wrong. 

The minute she returned to the room, she dragged a chair from the dining room 

to the den. It took her 15 minutes. yOhen the chair reached the fireplace, she 

asked her brother to lift up the chair. He realized that was a no go, so he laughed 

at her. She then gave up. Grandpa was visiting that evening and he was playing 

iwitk her. He has a real sweet tooth and when he saw the candy, he Just had to 

help himself She got one too. Later when I came back into the room, she walked 

victoriously towards me and showed me her spoils. She prevailed in the end'

Victoria’s mom, 61st week, or 14 months

'She was unable to get something out of the basket of magazines. lOhen she 

firutll^ managed after trying pulling and yanking five or six. times, she laughed 

contentedly to herself. She'd never done that before.'

Emily’s mom, 68th week, or 15’/& months
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Becoming Skillful with Language

In the world of principles your toddler is continuously getting a better 
grasp of what the big people around them are saying to each other and to 
them. They are also getting better at understanding brief instructions and 
often carry them out with great enthusiasm. They feel like they count for 
something. They also have fun pointing to parts of the body when you name 
them. The same goes for various things in the home, whether they are on 
the floor, the walls or ceiling. Many parents think that their little one should 
be talking more, given that they already know so much. But that is not the 
case. It is only after the next leap that your toddler’s speech really takes 
off. Your child is 21 months by then. In the world of principles most children 
are content with pronouncing single words, imitating animal sounds and 
reproducing all sorts of other noises.

Get your child to play a game of pointing and naming with you. You name 
something and let your child point to it, whether it’s a toy, a body part or 
whatever. And try to see what your child thinks of a game of calling to each 
other. It’s best if your child starts by calling you. Call their name to get them 
to call your name. Call out their name again. For many children, it gives 
them a sense of pride and importance that their egos count.

"He understands more and more. Unbelievable hou> quicklg a child picks up neu> 

utords. V)et he picks out onlg a feu> to use in his speech, he prefers utords that 

kegin with 'k' like his favorite things: kail and kog. He pronounces the utords well 

and completely. It seems like he knouts how to pronounce the words but he doesnt 

have the coordination "

Harry's mom, 69th week, or approaching 16 months

"She points perkilg to her foot, toe, ege, ear, nose, stomach, hand and hair. She 

also knouts that gou wash gour hair with shampoo as well what bottle it's in." 

Juliette’s mom, 69th week, or approaching 16 months

‘She cried 'Vaddg' when her father was kusg in the kitchen. The calling out 

automatically evolved into a language game. Taking turns, the two called out 

each other's name: 'Anna...,' 'Vaddg...,’ Anna...,' Vaddg.' Endlessly. How it happens 

all the time if one of them goes out of the other's sight"

Anna’s mom, 70th week, or 16 months
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Imitating Others

In the world of principles your toddler will observe how adults or other 
children do things and what effect their actions have. “How do they do 
that so skillfully?” “That kid gets immediate attention from everyone if they 

bite Grandma.” “Mom and Dad regularly sit on the toilet. That must be a 

part of being ‘big.....They keep kicking the leg of the lady from next door;

she laughs so kicking must be funny.” These are just for starters. They 
copy, imitate and try out what they see. The people around them are their 

role models. Also, the behavior they see in books and on TV gives them 
an inexhaustible source of ideas. React to your little one’s behavior. Let 
them know what you think of their behavior. This is the only way you will 

your toddler learn what’s right and wrong, and if they can do things better, 

quicker, more efficiently or nicer than they are doing.

Tmituting is nou> his w.ain occupation. He imitates evert) kekuvior he sees.- 

someone stamps ker -feet, ke stamps his -feet; someone kits, ke kits; someone falls, 

ke falls; sonneone tkrou>s, ke tkrou>s; someone Ottes, ke kites’

Thomas’ mom, 63rd week, or 14 months and a week

"Evergtking that I do, ke uwits to do too. Also, ke directig absorbs i/ohat other 

bids do. Even if he sees sometking onlg once, he picks it straight op. He copies 

pleasant and not-so-pleasant behavior."

Paul’s mom, 64th week, or 1416 months

'Ske spends more time on and is ever more attentive to books and TV. One child 

on TV stuck kis tongue out at another and ske copied kim straight a^og.

Josie’s mom, 64th week, or 14T6 months
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'Ske lAWvts to brush her teeth bg herself. She brushes up and down once and 

knocks the toothbrush on the edge ok the sink-knock, knock, knock-slides the 

toothbrush up and down in her mouth again and knocks again-knock, knock, 

knock- And on she brushes. 'The funng tKiM is that she is imitating me. I knock 

the toothbrush on the edge ok the sink, but only after T. am completely finished 

and have rinsed mg brush-1 do it to shake the water okk mg brush '

Victoria's mom, 61st week, or 14 months

Tnitwilly she would torn her vacuum on wctk her fingers. Then she saw that I use 

mg foot to tarn mine on. Since now she uses her foot to start hers, too'

Victoria's mom, 61st week, or 14 months

Replaying

In the world of principles your child replays the daily domestic duties done 

indoors and out. They “cook,” “shop,” “take walks,” “say goodbye,” and 
“take care of their doll children.” Naturally, they do all of this in their toddler 

way. Yet you getting better at recognizing what they are up to. Above all you 
see whether or not they do their best to be careful or helpful or if they are 

just being bossy, or if they’re sweetly sucking up. They may do these things 
simply because they think it’s part of their role or because they are imitating 

the people around them. Give your child the opportunity to settle into their 
role. Play with them once and a while. Your child then feels like they count 

and that what they do is important. Many toddlers at this age are very keen 

for signs of appreciation. They really want to be understood.
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‘She 'cooks' for her doll. I lay out some actual food, because that's what she 

wants. She puts everything in a small bowl, feeds her doll and then removes the 

food.’

Emily’s mom, 68th week, or 151/2 months

'He bakes mud pies: scoops and scoops buckets full to dump them out again. He 

finds it all verg interesting.'

Thomas’ mom, 66th week, or 15 months

"for the past few dags he has been pouring water from one bucket into the 

other. It's keeping him. busy. flow and again I get a request to fill up a bucket. 

Otherwise, he seems to have forgotten me and is consumed ix>itk his special brew.' 

Steven’s mom, 63rd week, or 14 months and a week

''She strolled proudly on to the premises of the petting zoo behind her doll 

carriage. A goat blocked her way and she began an extensive discussion i/oitk the 

inattentive animal. Unfortunately, it was incomprehensible. It sounded as if she 

was calling him to order.'

Hannah’s mom, 64th week, or 141/2 months

'He often plays 'saying goodbye.' He picks up a bag, walks to the door and sags, 

'B>ge, &ye.‘ He waves Ale doing so'.

Frankie’s mom, 64th week, or 14Vfe months

'He often snuggles, kisses, comforts and caresses his dolls and bears. He also 

puts them to bed. 'Really loving.'

Luke's mom, 66th week, or 15 months

Sometimes a child imitates being a father or mother. They study how it is 
to be daddy or mommy. When a little girl wants to be mom, her real mom 
is actually in the way. They then seem to be competing. Naturally, the same 
happens if father is home and they want to walk in dad’s shoes. And if a 
little boy is playing dad, he wants to know how mom reacts to this new dad.
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Try and understand what your child is doing. Give them the opportunity to 
play their role and play along. Your little one learns a lot from this. They feel 
the need to express themselves in this way and to experience how it is to 
be mom or dad.

'He goes and spreads out on his father’s bed and. looks around as if it is his. Also, 

Jwst like his father, he goes and sits in his chair to read the paper. It is important 

to him to do as his dad does. He i/oants mg reaction to it all as well.'

Jim’s mom, 66th week, or 15 months

'As soon as I take off mg shoes, she’s in them. And then she follows up bg taking 

a ualk around in mg shoes. She also regularly voants to sit in mg chair. I have to 

vacate it for her. She starts pulling and ganking me and if I don’t concede, she 

throws a tantrum.'

Nina’s mom, 69th week, or approaching 16 months

Practicing with Emotions
In the world of the principles many toddlers experiment with their emotions. 
How does it feel if I am happy, sad, shy, angry, funny or emotional? And 
when I greet someone, what does my face do then? What does my body 
do? And how can I use those emotions if I want others to know how I feel? 
And how should I act if I badly want to have or do something?

'He u>alks around laughing verg artificiallg like he is experimenting voith hour it 

feels to laugh. He does the same with crging.'

Bob’s mom, 63rd week, or 14 months and a week

"This tinxe she greeted (grandpa verg differently than she used to. formally, 

she threui herself onto him putting her head on his neck and shoulder. yOhen 

she had been still for a bit, the greeting had run its course and she began to 

plag with him. 0ut this time she stood up straight looking at him, onlg to launch 

herself onto him again. She repeated this a number of times. Then she gave him 

a cautious kiss and looked at him again. This, too, repeated itself a number of 

times. Aever before had she greeted (drand.pa in such a studious u>ag. She w^s 

clearly experimenting with a greeting.’

Victoria’s mom, 61st week, or 14 months
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"She tAWted to read a certain book again for the eighth time and noticed that I 

had had enough of it. She cat there a bit with her head facing downward. Very 

quietly, she practiced a pout. yOhen she thought she had the right expression, 

she looked at me with a perfeetig pouting lip and passed the book back to me." 

Josie’s mom, 65th week, or approaching 15 months

‘Suddenly he's become shy. If I brag about him for instance, he shies away 

almost in shame. five never seen that before. V^et he's quick to notice if I talk 

about him"

Luke's mom, 68th week, or 1516 months

Thinking ahead has Begun

In the world of principles your toddler can think ahead, contemplate and 
make plans. They now understand that their mother and father can and 

do that too. You soon notice this by the reactions from your little one. They 
realize what the consequences are for- something that mother or father 
does or wants them to do. And all of a sudden, they express their opinion 

of something that they used to find quite normal or even liked. Remember 
though that they are not unruly. Their development has just made a leap. It 

is progress!

"flow shs has a hard time when I leave for work. 1Ap until recently, she ran to the 

front door to give me a send-off. flow she protests and holds me back. I think 

this is because she now understands the effects. Sending someone off can be fun, 

but when mom leaves, she is gone for at least a few hours. And that’s not so nice.'

Eve’s mom, 67th week, or 15 months and a week
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*TRinking ahead Ms sMrtM! I ferwsk Mr teeth after she has had a go. That 

always leads to terrible shouting matches. Up until recently when she heard 

Time to brush our teeth,' she came running. "YIoiaj she throws the toothbrush in 

the corner when I Mnd it to her, because she knows what follows after the fun 

of doing it herself

Laura's mom, 67th week, or 15 months and a week

'Sometimes she walks away having forgotten her pacifer. She then sags: 'Oh, no,’ 

and turns around to go get it.'

Ashley's mom, 69th week, or approaching 16 months

7W he rememloers where he has hidden or left his things, even from, yesterday'

Luke’s mom, 63rd week, or 14 months and a week

’K)Mn he realized that he would have to get on the bike for the second time 

todag in the freezing weather, he got reallg cross. He clearly recalled how cold 

it was and repeating the outing in such severe weather conditions didn't sit well 

t/Jitk him.'

James' mom, 67th week, or 15 months and a week

'This iaws the first time that I iaws able to see that she had a clear expectation. 

li)e had finger-painted and she had decorated the mirror. 'YOhile she was bathing, 

1 snuck off to clean the mirror. I shouldn't have done that. yOhen she got out 

of the bath, she walked rigkt to the mirror looking for her decoration. Very sad' 

Josie’s mom, 65th week, or approaching 15 months

Nagging and Getting One’s Way
The Drama Class

Does your little one try getting their own way by screeching, rolling, stamping 

and throwing things? Do they lose their temper for the slightest reason? For 
example, if they don’t get attention directly, if they’re not allowed to do
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something, if their play is interrupted for dinner, if their building topples over, 
or just out of the blue without you detecting that anything is wrong? Why 
does a toddler put on such an act? It’s because mom and dad and the toys 
aren’t reacting the way the toddler thinks they should be. They are frustrated 
and need to express it. They do this using the most obvious strategies: 
getting as angry and making the biggest fuss possible. They have yet to 
discover and practice more successful, quicker, sweeter strategies in order 
to persuade you to do what they want, or to build a better building. Your 
nagging toddler is only able to make their wishes known by acting like they 
do. Understand your toddler’s frustration. Let them blow off some steam 
if they need to. And help them discover that there are other and better 
strategies they can use when they want to get something done, ways that 
are more receptive and more successful.

'Ske onlg u>ants to eut if ske can feed kerself. A caga uihen we didn't get it! 

Evergtking flew tkrougk tke M'

Juliette's mom, 65th week, or approaching 15 months

'At tke sligktest little tking or if tkings don't go us ske Ms in mind, ske tkrows 

kerself on tke -floor. Ske (unds on tke kuck of ker keud witk a tkud, tken lies on 

tke ground stumping ker -feet and screanning'

Julia’s mom, 65th week, or 14% months

'He Ms an inordinate nunnber of tantrums. He screums And tkrows tkings if 

he is corrected or if ke 'kites off more tMn ke can cheu>' or if kis plugtime is 

interrupted. If I distrust kim ^uicklg, tkowgk, ke doesn't sked ang tears. But if it 

takes too long tken kis temper turns into a sad bout of tears'

Matt’s mom, 68th week, or 15% months

'He's tkrown a number of temper tantrums tkis week. One u>as so bad that he 

u>ent completelg (imp. If he doesnt get kis wug, he gets reullg ungrg and then 

it's a real battle. He is reallg in kis own world! At tke moment, he doesn't listen 

well at all'

James' mom, 67th week, 15 months and a week
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‘Ske throws an increasing number of temper tantrums. T^ester^gg, I got ker 

out of bed and for no reason she threu> a temper t<(intrum. This one lasted guite 

a long time, complete u>ith rolling on the floor, banging her head, kicking and 

pushing me au>ag, and screeching the uihole time. Tlothing I tried helped, not 

cuddling, not distracting her or stern vwds. After a while, I u>ent and sat 

perplexed on the couch, leaned back and matched lAoftile she rolled around on the 

floor. Then I u>ent into the kitchen to carve an <apple. She slot/olg calmed dou)n, 

came to the kitchen and stood next to me.'

Julia’s mom, 65th week, or approaching 15 months

The Gender Gdf
Boys express their sense of impotence and displeasure more often than 
girls do. This is often because parents accept this type of manifestations 
more readily from boys than they do from girls, so girls learn to suppress 

these feelings of impotence and displeasure. Consequently, they may also 
become more easily depressed than boys.

They Want Their Say

In the world of principles your little one discovers that they count, too, 
just like all the big people. They begin to speak up for themselves. But 
sometimes it goes too far: their will is law and they will not be swayed. This 
happens because it is becoming ever clearer to them that they can impose 
their will. They count, too! They realize that just like mom or dad, they can 
decide if, when or where they want do something, how they will do it and 
when they will finish. On top of that, they want to put in their “two cents 
worth” if mom or dad wants to do something. They want to help decide 
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how it is done. And if they don’t get their way or if it doesn’t go according to 
plan, they become angry, disappointed or sad. Show them understanding. 
They still have to learn that they can’t always do what they want to do right 
away, and that they also have to learn to consider the wishes of others, even 

though they want to stand up for and assert themselves.

'Ske enApkzitic4illy I'W.ts to choose urhich breast she takes. She hesitates a bit, 

looking which breast to take, points to the Winner and sags Tha.' Sometimes it 

looks as if she is deciding between two different flavors.’

Juliette’s mom, 65th week, or approaching 15 months

"If he gets something into kis head, it's impossible to change his mind. It’s like 

talking to a brick wall. He just goes on to the next room and gets up to no good. 

The togs in kis brother's and sister's drawers were tkis week's target. He reallg 

had designs on the modeling clog. He knows fwll well what he is allowed, but he 

is less concerned with what I tkink of it all.'

Frankie’s mom, 65th week, or approaching 15 months

If he doesnt want to listen, he shakes his head 'To.' These dags, he walks 

around the whole dag shaking his head, meanwhilejust going about kis business. 

'Recentlg, when he was fisking through the garbage can, I got angrg at him. A 

fcit later. I S4tw kirn. swlktng in the corner crging.’

John’s mom, 70th week, or 16 months

'All of a sudden shefs developed her own will! Tde picked out a book in the 

childrens book store. It wws reallg fun. VJhen I decided that it was tirwe to go, 

she had other ideas. First, she screamed her head off in the store and then kept 

on screaming when we urent outside. On the bike, she kept standing up in her 

seat. I had to keep pushing her down in her chair. T)e almost got into a real 

fight. She didn't urant to leave the bookstore, and I had no sag in the matter. 

Tm still amazed'

Josie’s mom, 68th week, or 15’A months
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Tfiree meeks ago me ment shopping for Thomas. He needed a 'big boys suit' 

for a party. yOhen me had. chosen a suit, he came tip-toeing bach iMt-tk a pair 

of shoes - dainty, shiny, black patent leather. He tried to convince Vad that he 

needed these shoes. Vad didht think that that mas such a good idea and put 

the shoes back in the rack.

A meek later, Thomas and I ment back to the shoe store. He mas getting his 

first pair of shoes, 1 ment straight for the macho gear. It seemed a shoo-in that 

my big boy mould mant the same, but he had other ideas. He found a pair of 

shiny lace-up boots itfith feathers on the girls’ rack. He loved them and had to 

have them. TA)ith his prize in hand, he came mobbling up to me. I mas astounded. 

There mas my boyish Thomas voith a pair of dainty patent leather boots in his 

slightly less dainty hands, beaming. They mere exactly the princess boots that 

I loved so much as a child, it mas bemildering that my little guy mould fall for 

the same thing. I quickly recommended a series of boyish stales labile sneaking 

the shiny boots back mere they belonged. Thomas looked at the boy's rack and 

quickly found something much to his liking. "Vroom, vroom,' he cheered and 

grabbed a pair of thick-soled shoes with trucks sticking out the sides of the shoes. 

This made them shoes on mheels. As a true car-lover, they caught his eye. He 

manted them and mas very content; as mas I. Vut mhen I mas paying for the 

shoes on mheels, he nudged me. There he mas trying to put something onto the 

s^les counter. It mere the boots'

Thomas’ mom, 69th week, or approaching 16 months

‘She is increasingly insistent. vOhen she mont cooperate, me get into a fight. It 

happens mhile getting dressed, eating or IfTm in a hurry. Vfesterday, it happened 

again. I lost my cool and ended up screaming and cursing at her.'

Julia’s mom, 66th week, or 15 months
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‘SomctinACs if she sees stmetking in rvuj hand, like a knife ske nwst Mve it. TRis 

can result in rM altercations.'

Nina’s mom, 67th week, or 15 months

Aggression

Many parents say that their sweet toddler sometimes turns into an 
aggressive tiger and this makes them uneasy. Yet it is an understandable 
change. In the world of principles your child tries all types of behavior. Being 
aggressive is one of those. Your toddler studies how mom, other adults 
and children react if they hit, bite, push or kick, or if they deliberately break 
something. Show your child what you think of their behavior. This is the 
only way that they will learn that being aggressive isn’t sweet, interesting or 
funny. This way they learn that it’s hurtful and that adults are not amused by 
aggressive or destructive behavior.

'Ska kit me in tka fece. I 54ti^ Don't do that' and ske did it again and started 

to laugh. It realty bothered me. It's tough (aging dovon ground rales'

Hannah’s mom, 70th week, or 16 months

‘He bit a kid at dagcare, for no apparent reason'

Mark’s mom, 70th week, or 16 months

Mine and Yours

In the world of principles your little one discovers that some toys in the 
house are theirs and only theirs. Just like big people, they are suddenly the 

proud owner of their own stuff. This is quite a discovery for a toddler. They 

also need time to grasp what “mine and yours” means. Things aren’t easy 
for them while they are figuring this out. Some children find it disturbing 
if another child grabs something out of their hands for no reason without 
recognizing them as owner. Such lack of understanding starts them crying. 

Others become very wary and protect their territory as best they can. They 
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come up with all sorts of strategies to prevent others from getting close to 
their things. They especially don’t trust children. Your toddler still has to 

learn to lend, share and play with others.

is deveioping a certain urge to oi/Jn. TO^n we Mve gwssts, she comes And 

proudly shows her possessions. If we go over to pigg At A friend's hou.se, she 

grAlos her things And gives them to me for SAfe beeping. She hopes by doing so 

to prevent her friend from pigging witK them.'

Eve’s mom, 64th week, or 1414 months

Tijfs oh Agression
Research has shown that shortly after the first birthday parents report the 
first physical aggression. At 17 months, 90 percent of parents report that 
their child is sometimes aggressive’ Physical aggression peaks just before 
the second birthday. Thereafter, this type of behavior recedes. By the time 

children have reached school age, under normal circumstances, it will 
have mostly disappeared.

Of course, some children are more prone to aggressive behavior than 
others. Yet, a child’s surroundings are also very important. They help 
determine how long a child remains aggressive. If children live with 
adults and children who are aggressive, then they will assume that 
“being aggressive" is normal social behavior. However, children also 

live in environments where aggression is not tolerated and where sweet 
and friendly behavior is rewarded. The result is that the child will not 

start hitting and kicking when they are frustrated, want something or are 
corrected. They will use more acceptable ways of expressing themselves.
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he is very possessive of my breasts. If his father comes close, he tries 

to protect his territory. He clamps his mouth on to a nipple covers the other 

with. his hand so that his dad cant yet to it.’

Thomas' mom, 65th week, or approaching 15 months

'Every time his little friend snatches one of his toys, he bursts out in tears'

Robin’s mom, 68th week, or 15% months

He doesnt let anyone tah.e anything from him. V)ou cant even tempt him with a 

‘good trade' either. If he’s got a hold of it, he's beeping it. He's been, though, to 

snatch things from others. In that, he has no scruples at all'

Kevin’s mom, 65th week, or approaching 15 months

Being Nice and Placating

The Joke Strategy

In the world of principles, tricks and antics play an ever-increasing role 
in your little one’s day to day life. Your toddler may start making their first 

jokes and they themselves will get the biggest kick out of these jokes. You 

might notice that they appreciate others’ jokes also, many toddlers do. They 
enjoy gags, and when people or animals do something out of the ordinary, 
whether in real life or on TV, it makes them laugh. They find it exciting. Some 
children pull pranks to try getting around the rules.

You may notice that ‘‘being funny” is being used as a strategy to get away 

with doing something that would otherwise be frowned upon. Something 
pleasant and unexpected becomes increasingly more successful for getting 

on mom’s or dad’s good side than a temper tantrum is. Give your child the 
opportunity to be creative while making fun and pulling pranks. Be very 

clear when they overstep the bounds. It is only with your help that they will 
learn the difference between what is and isn’t acceptable.
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He is constantlg kidding around and has a great time doing it. He and his 

friends have a barrel of laughs acting silk). He reallg cracks up if he sees an 

animal do something sillg or unexpected'

Robin’s mom, 68th week, or 15'Z> months

He loves just being sillg. He giggles and if his sister Joins in. he reallg bursts 

out laughing '

James’ mom, 69th week, or approaching 16 months

‘Cartoons reallg make him laugh, especiallg i-f something sudden or unexpected 

happens. He even loves the monsters in ‘Sesame Street.' He reallg starts giggling 

when theg tulk and move around '

Robin’s mom, 70th week, or 16 months

He loves me to chase after him saging, Tm gonna get gou.' However, when I. 

want to put on his jacket, he runs awag squawking and making a game of it."

James’ mom, 70th week, or 16 months

'She cracks up when she ignores me, is disobedient or is making fun of me, or 

when she hides something from me and it is hard for me to get at. She thinks 

she is verg clever'

Laura's mom, 66th week, or 15 months

‘She loves plaging pranks. yOhen we get to the front door, she doesnt wait for me 

to put the keg in the lock, she just continues walking to the next door. She reallg 

thinks she's funng.'

Ashley’s mom, 70th week, or 16 months

Negotiating and Bargaining

It used to be that mom and dad laid down the law and children had to obey. 
Adults didn’t take kindly to backtalk. But everything changes. Nowadays it 
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is generally assumed that children who have learned to negotiate grow up 
better able to think for themselves. When your toddler lands in the world of 
principles, you could see a budding negotiator.

Does your toddler experiment with the words “Yes” and “No?” They 
sometimes do so when nodding or shaking their heads, occasionally 
pronouncing “Yes” or “No” out loud. They also try nodding while saying no 
and shaking their head while saying yes, which is very funny to them. Their 
stuffed animals have mandatory “yes” and “no” lessons. Other times they 
practice on their own while building something or wandering through the 
house just looking for something to get into, but mostly they practice their 
yes and no routine with their parents. They are also good for trying out their 
jokes on.

Give your child the opportunity to be inventive with the concepts of yes 
and no. This type of practice allows them to learn to use a yes or a no to 
their advantage. How does mom and dad do it? They can find the best yes 
and no strategy for various situations. They discover which strategy is best 
suited to meet their needs.

‘He is aide to answer alt sorts of questions With, just a jes or no. He sornetw.es 

mzrkes a mistake. He sags '^e$' voken ke means "Ao' and if I act upon kis answer, 

ke smiles and qgicklg ckanges to a W,' in a tone of 'not reaiig"

Luke’s mom, 65th week, or approaching 15 months

‘Ske sags "tyes' and '7lo' with increasing autkoritg, but ske likes to trj to trick me 

using ges and no.'

Juliette's mom, 66th week, or 15 months
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'SRa tests tRe words gas and no on ma continuously: Is Rer 'T^es' a re^l gas and 

will Rer "Ao' remain a no? Perhaps I can find a way to cRe^t? SRe tests me to 

see Row far sRe can yo'

Nina’s mom, 70th week, or 16 months

'He knows what Re wants and is getting better at answeriny ooitR a definito 'V)es' 

or "Ao.' He also Ms different geses and noes. Some Indicate very clearly where Ris 

boundaries lay. fOken he reaches Ris limit, I know that he is dead set. His otRer 

yeses and noes lack finality. I then know that I can press Rim for a better deal' 

Paul’s mom, 71st week, or 16 months and a week

Asking for Help

Your toddler can be inventive in trying to put someone on the spot. They 
can use clever, sneaky or sweet ways. They still require some practice in 
learning the tricks of the trade. Just watch your little one go to work on you 
or someone else when they need to get something done. Tell them what 
you think of it. Your child is still researching in the world of principles. They 
learn from your feedback.

"lORen he asks ma to yet sonnethiny for Rim and I ask where I should put it, he 

walks to a spot and points where I should put it down. Then he is very friendly 

and easy yolny.'

Steven's mom, 65th week, or approaching 15 months

'She is yettiny better at e^pressiny her wishes. She takes mg hand and leads 

me off if she needs a new diaper. She yrabs wiy finyer if she needs nee to do 

somatRing for Rar witR mg finyer, like pressing a button. She also leads me to 

where she doesn't want to yo alone. It doesn't nnatter if I'm in the nniddle of 

somatRing or not. She wants thinys done rigRt away’

Josie’s mom, 67th week, or 15 months and a week
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He points at things more and more. He also points to the things he wants goo. 

to get for him. Tkis week he lured his grandmother to the kitchen, walked to the 

cabinet where the cookies are and pointed to the top shelf.'

Frankie’s mom, 63rd week, or 14 months and a week

“TOitk a sig look on her face, she pointed to an egg and then a plate. She meant, 

'pat that egg on mg plate.' She was so cute that no one coaid refuse'

Hannah’s mom, 62nd week, or 14 months

Tkese jwt weeks he has been commanding like a general. He cries oat loudlg 

and forcefallg: 7Ylon/i( 1YIoha(' when he wants something. TOken I look 4it km, he 

sits there with kis arm outstretched, pointing at the tog of his choosing. He wants 

them brought to him and when he gets kis request, he pulls his arm back and 

carries on plaging, diving orders has become second nature to him. Tkis week was 

the first tme I reallg noticed it.’

Matt’s mom, 68th week, or 151Z> months

Todag she showed me what she wanted when we were visiting someone. She took 

mg hand and walked to the door, behind which were oar coats, opened the door, 

went to our coats and pointed wkile looking at me with a questioning look on her 

face. I didn't know what kit me’

Emily’s mom, 67th week, or 15 months and a week
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Cooperation

In the world of principles your child has choices: “Am I going with the flow 
or against it?” “Do I care what Mom or Dad says or not?” In addition to 
that, your toddler is growing ever more outspoken and more capable. Small 
assignments are getting easier for them, like: “Get your shoes please” “Go 
get your bottle please” “Throw that in the trash please” “Give it to Daddy 
please” “Put it in the hall please” or “Put it in the hamper please." You might 
have already noticed that sometimes you don’t have to say what to do. 
Your little toddler already grasps what you want and is working along. It is 
increasingly easier to lay down certain ground rules.

Try involving your child in day-to-day business and getting involved in their 
day-to-day, too. It makes them feel understood, appreciated and important. 
Their ego is growing. Praise them too, if they are thinking ahead for you. 
They are demonstrating that they know what needs to be done.

'Everg time More we go sow.evohere, ske gets ker own jacket.’

Josie’s mom, 65th week, or approaching 15 months

'He now understands tkzit ke needs to stgg witk me wken we’re on tke sidewalk.’

Luke’s mom, 66th week, or 15 months

'Ske puts two and two togetker. TOken I sgg.- '(do find goar frottle,’ ske returns 

after ker expedition und ntakes a gesture of ‘gone."

Eve’s mom, 72nd week, or 1616 months

"KJken ske needs changing, ske wHks witk me to ker dresser. Ske Iggs still and 

practically kelps me.'

Laura’s mom, 63rd week, or 14 months and a week

'Ske knows that ske is not allowed to tahe tke nuts front tke frowl on tke tafrle. 

So ske tkougkt of a trick so ske could eat tke nuts and still conform to tke rules. 

Ske got ker own plate and a spoon and scooped some nuts onto ker plate. Ske 

tken ate ker winnings witk ker spoon. "THcs wgg ske could have some nuts and eat 

tkem, too, witkout frre^king tke rules in ker eges’

Ashley’s mom, 68th week, or 1516 months
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"fOMn im? are discussing practical, things he follows the conversation, fully focused. 

'YOhen the conversation is finished, he smiles exuberantly to demonstrate that he 

could understand some of what was said even though it was not directed at him. 

After that, he likes to prove it with. one feat or another. It's almost like wsjwst 

had a conversation. It really makes his dag when we understand each other so 

well’

John’s mom, 63rd week, or 14 months and a week

'She keeps trying to involve one of us in her games'

Jenny’s mom, 72rd week, or 1614 months

Being Helpful

When toddlers land in the world of principles most of them are particularly 
interested in all the goings-on about the house, although there is a big 
chance that your little one is no longer content just watching mom and dad 

do their things. They want to help. They want to lighten your load. Let your 

child do their part. They really want to believe that they are a big help and 
that, without them, things would be a huge mess or that dinner wouldn’t be 

any good. Be sure they receive a well-deserved compliment.

'He constantly wants to help me. yOhether it is straightening up, cleaning, going 

to bed or somewhere else, it doesnt matter. He very much wants to take part in 

the day-to-day routine on Lis own accord. yOhen he is taken seriously, it yiv<?s 

him profound contentment. Understanding one another is central these dags' 

Jim’s mom, 64th week, or 1414 months
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'Skc helps une set and clear the table as well as do the vacuuming. 'Shejust 

started one day and it disappoints her if she doesnt get the necessary time and 

space to fee creative.'

Josie’s mom, 62nd week, or 14 months

"She gladly helps making drinks. Sometimes, I let her make her own drink. She 

uses all kinds of Ingredients. y\)hen she drinks it, she goes around murmuring.

Juliette’s mom, 68th week, or 1516 months

'As soon as I grab the vacuum cleaner, she grabs her battery-powered one. She 

wants to help oh so badly. So what happens is that she wants to use my vacuum, 

because it's better. Therefore, I begin witfe hers and when she takes it back, I 

can peacefully go on witR the real one.'

Victoria’s mom, 61st week, or 14 months

'She used to like to watch me doing mg tking. Aoiaj she wants to help. yOhen she 

sees me slice a lemon, she runs to the-counter to fee picked up so that she can 

put the lemon in the citrus press. If she sees dirty dishes, she hurries over to the 

counter to do the washing up.'

Nina’s mom, 64th week, or 1416 months

Being Careful

Does your toddler experiment with being “rash” or “careful?” “Should I fling 
my cup on the ground or should I place it carefully on the table?” Reckless 
behavior seems to be very popular. Running, climbing, wild horseplay and 

treating objects recklessly seem to be the favorite pastime. But do realize 
that by experimenting and getting your reaction to such behavior, your little 

one learns what it means to be reckless or to be careful.

LEA
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'He practices his M^mce. Outside, he reacts for the sky, Inside he reaches for 

the ceiling. He climbs onto chairs and tables so that he can reach higher and 

does seem to understand that space is out of reach. 'VOhile reaching he all of a 

sudden lets himself -fall down.'

Luke’s mom, 64th week, or 1416 months

Tdhen goure [east expecting it, she throws her Oottle awag, for instance when we 

are cycling, and then she studies our reaction to her behavior out of the corner 

of her ege'

Hannah's mom, 64th week, or 1416 months

‘He climbs like a monkey. He climOs on evergthing. He climbs on chairs a lot. 

I also constantly find him on the dining room tzifele, claiming that he can't get 

downl He is careful. He is aware of the danger, but sometimes he falls pretty 

hard'

Frankie’s mom, 66th week, or 15 months

*yOrestling with his brother is now the top draw. Sometimes they get really rough'

Kevin's mom, 69th week, or approaching 16 months

The spilled a few drops of her drink on the floor. I grabbed an old sock that 

was lying around and mopped up. She looked at me shocked and amazed, went 

purposefully to the baby wipes, took one out of the boK and mopped all over 

again. yQhen she had finished, she looked at me as if she wanted to say. That's 

how it should be done.’ I iaws taken aback at the level of cleanliness, and I 

praised her for it.'

Victoria's mom, 61st week, or 14 months
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'She is verg otp^ble in expressing tMt something is ^irtg. She repente^lg sggs 

"Poo' to the slightest snwelge in beb. I hope that this is tentpornrg rrnri she doesn't 

stgg each a heat freak."

Josie’s mom, 64th week, or 1414 months

'H)hen her brother o>as looking through her rlolls in search oh a special robot, he 

siA?ept all her Me onto the floor. Even Elisabeth's baby doll. She inwnediately ran 

to her fallen child and picked her «p, harried to nne and thrust the doll to nny 

breast. She then gave her brother a dirty look'

Elisabeth’s mom, 63rd week, or 14 months and a week

Show Understanding for Irrational Fears
When your toddler is busy exploring their new world and working through 

their newfound ability, they will encounter things and situations that are new 

and foreign to them. They are actually discovering new dangers, dangers 
that until now did not exist for them. They aren’t able to talk about them 

yet. Their fears will only disappear once they are able to understand things 
better. Show sympathy.

'He o>as mad for batteries. All batteries had to come oat and be pat back in, 

oat, in, oat, in; it iaWS endless'

Steven’s mom, 61st week, or 14 months

LEA
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'He is scared of his sister's ^ockrj. He i*wlks twg around it if it's in the i*W). 'kOhen 

he grabs it, he ^rops it inwie^wtek)'

James’ mom, 66th week, or 15 months

"It bobs as if she is afraid io sit in the bathtub bg herself, gelling and screeching. 

yf)& dont knoiA) the reason. She i/J^nts to get in provided one of us joins her. She's 

not afraid of the swinw-ing pool. She likes getting in there.’

Josie’s mom, 67th week, or 15 months and a week

'She is not afraid of nei/o things, bat gou. do notice that she is not completed) 

convinced'

Josie’s mom, 68th week, or 1514 months

Learning the Rules
Whining and whimpering to get one’s way, childish behavior like constantly 
needing to be entertained and always wanting a pacifier, being messy 

without any cause, not being careful and intentionally hurting others, going 

out of their way to be naughty - you probably wonder if you're the only one 
that is having such trouble with your little one’s behavior. No, certainly not. 

Your toddler is no longer a baby. Time has come to lay down some ground 
rules. Your toddler is ready for you to start asking and expecting more from 

them. What’s more: they are searching for these boundaries. Now that they 

have entered the world of principles, they yearn for rules. They are looking 
for chances to familiarize themselves with them. Just as they must satisfy 
their appetite by eating, so too they must satisfy this yearning for rules. 

The only way they will discover most of the rules is if you present them to 
them. Social rules are particularly important. You must show them what is 

acceptable and what is not acceptable socially. There is no harm in laying 

down the law. On the contrary, you owe it to them, and who better to do it 
than someone who loves them?
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"I think that he should be akrle to pat things on the table neatly. It really annoys 

me if he throws his sandwich and bottle when he's finished with them. He has to 

stop that. He's capable of patting things down properly.'

Thomas’ mom, 67th week, or 15 months and a week

'She still wkines and whimpers to get her way, making it difficult to be consistent. 

It seenns that tkis is the point where she needs guidance. It's roach easier to give 

her what she wants, because she stops whining then. If I don't give her what she 

wants. then ail hell breaks loose. Then there's a power straggle, which she easily 

wins. I've never been quite so aware of pooler as I am now'.

Josie’s mom, 68th week, or 1514 months

'Sonnetinnes he purposely does something he’s not supposed to do. He throws rocks, 

puts batteries in kis mouth or smears his food on the floor. I scold him, while 

taking everything he has in his hands and putting it out of reach. Tkis sometimes 

ends in an argument.'

Paul’s mom, 69th week, or approaching 16 months

Ts my child the only one that rolls around on the ground kicking and screaming 

when she doesnt get her way? I dont hear the other parents complaining much. 

Do I let her get away m>itk too much? Tdo I cater too much to her needs? Is it 

because- she goes to daycare more often? 'VOMt am 1 to do? "Rigkt, lay down 

clear ground rales, that's what I will do.'

Vera’s mom, 70th week, or 16 months

T teach km that he is not allowed to Just take things away from other children.'

Thomas’ mom, 70th week, or 16 months
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Tof Games for This WoiHer Wce^
Here are games and activities that most 15-16 month-old toddlers like 
best now and that help develop their new abilities. Remember, all children 
are different. See what your little one responds to best.

SKILLFULNESS

In the world of principles toddlers have surpassed programs and 
thoroughly enjoy endlessly practicing variations and experimenting 
with these programs. By doing so, they become skillful and discover 
how and when they can best get things done. They are also keen 
observers.

PHYSICAL ANTICS

Your toddler will like running, climbing, chasing other kids, jumping on 
the bed, doing somersaults, rolling on the ground, wrestling with other 
kids, playing “I’ll get you," walking oh the stairs without holding on, 
walking on walls, jumping from walls, the list is endless. Take the time 
to give them the opportunity to do it.

EXPLORING THE GREAT OUTDOORS

Roaming around outside, doing nothing in particular while scouting 
about is often a favorite pastime: at the petting zoo, on the playground, 
or in the zoo. Even just being carried on mom or dad’s back at a 
festival, is doable for several hours.

POINTING GAMES

Challenge your little one to play a pointing game. You say a word and 
have your child point to where the object, toy, or body part is.
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GAMES USING HANDS AND FEET WITH SINGING AND RHYMING

Use rhymes or songs which involve using hands and feet. For instance, 
they love: “The Wheels on the Bus Go ‘Round and 'Round” or “If You’re 
Happy and You Know It, Clap Your Hands" or “Itsy Bitsy Spider” or 
“Head, Shoulder, Knees and Toes.”

CALLING GAMES

See how your child likes playing a “calling game.” It’s best to start with 
your child calling you. Then call their name out and get them to call 
back to you. Call their name out again. Most children feel proud upon 
hearing their own name called out. It makes them feel like they belong.

KIDDING AROUND

In the world of principles, kidding and joking will start to play a more 
important role in daily life. By now, your toddler has figured out how 
things work to some degree. So when things get out of whack, they 
really get a kick out of it, whether it’s someone acting funny or bending 
the rules.

JUST BEING SILLY

Your toddler loves acting silly: funny faces, funny walks or odd sounds. 
And more so if it is unexpected. It’s a real mess when the little ones 
get together. It cracks them up when their brother and sister join the 
antics. They and their little friends also have the greatest time acting 
silly.
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A JOKE AS A STRATEGY

Your toddler uses silliness to get something or get something done 
by someone. Pleasant surprises are far more effective in getting 
something out of mom or dad than temper tantrums. Some toddlers 
employ various antics in order to bend or get around the rules. Not 
listening, being unruly or teasing mom or dad are all cause for laughter. 
Give your kid the opportunity to play the clown. But be clear and 
correct them if and when they overstep the bounds. They won't always 
know when they have gone too far.

CARTOONS, MONSTERS AND ANIMALS

Animals that do something silly or unexpected are favorites with 
toddlers. For instance, the monsters in “Sesame Street’’ are really 
funny. Cartoons really make them laugh, especially if something 
happens that catches them by surprise.

HOUSEHOLD GAMES

In the world of principles your child re-enacts the daily business in and 
around the house. Give them the opportunity to do this and play with 
them sometimes. It makes your toddler feel they are part of the club. 
It’s great if they can actually help out. Here below are a few examples, 
but you are bound to come up with more.

COOKING PRACTICE

Give them some small bowls, some real food and a bowl of water, so 
they can cook to feed their doll.
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VACUUMING

There are toy vacuum cleaners that are exact replicas of the real thing. 
Vacuuming together can be fun!

DOING THE DISHES

The water goes everywhere, but that’s what mops are for.

DOING EXACTLY AS MOM OR DAD DOES

Leave your shoes lying around, so that they can put them on.

GAMES WITH EMOTIONS

Your toddler will be experimenting with emotions, such as varying their 
expressions when they greet people or when they want something. 
Pay special attention and play along with the drama. For instance, you 
can imitate them and play at being pitiful. It will probably make them 
laugh.

HIDE AND SEEK

PEEK-A-BOO

Peek-a-Boo is a classic that always works.

HIDE AND SEEK

With each leap playing “hide and seek” becomes slightly more 
advanced. By this age, your toddler is already good at staying hidden 
in one place.
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Tcf Toys for Ths Wonder Weds
Here are toys and things that most 15-16-month-old toddlers like best now 
and that help develop the new ability:

■ Jungle gyms, slides
■ Balls
■ Books
■ Sandboxes
■ Tea sets with water or cold juice in cups or mugs
■ Puzzles
■ Plastic bottles
■ Cleaning utensils
■ Toy vacuums
■ Toys on strings
■ Sesame Street
* Cartoons

Be careful with the following:
■ Garbage cans
■ Toilets
■ Baseball bats, hockey sticks in the hallway

After the Le^
Around 68 weeks, or approaching 16 months, most toddlers become a little 
less troublesome than they were. They are bigger and have grown wiser 
and are living right along with the rest of us. You sometimes forget that they 
are still very little. 
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'He looks slimmer, less stocky, his face thinner, he is growing up. I sometimes see 

Kim sitting caMg, focused on his food. He seems rather mature then."

Luke's mom, 66th week, or 15 months

'Everything comes easier to her now, from feeding herself to cleaning up. She is 

reallgJust like the rest of us. I keep forgetting that she is still a verg sm^ll child’ 

Eve’s mom, 67th week, or 15 months and a week

'All of a sudden, she seems wiser and wore mature. It seems that she has 

taken a g^ant leap forward. She has entered the wide world, fell of confidence 

and fearing nothing nobody. She is doing eKtremelg well, is easy-going and 

sweet, and at night she falls asleep nnuch easier.’

Josie’s mom, 70th week, or 16 months
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Since the previous leap, your toddler has started to understand what 
“principles” are. They have risen above the previous confines of “programs,” 
and they have shed their mechanical character. For the first time they were 
able to evaluate existing programs and even to change them. You could see 

them constantly changing programs, then studying the effects. You could 
also see them performing physical antics, exploring the great outdoors, 

getting skillful with objects and language, imitating others, replaying the 

day-to-day, trying out emotions, beginning to plan, staging their own drama 
classes, insisting on taking part, using aggression, learning what’s theirs 
and what’s not, using pranks as a strategy to an end, experimenting with 

yes and no, being resourceful by putting people on the spot, learning to 
cooperate, wanting to help out around the house, and experimenting with 

being reckless and being careful.

Just as the toddler's programs were mechanical before they rose to new 
heights, their principles were also lacking a certain flexibility. They were 

only able to apply them in set ways, always the same, regardless of the 
situation.

We adults are capable of adjusting our principles to fit different 
circumstances. We are able to see a bigger picture. We see how certain 

principles are linked and form an entire system. The concept “system” 

encompasses our idea of an organized unit. We use the term “system” if the 
parts it comprises are interdependent and function as a whole. There are 

tangible examples, like a grandfather clock that needs winding, an electrical 
network or the human muscle system. These systems form a coherent

Note: The first phase (fussy period) of this leap into the perceptual world of “systems" is age- 
linked and predictable, and starts from 71 weeks onwards. Most babies start the second phase 
(see box “Quality Time: An Unnatural Whim" on page 17) of this leap 75 weeks after full-term 
birth. The first perception of the world of systems sets in motion the development of a whole 
range of skills and activities. However, the age at which these skills and activities appear for the 
first time varies greatly and depends on your baby's preferences, experimentation and physical 
development. For example, the ability to perceive systems is a necessary precondition for "being 
able to point the way to the supermarket or park,” but this skill normally appears at anywhere 
from 75 weeks to many months later. The skills and activities in this chapter are stated at the 
earliest possible age they could appear so you can watch for and recognize them. (They may be 
rudimentary at first.) This way you can respond to and facilitate your baby’s development.
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set of principles of gear ratios, electric amps and volts, and balanced 

muscle tensions, respectively. There are also less tangible examples. Take 
human organizations, they are arranged on the basis of principles that you 

cannot always put your finger on. There are rules (or agreements) for duties 
assigned to certain positions, rules for social behavior like being on time, 
and rules for learning the goals imposed by your boss. To name just a few 

examples of human organizations, take the scouts, families, drama clubs, 
police stations, the church, our society, our culture, and the law.

If your toddler is clingy, watch them closely. There’s a good chance that

they’re attempting to master new skills.

When your toddler makes their next leap, they will land in the world of 
systems. For the first time in their life they will perceive “systems.” Of 
course, it’s all new to them. They will need a number of years before they 

fully understand what our society, our culture or the law really entail. They 

start with the basics and stay close to home. They develop the idea of 
themselves as a system, and that together with mom and dad they form 

a family. And their family is not the same as their little friend’s, nor is their 

house the same as their neighbor’s house.
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Just as your toddler learned to be more flexible with programs after they 

made the leap into the world of principles, after leaping into the world of 
systems they start being more flexible in how they apply principles. Now 
they begin to understand they can choose what they want to be: honest, 

helpful, careful, patient, and so forth. To be or not to be: that is the question. 
They apply principles less rigidly and start to learn how they can refine their 

approach to all sorts of different circumstances. Around 75 weeks, or 17 

months and a week, you usually notice that your little one starts trying new 
things. However, they already felt the leap into the world of systems coming 
at an earlier age. From week 71, or just over 16 months onwards, your 

toddler notices their world is changing. A maze of new impressions turns 

reality on its head. They cannot process the novelty all at once. First, they 
will have to create order out of the chaos. They return to a familiar and safe 

base. They get clingy. They need a “mommy or daddy refill.’’

This Weeks Fmssv) Syns
In this last chapter, we are not going to describe in detail the clues that 
your baby is about to make a developmental leap. These will be familiar to 

you by now. For this reason, we are only including the “My Diary” section 
on the next page. A useful memory aid for what to expect is the three C’s: 

CRYING, CLINGINESS and CRANKINESS. Remember that your toddler is 
only after two things - being near you and having your undivided attention. 

They are also bigger and smarter now and more capable of finding new 

ways to these same goals than ever before.

How j/om Know it s Time to Grow
Which of these signs did you notice as your baby started this leap?
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My IWy
Signs My Baby Is Growing Again

□ Cries more often and is more often cranky or fretful than before

□ Is cheerful one moment and cries the next

□ Wants to be entertained, or does so more often than they did

□ Clings to your clothes or wants to be closer to you more than before

□ Acts unusually sweet

□ Is mischievous

□ Throws temper tantrums, or throws them more often than they did

□ Is jealous

□ Is more obviously shy with strangers now

□ Wants physical contact to be tighter or closer than before

□ Sleeps poorly

□ Has nightmares, or has them more often than before

□ Loses appetite

□ Sometimes just sits there, quietly daydreaming

□ Reaches for a cuddly toy, or does so more often than usual

□ Is more babyish again

OTHER CHANGES YOU NOTICE
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How This Leap May Affect You
Initially, when your baby became clingy, cranky and cried more often than 
usual, your sole concern was that something was wrong with them. By the 
time they were 6 months old, you began to become increasingly annoyed 

when it became clear that nothing was wrong, but generally, you let it pass. 
After all, they were so tiny then. After their first birthday, you started to take 

action if you were annoyed and that sometimes resulted in arguments. You 

were able to enjoy the true pleasures of parenthood! All parents report that 
they quarrel with their “teenaging” toddler. Teens have been known to have 

the ability to make life rotten for their parents. Toddlers can do it, too. It 
gives you a preview of what is to come ten years down the line. It’s part of 
the bargain.

You May Become Really Frustrated

Tf ske asks me with a whing voice if I imnt to do something, I say verg in a 

very friendly way: "tyes, TYlommy do you want...' Then ske repeats very sweetly: 

TTlommg, do you. want..."

Anna’s mom, 71st week, or just over 16 months

"I iams really annoyed this week. He didn’t want to take his nap. If he doesnt 

want to, then he doesnt have to. It's easier and it saves me a lot of trouble. Tlor 

does he want to wear a diaper, so 1 often let hint go without.’

Taylor’s mom, 73rd week, or approaching 17 months

*It was difficult for me when she completely dominated my time. She iams driving 

me nuts. I thought, '70 hat am I doing wrong?’ I try to relate and not to make 

plans and take things as they come, but it’s not easy.'

Ashley’s mom, 73rd week, or approaching 17 months

'Once in a while this week I put him in his playpen, although he was whining rtnrf 

what-not. He wus constantly being pushy and Impatient. He wanted to get his 

way all the time.'

Frankie’s mom, 74th week, or 17 months
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Agam, I voas afraid that Id created a terriOlg spoiled wionster.'

Elisabeth’s mom, 74th week, or 17 months

"I tried tiwie and again not to give in., Oat she alu>ags ended op Oack on wig lap’

Josie’s mom, 74th week, or 17 months

You May Argue

regalarig get into it. she sees candg, she wants some Oat doesnt 

alwags get it. She gives op when she sees that she's not getting ang. I dont get 

the feeling this upsets her.'

Julia’s mom, 72nd-74th week, or 1614-17 months

'On several occasions, we've had dig spats. He's not allowed to rearrange the 

kitchen in the vacation house as he does at home. It went fairlg well last week, 

Out now he's stopped listening, so I pat hinn outside with the door open so that 

he coaid cowie Oack inside. Oat he didn't like it one Oit’

Luke’s mom, 74th week, or 17 months

How Your Baby’s New Skills Emerge
Around 75 weeks, or 17 months and a week, you will notice that most of 
the clinginess disappears. The temper tantrums and quarreling with your 

“teenaging” toddler subside. They’re back to their enterprising selves. 
You may notice that they’ve changed, that their behavior is different, that 

they are becoming very aware of themselves as a person, that they think 
differently, and that they have a better sense of time than ever before. They 
play with their toys differently and their use of fantasy takes off. Their humor 

has changed. This change is evident because at this age your toddler’s 

■
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ability to perceive systems and to apply the concept of system is emerging. 

This new ability is the equivalent to a new world opening up. Your toddler, 
with their talents, preferences and temperament, chooses where they will 
start exploring. Try to see what they are doing and help them. But watch 

out! They want to do it all by themselves.

Xis father claims tMt he has wore patience.'

Gregory’s mom, 74th week, or 17 months

"Things went much easier with her, although she is very pig-he^l&rf cW needs 

a lot of attention'

Juliette’s mom, 75th week, or 17 months and a week

The Mo^iCdl lc<tf Forward
When your toddler enters the world of systems, they are now able to see 

clearly beyond the world of principles. They no longer apply principles 
as rigidly as before. They are able to adjust their principles to changing 

circumstances. For instance, they are now able to choose to apply a moral 

principle, or not. From this age you can see they develop the earliest 

beginnings of a conscience, by systematically upholding their norms and 
values.

'Shejwmps when we catch her doing sonnething she's not alhMed- Then she blurts 

oat "Ro."

Jenny’s mom, 73rd week, or approaching 17 months

The system your toddler lives with day in and day out is the one they 
themselves know best. They are their own person. When the world of 
systems opens up to them, they start to develop their notion of self. This 

has several consequences. Your toddler now discovers that they own and 
control their own body. They also discover that they can orchestrate things,
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that they can do things by themselves, that they can control things around 
them, and that they can make decisions, all things that stem from their 
growing concept of self.

Tow he expressly does things differently than is expected or ashed of him. For 

instance, tf you. ash him: 'dive Tflom a hiss?' he gives everyone a kiss, ixialhs to 

m and says-. 'Hahahakaha' and doesnt give nne a kiss. It seerws to n*e that he 

u>ants to show that he's his otx>n person. That he’s no lonyer one with me, hut a 

separate person. That's all'

Thomas’ mom, 80th week, or just over 18 months

Your toddler begins to understand that mom and dad are separate people. 

They start using terms as “you” and “me” and are also very interested in 

both mom and dad’s physiques. A boy discovers that he has a penis just 
like his father, and that mom doesn’t. They size up all the similarities and 

differences to a tee. For the first time in their life, your toddler can put 

themselves in someone else’s place, now they realize that not all people 
are alike. For the first time they see that not everyone likes the same things 
as they do. That would have never occurred to them when they were 

younger. We can sum this up with one elegant word, they have become 
less “egocentric”. That has all sorts of consequences. They are now able 

to comfort someone. They are at their high point in mimicry; they copy 

anything and everything around them. Their imagination comes to life.

Your explorer is also fascinated by other living creatures: ants, dogs and so 
forth. They are all systems, too.
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Your “teenaging” toddler starts realizing that they are part of a family, and 
that their family is different from their little friend's family, whom they visit 
twice a week. After all, their family is the first human organization they get to 

know from the inside, and they make no mistake in noticing that their little 
friend’s family doesn’t necessarily have a salad with dinner like their own 

family does. In their family, they have a different set of rules.

Just as your toddler recognizes their family as a system, they begin to 

distinguish their family from other families. They already do the same with 
their friends, house and neighborhood. They are getting better at finding 

their way around in the familiar surroundings outside their house.

They start paying great attention to their clothes. They can be quite vain 

and are very possessive of their toys. Your little artist starts to create art 
with a capital A. They no longer scribble, now they draw “horses,” “boats” 

and “themselves.” They also begin to appreciate music - that, too, is a 
system.

Your toddler starts to develop a sense of time. They are now better able 

to recall past experiences and have a better understand of what the future 
will bring.

They will now begin forming their first sentences. Not every toddler does 

this, though. Just as with other skills, the age children start with a certain skill 
differs greatly from one child to the next. All toddlers now understand much 

of what you say to them, but some are not ready to start talking. Others 
use several words and constantly mime, but don’t produce sentences yet. 

A few, though, do speak in sentences. Whether or not your toddler does 
depends on how you interact with them.

A few examples from the adult -world will help to clarify what we mean 

by a system. Take, for instance, practicing mathematics. On the level of 

programs, we think, use logic and handle mathematical symbols. On the 
level of principles, we think about thinking and therefore we think about 

how use mathematics. On the systems level, we look at mathematics as a 
whole, as an intellectual system.
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In a similar way, the science of physics is a large system consisting of 
carefully discovered principles. This also applies to the science of biology 

and the theory of evolution and the accompanying principles of natural 
selection. This applies to other sciences as well.

World views or outlooks on life are also systems. Our everyday lives also 

offer examples of systems. Our approach to diet leads us to formulate 

principles regarding food, which in turn determines our eating programs. 
Another example of a system is democracy. Just as with other human 

organizations, some aspects are tangible and demonstrable, while others 

are rather superficial. By the time someone else is able to see something 
the same way you do, the situation could have changed completely. We 
can point to government, the annual budget, or employee hiring practices. 

What we are unable to do is point to authority, cooperation, back-room 
politics, compromises or organization in general. You can point to what you 

think is evidence of the existence of these, but you can’t demonstrate them 

as easily as you can something simple and tangible, like a rock.

Other examples of human organizations as systems are families, schools, 
churches, banks, factories, armies,-governments, soccer clubs, and bridge 

clubs. Such social institutions have the important task of encouraging their 
members to familiarize themselves with their goals, norms and values. 

Some institutions insist on it. In the family, it’s called socialization. In 
the family unit, learning values, norms and other principles is practically 

automatic because toddlers imitate anything and everything they see. 

There are also countless learning opportunities, where such things are 
often not emphasized, but acted out as a matter of course.

This may seem different from a system like physics or mathematics. “That’s 
way too advanced for such a little toddler,” most people will say. “They 

won’t learn that until high school.” But when you observe your toddler 

playing, when you see how they hold a ball under water again and again to 
see it fly up out of the water, when you watch them endlessly rolling things 

down an incline or running up and down an incline again and again, you
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can’t ignore that they are experimenting with the fundamental principles of 
physics to establish systems of their own in their mind, which puts them 

in good company. It was Newton himself who once experimented with 
something as simple as a falling apple. Perhaps it wouldn’t be a bad idea 

for physics teachers to seek advice from toddlers at play to come up with 

a few good demonstrations for their classes.

This applies to other systems as well as those of math and physics. A 
toddler is also interested in basic architecture. They can watch builders for 
hours or imitate their father making cement. They mix water and sand the 

whole day long and then they start “plastering walls." Their Lego buildings 
have also become more complex. For instance, they can lay down train 

tracks and run their trains along them.

BrcAiH
Between 16 and 24 months, the number of synapses in the cerebrum 
vastly increases, both within the various subareas of the cerebrum and 

in between those subareas. In the second half of the second year, a part 
of the cerebrum behind the forehead matures (the orbitofrontal lobe), 

and a cascade of new skills emerge. The right half of the brain develops 
in leaps and bounds in the first year and a half. Then development in the 
left half of the brain, where the language centers reside, takes over. As 

far as the comprehension of single words is concerned, at 20 months, a 
confinement takes place from the whole cerebrum to a few small areas 

in the left half.
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Your Toddler’s Choices: A Key to Their Personality
All toddlers have been given the ability to perceive and control systems. 
They need years in order to completely familiarize themselves with the wide 

range of new skills they have to play with, but as toddlers they take their 
first tender steps in the world of systems. For instance, at this age, a toddler 

may choose to focus on getting the hang of using their body and leave 
talking for later, using just a few words and no sentences. Or, they may be 

very busy with their family, friends, house and neighborhood. Or they might 
prefer the arts, drawing endlessly and listening to music. Just like every 

toddler, they choose what best suits their talents, mobility, preferences 

and circumstances. The very first choices become apparent when they are 
75 weeks, or 17 months and a week. Don’t compare your child with other 
children. Each child is unique and will choose accordingly.

Take a good look at your toddler. Figure out what their interests are. By 

now, you can readily see which talents and preferences they have, as well 

as their strong points. If your toddler has a high musical intelligence, that 
will now become clear. Use the list in “My Diary” on pages 384-389 to 

mark or highlight what your child selects. You can also see if there are 
some systems that you think your child could use or learn. Stop marking 
when your child begins with the next leap. That is usually when they are 
approximately 20-21 months old.

Toddlers Are liTe This
Your toddler likes anything that’s new to them most of all. Therefore, 

always react to the new skills and interests your toddler displays. In that 

way they learn more pleasantly, easier, quicker and more. LEA
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My ttory
How My Baby Explores the New World of Systems

THE CONSCIENCE

□ Jumps and blurts out a loud "No” when caught

□ Tests you by doing what’s not allowed

□ Imitates behavior from TV

□ Is hurt and confused by unjust sanctions

□ Is able to “lie”

□ Other things I have noticed:

THE NOTION OF SELF

□ Me and my body

□ I control my body

□ I can do things on my own

□ I have my own will

□ I can decide for myself

□ I want power

□ Other things I have noticed:

OUT OF SIGHT BUT NOT OUT OF MIND

□ Hides and wants to be found

□ Looks for people without just going back to where they were

□ Other things I have noticed:
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ME AND YOU

□ Grasps that mom and dad are not the same person

□ Sizes up similarities and differences to a tee

□ Wants to be recognized as their own person

□ Can put themselves in the place of others

□ Can realize that another child wants something different

□ Can console another person

□ Is at their high point in mimicry

□ Imagination takes off

□ Starts treating toys as autonomous agents

□ Other things I have noticed:

OTHER LIVING CREATURES

□ Waves at birds and planes

□ Smells the plants

□ Likes feeding the chickens

□ Is interested in bees, ants, ladybugs and the like

□ Laughs at nature films with animals doing unusual things

□ Wants to water the plants

□ Other things I have noticed:
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THE NUCLEAR FAMILY

□ Grasps that members of their nuclear family are separate people 

but still belong together

□ Plays the whole day long with stuffed animals, feeds them and 

puts them to bed

□ Grasps that there are other nuclear families with other moms and

dads, brothers and sisters

□ Other things I have noticed:

FAMILY AND FRIENDS

□ Grasps the difference between their family and that of their friends

□ Knows exactly who belongs to who

□ Wants to phone Grandma and Grandpa

□ Wants to visit Grandma and Grandpa

□ Other things I have noticed:

HOUSE, NEIGHBORHOOD AND FINDING THE WAY

□ They have a good idea of the lay of the land in their surroundings

□ Knows exactly where to find things in and around the house

□ Recognizes their own house and that of Grandma & Grandpa

□ Can point the way to the supermarket or the park

□ Recognizes things even if they are in less familiar surroundings

□ Other things I have noticed:
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OWNERSHIP

□

□
□

Knows perfectly well whose clothes are whose when sorting 

the laundry

Knows exactly which bag and jacket belongs to which kid

Knows exactly which toy belongs to whom and what’s off limits

No longer wishes to share their toys with other children

□ Collects things and insists they’re not to be thrown away

□

□ Doesn't like mess. Wants everything systematically put away

□ Other things I have noticed:

PUZZLES AND LITTLE THINGS

□ Is now good at doing puzzles. Puzzles consisting of 7, 12 or at 

the most 20 pieces

□ Motor skills are increasingly more refined than before

□ Finds the sewing kit interesting, or a vast assortment of buttons

□ Is a stickler for detail

□ Other things I have noticed:

MAKING UP THEIR OWN GAMES

□ Makes up a game with its own rules

□ Makes up their own magic tricks

□ Other things I have noticed:
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ART

□ Grasps that toys symbolize real world things or people

□ Starts drawing in a completely different way. Random scribbling

makes way for circles, squares and the like

□ Draws horses, boats, planes, their dog, Grandma, Grandpa

and themselves

□ Likes it when you draw, too

□ Music lovers can listen to music for quite a long time

□ Likes playing the keyboard

□ Erects more buildings than they used to

□ Other things I have noticed:

SENSE OF TIME

□ Remembers past experiences

□ Predicts familiar, daily events and programs

□ Reminds you the whole day long of your promise to go to 

Grandma and Grandpa’s house

□ Makes plans; if you promise to do something and forget, they 

are upset and insulted

□ Remembers in the morning what we did the night before

□ Other things I have noticed:

BASIC PHYSICS

□ Holds a ball under water to watch it pop up

□ Is endlessly occupied pouring their special mixture from one 

container to the next

□ Pays attention to colors

□ Found their first snow intimidating

□ Is frightened of the electric toothbrush
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□ Is busy with basic phenomena of physics

□ Other things I have noticed:

BASIC ARCHITECTURE

□ Watches builders for hours

□ Imitates making cement by mixing sand and water

□ Imitates plastering walls

□ Lays down Lego train tracks

□ Tries building with Lego blocks

□ Other things I have noticed:

LANGUAGE

□ Understands most of what is said

□ If they’re exposed to different languages, they can distinguish 

between them and can ignore one

□ Produces more and more words

□ Sooner or later is able to combine words to form sentences

□ Imitates animal noises

□ Mimes a lot. Is able to communicate with gestures

□ Loves books. Listens attentively to short stories till the end

□ Other things I have noticed:
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Wlwt Uu I2o to Helf
In the world of systems, your toddler will discover that they can choose 
their principles. They will discover themselves, their family, their friends, 

their house, their neighborhood, their art and more. Give your toddler the 

opportunity to experience all sorts of systems. They learn how the world 
of systems is made up through their ingenuity, from seeing your reactions, 
and through much practice.

Me and My Conscience
The conscience is a system of moral principles, of values, norms and 

rules. The development of a conscience is not to be taken for granted. 

Your toddler has to construct their conscience using examples they take 
from you. You must demonstrate right and wrong. It takes time, a lot of 

time, before your toddler has seen enough examples from which to draw 
conclusions. Hopefully, your actions have been consistent. If you say one 

thing one time and something else the other, it will take your toddler much 
longer. The same applies if you give them confusing signals. They will 

have a hard time figuring it all out. From this age on, your little one tries to 

discover a system in everything, also in values, norms and rules. They crave 
rules and test the boundaries. Just as they are entitled to their daily meals, 

likewise they are entitled to their daily portion of rules.

'Ske knows that the things on the top shelf of the closet are her brother's. flow 

she clings in the closet to grab and sneak something oat. If she's seen, she ^rops 

it and looks at gou. with, a look of 'How did that get there?”

Victoria’s mom, 76th week, or 171/2 months

"He tests us bg doing vohat he's not allowed"

Harry’s mom, 77th week, or about 17 % months 
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'He laughs when he surprises Kis father or me U) suddenly doing something 

unexpected and expressly forbidden. He also laughs when we catch Kim.'

John’s mom, 79th week, or just over 18 months

'He imitates everything he sees on TV. for instance, he falls to the floor on 

purpose, and in one film, he saw children fighting. He observed this and hit 

himself’

Thomas’ mom, 80th week, or 18 Vz months

T <«lso noticed that he wouldn't listen and he's behaving badly, five never seen 

Kim like tKis. He Kit someone on the head for no reason and threw another to the 

ground by Kis shirt. It's very irritating and a couple of times I have gotten really 

angry. I keep explaining that it hurts if Ke does that. TYlaybe I talk to Kim too 

much, so that he only listens when he wants. It K^s no effect on Kim if I tell Kim 

Ke cant do something or I ask him to help witk something. I figured oat that I 

need to tell him that we can do the chore together. Like putting a bottle back 

where it belongs Instead of just throwing it'

Jim’s mom, 81st week, or about 18 % months

T noticed if he falls down, he doesn't cry too quickly and takes his bumps well. 

&ut if he thinks that he's corrected unfairly, he's very hurt and confused, for 

instance, he bawled because he wasn't allowed on the bed witK Kis boots. I 

said it was fine because they were clean, but the nanny didn’t know and didn’t 

understand. I could tell from the way he cried that it really upset and hurt him, 

even though it wasn’t that big of a deal. I rarely hear him like that. I do hear 

the same cry after he has been staying witK his father who tells Kim yes where 

I say no.'

Taylor’s mom, 81st week, or about 18 % months
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TJe changed the bedtime routine. She didn't used to go to bed until 10 and then 

she wanted to fall asleep on our lap first, and onlg then could u>e put her to bed 

Last Saturday, we put her to bed at S o'clock, after she had been very tiresome. 

She yelled her lungs out for H5 minutes before she finally fell asleep. Since that 

night, she goes to bed between S and S30- y\)e sing songs with her, her father 

talks with her a little (fit more and then she falls asleep and sleeps through until 

7 the next morning. Dad does have to put her to bed though’

Jenny’s mom, 84th week, or just over 19 months

The latest fad is making things up. He finished playing a -flight simulator game 

on the computer with his dad and told me that his dad didn't do well and that 

he had crashed on landing. TMt u>asnt at all the case, as it turned out, but he 

said it on purpose. He likes that he can make things up. He laughs heartily u>hen 

Dad sets the record straight."

Jim’s mom, 85th week, or 19 H months

'He is now able to 'lie.' for instance, he is eating a cookie and his mouth is full of 

chocolate and then the next round of cookies is handed out. "VOhen it's his turn, 

he hides the cookie in his hand behind his back and says that he hasn't gotten 

one yet. If he is allowed to take another one, he laughs and then shouts the one 

he already had in his hand’

Thomas’ mom, 87th week, or 20 months

Me and My Notion of Self
The system your toddler comes into contact with the most is themselves. 
That is what they get to know first, and it has all sorts of consequences. 

Your toddler discovers that they own their own body and that they have 

control over their own body. They also discover that they can make things 
happen, that they have their own will and can make their own decisions, 

and that they have power to influence. They think in terms of me, me, me.
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Me and My Body

‘He is verg interested in kis 'weenie.' He plucks at it and rubs it wkerever he can. 

I often let him uwlk ground naked'

Mark’s mom, 72nd week, or 16 % months

It seems as if she kas rediscovered ker toes. Ske studies them kit kt) kit, for 

minutes a time.'

Victoria’s mom, 73th week, or 16 % months

‘She Czstlls herself ?Ylit<si. She gave kerself tkat naw\e.’

Victoria’s mom, 75th week, or 17 months and a week

'Often he hits his kead kard against tke uwll. It makes me feel ill. Td like him to 

stop. I think he does it to experience his notion of self.'

Kevin’s mom, 76th week, about 17 16 months

'Ske cracked up at a silk) doll in the supermarket.’

Maria’s mom, 81st week, or just over 1816 months

'She's obsessed with angels. I risked; Is tkat gou?' 'V)es' ske said?

Nina's mom, 82nd week, or 18 % months

"Ho one is allowed to touck him. Hot the doctor tA?hile weigking and measuring 

him, nor the kairdresser, even tkougk she was a friend. Hot even his (grandma 

while getting dressed'

Matt's mom, 82nd week, or 18 % months

'Ske also sags: Is me."

Hannah’s mom, 83rd week, or 19 months

If angone sags to him: 'Hice curls,’ he runs kis kands tkrougk kis kair like the 

star in tke movie Grease.'

Thomas’ mom, 86th week, or approaching 20 months 
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'She is reallg kusg (A?itk putting on and taking off her clothes. She even puts her 

slippers, her socks and pants on. She is xlso very vain. TOhen she has new clothes 

on, she gets on our bed in front of the mirror to examine herself better. Once she 

insisted on putting on a dress when I tried to get her in pants. She loves getting 

her hair done at the hairdresser.'

Vera’s mom, 74th-87th week, or 17-20 months

I Have Control Over My Body

'He toalks the stairs, standing erect, taking big steps. 'Right foot on one step and 

the left foot on the next and so on.'

Bob’s mom, 72nd week, or 16 Vz months

1 already got angry once this week. She climbed up a dangerous flight of stairs 

after Id already forbidden it.'

Eve’s mom, 74th week, or 17 months

'He perils himself up on a bar, swings back and forth a bit then drops to the 

ground laughing.'

Paul’s mom, 74th week, or 17 months

'He climbs on evergthing. Tlothing is too much. He is careful however. He is aware 

of the dangers'

James’ mom, 76th week, or about 17 'h months

'She finds all kinds of wags to get to where she's not allowed. I have put certain 

things 4twgg and protected others. That's no use angmore. She finds a wag to get 

to them. Even if she needs to drag over a chair or get a ladder'

Victoria’s mom, 76th week, or about 17 b. months
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'She elimas like an acrobat. She climbs on me while holding mg hzwis. She 

pushes off nng stomach living backwards"

Laura’s mom, 80th week, or 18 'h months

'He went down the plastic slide at TYlacDonald’s for the first time on his stomach"

Steven’s mom, 81st week, or about 18 % months

"She learned to somersault, slide down the slide bg herself and climb bach op bg 

herself. She now gets in and oat of bed by herself

Nora’s mom, 81st-83rd week, or about 18 %-19 months

"He likes to Jump from high places if he thinks he can do it. TOhen he can’t, he 

sags ‘Scarg’ and sticks his arms oat, which sags-. It's too high for me, can we do 

it together?’ He also likes to w<alk along little w4ls, practicing his balance. He 

eyogs it if the wall is about four feet -Util. I act calm, bat Inside it scares me"

Luke’s mom, 83rd-86th week, or 19 to almost 20 months

'Since a month ago, the new thing is to trg to make herself fall while going across 

the waterbed '

Eve’s mom, 82nd week, or approaching 19 months

'She eyoged shooting little blocks awag with her mouth, it nwle her laugh. 

'Running down the sand dunes and chasing after the dog on the beach was the 

best thing.'

Hannah's mom, 86th-88th week, or approximately 20 months

I Can Do It Myself

'She peels e^its an orange by herself, opens doors and can sag her own name. 

She winds up her tog radio herself and goes around listening to if

Juliette’s mom, 72nd week, or 16 'h months
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'She grasps that she can use her potty to do her business. Twice she went and. 

sat down with a diaper and relieved herself

Josie’s mom, 73rd week, or approaching 17 months

‘‘She doesnt want to sit in her highchair wuch any wore. She wants to sit in a 

norwal chair at the dinner table. Also, she doesn't want to wear a St(? and she 

wants to feed herself

Julia’s mom, 73rd-75th week, or around 17 months

'This week he walked around with napkins. He used thew as a bib or towel, but 

particularly as an oven glove. I wean, when he goes to pick up sowething, he puts 

the napkin on top and then picks the thing up. He wainlg did tkis in the kitchen 

with the grips on the drawers'

Paul’s mom, 74th week, or 17 months

"flow he is busy with spatial aspects. Putting things in or under sowething is 

verg interesting to hiw. It's not so wuch that sowething fits sowewhere, it's wore 

that he's the one putting things in and taking things out. He's wore interested in 

researching his own potential, instead of the qualities of the things thewselves. 

He now has a renewed urgency to look into the pans. Tow it's not about we 

showing hiw what we are eating and telling hiw what it's called, but that he 

looks and identifies it hiwself. Plaging with the bucket with the shape-sorting lid 

has taken on a new twist. It's now about hiw putting the pieces in as he wants. 

He purposefully tries to raw the shapes through the wrong holes. If he accidently 

puts one in the proper hole, he quickly pulls it out. He wants to put the pieces in 

as he sees fit, not according to the rules of the gawe'

Frankie’s mom, 76th week, or about 1716 months

This week he likes drawing. I think it's because it's sowething he does hiwself. 

He wakes sowething bg hiwself

John’s mom, 77th week, or 17 % months
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( f
'She m^kes drawings and then laughs about it herself.'

Maria's mom, 77th week, or 17 % months

"These dags he w^nts to fee^ himself dinner. That's not without its problems, but 

in general, he does <A>e(l. He imitates more and more. He cleans the floor iA>lth 

a sponge, he Hows his nose with a handkerchief and vacuums with the vacuum 

cleaner attachment. He now knows e?tactlg what things are for'

James’ mom, 77th week, or 17 % months

Tf I ask. 'Do you want "FFlom to do it?’ she sags-. "Flo, Anna.' Even if she has 

broken something ^n^ we ask who has done it, she sags: 'Anna'. She is verg 

conscious of herself. Ghe laughs if she drops something or throws something on 

the ground'

Anna’s mom, 77th week, or 17 % months

This week he cams walking op proudly with a full potty. I w^sjust as proud as 

he was. If he goes around without a diaper, he's indicating that he wants to use 

his potty or that he has used it before I even know about it. He w<aits to pee until 

he Lus the potty. He uses all his might to do a number two and every little (?it 

must be done in the toilet. Tndearing. Then he sags 'Tdore'. That means he wants 

to use it again. VJhen he's all done, he sags ’finished"

Mark’s mom, 78th-79th week, or around 18 months

"Flow she releases her belt and climbs out of her chair herself

Ashley’s mom, 80th week, or 1816 months

'He can now function as an 'errand boy'. He gets whatever is asked of him. He 

gets the remote control, the TV guide. socks. He turns on the washing machine, 

"FFle^ium heat please.' He gets the shoes, diets the cleaning products. And if 

he and Dad are playing the flight simulator on the computer, he follows his 

commands-. ‘diasf-Landing gearl'-'fgectf.

T. am proud of mg big little bog. He really gives it his all and does everything 

asked of him right away. But I feel for the poor child. He reallg gets put to work' 

Thomas' mom, 80th week, or 18 16 months
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'Ske is an expert tA?itR the tog doctor's instruments.'

Elisabeth's mom, 81st week, or 18 % months

'Ske did In&r business on the pottg. Ske szmjs 'Poo-poo' if she goes in her diaper 

which means that she wants a dean diaper. Ylot/J and then she does her business 

on the toilet'

Nina’s mom, 80th-83rd week, or 18 to 19 months

‘He likes to walk around naked after his bath. Then he crouches down and strains 

to go pee. Once, he peed in his closet’

Robin’s mom, 82nd week, or approaching 19 months

Tt never ceases to amaze me how well she understands what's going on. flow 

and then, she has it all figured out. for instance, if she can't reach something, she 

goes to the bathroom, gets a stool and puts it inkers she needs it. That's Just one 

of the mang moments I see her solving her own problems'

Vera’s mom, 82nd week, or approaching 19 months

'Ske colors with cragons now.'

Laura's mom, 83rd week, or 19 months

'Ske is Me to arrange the colors. Ske s^iaj that one of the markers had the wrong 

color top on it'

Victoria’s mom, 84th week, or just over 19 months

‘He tells me ahead of time that he needs to use the bathroom.'

Taylor’s mom, 84th week, or just over 19 months 
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"Aow rW again she wants to use h&r potty. She sits down for a second and goes 

to wiping furiously, but has yet to do anything on the potty.'

Eve’s mom, 85th week, or 19 % months

'He's increasingly more helpful and he imitates more. He brings his cup to the 

httchen and puts it on the counter or grabs a plate. He also likes to play like 

he’s hammering something. He wants to drink out of a big persons cup and not 

a bottle or babyjs cup’

Bob’ mom, 86th week, or approaching 20 months

'She did a little business once on the toilet'

Anna’s mom, 87th week, or 20 months

‘She gets onto the potty herself if she's already naked. If she's wearing pants, she 

does it in her pants, but alerts us directly'

Hannah’s mom, 87th week, or 20 months

'Completely potty trained. After only three nights, she completely stopped wetting 

the bed.

Emily’s mom, 87th week, or 20 months

'He can blow his nose. "Flow he tries to blow kis nose into everything, even the 

coasters'

Gregory’s mom, 88th week, or just over 20 months

I Have My Own Will

'The last few months he's been naughty and has been testing the waters to see 

what's allowed and what’s not, as well ^s the consequences. At the moment, he 

knows fall well what's allowed. "Flow he’sjast naughty to show: T do what I want. 

So, what are you going to do about it?"

Harr y’s mom, 76th week, or about 17 % months
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'Me doesn't listen to warnings anymore. It looks as if lie’s proclaiming thait he 

knows what he's doing. Experimenting has taken priority.- falling down, heat, 

strong spices, etc. He decides what he eats, when and how.'

Matt’s mom, 76th week, or about 17 1/z months

'He really goes his own way. Preferably looking for trouble'

James’ mom, 77th week, or about 17 3A months

''She wanted a lot of attention if she wasn't allowed something or if getting 

something took too long. She kept tugging on me, was verg stubborn, whiny, 

pig-headed, naughty, hot-tempered and uncontrollable.'

Josie’s mom, 77th week, or about 17 3/4 months

'He gets into everything, but I have to keep a close watch on him. It's too 

dangerous to leave him unattended because he's always defying the rules. I really 

got angry when he tried to light the stove voitK a hot pan on it. It really made 

me Jump, fortunately, he only received slight burns, and there was only minimal 

damage, but he certainly got a physical warning. I hope it's sunk in that he's not 

allowed to touch the gas. It's really fun to cook together, but if he hasn't learned 

Kis lesson we’ll no longer be able to’

Steven’s mom, 78th week, or around 18 months

"Recently, she has abandoned her toys for the things that she's not allowed to 

touch, like the WO player.’

Laura’s mom, 78th week, or around 18 months

"I have to accompany him everywhere. He’s very enterprising and quite the 

prospector. Everything must be turned upside down and inside out with. me 

looking on. y\)e had a run-in because he makes a mess faster than I can clean 

it up.’

Luke's mom, 79th week, or just over 18 months
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'He is a real clown. He pays no nW to anything, just does his own tKinj. He 

loves to hid around. T)e call him the 'little elf.”

James’ mom, 80th week, or about 1816 months

'She's increasingly independent. She joes off by herself or along witK others. A 

jwck wave and off she goes'

Elisabeth’s mom, 80th-81 st week, or 1816 to 18 % months

The last few days he's been playing with cars. On Wednesday, I ended up with 

a half-hoar all to mjself. He played happily witk his blocks and cars and I didht 

hear Kim. for a whole half-hour.'

James’ mom, 81st week, or 18 % months

'She pat her finger in the hot tea. Ouchl'

Julia’s mom, 84th week, or just over 19 months

TW and then she really amuses herself well She plays by herself if I’m around, 

but Tm not allowed to read. I sometimes get a bit of reading in, which is more 

than I used to.'

Nina’s mom, 83rd-86th week, or 19 to almost 20 months

'Her personal awareness groats daily. She indicates what she wants and what she 

doesn’t want. She blows hisses when bidding farewell and if she gives something 

to you, it's a conscious decision'

Ashley’s mom, 83rd-86th week, or 19 to almost 20 months

'She doesht want me to brush her teeth, but if she does it, she doesht brush but 

eats the paste and then she's finished. One time when I went ahead and brushed 

her teeth for her, she was angry witK me for the next half-hour.'

Anna’s mom, 86th week, or approaching 20 months
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I Can Decide For Myself

'Sks starts to laugh already u>hen she's planning something naughty.’

Eve’s mom, 76th week, or about 17 16 months

'He announces everything he does. He always points to himself:

Kevin’s mom, 76th week, or about 17 H months

'She reallg knows that it’s ‘bah when she has messed her pants. She comes up and 

sags “&ah‘. If she can choose the spot where she gets changed, then she doesnt 

make a scene and will consent to it. She finds the strangest spots to be changed. 

Changing clothes is the same-. ‘findyour spot,' and there she goes'

Nora’s mom, 86th week, or approaching 20 months

'He wants to pick out his own clothes these dags. He reallg has certain preferences. 

His comfortablejogging pants with mice print is 'out.' Sometimes he puts Daddy's 

jacket on with a fie and goes and wakes Tdom up'

Thomas’ mom, 86th week, or approaching 20 months

I Want Power

The temper tantrums have reallg picked up. She can reallg scream loud. It’s short 

but powerful. She also watches her brother verg carefully when he misbehaves. It 

looks (Ik? she's taking mental notes'

Victoria's mom, 72nd week, or 1616 months

If she doesn't agree, she starts to scream. The rolling around on the ground has 

lessened. She tries to get her wag by screaming:

Jenny’s mom, 72nd week, or 1616 months
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‘He scares me with. snakes and mice and. does the same to the girl next door."

Frankie’s mom, 74th week, or 17 months

'He tries patting oversized cars into his ting tog garage. He didn't ever trg this 

before."

Robin’s mom, 76th week, or about 17 Vz months

"He constantlg hits and sometimes pinches if he doesnt get Kis wag. If he's angrg, 

he punches hard, softer when he's Joking. The general idea is that I try to break 

Kis bad habit bg calmlg correcting him, and offering him a pillow to pound or 

bg urging him to calm down. I do sometimes get angrg if he reallg Kurts. TKis 

wte Kuw sad and then he starts handing out kisses'

Luke's mom, 76th week, or about 17 Vi months

'He insists on eating and drinking what I have, even if he alreadg has the same. 

He wants what I have. He takes mg food and drink from me. y\)e fight it out 

like two children.’

Gregory’s mom, 76th week, or about 17 'A months

"She screams so loudlg and in a high pitch if she doesn't get her wag or she fails 

at something. 1Wt reallg annogs me and I uMnt to break her of that soon. kOe 

have had several squabbles this week because of it.’

Juliette’s mom, 77th week, or 17 % months

A couple of times a dag she gets in a rage, «specially if she doesnt get her wag. 

It generallg blows over <41 bg itself Sometimes, I have to intervene in order to 

calm her down. She's quite fierce.'

Maria’s mom, 77th week, or 17 3A months
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'He has gotten notably rougher. He also forcefully throws things and really cant 

stand not getting his way. He sometimes throws things at the cat, like the alarm 

clock'

Matt’s mom, 77th week, or 17 % months

'He is very well tempered and exceedingly energetic. He's so very lousy with what 

he seems to need to do, that he doesn't even flinch when I express my displeasure 

at certain things. He throws and hits with anything he can get a hold of, with all 

his might. I think he flings things like that because he feels a certain power over 

his possessions. The same goes for hitting. I trg to make it clear to him when I 

take action against him by threatening punishment. If he persists in throwing and 

hitting, I put him in his playpen. He sits there quietly waiting it out, only to pick 

up where he left off, throwing and hitting. The only thing thzit helps is to distract 

him. It seems like we are dealing with a new learning pattern.'

Kevin’s mom, 78th week, or around 18 months

Tf he doesht get his way he gets angry, for instance, if he wants to go outside, 

he points to his jacket. If I say no, he gets angry. He also gets angry if he doesht 

get more candy or if his friend isn't home.'

Robin’s mom, 77th week, or 17 % months

If she has to come inside from the garden, she cries and stamps her feet. In 

these cases, I give her a time-out.'

Vera’s mom, 79th week, or just over 18 months

'Sometimes I doubt whether or not I can manage his headstrong, dynamic 

activities.'

Harry’s mom, 79th week, or just over 18 months

'He throws everything to the ground and away from himself He bites and hits. I 

really got angry this week when he smeared his food and drink all over the floor.’

John’s mom, 79th week, or just over 18 months
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1 try anger and demanding obedience, insisting thztt he has to stop, but nothing 

helps. He's not at all impressed. It's difficult when he acts this way. If he is tired, 

it's even worse. Then it really is overwhelming."

Paul’s mom, 79th week, or just over 18 months

If I (eave the room briefly or neglect her in the slightest, she starts digging in 

my plant'

Laura’s mom, 80th week, or about 1816 months

'She was very annoying this week. She hept insisting on getting her way. If she 

didn't get her way, then she started screaming and threw herself on the ground. 

If we just left her, she would come around on her own.'

Emily’s mom, 81st week, or 18 % months

If she cant get something, has to go to bed or doesnt get her way, she cries 

and stamps her feet'

Ashley's mom, 84th week, or just over 19 months

The throwing and hitting seem to he lessening, E>wt the diting is sometimes very 

serious. Harsh scolding, explaining, a spanking: nothing seems to help'

John’s mom, 83rd-86th week, or 19 to almost 20 months 
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'He terrorizes tke c^its. He constantly keeps tafes on inhere they both are. Then 

he has to he able to pet them.’

Jim’s mom, 83rd-86th week, or 19 to almost 20 months

'She doesnt u)ant to he seen as 'snnali' yOe i/oent to get ice creann in a nice pl/ice, 

a>here the scoops are pricy and Dad said: "Elisabeth can have some of oars.' yOhen 

the ice creann canne, she could lick it hat she wasn't allowed to hold it. TK^t 

brought on a temper tantrunt. She wanted to leave. She was insulted that she 

was thought to he smalt. Dad then went to a lesser ice cream parior for some 

more ice cream. She held it hat didn't eat it. Her tantrum continued all the while. 

She was deeply insalted, for the next half-hour to H5 minutes, she was no fun. 

She kit Dad, too '

Elisabeth’s mom, 86th week, or approaching 20 months

‘She is very i/Jill-ft4, which is sometimes difficult. She cries if she isn't allowed 

something or she doesn't get her way. 'Real tears are reserved for when she falls 

or hurts herself.

Julia’s mom, 87th week, or 20 months

I Am Out of Sight But Not Out of Mind
Because your toddler now understands that they are a separate system, 

they also understand that the same principles that apply to the people 
and objects around them also apply to them. They understand that people 

and objects continue to exist, even though they may not be in their field 
of vision. They also understand that they still exist for mom and dad even 
when they can’t see them. Furthermore, they now understand that other 

people don’t necessarily remain in the same place where they last saw 
them. It starts to dawn on them that they can move about and change their 

positions. When they look for dad, they now understand that they may have 
to look elsewhere than where they last saw him.

‘He likes to crawl into closets and shut all the doors'

Steven’s mom, 81st week, or 18 % months
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"She hides in the closet, slices the doors shat zW then calls TKlom.' It reallg 

makes her laugh when u>e finally find her’

Josie’s mom, 85th week, or 1914 months

Me and You
Now that your toddler sees themselves as an individual, they will start using 

terms like “me” and “you.” They grasp that mom and dad are individuals too 

who lead their own lives. They start to compare themselves with them and 

map out the similarities and differences to a tee.

'She has discovered that her father has a penis. She calls it 'Pino."

Victoria’s mom, 72nd week, or 1614 months

'His own iMenie is reallg an item. So is his father's and the absence of mine’

Bob’s mom, 73rd week, or approaching 17 months

"These dags he points first to himself and then to me, as if he u>ants to point out 

the difference’

Mark’s mom, 75th week, or just over 17 months

Tf I propose-. 'Shall we go out together?' she points to herself as if saying: 'V)ou 

mean me?' as if there are other people in the room'.

Nina’s mom, 75th week, or just over 17 months

‘He loves it u>hen f mabe special reference to him. He points to himself to 

distinguish himself from me and as a confirmation that it's for him'

Luke’s mom, 77th week, or 17 % months

Tf I imitate certain stereotypical statements or behavior of hers, it makes her

Hannah’s mom, 78th week, or approaching 18 months
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He is very Interested in Kis taker - in the shouier, in bed. on ths John.’ He 

follows hinn everywhere and always Miks ^4?twt hint.'

Frankie’s mom, 79th-86th week, or 18 to almost 20 months

'Ske learned the terMS 'une' and 'you'.'

Juliette’s mom, 86th week, or approaching 20 months

Now that your toddler can distinguish between themselves and others, 

they can also put themselves in another person’s position. In a simple 

experiment, it was shown that toddlers of 13 to 15 months were unable to 

fathom that another person could make a choice that was different from 
theirs. They will be able to do this for the first time at 18 months. That has 
all kinds of consequences.

The Dangling Carrot

“K)e canne oat of the store and there was a helicopter ride for the kids there. If 

you pat Money in, it Moves around for a while uoitk lights flashing, flora loves 

it and was allowed to go on once. Bat there was already a hid in it, who didn't 

want to get oat after his tarn, flora looked around and ran to a Mini-shopping 

cart and started pushing it around. The other kid caMe out of the helicopter right 

away and wanted to push that cart around too. flora shot over to the helicopter 

and got in.'

Nora’s mom, 87th week, or 20 months

I Can Console

The sags to us that we have to cry and then she i^ill give us a kiss and a gentle 

caress'

Jenny’s mom, 79th-80th week, or 18 months
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Me and My Mimicry

'He re-enacts moods. He sags for instance 'Stop!' in a wgg that a girl does. a bit 

sassg. He imitates certain gestures, like turning his head and bodg and putting 

his hand up. and talking to the hand '

Taylor’s mom, 80th week, or around 1814 months

Imitating certain postures and movements is a favorite pastime. She even tries 

to imitate the cat'

Maria’s mom, 83rd-86th week, or 19 to almost 20 months

‘He observed the monkegs and hou> theg open nuts. ?0e collect hazelnuts in the 

neighborhood and at home he reallg gets in to shelling them'

Bob’s mom, 83rd-86th week, or 19 to almost 20 months

'She imitates the other children quite a bit. If theg climb a fence, she tries too. If 

theg knock on a u>indou>, she does the same. If theg do it, she copies it.'

Vera’s mom, 87th week, or 20 months

Me and My Fantasy Play

In their make-believe play they start to treat their toys like they play along 

too, like people capable of doing things.

'She grabbed an imaginarg something from her hand and put it in her mouth 

She did it a couple of times. It u>as verg peculiar. It looked like her first game 

of make-believe.'

Josie’s mom, 71st week, or just over 16 months

'Suddenlg she has become more independent. She plags bg herself verg t/oell. How 

and then it looks like she's in a dream uwld. She fantasizes. T had get to see her 

do that. She plags the game with her doll. Sometimes she tells me her fantasies'

Victoria’s mom, 75th week, or just over 17 months
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'He made a. drawing of a turd and then stamped on it. I dont allow him to 

stamp on turds in the street.'

Paul’s mom, 77th week, or 17 % months

'After having seen kis baby pictures one afternoon, he decided that aft kis 

animals were kis tr^tfeias and played iA>itk them the whole afternoon in kis bed'

Gregory’s mom, 84th week, or just over 19 months

‘She indicates much more clearly what she wants and gets frustrated if I dont 

get what she means. ’Playing make-believe has much to do with it. Ska givas me 

a dog and I have to understand that the dog needs to be breast fed.

Emily’s mom, 86th week, or approaching 20 months

'He does play make-believe a lot, lika having a tea party, sitting together in kis 

Lego car on the steps. He pats the ground beside kirn in the most inviting way 

and loves if we sit there together.’

Thomas’ mom, 86th week, or approaching 20 months

Other Living Creatures
Other living creatures are all separate systems with their own behavioral 

rules and programs. Your toddler is fascinated by this fact.

Tkis week she was very interested in birds. She laughed when a bird she was 

watching returned from out of sight. She laughed more when she saw where the 

sounds came from, the sounds she had heard before even seeing the bird. It's tka 

same witk airplanes. She also likes to investigate how plants smell.’

Eve’s mom, 73rd week, or approaching 17 months
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'She i*wes rat planes and lairds and sometimes to people'

Eve’s mom, 74th week, or 17 months

"This week he liked feeding the chickens. He staged with his grandfather on the 

farm.'

Jim’s mom, 77th week, or 17 % months

'He s^tw a snail in the street and then before I noticed it, he said that the snail 

was dead. It turned out that he and his father had covered this topic a few 

times'

Harry’s mom, 79th week, or 18 months

'He ergoged the bees with his grandfather, the beekeeper.’

Steven’s mom, 83rd week, or 19 months

'She cracked up when she sou) a snake eat a mouse in a nature film.’

Laura’s mom, 84th week, or just over 19 months

'[Kis week he was reallg interested in an ant outside in the garden’

Matt’s mom, 84th week, or just over 19 months

'She is reallg into bugs this week - ladgbugs and ants'

Anna’s mom, 85th week, or 1914 months

"She (ikes watering the plants these dags. She starts bg making smacking noises 

as if the plants are hungrg: The plants want to eat.' Preferablg. she feeds them 

twice a dag. for Ashleg, it's the filling up and pouring out of the watering can 

that makes her feel she has done her deed for the dag'

Ashley's mom, 85th week, or 19 'A months
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'At the beach he iaws able to play endlessly in the sand, digging and pushing 

shells into the sand and then pronouncing them dead '

Kevin’s mom, 87th week, or 20 months

I Am Part of a Nuclear Family
The nuclear family is a system like other human organizations. And it’s the 
first human organization that your toddler experiences from the inside, right 
from the start. However, it is only now that they begin to see that a nuclear 

family is a unit, a system.

'She now has a strict division of tasks. Xflom gets her glass and Vad fills it'

Victoria’s mom, 73rd week, or approaching 17 months

'She now grasps that we are a family, a group. If I Just use the names Xaviera, 

TYlarco and Thomas in a sentence. she corrects the omissions of TAit^ CVictoria) 

and Kitan (Christian)'

Victoria’s mom, 74th week, or 17 months

‘She is busy with her dolls and staffed animals <«ill day long. One goes in the 

highchair. If she gets something to eat, she first gives s<me to her 'friends.' She 

also puts them all to bed in her doll wagon and then goes and Iggs in the Cig 

bed’

Elisabeth’s mom, 74th-75th week, or around 17 months

‘She knows exactly who belongs with who or who gave her what'

Vera’s mom, 75th week, or just over 17 months

‘She laughs when we play i/Jith the cats or if the cats get riled up.'

Jenny’s mom, 71st-76th week, or just over 16 till about 17 'h months 
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'He points to his father, to nne and to himself. Then I am supposed to say that 

we ah are separate people and yet we belong together. Then he nods approvingly 

‘yes' and sighs in contentment.'

Frankie’s mom, 76th week, or about 1714 months

Towadays, he is a real 'pal.' He asks me to accompany him in the Lego car. He 

wants to read together. He wants to color together.’

Thomas’ mom, 78th week, or about 18 months

'H)hfin we would take her brother to school or pick him up, she had a hard time 

witK me calling other women 'mom of so-and-so. There was only one mom and 

that was me. Tlow she understands that there are other families and that those 

women are mothers of other children. 'She still protests though if she hears them 

called 'mom.' The only unequivocal mom is her mom'

Victoria’s mom, 79th week, or just over 18 months

"If his older brother or sister is on my lap, he gets angry, and remains that way 

until my lap is vacated'

James' mom, 82nd week, or approaching 19 months

This week he enjoyed getting in bed and snuggling witk Tdom and Dad.

Gregory’s mom, 83rd week, or 19 months

'He is very bold and already teases his brother and sister, sometimes getting on 

their nerves'

James’ mom, 83rd week, or 19 months

7W she grasps that ours is not the only family. 'Recently, we went to pick up her 

brother who was playing at a friend's house. yQe stayed to have coffee. She was 

clearly upset and kept calling the name of the boy’s sister and asking where she 

was. But the sister was playing at friend's. The family was incomplete without 

the sister and that troubled her. She saw that as being wrong'

Victoria’s mom, 84th week, or just over 19 months
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Jernes sonnetovtes gets left oiAt by kis brother and sister u>hen tke^ uiant to pUuj 

a game. They put him in the k^ll and shut the door in his face. He comes to me 

shattered and needs to be consoled'

James’ mom, 87th week, or 20 months

'She knows her father is called Hank and her mother Vfliko'

Julia’s mom, 87th week, or 20 months

Me and My Family or Friends
Just as a nuclear family is a system, so too is the extended family and the 
circle of friends. Your toddler starts to recognize that now as well. They also 

learn the differences between their family and their friends’ families.

'She came to me uktk the telephone and a picture of her grandparents and 

signaled that she wanted to call them'

Juliette’s mom, 78th week, or about 18 months

Tf I speak about his friend, he knows who that is and he sags his name 

enthusiastically. He certainly knows kis friend'

Steven’s mom, 78th week, or about 18 months

'V]e are really close. He follows my conversations and interactions uktk others. He 

reacts to statements, even if they're not directed at him. y\)hen my friend called 

her son, who was pretty far away, she said that he doesnt listen to her, so my 

son rushed out to go get kin*. He tried to drag him along, but kis friend got him 

in a hold iA)kick resulted in a screaming match, because nntj son does not like to 

be pinned down’

Luke’s mom, 79th week, or just over 18 months 
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'KJhen the neighbor went home to cook, he wanted to go with her. That was fine 

and I waved him off. I had expected that mg bog would want to com bach 

soon. That wasn't the case. After an hoar and a half, I got worried and went 

to see what was going on. 3ut Thomas dldnt want to com hoM. He wanted 

me to stag, too. Then he showed M evergthing he'd seen there, the refrigerator, 

the grapes, etc. He has a great time there because he's allowed to do what he 

wants. yOhile she was cooking, he sat on the kitchen counter with his feet in the 

Sink plaging in the water.’

Thomas’ mom, 80th week, or 18 '/2 months

‘(grandma and (grandpa live around the comer. yOe stop bg often and naturallg 

we don't alwags go inside. Tf we pass bg, she alwags calls out 'Anna' or Apa."

Victoria’s mom, 82nd week, or almost 19 months

Finding My Way Around My House and My Neighborhood
Your own home is a system as is the surrounding neighborhood. Your 
toddler learns to recognize that now and starts learning how to find their 

way. They construct a map in their head of their surroundings. Such a 
mental map is actually a system, too.

'He's finding his bearings. Even when he’s not in familiar surroundings, he looks 

for other points of recognition and he’s verg pleased when he finds them. He 

wants to share this immediatelg, as well as what's coming up'

Harry’s mom, 74th week, or 17 months

LEA
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'A montk ayo, he didnt notice tke $e<4 wkile rtt tke beach. Tkis time ke skoute^ for 

Joy wken ke spie^ tke sea from tke top of tke dune. Ho u>as practically overcome 

witkjoy wken ke savo the sea. Day after day, a constant reminder”

Bob’s mom, 74th week, or 17 months

'He knows wkere we are yoiny. If I ask kirn, ke answers correctly.”

John’s mom, 79th week, or 18 months

'He knows tke way from tke campyround to tke sea’

Jim’s mom, 80th-81 st week, or around 18% months

Taylor and I have moved to another floor in tke s<nme bulldlny. Taylor felt at 

home in kis new abode and after settling in, started going around witk kis feuggy. 

He iaws femili^r ooitk tke house because the previous inhabitants had two kids of 

their own. He seemed used to it already'

Taylor’s mom, 82nd week, or approaching 19 months

'A few times she didn’t want to come i/Jitk me inside to visit, reyardless if they 

were strangers or (grandma and (grandpa. 'Really stranye, she's never done tkis 

before. VJhen she finally made it in, she was fine.'

Maria’s mom, 82nd week, or approaching 19 months

'He has a yood map of the vicinity in kis head. He knows exactly where to find 

tkings, z*t home, outside, or at Dad's work. He can point me the way to the 

yrocery store or the way to Dad's work as well ^s tke way inside the buildiny 

to his office. He also knows tke nett-door neiyhbor's house very well. He knows 

wkere everythlny is, tke yrapes and so on. Ske tisirally has them. He gets 

disappointed, thouyh, if they are not in the right pl^e '

Thomas' mom, 83rd week, or 19 months
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If we let the dog out in the neighborhood, she sags ‘Amd or Aprf f&randma or 

Cjnwlfwl zwl points in the right direction to their house, even though, the house 

is still out of sight around the corner. Clearlg, she wants to visit.’

Victoria’s mom, 86th week, or approaching 20 months

'This stwnmer, mg friend and 1 went to the beach regularlg. Our two bogs got 

along well. Theg are still good friends.Jim had expected to meet up with his 

friend before we went. He kept asking where he was. This tiwie theg were waiting 

for us at the beach'

Jim’s mom, 87th week, or 20 months

Me and My Belongings
In a nuclear family system there are all sorts of principles, among which 

there are values, norms and rules. Consider for instance “We will share fair 
and square” or “Thou shalt not steal.” There are rules for what belongs to 

whom and what we are entitled to. Your toddler learns these rules by doing. 

Sometimes they pick it up unnoticed and it’s a pleasant surprise to find out 
what they’ve learned on their own. Other times it takes some persuasion.

Me and My Clothes

'Ghe knows ezactlg which bags, coats and what-not belong to which kids and 

when we lenve she fetches our things.'

Nina’s mom, 82nd week, or approaching 19 months

(J b
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TOhen I empti) the cashing machine, I lay oat evert) piece on the machine and 

pull them into shape before I put them into the dryer. She is right on top of 

everything, sorting things in her oivm uoay. She knows precisely u>ho everything 

belongs to.- Ts Thomas,' 'Is mommy,' Is TYlita"

Victoria’s mom, 83rd week, or 19 months

‘He seems au>are of his new clothes, underwear and undershirt instead of onesies. 

He finds it very interesting. He loves his new shoes'

Paul’s mom, 83rd-86th week, or 19 to almost 20 months

Me and My Stuff

<K)hi(e visiting a friend, 'Robin played with, one of his toy cars, which he wasn't 

allowed to take home with him. He cried the whole way back to the house and 

at home, he threw twu) his own cars'

Robin’s mom, 76th week, or about 17 H months

'She remembers where she left things. Ill ask where something is, she remembers.'

Emily’s mom, 78th week, or around 18 months

‘She finds one 'diamond' after the other. Her brother collects nice stones and lays 

them out in his room. So she scavenges for rocks too. Pieces of gravel go into her 

pocket one after the other and absolutely none of them can be thrown 4tW4U).'

Victoria’s mom, 78th week, or around 18 months

‘One day she came up to me, took my hand and led me to the room where all the 

toys are. She pointed: Ts Thomas, is Thomas, is Thomas... and TTita?’ This w<«s 

a hefty protest. 'Recently, Thomas hadn't allow her to touch his toys, because she 

had broken some things. And indeed, this left her with very little to play wlthf

Mita/Victoria’s mom, 83rd week, or 19 months
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"yOKen (now 25 months) comes to visit, it's terrible. JUs^t isn't allowed to play 

witK anything. If Lisa has anything in h&r hands, Hannah grabs it right from h&r.’ 

Hannah’s mom, 87th week, or 20 months

'He no longer u>ants to share Kis toys witK other children. He gets angry and 

passionate if they grab Kis toys'

Robin’s mom, 88th week, or just over 20 months

No Mess
You’ve never seen anything like it before. They can’t stand a mess. Enjoy 
it while it lasts. It lasts until the next leap and won’t be back for a number 

of years - if it ever comes back at all. They want everything arranged 
systematically.

'He can't handle messiness. It upsets Kim. So I said to my parents, '1\)hat you 

never Managed to achieve, My son did. TVoia), I ^Gawjs clean up.' In the evening, 

we 4i*W)s clean up the Lego. Every time u>e have finished reading a booh, he 

puts it back before taking another one.’

Thomas’ mom, 86th week, or approaching 20 months

Doing Puzzles
A puzzle is a system too - an organized unit that is a whole due to the 

interdependence of the components from which it is comprised.

'VOKztt he likes to do is put animal puzzles together. One is twelve pieces the other 

is seven. He knouts exactly hou> to do it; he does it but has no patience to

put the pieces in well. He even recognizes the back side of the pieces'

Kevin’s mom, 72nd week, or 16 ¥z months
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'Her motor skills continue to improve. This week she eyoged putting beads on 

sticks and then the sticks in holes. Ghe also likes to take mg moneg out and 

spread it out.'

Anna’s mom, 73rd week, or approaching 17 months

Ghe does the puzzles herself’

Laura’s mom, 75th week, or just over 17 months

'He is good at puzzles, with a tht of help. Even puzzles he hasn't seen get.'

Matt’s mom, 76th week, or around 1714 months

1 pretended that I couldn't do the puzzle. Everg time I went astrag he said: 

"Flo, no' and then told me where I should put the piece. After repeating this act 

several times, Id had enough. I pulled the puzzle apart and put it bach together 

in a flash. I acted like I w<us verg proud and said: Gee, I can do it too.' He 

responded with: "Flo.' It turned out that a ting corner of a piece of the puzzle was 

sticking up. He pushed it in then it was right!’

Thomas’ mom, 80th week, or about 18 14 months

'All of a sudden he did the puzzle right. He turns the pieces so that theg fit well. 

"Flot <alw^gs, but mostlg’

Frankie’s mom, 82nd week, or approaching 19 months

Ghe eyogs the boK of buttons and all the various tops’

Jenny’s mom, 82nd week, or approaching 19 months

'She does mang puzzles now. Her first puzzles, the easier ones, are no longer fun. 

flow she has a difficult one, 13 pieces'

Julia’s mom, 86th week, or approaching 20 months 
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'He pays attention to the minutest of details. Like the smallest piece of the 

puzzle that’s not quite right, he seems rather nit-picky. for instance, in the fairy 

tale 'Snow TOhitc' the expectant mother sags that she would. like to have a babg 

girl. One tAJith. skin as white as snow and lips as red as blood. The mother had 

just pricked her finger and there was a ting drop of blood visible on the picture. 

He noticed this even though he'd never seen anything like 'pricking a finger.' He 

pointed to the picture where the nice red was.'

Thomas' mom, 86th week, or approaching 20 months

'All of a sudden she did a 2.0-piece puz.zf.e without Atting rtn eye. She'd not done 

the puzzle before. After that she was no longer interested in puzzles'

Xaviera’s mom, 87th week, or 20 months

Creating a Game
A puzzle is a system devised by someone else. Your toddler is now able to 

think up systems by themselves, for instance a game where they make up 
the rules, or magic tricks.

'He made up a game himself, taking turns throwing dice. One person throws, the 

other has to pick it up. He's strict in keeping the sequence. He keeps looking for 

tight corners to throw the die.'

Mark’s mom, 83rd-86th week, or 19 to almost 20 months

Today she did a magic trick she had come up with herself. She watches her 

brother doing tricks a lot. She put a marble into a bottle and said: 'Uh, oh.' She 

shook the bottle up and down and said: To'. She meant that the marble was 

stuck. Then she turned in a circle (like a magician does) and held the bottle 

upside down. Tadal'

Victoria’s mom, 83rd week, or 19 months
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Me and My Art
After a year and a half, your toddler starts to use toys in a way that signifies 
they know what the toys stand for, what or who they represent. In their 

play, it shows that they are familiar with the people, the objects and the 

situations from everyday life that are represented by the toys. The toys 
symbolize someone or something from the real world. Your toddler can play 
with these symbols in their imagination.

Their ability to symbolize enables them to create drawings that are completely 
different from their earlier drawings and that represent something from the 
real world - for example a car, a dog, or even themselves. This new ability 

to symbolize did not emerge gradually, it came into being all of a sudden 

with a leap and is a new quality. Art is born. If your little artist loves making 

drawings, you will have a hard time keeping them supplied with paper. The 

beginning of a huge collection is at hand. If they experience something 
exciting, like fireworks at New Year’s Eve, it’s likely they will make a drawing 
to capture the moment.

Not only do they start making drawings, but they start building constructions 

as well. And if you have a little music lover, they will be playing their keyboard 
and can listen to music for quite a long time and enjoy it.

'Her drawings are very different novo. TTe seriates have made voay for small 

circles, ting, ting. She is really into details."

Victoria’s mom, 78th week, or about 18 months

'She novo colors m her drawings. She is very precise and hardly colors oatside 

the lines’

Victoria’s mom, 79th week, or just over 18 months

'He dravos horses and boats novo and tkis morning he meticafoasly drevo a circle 

and a sqaare and then pointed to himself. He had dravon himself

Luke’s mom, 79th week, or just over 18 months
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He Ms sMrtM fcwWing more, uihereas ke used to be more into destruction'

Taylor’s mom, 83rd week, or 19 months

He dreu> a car. It iaws a good drawing of a car. He can only do this if he is 

Igin^ dou>n on his siofe with his head resting on his other outstretched arm. yOhat 

does his car look litre? It's two circles, the wheels, with a line in between. Circles 

are 'vroom vroom. He also draws airplanes and just recently, legs. A spiral is a 

steering wheel - a steering wheel turns.'

Thomas’ mom, 83rd week, or 19 months

'She has a Bambi booh In it is a picture of possums hanging by their tails from 

a tree branch. Hey,' Elisabeth thought, 'that's not right.' Co she turned the booh 

upside douJn, so she could see it better.'

Elisabeth’s mom, 85th week, or 1914 months

He loves music. He litres playing his electric keyboard. He puts on a certain 

rhythm to accompany his lead. At the store, he listened to practically a vohole 

CO of classical music. It lasted almost an hour. He voas upset u>hen I disturbed 

him halfuiay through to go on with our shopping. He had to listen to the end'

Thomas’ mom, 86th week, or approaching 20 months

There is good reason that toddlers in Japan can play the violin fairly well 

at the age of two. Of course, they use special, small violins. In Western 
culture, not many people are eager to drill their toddlers this early in life in 

pursuit of such mastery. “Freedom and happiness” is the motto. However, 
we are not addressing cultural differences here. The point is that toddlers 
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'He said that Ke iaws going to drai/o grandpa. He dre^ a head four tinnes and 

said: ‘‘Ydrong.1 He w<«5nt s^tis-fie^. TKe fifth tin/ie, wkfin he got the goatee in the 

right spot, he uias satisfied and said, ‘(drandpaf

Thomas’ mom, 101st week, or 23 months

The CvoIntiOM of Art
Art appeared late in the evolution of our species. While we consider 

our evolution to have covered of millions of years, most evidence of the 

emergence of art is dated as recently as 35,000 years ago. About that 
time so many artifacts were found that there was talk of an art explosion. 
All of a sudden there was a surplus. We are talking about cave drawings, 

small stone carvings and musical instruments. A very rare find of the 

remains of a flute dates back 90,000 years. Art is characteristically 

human. The emergence of art was preceded by a massive increase in 
our brain size. We are, however, still in the dark about how this came to 

be. But the notion of self, fantasy and language certainly play a large role, 
just as the increase in the size of the frontal lobe placed just behind our 

forehead does.
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Me and My Sense of Time: Past, Present and Future
Your toddler starts to develop a sense of time now. Their memory of past 

experiences improves and they get better at anticipating the future.

1 crtn't tell her anymore in the morning that we <stre going to do something fun 

in the afternoon. Otherwise, she reminds me the whole day until it happens; "flow 

Apn Ama [(prandma (grandpa! to?"

Victoria’s mom, 78th week, or around 18 months

'She mnkes plans. TOhen we sit olown for dinner, she asks if she mztg draw. I tell 

her that first we're going to eat. Then she tells me where her pen and paper will 

need to Oe. I am supposed to say that I understand and that it will happen. If 

I forget after dinner, she gets verg angry, and she is offended'

Victoria’s mom, 80th week, or just over 18 months

He remembers promises. If I promise that we'll do something after his bath, he 

reminds me. TOhen he w^kes up in the morning, he refers to what we did before 

he went to sleep.’

Gregory’s mom, 82nd week, or approaching 19 months

Basic Physics
If you observe their play well, you cannot ignore that they are busy with the 
basic phenomena of physics.

'He dunks things like a ball under wMer to experience the resistance. He also 

disassembled a small electric telephone. He now looks at it differently than he 

did before when it Just made noise. It doesht work anymore after his experiment.

He finds throwing things and taking them apart really interesting. He tries

things out.'

Harr y’s mom, 77th week, 17 % months 
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'She can spend hours pouring some liquid from one vessel into another. She uses 

bottles, glasses, plates or cups. Ttlhile she's busg she likes to add the necessarg 

commentarg.'

Ashley’s mom, 78th week, or around 18 months

"She pags close attention to colors: green, red, gellow. "Red and gellow go together. 

I i/ms kidding with her when I told her that it's supposed to be that wag'

Josie’s mom, 78th week, or around 18 months

"It snowed at taster. It was his first snow. He was a bit wearg and out of sorts. 

He just couldn't place it and wanted to be alone after taking in all the new 

impressions'

Thomas’ mom, 80th week, or just over 18 months

With principles, we have seen how your toddler started to “think about 

thinking.” Once they have entered the world of systems, for the first time 
they can hone their principles into a system, principles they have learned 

through experience. It’s quite possible they are doing this while taking their 
“thinking break.”

'Sonnetimes he likes to be alone. He sags: "2>ge' and goes in his room to be alone. 

He's pondering life. Sometimes he does that a half-hour at a time, with, a tog. 

Other times he stares and thinks for ten minutes (ike a 50-gear-old. He just 

wants a bit of peace after having such fun plaging. After he’s taken his break to 

collect his thoughts, he returns cheerful, sags 'Hi,’ wants to nurse a bit and then 

goes to sleep or to plag a bit. He reallg needs his privacg.'

Thomas’ mom, 80th week, or just over 18 months
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InitiXlg, he u>as afraid of tte electric toothbrush, but nou> that he's gotten used 

to it, it's fine and he sags ‘On."

John’s mom, 83rd week, or 19 months

"Che grasps that the train takes batteries, and understood that theg utere drained- 

Che u>ent and found neu> ones."

Hannah’s mom, 86th week, or approaching 20 months

’T'OKfln plying the flight simulator on the computer, he doesrit treat the Jogstick 

careiesslg like he used to; he's verg au>are. He puts the landing gear doum right. 

He checks to see if it happened like he wanted it to bg having the plane climb 

a bit and then back doutn."

Jim’s mom, 86th week, or approaching 20 months

Basic Architecture
Their interest in the phenomena of physics extends to more systems than 

just physics. They are also interested in basic architecture. They can spend 
hours watching builders, and you will notice their play will produce more 
structures since their latest leap, like towers of cups pushed together, and 

more elaborate structures.

ITU) husband cemented the fish pond -this u>eek- He explained to mg eldest 

son hou> to rviix cement. He then explained the same to "Victoria. "Aow theg are 

together the u>hole dag long mining sand and u>ater for cementing. Che does 

evergthing he does. Che looks up to Thomas’

Victoria’s mom, 79th week, or 18 months
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'Cars have fallen out of favor. Tow it's mere the ^tentative transportation, like 

motor bikes, semes, dump tracks, trolley cars. He loves to watch tke bwWers.'

Mark’s mom, 80th week, or just over 18 months

'Ske wets ckosen as a test person for new Lego togs for toilers. Ske wets rewarded 

for her efforts wetk an electric train for 3~gear-olds. TYluch to everyone's surprise, 

ske quickly laid down tke rails for tke train. Ske approached it like a puzzle. 

The straight pieces were easy. Tke curved pieces were a little more of a chore. 

It tews one track With a beginning and an end. VJhen she had finished fiddling 

around with the track, she put the crossing guard art™. on the train and went 

riding around- It struck me as strange and T. said that to her. Ske didn’t change 

anything though, which surprised me, antil I discovered that she had copied this 

from tke picture on the boK, which showed the guard arm on the trainjust as she 

had done it. Ske isn’t reallg interested in running the train, though. Ske prefers to 

lag the tracks. She constantly takes the track apart and starts over.'

Emily’s mom, 82nd week, or approaching 19 months

He tries putting the snrall Lego blocks together these dags. He cant quite 

manage because it takes a bit of strength. &ut he tries. He doesnt use the 

bigger blocks."

Matt’s mom, 86th week, or approaching 20 months

Me and My Talking
Between 17 and 22 months, toddlers start using the adult language system 

with an explosive increase in the spoken vocabulary and the average 
duration of a speaking turn. They also start combining words to form 

sentences. They are now able to distinguish two different languages from 

each other and ignore one of the two. Furthermore, there is an impressive 
increase in verbal language comprehension around 18 months.
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There is large individual variation in the budding development of speech. 
Some toddlers don’t use many words (approximately six) around the 

time this leap takes place. The parents know that they actually know and 
understand many more words, which causes some irritation. Other children 

use many words, repeating after you (sometimes just the first syllable) or 
taking the initiative, but no sentences yet. They can make themselves 

understood, though, literally with hands and feet. They mime their part. A 
third group already produces sentences, while they are still miming.

Understands All, or A Few Words

The words he now uses Me (united.- 'cookie,' 'bottle,' 'ooch/ 'thank,' 'TYlom.,' "Oad,' 

bread' and 'pel' (= erpple, he only pronounces the last syllable). He understands 

everything and ToKoiajs Instructions well'

James’ mom, 76th week, or about 17 % months

'He puts his arms up in the air at 'hip, hip, hooray' and shouts something like 

'Ooral' He knows etll the gestures too like 'clap your hands.' And if he doesnt 

succeed he says 'Dot' (shoot).'

Robin’s mom, 76th week, or about 17 % months

‘She uses more and more words. Hot yet very cleMly pronounced, mostly the 

heavy syllables'

Anna’s mom, 79th week, or 18 months

'He says three words: "Di dah is tick-tack, Woo' is moon, and Hi hi' is horse)

Robin’s mom, 80th week, or a good 18 months
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‘Ghe repeats more and more. If she picks up the phone, she says 'Hello.' The words 

she s^s now are TYlornwu),' ‘up,’ 'hl,' 'bottle,' 'bread,' 'cookie,' 'apple,' and

'out.' Ghe shakes her head ho’ if she doesn't want something. Ghe nods her head 

‘yes' if she wants something.'

Laura’s mom, 80th week, or just over 18 months

'He doesht say much yet, but he understands everythingl And he communicates 

eMctly what he wants'

James’ mom, 81st week, or 18 % months

7low she says 'cheese,' 'boom,' "Daddy,’ and TTlonwuj."

Anna’s mom, 82nd week, or approaching 19 months

'He understands everything you say and ask. He is very enterprising, always 

doing something, walking through the house <«(l day long singing or mumbling 

something'

James’ mom, 83rd week, or 19 months

'Ghe is using some more new words'

Laura’s mom, 83rd week, or 19 months

'He uses more and more words, although his vocabulary is limited. He speaks his 

own language a lot. This he clearly said 'grandma' to get her attention. The 

words that he now occasionally uses are '(grandma,' '(grandpa,' 'ow,' 'hi,' 'bottle,' 

'bite,' 'sit,’ 'me,' and 'look.”

James’ mom, 84th week, just over 19 months

'He picks up more and more words. How he knows "Dad,’ TCiom! 'cheese: 'ouw,' 

'boom,' 'ant,' 'more: 'di dah: ‘moon: and ‘cars' stars).'

Robin’s mom, 84th week, or just over 19 months

'Ghe imitates animal sounds’

Laura’s mom, 85th week, or 191/2 months
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'He ^efinitelg uses more words now. He answers sometimes now with 'Vjes.' Tese’ 

(cheese) and 'food' are now part of kis repertoire. In general, he's not get verg 

talkative. Eg pointing and a -few oohs and alas we understand him. He gets what 

he needs’

James’ mom, 86th week, or 19 % months

'She talks a lot and repeats a lot.'

Anna’s mom, 86th week, or 19 % months

Understands All, or Many Words, a Lot of Mime, No Sentences

The most understandable word at the moment is 'cheese.' Trd' (= laird) is also 

dear. He sags ‘Papal like he spent the summer in Italg. It's charming’

Taylor’s mom, 72nd week, or 16 'h months

'He talks more and more. How he likes to make noises with his tongue.- ’Illi.' yOe 

plag a lot of language games. He loves that.'

Luke’s mom, 72nd week, or 16 'h months

'A great moment this week was the comprehensive contact we had when we 

were plaging a game making noises. It was reallg funng. TOe tried to stick our 

tongues in and oat of our mouths while making noise. Later we tried to push our 

tongues against the bach of our front teeth to produce the 'III' sound as in.- Lala.' 

She found it exciting and challenging and wanted to do what I did. At the 

same time, it looked like she was thinking Til get gou.’ I saw so mang different 

expressions in her face. yQe both loved it and the laughter grew, especiallg when 

she said 'Lala' spontaneously with a kiss.'

Ashley’s mom, 73rd week, or approaching 17 months 
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'His (mj he Wks has changed again. £ven though, his speech is, for the most part, 

incomprehensible, it does seem that he's forming more sentences, and I think; 

'Heck, I'm getting this!' He explains clearly through gestures and words what 

has happened to him in my absence. For instance, when he was at (grandma’s 

in the kitchen and I 4tske<^ hint what he'd done. He said something I couldn't 

understand ie>ith the word 'cheese' in it, which led w to understand that he had 

gotten a pi.ece oh cheese from (grandma. yOhen ashed, he nodded yes'

Taylor’s mom, 74th-77th week, or 17 to almost 18 months

It looks like she's talking. She has been curious for a long time about what 

everything is called, but it seems that she's developed in some wag. She asks the 

name intending to repeat the name to herself. Some are perfectly pronounced. 

"Most are only Mth the first syllable-. ball is ba,' water is 'wa,' and breast is bre'. 

It is great to hear the sound of her voice. She's proud, too, and repeats when 

requested'

Elisabeth’s mom, 74th week, or 17 months

The way he communicated this i^eek iaws interesting. He seems to be forming 

sentences in his own language. He keeps it up until I understand him. An 

example: we walk across the street to the sea for the second time, Lake on 

Daddy's back. I had the bag with gear and the sand shovel was sticking out. All 

of a sudden he shrieks: 'Da, da, da'. It takes a bit before I get that he means 

the shovel. 'VOhen I say The shovel?' he says 'Vja' and points from the shovel to 

the sea. I repeat in words-. 'Vjeah, we're taking the shovel to the beach.' He sighed 

contentedly and leaned back. y\)e have this type of conversation often.'

Luke’s mom, 74th week, or 17 months

"De can now actually have a dialogue. yQe communicate extensively. TOh^t she 

tAMnts to communicate to me most is her world plan. For instance, track down 

dirt and then say Dah, bah,' to show that she can find dirt and that she knows 

what it is and what to do with it."

Elisabeth’s mom, 75th week, or just over 17 months 
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'She mukes sentences tltat seem (ike a long wor^ missing some letters. 0ut I 

can understand her if I pgg close attention. Site suw tMt the stop light wus red 

and pointed to it. I hadn't seen it get, kut heard her say it, and she uias right, 

although I don't hnou) exactly i/ohat she said. 'Rather strangel It ia><sis like she 

herself didn't know u>hat she u>as saying, lout did utter some sounds that seemed 

to -fit the picture'

Ashley’s mom, 76th week, or around 1714 months

“I can heep Kim occupied with stories </ohile changing his diaper'

Luke’s mom, 76th week, or around 1714 months

He uses a lot of uwds. He repeats then* or starts then*, hinnself. He says the 

first syllable and that's usually good. He doesn't really try sentences. He jabbers 

on sometimes.'

Bob’s mom, 76th week, or around 1714 months

'This week it wus interesting to witness his desire to give everything a nan*.e. 

'kOftat an endless desire to learn a language is buried inside such a little person. 

/Another gem is Row he can communicate so well. He literullg uses his hands and 

feet to get his message across. He's a mimic. Even when I'm talking u>ith other 

people, he chimes in. He mimes his part.'

Luke’s mom, 76th week, or around 1714 months

‘She is Interested in repeating uiords and practicing with, me more than before'

Ashley’s mom, 77th week, or 17 % months

LEA
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'He uses a lot of words, especially the first sgll^le. More and more words I don't 

have to cue. Tfiejog fie gets from speaking is toucfiing.'

Bob’s mom, 77th week, or 17 % months

'Communicating about wfiut fie does and wants to do and about what fie's done 

is central. He's verg creative in sgging wfiut fie wants witfi body language that 

fie cant say get in words. He enunciates much better. yOords aren't trimmed at 

the root. He’s starting to use words that have not been cued, so from mem.org'

Kevin’s mom, 78th week, or around 18 months

'She knows new words: 'horse,' 'cow,' and 'melon.' Sfie also knows the name of the 

children she has plaged witfi. Sfie can pronounce 'Hina' best of all'

Ashley's mom, 80th week, or just over 18 months

T tfiink that he basically can repeat everything I say first. It depends on fils 

mood if he will or not’

Taylor’s mom, 81st week, or 18 % months

'Sfie uses many words now. She starts them witfi the proper letters but puts them 

in the wrong order, like 'flower' becomes 'fowler.' Everg day brings new words. 

She practices for a while until she has the letters rigfit. 'VOitfi some letters tfizit is 

very difficult, like tfie 'h and the 'r'.’

Ashley’s mom, 82nd week, or approaching 19 months
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TKe wgg he expresses himself is verg creative. He points to Kis eges if Ke imvts 

to peek in tKe diaper that I wKisk awag’

Kevin’s mom, 82nd week, or approaching 19 months

If I ^on't m^erstm^ Kim and he doesnt know tKe word, he refers twk to wor^s 

that have been used in that context before. Usuztllg, we are able to figure it out' 

Luke’s mom, 82nd week, or approaching 19 months

'He now uses the word 'nice' He comes witK a kook in Kis hand, points to the 

cover and sags: TUce."

Taylor’s mom, 83rd week, or 19 months

'He comes wp to me witK Kis inriex finger pressed to Kis thumb and that means 

'mo neg"

Taylor’s mom, 84th week, or just over 19 months

'All of a sudden Ke gets nn idea and sags words completely. 'kOKen I praise him, 

he’s proud as can be. He still doesnt. take the trouble to mztke sentences. He 

prefers bodg language. It happens a hundred times a dag that he wants to see 

something I’m doing or something I prohibit. He points to his eges. That means 

Tjust want to have a look.' He broadcasts his other sensorg needs in tKe sxme 

wag, bg pointing to tKe relative sense.'

Kevin’s mom, 83rd-86th week, or 19 to almost 20 months

'He sags something if Ke's scared. I'm not sure whether or not he understands 

the word 'scarg', but tKings Ke doesnt like or tK^t are overwhelming, such as loud 

noises or being phgstcallg held down, he calls scarg. He finds some animals scarg, 

and some dangerous situations, like if he almost falls down. 'Scarg' doesn't alwags 

mean 'run awag. He tries to overcome Kis fears bg confronting what’s scarg.'

Luke’s mom, 83rd-86th week, or 19 to almost 20 months 
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‘He doesnt eyoy repeating voords anymore. &ut he's still improving. There are 

more and more chords he repeats, as well as more and more voords witk more 

than one syllable.’

Luke’s mom, 83rd-86th week, or 19 to almost 20 months

Understands All, or Many Words, and Sentences, Too

"'She is starting to sing. for instance, vohen I sing 'Kittg 7/leow,' I sing 'kittg' and 

she sings 'meou>."

Jenny’s mom, 73rd week, or approaching 17 months

'She really 'reads’ books novo. She tells a story vohile she looks at the pictures. Cant 

understand a voord, but very touching. Wloreover, she can speak in intelligible 

sentences, too.’

Victoria’s mom, 75th week, or 17 months and a week

*If she wants the cat to come to her she calls: "vOittie, come here"

Jenny’s mom, 75th week, or 17 months and a week

"She repeats every word we say and knows exactly what is wMt. She doesnt 

repeat it unless she knows what she's saying'

Emily’s mom, 76th week, or 17 '/2 months
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"Recently ke's been Mving some ni^ktun^res. Towards tke end of his PEW sleep, 

he uttered mang new words. I think he is ven) frustrated because he reallg wants 

to talk. He now dreams out loud. After his visit to the petting zoo, he imitated 

all the animals'

Thomas’ mom, 80th week, or a just over 18 months

'She sags several things together, like ‘that's good.' 'not novo' or Wonwt) and 

Vaddg"

Emily’s mom, 81st week, or around 18 % months

‘He wanted the soap. “S>ut I didht feel Itke reacting to ‘eh, eh and said: Tell me

Thomas’ mom, 82nd week, or approaching 19 months

Tn the garden center, he had another nice sentence: That.-nice."

Thomas’ mom, 82nd week, or approaching 19 months

'Ske novo puts two and three words together.'

Emily’s mom, 83rd week, or 19 months

'Ske keeps making headwag with speaking. She sometimes puts three voords 

together, for instance: ‘Vaddg sit me."

Jenny’s mom, 84th week, or just over 19 months

"He loves kis books. Tow he listens to and reads fairg tales. Those are little books 

with verg short stories that he got when he visited the amusement park. yOhen 

I read to km, I ^Iwzujs let Prince Thomas plag the lead role. He listens all the 

wag to the end of the tale.'

Thomas' mom, 86th week, or approaching 20 months

'Ske alreadg speaks in complete sentences, one after the other.’

Emily’s mom, 87th week, or 20 months
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Show Understanding for Irrational Fears
When your toddler is busy exploring their new world, and elaborating their 

newfound ability, they will encounter things and situations that are new and 
foreign to them. They are actually discovering new dangers, dangers that 

did not exist for them until now. Only after they come to understand things 
more fully will their fears disappear. Show sympathy.

'She is afraid of thunder and lightning. She says; ‘scary, doom."

Maria’s mom, 71st week, or just over 16 months

He really disliked the vacuum cleaner and a running tap. Theg had to stop'

Paul’s mom, 72nd week, or 161/2 months

'He is scared of dalloons. He also wont go detween the sheep and goats at the 

petting zoo. He wants to de picked up then. Tor does he like sitting on an animal 

at the carousel. He does like to watch though.'

Matt’s mom, 73rd week, or approaching 17 months

‘She is afraid of loud noises (trains, airplanes, drills) and of the dark.'

Nina’s mom, week 75th-76th week, or just over 17 months

‘He found vomiting nasty. Hed vomited in his ded and kept saying ''Rah,' even 

after it had deen cleaned up'

Jim’s mom, 80th week, or a just over 18 months

The crow of the rooster, as toell spiders, horses, dogs. This was new. T. think 

this is part of his newfound autonomy.'

Gregory’s mom, 80th-81st week, or around 18 % months

‘After his dath he always goes and sits down to pee. He tried so hard that this 

tirne a turd came out. He found that odd'

Robin’s mom, 82nd week, or approaching 19 months 
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'SRa Rzjs a wind-up Serf for Ker bath, but Bert's nose is loose and. if the nose is 

tying in the water or &ert is lying there without a nose, then she is realty scared 

and pwlls herself bach in a corner'

Josie’s mom, 83rd week, or 19 months

'He's been frightened of the vacuum cleaner for a while. He used to get on top 

of it when I turned it on. "Flow, he gets well out of the wag in a corner until the 

cleaning is done.'

Steven’s mom, 85th week, or 19 % months

'He keeps showing his father the 'troll king' he saw at the amusement park. Vad 

has to tell Rim a story about Rim. At the amusement park he was a bit frightened 

of the 'troll king."

Thomas’ mom, 86th week, or approaching 20 months

'He was afraid of a goat that came toward Rim at the petting z.oo'

Frankie’s mom, 87th week, or 20 months

'flies, mosquitoes and wasps scare her.'

Eve’s mom, 87th week, or 20 months

'He was afraid of a spider in the garden and of flies'

Harr y’s mom, 88th week, or just over 20 months

After the icdf
After 79 weeks or just over 18 months most toddlers become a little less 
troublesome than they were, although their budding notion of self and a 
tendency to want get their own way and the struggle for power are not 
making it any easier. However, those behaviors make them troublesome in 
a different way. They are not difficult in the sense of the three C’s: CRYING, 
CLINGINESS and CRANKINESS. They are occasionally just plain irritating. 
The trick is to place yourself above it all. Stop and count to ten, remember 
that your little darling is progressing and do your best to manage the 
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situation. After all, this is a very good opportunity to phase in some rules of 
conduct for your toddler so they learn that the world doesn’t revolve around 
them, and that they must take others into account as well.

It’s good to know that for adults, thinking and reasoning or logic are not 
the highest attainable goals, as some people like to think. Logic belongs 
in the world of programs and is subordinate to the worlds of principles 
and systems. If you really want to make a change, you will have to change 
your principles, and in order to change your principles, you will first have to 
change the accompanying system. The problem is that concepts at system 
level are not easily changed in adults. That is in part due to the fact that 
every change at the system level has far reaching effects for all levels under 
the world of systems. And that doesn’t happen without a struggle. History 
has taught us that such upheaval often brings with it revolutions or wars 
using words and even arms.

Concepts at the system and principle level are more easily formed than 
they are changed. Children learn them by observing their surroundings and 
then start to use them themselves. Sometimes adults place emphasis on 
certain system concepts. This is a textbook example of socialization and 
upbringing.

Your toddler is, of course, new to the show. Their world is still very small 
and close to home. It will be many years, until after their childhood, until 
they have developed what we adults call an outlook on life, but a tender 
start has been made. However tender this start may be, it's important and 
has far-reaching consequences. Among other things, a beginning is made 
with forming a conscience and learning norms and values. If a poor start 
is made here, the negative consequences will be most noticeable a few 
years down the road. If you give this all your attention, it will be a very good 
in-depth investment. It will save you, your child and everyone around them 
a lot of misery.

The importance of this early start applies, of course, to all the other areas in 
the world of systems. Whether your toddler likes music, likes to build, talk, 
play with physical phenomena or practice body control, give this rising star 
a chance. You will be amazed at the pleasure you will have together.
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Tcf Games for This Wowser Wcch
Here are games and activities that most 17-20-month-old toddlers like 
best now and that help develop the new ability into many new skills:

• Playing silly together by pronouncing words differently and making 
silly movements

• Play wrestling
• Recognizing people
■ Standing on their head, scrambling about, practicing balance
■ Drawing
■ Blowing bubbles
■ Jumping and balancing on walls (up to 5 feet)
■ Playing the fool
• Tickling and physical play
■ Playing physical with Dad and joking around
■ Playing outside
■ Playing with other children
■ Playing ball games
■ Feeding the dog
■ Ghost games
• Twirling around getting dizzy
■ Playing circus
■ Riding horse game
■ Tag
■ Hide-and-seek
• Reading stories
■ Tongue games: You push your tongue against the inside of your 

cheek. Your toddler pushes your cheek in, whereby you stick your 
tongue out.
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Tcf Toys for This Wonder Week
Here are toys and things that most 17-20-month-old toddlers like best 
now and that help elaborate the new ability into many new skills:

■ Cars
Clay
Children’s TV
Children’s books
Small trinkets, things that belong together
Garages with cars
Toy airports
Drawing on paper
Buckets with sand and water
Push cars
Plastic chairs
Balls

■ Bicycles
■ Stuffed animals, bears and dolls
* Stickers
* Sandboxes
■ Digging in the yard
* Sesame Street music
■ Slides
* Coloring pencils
■ Tractor trailer trucks
■ Blowing bubbles
■ Pinocchio
■ Trains
■ Swings
■ Rocking horses
■ Puzzles (up to 20 pieces)
■ Clickers for the bike

Be Careful with the Following:
The toilet
The garbage cans
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IwtroclMctiow
Sleep: only five letters, but you only notice the massive impact of sleep on 
your life once you’ve had a baby... That’s why we have decided to add a 
full chapter about sleep to the bestseller The Wonder Weeks. Every day we 
get hundreds of emails from parents from all over the world, and most are 
about sleep. Or rather: about their baby not sleeping, not sleeping enough 
or restless sleep. Fathers, mothers, brothers and sisters will all notice: when 
a baby arrives, their sleep patterns are disturbed. As a new parent, no 
doubt you would love a wonderful sleep solution: a kind of magic formula 
that makes your baby fall asleep. You would like a calendar to tick off the 
days. Another three months and the nights will get better... you want to 
know when your baby will sleep through the night. You want to know at 
what age your baby will (finally) sleep for a few hours. When the problems 
overwhelm you, having such a tick-off calendar could give you hope. But 
I must disappoint you right now: there is no such fixed list with times and 
months. The magic formula to get a baby to sleep does not exist either. The 
reasons?

f. Babies have other sleep needs than we do. And just to give you a 
little hint: a baby’s sleep needs and sleep cycle and ours are like fire 
and water, they don’t mix that well together.

2. A quick fix is rarely a good long-term solution.

3. An average number of hours doesn’t say anything about your baby 
in your circumstances.

After you read this ‘spoiler’ and you feel like you’ve had cold water thrown 
on you: don’t worry, there is hope and we have a lot of good news to share 
with you. We hope to give you insight into the challenging, but beautiful 
and healthy sleeping pattern of your baby. We give you tips to help your 
baby, as long as your baby is open to them, and you let your baby set the 
pace. But what we really want to get across is how important it is to value 
the natural development of the sleep process, without intervening. We also 
want to show you the link between sleep and leaps, which will resolve many 
questions about sleep. We give you insight into the sleep development of 
your baby, just as we do in the rest of the book about your baby's mental
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development. Armed with these insights you can make the right choice 
for your baby, yourself and your family. We hope to empower you with this 
sleep information so you can make your own unique choices.

from Slecf froUems tc 
Vtfferewt Sleepy

We often speak about ‘different’ sleep. Yes, we get that in day-to-day life 
it’s simply all about your baby’s sleeping problems, but as you will read 
it’s usually not the babies who have problems, but us, the adults. We 

really understand the frustration that your baby’s ‘sleep problems’ cause, 
but we don’t want to call it a problem. It is not fair to the baby to call their 

completely normal sleeping behavior problematic. That's why we talk 
about ‘different’ sleeping.

Sleep and Us: An Ideal Combination
Few adults without children really get enough sleep, even though they 
know how important it is for them. Compared to someone who doesn’t get 
enough sleep, a person who does looks better, is often slimmer (!), is better 
able to concentrate, is happier, healthier and we could go on. Yet there is 
something inside us that rarely allows us that daily rest. Simply because we 
can function even when we steal a little from our body’s sleep requirements.
In fact, we need seven to eight hours’ sleep at least, and sometimes even 
more. We are, of course, talking about consecutive sleeping hours. You can 
guess what’s coming...
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Sleep and Your Baby: Also an Ideal Combination
Just like us your baby needs sleep. Without enough sleep, they don’t 
develop as well as they should physically, emotionally and mentally. The 
quantity of sleep your baby needs depends on their age and personality. 
Some children need far more sleep than others, just like adults. But one 
thing’s for sure: the sleep rhythm is faster; the sleep cycle is shorter-and 
that makes their sleep needs very different from those of an adult. If a 
baby wakes up after a few hours and then falls asleep again, they had a 
perfect sleep, if you are only looking at their needs from their viewpoint! As 
an adult you quickly tend to think that your little one didn't have enough 
sleep and that not sleeping has immediate, negative consequences for their 
development. It doesn’t have to be like that at all: the idea that your baby 
has a problem comes up because we, as adults, project our sleep needs 
and rhythm onto the baby and that is unfair.

Your Sleep and Your Baby’s Sleep: Not a Great Match
Your baby and you have different sleeping needs and they clash. Usually you 
are the one who suffers, and not your baby. Your baby’s sleep requirements 
often indirectly define your sleep rhythm, and that can be really difficult. 
Your little one is perfectly fine waking up three times a night (and it’s normal 
too). But you have to get out of bed disturbing your sleeping cycle and then 
fall asleep again leaving you completely exhausted in the morning. Not to 
mention that your morning starts earlier than before you were a parent. If 
you also have an older child that wakes during the night, you are dealing 
with three different sleep rhythms, sleep cycles and sleep requirements and 
it becomes even more difficult for you and your partner, often not so much 
for your children. That in itself is a reassuring message, but then again, 
it’s not that simple either. If we don’t sleep enough we become moody, 
irritated-in short, extremely tired, so tired that it will affect our daily life in a 
negative way. Of course you need to prevent this, or at least minimize it. If 
you understand your baby’s sleep behavior, know what to expect and what 
to do to make it easier for yourself, you prevent real sleep problems.
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Nice to Know Mid Ncocl to Know:
After having a baby, 90% of parents have sleep problems. It’s not down 
to you. It’s not down to your baby. Your baby’s sleeping requirements and 
yours clash by nature.

(Not) sleeping is only a problem if you, your family, or your baby suffer 
severely from sleep deprivation. That’s when you need to get help.

As your baby gets older, you need to align your sleeping requirements even 
more. And think about it: as soon as they hit puberty you won’t be able to 
get them out of bed in the morning!

Now and then you need to remember that even though this is an extremely 
difficult phase, you will (as countless parents before you have) get through 
this. Luckily, women also have the luxury of make-up to mask some of the 
physical effects of the lack of sleep! Sorry gentlemen!

Day-Night Rhythms and Sleep-Wake Rhythm
To understand what your baby’s sleep entails, you also need to understand 
what ‘sleeping’ is. Sleeping is much more than closing your eyes and letting 
go: sleep is a very complicated process that directly influences our health
and development. To sleep like we adults do, you need the part of your brain 
that is not fully developed yet in babies, and that is the actual ‘problem’.

When we think of the day-night rhythm we automatically think of sleeping 
and waking up. But that sleep-wake rhythm is only one of the many day- 
night rhythms! There is a part at the center of the human brain that regulates 
all the various day-night rhythms. That part is connected to the eyes and
registers if there is light, and if it is day or night.
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Examples of day-night rhythms in adults are:
■ A change in the heartrate during the day and at night (faster during 

the day, slower at night);

■ Change in temperature during the day and at night (drops slightly at 
dusk);

■ Change in the volume of urine production (less at night);

■ Production of the sleep hormone at night and decrease in the stress 
hormone at night;

■ Difference between day and night in the quantity of growth 
hormones or testosterone produced;

■ ... And last, but not least: the sleep-wake rhythm.

Our Biological Clock: Reset Every 24 Hours!
In the center of an adult brain there is an element that underlies all those 
different day-night rhythms. That part of the brain is called the ‘biological 
clock’ and has a rhythm of just under 24 hours that goes up and down 
(or 'oscillates' if you’re looking for a more scientific word), without outside 
influence. This part is connected to the eyes and registers when there is 
light and when it is night or day. And that’s fine, because if the biological 
clock is left alone, it will progressively deviate more and more from the 
earth’s light-dark cycle that lasts exactly 24 hours. The biological clock is 
‘reset’ every day and runs in synchronicity with the earth's light-dark cycle.

Melatonin: The Sleep Hormone
One of the day-night rhythms in adults concerns the production of melatonin 
a.k.a. ‘the sleep hormone’. Your brain (the pineal gland) produces this as 
soon as it gets dark. And here too... when babies are born they cannot yet 
produce that substance! Your body produces less of other substances too 
when you go to sleep, e.g. cortisol. Cortisol is a stress hormone that makes 
you alert. Once you produce less of it, you automatically relax more and the 
decrease in this hormone makes sure you fall and stay asleep more easily.

In short, to have a lovely night’s rest you need - among other things - a 
sleep-wake rhythm and the production of specific substances in the brain. 
When it's dark at night you are sleepy, and when it’s light during the day, you
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are awake. You let go, or on the contrary, you are alert. Since your newborn 
baby does not fully have that sleep-wake rhythm system yet, your baby is 
biologically not able to have a day-night rhythm. It’s just not possible! That 
knowledge can be reassuring. You aren’t doing anything wrong, nor is your 
baby doing anything wrong, it’s just biologically impossible during the first 
weeks and months.

A Biological Process: The Development of a Sleep-Wake 
Rhythm
The question now is: When does a child have a full sleep-wake rhythm 
along with all the other day-night rhythms? That’s why we have listed the 
various elements of a mature sleep-wake rhythm for you.

Pregnancy:

In the womb, your baby does not yet contribute to a sleep-wake rhythm or 
other day-night rhythms. The day-night rhythms they display are caused by 
substances like melatonin that enter their body through the mother’s blood 
via the umbilical cord.

Halfway through Pregnancy: .

The first form of the biological clock appears in your baby’s brain, but it is 
still far from complete. It seems that the eyes already have a connection to 
the part of the brain that you can call the biological clock.

BidojiCAl Clotfc frcimtwe
The fact that the biological clock emerges halfway through the pregnancy 
is important to know for very premature babies. Because the foundation 
of day-night rhythms is already present in a certain form and the eyes are 

probably already connected to the biological clock, premature babies 
could get a certain day-night rhythm earlier than full-term babies. That’s 
why there is a lot of debate as to whether or not it is better for premature 

babies to quickly get used to the light and darkness of day and night.
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Newborn Babies:

After cutting the umbilical cord there is no longer a melatonin supply 
through the mother’s blood, there is no reserve, and a baby is not able to 
produce it yet. A newborn baby does not display day and night rhythms 
yet and that’s why the sleep-wake rhythm is chaotic. Short sleeps, long 
sleeps, in daytime, at night; your baby sleeps when they feel like it. The 
difference between dark and light has no effect (yet) on them when it comes 
to producing sleep hormones.

Birth Up to Six Weeks:

Your baby takes naps spread over the 24 hours of the day. You do not 
notice a difference in the hours and times they sleep during the day or at 
night. They are not yet guided by the presence of light or darkness. They 
sleep when they want to sleep.

Week One:

The day-night rhythm of your baby’s body temperature starts. You don’t 
notice that as a sleep-wake rhythm, but it is the first step in that direction. 
To obtain a good sleep-wake rhythm your baby first needs the day-night 
rhythm of the body temperature. You could say that the day-night rhythm 
of the body temperature is the mold in which the sleep-wake rhythm is 
shaped.

Six Weeks:

Your baby now has the foundations of a waking rhythm. Not a sleep rhythm 
yet! The waking rhythm develops earlier than the sleep rhythm! But the 
sleep-wake rhythm has developed a bit further. Also, researchers have 
already found a small concentration of melatonin (the substance produced 
at night to sleep through the night) in 7-week-old babies. You will notice that 
the times of being really awake and the times of being tired cannot be so
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clearly distinguished anymore. Where at first being awake or sleepy were 
spread out in complete disarray over the day and night, those short chaotic 
moments now seem to get closer together. This is far from a true pattern, 
but the process has started!

Two Months:

Your baby begins to develop the very first precursors of a sleep-wake 
rhythm. You won’t notice that immediately, but it is great to know that 
biologically the night rhythm has started in the developmental process! 
Don’t expect miracles, but observe the subtle progress in the development 
of a healthy day-night rhythm.

Three Months:

The time your baby sleeps during the day decreases and the time they sleep 
at night increases. Always remember: right now it’s only about the number 
of minutes, the sum of time. This doesn’t say anything about how often 
your baby wakes up. Even if a baby sleeps six hours (and that almost never 
happens), it doesn’t mean that these are consecutive hours. In short: your 
baby wakes up a few times and that is completely normal at this age. At a 
biochemical level you can only measure a day-night rhythm if it concerns 
melatonin production.

Three-Six Months:

A pattern increasingly develops in the production of melatonin at night. 
From now on, a difference in cortisol levels between night and day can 
also be measured. From 15 weeks onwards you will notice that your baby 
has a clear sleep pattern over 24 hours. Your baby has set sleeping hours 
during the day and night. You will also notice that the new pattern acquired 
around three months will be greatly disturbed when they reach the fourth 
leap at about four months. Apart from that (temporary) disruption, it is great 
to see that your baby has started to develop a rhythm. But be warned, all 
this applies to the majority of babies, but... every baby is unique and there’s 
nothing wrong if your baby doesn’t yet have set sleeping and waking hours.

if
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Actually, you can learn two important things here. Firstly, a newborn baby 
can’t sleep through the night yet as they simply don’t have a day-night 
rhythm - it is biologically impossible. Secondly, of all the different day-night 
rhythms (difference in body temperature, difference in heart rate, difference 
in urine production, difference in alertness etc.), the sleep-wake rhythm 
that is so often important to parents always develops last. So, your baby 
already has a number of day-night rhythms long before we notice them in 
the form of sleep.

When there are Day-Night Rhythms: Does Your Baby then 
Sleep through the Night?
No, it’s just not that simple. Even if the sleep-wake rhythm is already 
present at a given moment, every baby is different and every baby sleeps 
differently. Some fall asleep by themselves without waking you up. Those 
babies do not need you to comfort them if they wake up from time to time 
during the night. Other babies only sleep well if they are with you all the 
time. Why is that good to know? Because you then realize that any lists 
with times and averages are simply irrelevant and you can’t expect a young 
baby to sleep through the night. Lists with’averages and times can be more 
frustrating than reassuring and you could even say that they are not honest 
or respectful to your baby. These types of lists could suggest that your baby 
falls outside the margin and is ‘lacking’. And, of course, that’s not true.

Babies Slecf ITiffereutly Thaw We Vo
It’s not just the day-night rhythm of babies that is different to ours, there 
also are numerous differences in the way we sleep and the way your baby 
sleeps. One of the major differences is your baby’s sleep cycle. Those 
differences with ours exist for a reason: they are biological advantages for 
your little one and they help them to survive. In short, you don’t want to 
change the sleep cycle, even if that means that your baby wakes up in 
the night more often than you do. But it is still good to understand the 
background of the sleep cycle. You start to understand your baby’s sleep 
behavior and by understanding it, you get to know when you can put your 
little one down, or leave the room without them waking up and then having 
to start again from scratch. The biggest differences in the way babies and 
adults sleep are in the sleep cycle and the sleep phases.
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Non-REM
Everyone has roughly two types of sleep: Non-REM sleep (Non-Rapid Eye 
Movement) and REM sleep (Rapid Eye Movement). The Non-REM sleep is 
the tranquil sleep. We are not stimulating the brain in a special way, we are 
not busy processing things-we just are resting deeply. But then again, not 
all phases of the Non-REM sleep are equally deep. Your child has three 
different Non-REM sleep phases:

Non-REM-Sleep Phase 1:

Sleep is very light. You could almost call it a phase of very intense relaxation 
or lethargy. The eyes are shut, but it is very easy to wake from this phase. 
You can recognize that phase in yourself when your eyes are closing, when 
you nod off while watching a movie for example. It is the phase just between 
being awake and asleep, but leaning more towards sleep.

Non-REM-Sleep Phase 2:

The body starts to reach ‘sleep status’ in this phase. The heartbeat slows, 
the body temperature starts lowering slightly and the muscles relax even 
more.

Non-REM-Sleep Phase 3:

This is the phase of very deep sleep. It is difficult to wake up in this phase. 
The body relaxes completely and the body temperature and heartbeat are 
considerably lower. That phase is followed by REM sleep.

you Know...
People who sleepwalk or talk in their sleep are at the start of phase 3 of 
the Non-REM sleep. Nightmares and night terrors occur at the end of 

Non-REM phase 3. In short: many things can happen in the phase when a 
body rests most deeply!
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Babies : Active Sleep is Twice as Long!
The REM sleep is also called ‘active sleep’ and that actually explains 
everything. During this phase people sleep lightly and wake easily. Your 
mind is actively processing and learning. When you look at the eyes, you 
see just how active the mind is: the eyes move very fast, faster than you 
could move them when awake. Hence the name: Rapid Eye Movement. 
The strange thing is that the rest of your body is completely at rest. The 
activity is really focused in your head at this time. It’s the same for babies. 
Sometimes you can even see the eyes move. That shows how actively your 
baby is processing everything in this sleep!

REM: Extremely Important for a Good Development!
In the past it was thought that the REM sleep was only important for 
processing your day in your dreams. But more recent research has 
increasingly shown many other crucial benefits of REM sleep in babies. 
During the REM sleep the neurons in the brain are further stimulated. The 
blood flow to the brain almost doubles in REM sleep! That stimulation may 
well be essential to the creation of new brain connections. Therefore, the 
REM sleep is thought to hugely influence brain development!

KCM Slccf Le<^
During a leap most babies don't sleep as well as they normally do. The 

slightest thing wakes them. Parents say they daren’t put their baby down, 
because they wake up again and they have to start from the beginning 

again. In a leap, babies often seem not to reach the restful deep sleep. It 
may be good for babies to enjoy a relatively longer period in REM sleep 
during leaps to create new brain connections. So, it's no wonder that 

your little one is woken by the slightest thing: they are in REM sleep and 
humans wake more easily in that sleep. Give your child the chance to grab 
those extra periods of REM sleep especially during the leaps. If they only 
want to do so on the familiar lap of a parent, let them. It is tempting to put 
them down for a while and quickly finish something you’d been planning to 
do, but just pick up a book instead. If your baby wakes up more relaxed, 
because they can more easily process the leaps after those superficial 
REM sleep-naps, it is not only they who benefit, but ultimately you and 

your family too.
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Nice to Knew Need to Know:
There are ‘activity- or experience-independent’ brain connections and 
‘activity- or experience-dependent’ brain connections. To put it more 

simply: for the first you don't have to do anything (the independent 
variant), and for the other, you have to do or experience something (the 
dependent variant). A leap in mental development is an example of an 

independent variant. Your baby makes a leap, whether they want to or not, 
and they will not occur earlier or later, no matter what you do. So, actually, 

you don’t have to do anything. Those brain connections are generated 
spontaneously and that leads to new sensory abilities.

Those spontaneously generated brain connections are plentiful. If they are 
not used, they disappear again. But... the connections that are used remain. 
In other words: with appropriate stimulation, your baby maintains the many 
brain connections that have been created. Or as the saying goes: ‘Use it 
or lose it.’ As a parent, if you respond to the leaps and play the games that 
help your baby to process the leaps and the skills they bring, they will keep 
as many brain connections as possible. These are of the dependent variant. 
It depends on your little one's activities and experiences. The good news is 
that if you take the leaps into account and react by stimulating your baby, 
then you will maintain as many brain connections as possible. Very good 
news when you consider that the creation of brain connections is especially 
crucial in those first two years.

Jom Know?’
During REM sleep there is more blood supply to the part of the brain that 

stimulates automatic breathing.
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Now-KCM + KtM = Sleef Cycle
And now comes the first part in which you as a parent can really ‘do 
something’. If you get the theory and take the time to get to know your 
baby’s sleep cycle, you will know when you can put your little one down 
without waking them. You then know when it is ‘safe’ to leave the room. The 
sleep cycle is simply the Non-REM-sleep + REM-sleep one after the other. 
After these two, humans start the Non-REM again, then the REM (second 
cycle), then the Non-REM again, then the REM again (third cycle), until they 
wake.

Difference Between a Baby and Adult’s Sleep Cycle
Even though both babies and adults go through the same sleep cycle, the 
time duration differs enormously. Whereas a newborn baby has a cycle 
of some forty minutes, and a baby a few months old (up to approx, nine 
months) has a sleep cycle of 50/60 minutes, an adult has one of 120 
minutes. Also remember that the ratio of Non-REM to REM is completely 
different in babies than in adults; babies spend more than twice as much 
time in REM sleep and much less time in Non-REM sleep.

Even Children’s Sleep Cycles Differ to Adult’s
The change in sleep cycle is a progressive process. It takes years before 
your little one’s sleep cycle looks like yours. It is only when children reach 
school age that their sleep cycle approaches ours lasting some 90 to 100 
minutes. The difference in the number of minutes someone spends in Non- 
REM and REM sleep does not disappear after infancy either. Even by the 
time your little one is three years old they still spend 50% of the time in REM 
sleep whereas we are only in REM sleep for 20% of the time. So, sleep is 
not something that you ‘fix’ in infancy. It takes a lot of time before children 
sleep like we do. And that’s as it should be, because the way babies sleep is 
good for them. It has survival benefits and makes them healthy and strong.
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Conclusions:
■ Your baby wakes up more easily when they are in REM sleep and 

just at the start of Non-REM sleep.

■ Your baby spends about twice as much time in REM sleep.

• The total day-night rhythm is more than just being awake or asleep. 
The rest of the body also participates. For example, during sleep, 
the body temperature decreases, the heartrate slows, less urine is 
produced, the stress hormone levels drop, and there is more blood 
supply to the brain in REM sleep.

■ The Non-REM sleep (non-active sleep) has three phases.

■ During phase three of the Non-REM sleep the body increasingly 
relaxes, the blood pressure and body temperature drop; your baby 
wakes up less quickly in this phase. In phase three a child sleeps 
very deeply; everything relaxes and they do not wake up easily.

■ Non-REM + REM = sleep cycle.

■ The sleep cycle is a lot shorter in babies than in adults.

• You experience several sleep cycles during the night.

■ At the end of a sleep cycle you wake up or a new sleep cycle begins.

Sleef’ Qjdc
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Content
* Sleeps very lightly
■ Eyes are closed
■ Very easy (extremely easy) to wake up

Differences between Baby and Adult
■ This phase is a lot shorter in adults than in babies (only 2-4% of 

sleep time)
■ In adults this is often seen as lethargy or napping on the couch
■ Babies often have a moment of Non-REM sleep phase 1

Practically
» Baby wakes up easily, not enough time to put them down or 

sneak away

I Nom-KCM Sleef fVwse 1

Content | KtM SlCC^
■ Active sleep
■ Dreams
• Body stationary, eyes moving a lot
• Active brain stimulation
■ Creation of many brain connections
■ Blood supply to the brain doubles!

Differences between Baby and Adult
■ Babies in REM sleep twice as long
• In babies, you see the eyes moving quickly under the eyelids

Practically
■ REM sleep helps to process leaps
■ Does your baby seem to sleep longer and have more REM sleeps 

during a leap? That’s quite normal and therefore good for them. 
Don’t try to make them sleep longer or more deeply.

■ Your baby wakes up more easily, so this is not the right time to 
put them down or to sneak away.
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Content
■ Body relaxes more, feels limper
■ Heart rate slows
■ Body temperature decreases further

Differences between Baby and Adult
■ An adult spends 45-55% of the time in this phase, a baby much less than this
• The older a child gets, the more time is spent in this phase and less in the 

REM phase

Practically
• Test whether your baby is already sleeping deeply enough to put them down/ 

leave the room etc. by lifting an arm and ‘dropping’ it. If it falls limply, your 
baby is in the end of phase 2 or even already in phase three and is deeply 
asleep. If the arm falls but is still ‘under control’, not really limp yet, they are 
still in phase 2 and you have to be very careful when you put them down or 
leave the room. Or you have to wait a few minutes until phase 3 starts

Now-KCM Slcc^ flMse I

Nom-KCM ta 3
Content

■ Deep sleep
• The whole body relaxes
■ Sleep talking and sleepwalking are possible at the start of this phase
■ Possible nightmares and night terrors at the end of this phase
■ Even when you relax very deeply, this phase doesn’t last the longest

Differences between Baby and Adult
■ Adults have a deeper and longer sleep in this phase

Practically
■ It is now very easy to put your baby down, to leave the room, etc. Your little 

one is in a deep sleep
■ This phase starts approximately halfway into the whole sleep cycle of a baby
■ Keep in mind that a new cycle starts after this phase and the sleep (if your

baby does not wake up) becomes a light sleep again!)
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Tip:
Keep track of your baby’s sleep cycle. If you frequently ‘test’ how long it 
takes until your baby sleeps deeply, how many minutes they sleep more 
lightly and when they wake or continue to sleep, you can act on it. You 
will then know when to put your little one down or to leave the room to do 
something. Then you know for how many minutes you must carry on quietly 
and when you can be rest assured that you can start vacuuming without 
waking your baby. Don’t forget: another rhythm starts with every leap, so 
you will have to learn about new cycles and rhythms regularly.

1. Check how many minutes after closing their eyes your baby's body 
seems to relax completely.

2. Do the ‘arm test’: carefully lift an arm, let it 'fall' (sounds more 
dramatic than it is!). If it drops limply, the baby is in a deep sleep. 
Write down the number of minutes it took after closing the eyes. If the 
arm drops, but is still controlled by the muscles and not completely 
limp, they are not in a deep sleep yet.

3. Check your baby’s movements regularly. If you notice body 
movements, they have come out of a deep sleep and are sleeping 
more lightly. This phase is ‘do or die’ as it were: start another sleep 
cycle, or wake up.

4. By writing down all times for three days, you will be able to predict 
your baby’s sleep cycle.

Note: this does not work for babies younger than fifteen weeks and it is not 
an absolute prediction like calculating leaps. This can only give you an idea 
of your baby’s rhythm so you can respond to it more easily.

Waking Up: For the Safety of Your Baby
You would think that we are made in such a way that the sleep cycles 
of parents and babies are seamlessly adapted to each other to create a 
beautiful, harmonious start in life. But no... So why does this difference in 
sleep cycle and sleep rhythm exist? It looks like frequently waking during 
the night is a kind of safety advantage for your baby. Babies are vulnerable, 
and the younger they are, the more vulnerable they are. There are a few 
survival factors that can explain why a baby wakes up a few times at night:

- Their stomachs are still very small and milk digests rather quickly. A baby
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needs milk to survive and because milk digests more quickly, they need a 
‘ration’ more often than we need food. If a baby didn’t wake, they wouldn’t 
get food during those hours, which is not good for growth. We are talking 
about young babies who are not eating solid food yet. Solid food, including 
puree, is a lot heavier to digest. You will notice that a baby, as soon as they 
are old enough to eat solids, will wake from hunger less frequently.

- Being in a deep sleep for a shorter time also has safety advantages. It is 
important that a baby wakes up if there is something that discomforts them 
or something that could harm their body. Think here of ‘simple’ things like 
a dirty diaper. If worn for too long it causes irritation, and your little one can 
be in discomfort due to the acidic substances in urine. So, it’s good that 
their deep sleep is not so long that their skin could suffer from wearing the 
wet diaper.

- Think also of a little nose full of mucus that obstructs breathing. Since their 
breathing is not as developed as ours, it is important that your little one can 
wake easily if something bothers them in their sleep. If your baby was in a 
deep sleep for too long, it could be dangerous.

- Babies seem to sleep best when they are with you and not when they’re 
completely alone. That too seems to have a logical explanation if you think 
about the fact that a baby can!t survive without you. A baby depends 
completely on you. And they ‘know’ it. Not consciously of course, but it 
is a primeval instinct. They are safe with you, alone is just alone. Hearing 
your voice or feeling your hand etc. can be enough. The amount of contact 
a baby wants to sleep peacefully depends on the baby and their age. The 
older they are, the less need for direct contact. But there are no guidelines 
here. Many (self-appointed) sleep professionals are wary of body contact 
or speaking, because they believe that babies then never learn to fall or 
stay asleep on their own. But experience shows that if you let nature run its 
course, babies can increasingly be on their own, and fall and stay asleep 
by themselves. You can look at it in a different way: if a baby feels from the 
start that they are safe, that you are there for them, they become more self
confident and in the long term that leads to very strong self-confidence, that 
allows them to fall asleep and stay asleep by themselves with a safe feeling.

- Another reason why it is a safety advantage that your baby is not in a long 
and deep sleep is the fact that they can’t yet control their body temperature 
like adults can. Besides, if we get cold, it’s not that bad. But it is for your 
baby. It is important that they can easily wake if they are too hot or cold. But
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remember, your baby takes longer to react to feeling too hot or cold, and so 
by the time your baby starts crying they may already be feeling discomfort. 
That’s why checking the temperature frequently is very important.

- Also, think of things that could go wrong: a small toe getting stuck in a 
loose stitch of the blanket. We would feel it, immediately remove the toe, 
etc. Your baby ‘puts up with’ a lot more and doesn’t protest straightaway.

When they start crying it often already hurts. You have to be quick and that 
would be impossible if your little one didn’t wake up and cry to indicate 
there really is something wrong. It should be added that crying is a real 
sign of discomfort: something doesn’t feel right. A baby never cries without 
reason. As adults we might think the reason is exaggerated, but for your 
baby the reason is real, and that’s what it’s all about, right? Of course, a 
stuck toe is obvious, but not feeling good is also a reason. A reason that is 
very real to your baby, and that we must handle with love.

The above is intended to reassure you and to make you understand that 
waking up during the night has benefits for your baby. You mustn’t read it 
the other way around and become scared when your baby seems to sleep 
longer and more soundly once in a while. .With all our experience, and that 
of thousands of pediatricians all over the world, we can say: a baby seems 
to be pre-programmed in such a way that they feel what is best for them. 
There always seems to be a good explanation for all the natural rhythms, a 
natural explanation.

Increasingly more physicians and professionals are opposing (certain types 
of) sleep training with the purpose of keeping your baby in a deep sleep 
for longer than your baby needs by nature. Many professionals state that 
this sleep training “comes at a price, and perhaps at a risk.” Helping your 
baby get the sleep they need at that time is good all round. That’s how 
you respond to your baby. You create the conditions your baby needs to 
give them the chance to do what they need. If you rely on sleep training 
to solve your “problem” and teach your child almost unnaturally to sleep 
when forced, this is not beneficial to your baby. You then disturb the natural 
processes, which doesn’t help to build a tight bond with your baby. There 
are many sleep coaches and sleep trainers online that write about The 
Wonder Weeks and link that to conclusions about sleep. We very rarely 
endorse these conclusions, simply because the conclusions made have 
never been proved.
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Not everything you hear is equally true: not all parents are equally open 
about the sleep behavior of their baby. Some parents make the story 

sound better than in reality. Parents don’t do this out of malice, but we live 
in a society in which a baby sleeping well or not is often considered proof 
of good or bad parenting. And here too, we can honestly tell you: the fact 
that your baby sleeps ‘well’ or ‘badly’ says more about their personality 

and age than your parenting!

ImfcrUiit to Kcmctnbcrf
Let this become your mantra, because it is what it is really all about: no 

one sleeps the whole night through. Not even you. After the sleep cycle is 
completed, you enter the twilight zone between being asleep and being 
awake, but you continue into the next sleep cycle. Your baby cannot, we 
repeat: not (!) sleep through the night. Not a single baby. However, some 

babies will start another sleep cycle by themselves. But that doesn’t mean 
these babies sleep through the night. That is simply impossible!

WJ||

Sleef Icrtfs
Once your baby has developed a day-night rhythm, you will notice that the 
rhythm and the way your baby sleeps will change during a leap. We also 
have to point out that there are exceptions: babies who sleep marvelously 
during a leap. But these are really exceptions. It is also not that strange 
that a leap affects your baby’s sleep: there is a lot going on in their mind.
They go through a difficult phase and experience stress. These are enough 
ingredients to considerably affect sleep.
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Sleep Disturbance: Unfortunately Not Only During Leaps
During each leap your little one suffers from the 3 C’s: Crying, Clinginess 
and Crankiness. They eat differently, feed differently from the breast (your 
baby will often want to breastfeed a lot more) and sleep differently (often 
more lightly and superficially). When the leap is over, you notice that your 
little one doesn't cry as much anymore, is in a better mood, eats and sleeps 
better, but... as far as sleep is concerned, the sleep disturbance is still there 
after the end of the leap. Sleep disturbance is more prevalent during a leap, 
but it is also there when the difficult phase of a leap is over, albeit to a lesser 
extent. This is also a reason why parents experience so many problems 
with sleep disturbance. It comes, but it rarely ‘goes away completely’.

Sleep and The First Three Leaps
Because your baby doesn’t yet have a day-night rhythm in the first three 
leaps, you will find it difficult to determine that the rhythm was disturbed 
by the leap. How can you detect a change in rhythm if there is no rhythm 
yet? Still, you will notice changes in your baby’s sleep during those leaps, 
especially with daytime naps. Your baby sleeps more lightly, for shorter 
periods, or even longer than normal! Some babies are continuously busy 
with getting to know the world in their heads. Those babies sleep more 
lightly and for shorter periods at this time. Babies who sleep longer know 
they have enough to deal with already and they know how to create a good 
balance including a good portion of sleep. The way your baby deals with 
these leaps is influenced by their personality and their circumstances. On 
the one hand, you have no influence on this (with regards to personality), 
but on the other hand, you do! It is good for the baby to have the chance to 
sleep. It seems unnecessary to mention this, but it isn’t. During a leap, you 
need to bear in mind that things can quickly become too much for them as 
they are very open to all the stimuli around them. So, take the time, quietly 
sit or lie on the sofa with your baby. Do you notice that your baby is tired? 
Do not over-stimulate them; give them the chance to get some sleep when 
they want it.
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Sleep Regression Periods? Or: Welcome to Leap 4, 6 and 10, 
Physical Milestones and Biological Changes.
Many people mention sleep regression periods. These are longer periods 
in which a child suddenly sleeps much ‘worse’ than before. It is clear we 
don’t want to link it to the term ‘worse’, but of course we get what they 
mean by the term. The periods people refer to when speaking about sleep 
regression do not appear out of thin air. Those periods are much easier 
understood when you look at the leaps. All leaps are a step forward for your 
baby. After making a leap they can observe more complex aspects of the 
world and understand the world at a higher level. With each leap they are 
mentally able to do things they did not have the mental capacity for before 
that leap. Some leaps seem to bring about even more than others. These 
are sort of ‘overarching’ leaps through which the previous leaps are even 
better integrated. Compare it with building a brick wall. Every brick is a 
part added, but the brick that is finally placed on the bottom bricks, is not 
just a part of the wall, but keeps the rest connected and sturdy. This is a 
simplistic representation, but it clarifies it well. Take three guesses which 
leaps they are... four, six and ten, at respectively four, eight and seventeen 
months. These leaps are experienced by parents throughout the world, 
irrespective of culture and religion, as the most difficult in every way: in 
terms of Clinginess, Crankiness,-Crying, but also with regards to ‘eating 
or breastfeeding’ and... sleeping. Because the effect of the sleep rhythm 
is twofold (not only on your baby, but on your mood too) it is experienced 
as particularly difficult during these leaps. Remember: sleep regression 
periods (although the word choice is unfortunate) contrary to what you 
often read, do not appear out of thin air and they are there for a reason. 
Your baby does not have a problem that needs resolving, but needs your 
love and help to get through the leap. Once the leap is over, sleeping is a 
lot easier. However, it is possible that your little one experiences more sleep 
regression after the difficult phase of this leap too. The sleep regression
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phase can, therefore, last somewhat longer than the difficult phase of the 
leap. This is due to two other reasons that affect these periods of ‘worse’ 
sleep. Firstly, the consequences of those leaps are huge. Your little one 
can do more things mentally following the leaps, but with the consequence 
they will also actually train their body to do what they can already do in their 
mind. This varies from learning how to use their hands (in particular leap 
four), to learning to crawl, or in a few cases to already make the first steps 
in leap six, and learning to run, wriggle and perform other physical antics 
by leap 10. Your baby’s sleep is affected by the mental leaps, and then 
again by the physical consequences, and as if that weren’t enough, biology 
plays a role too. Think for example of teething. In short: enough reasons 
to explain that your little one enters a period in which they will sleep a bit 
‘worse’ for a while.

For All Babies and Parents In Leap Four and The Weeks Thereafter... 

We won’t sugarcoat it: out of all the leaps and sleep regression periods, 
this is the one experienced as the most intense. Sleep problems, sleep 
questions and sleep dramas and despair hit a high here. Remember: after 
this, you have made it through the worst. But if it really gets you down, 
you feel desperate or you just want to let. off some steam: that’s what our 
Facebook group The Wonder Weeks Talk is for!

Wwllg ke fell asleep as (onAj as I toack&d km. Ttow Ke is in tke fowrtk (&ap it's 

no longer enowgk. I have to wlk to km too. TOken ke -feels and hears me, ke falls 

asleep, ^Itkowgk it's more difficult than normal and he sleeps worse tMn normal.' 

Angelica’s mom, 17 weeks
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Bad Sleep... Has the Leap Started?
Out of all the characteristics of a leap (Clinginess, Crankiness, Crying, 
wanting to be breastfeed more often, being more single-minded, etc.) there 
is one that you notice virtually immediately when your little one enters a 
leap. A kind of first signal. You get it: ‘worse’ sleep. You can notice it from 
the fourth leap, when there truly is a day-night rhythm. With each further 
leap it becomes increasingly clearer because your child invariably develops 
a more stable rhythm. Remember: your baby can’t help that they wake up 
more often and cry more often or just want to be close to you more. Nights 
are difficult: there is so much to discover! And the world is so new, different, 
and scary in your baby’s perception. So, they want to be with you. As a 
parent, you are their rock. Their safe base to rely on in times of trouble.

Daytime Naps and Leaps
You will also notice from the fourth leap that daytime naps are influenced 
by the leaps. Your little one faces so much that they sleep more lightly 
and for shorter periods or finds it harder to fall asleep. On the one hand, 
that’s because your little one does not stop processing everything; there 
is so much to be discovered. On the other hand, it’s is because, during 
those light REM sleeps, extra blood is pumped to the brain and there is 
extra brain activity to create good brain connections. Fine for the brain, 
but this biological process keeps the baby active, which influences the 
daytime naps during the leap. After a leap, you may notice a new pattern 
in the daytime naps. That does not happen from one day to the next, but 
progressively. Until another leap occurs that influences the daytime naps 
(temporarily).

Nightmares and Night Terrors
A good day or night rest can be terribly disturbed by a nightmare or a night 
terror. A night terror is something that you generally see around three years 
of age, but can also happen earlier, sometimes from the second year of 
life. A night terror is a real panic attack during sleep. Your little one cries, 
screams, or may even lash out and is inconsolable. You can’t get through
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to them and whatever you do only seems to make it worse. This is contrary 
to a nightmare. Your little one could have those a lot earlier, sometimes even 
at four months. With a nightmare, you can get through to them and your 
baby is not in a completely deep sleep. Another difference between these 
two things is that a child can remember a nightmare the next day but not a 
night terror. You then come up against the following problem with regards 
to your baby: it is not possible to ‘talk it over’ the next day. Neither can you 
ask them what the matter is. And that can make you feel quite desperate. 
Especially if your little one goes through a period in which they often have 
nightmares.

'Ha will Just tegin crying out in kis sleep. It doesnt wake km up, so ke will cry 

for a bit as I skusk km and put a kand on kirn to calm km <4n^ tken stops 

crying, all wkile renaming asleep.'

Desmonds’ mom, 23 weeks

'Sontetmes my baby girl wakes up screaming witk all ker migkt. I literallyjump 

out of tke bed to pick ker up and comfort ker. It usually takes a couple minutes 

till ska opens ker eyes and realizes tkat I am kolding ker. Tken ske settles down 

and goes back to sleep, however, sometimes it doesnt kelp at all because it looks 

like ska cant wake up-ske keeps ker ayas closed and keeps screaming. Tken I 

put ker down and gently stroke ker ckeeks calling ker by name till ska opens ker 

eyes and sees me.'

Ivy’s mom, 22 weeks

Nightmares and Separation Anxiety
During the period when separation anxiety plays a part, babies will have 
more nightmares. You can’t prevent separation anxiety, and you don’t want 
to prevent it: it’s a part of normal development. Of course, you can make sure
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that the intensity of the fear is as low as possible. And that your baby gets 
through this period as easily as possible, one in which they learn that you 
can in fact leave, but that this doesn’t mean that you will never come back. 
You can do this from the leap of relationships (when your baby is around six 
months old) by playing the games we described on page 184. By assisting 
them from that moment, the peak of separation anxiety between eight and 
ten months will be less severe, which also influences the nightmares that a 
child can have during that period. You can’t completely prevent nightmares, 
and you don’t have to, they are completely normal things to have And so 
long as your little one knows you are there for them, everything will be fine.

'She has ^elpe^ oat in ker sleep during this most recent le^p (7). bat when 

ofcserve^ on the monitor it ims cle^tr she wasn’t nwnke '

Sarah’s mom, 46 weeks

To Wake Them, or not to Wake Them?
Opinions differ, among physicians too, but the majority still thinks that 
the smartest thing to do is to let your baby sleep when they are having a 
nightmare. You could place a reassuring hand on their tummy or head or 
soothingly say that everything is okay, but that is different from waking them. 
You then reassure them and try to bring them back to the peaceful phase 
of sleep. But don’t underestimate your intuition! If you think it is so bad that 
it’s better to wake them, you need to follow your intuition. Ultimately, the 
combination of you and your baby is unique, and you have to find out what 
works best for you both.

'She screamed in her sleep and I s^w the pain and fear in her face. It happens to 

her quite often and evert) time I picked her up and calmed her doain, it seemed 

to just get worse, until she woke up abruptly, and that di.d not feel good either. 

I nouJ let her be and only talk to her soothingly. That seems to work better. 

She continues to have nightmares, even though she is 4t(w^)s happy and cheerfat 

daring the day. I'm glad I found a o>ay that seems to work for her.'

Mindy’s father, 37 weeks
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Nightmares peak in stressful times, and so during leaps too! However, 
they can also, even if it’s less frequently, occur on days or nights where 
there is no stress. Nightmares are normal and not a sign that you did 
something wrong or that there is something wrong with your baby.

Nightmare Stats:
Some parents noticed that their baby had already had a nightmare at four 
months. By the time babies are in leap six (the second difficult sleep period, 
known as the second sleep regression period) around 40% of babies have 
a nightmare. At leap 10 (17 months) it's more than half. The percentage 
rises steadily because ultimately, we all have nightmares now and then.

By Parents for Parents
Okay, now that you know your baby sleeps differently from you as an adult, 
and that yes, it can be really exhausting. You can’t and due to the natural 
benefits, you don’t want to change anything about their sleep. Your child 
sleeps in a different way and at other times than you do, and they do so 
for various good reasons. The solution, therefore, is to adjust your (sleep) 
behavior. Here are some tips by parents for parents. They have helped them 
and could help you too. See what suits you and try it. It’s worth it!

- Fresh air helps! Go for a walk on your own regularly, after you’ve fed 
your little one and if someone stays with them of course. Fresh air does 
wonders, especially if you are very tired.
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- Take turns sleeping in the guest room for a night, or even on the couch. 
Express milk, and get a night's rest.

- Try a bath during the day. Usually a child sleeps more soundly after a hot 
bath, and you can do that during the day too instead of only in the evening!

- Ask for help. This is an important one! Even if there is nothing wrong with 
your baby, even if it is normal that you are tired, it’s not easy. Everyone with 
children knows this and will be glad to help. Sometimes an hour is enough. 
Just having a nice shower, having a walk, exercising, doing something for 
yourself. Don’t be embarrassed, everyone will understand!

- Some babies love being swaddled. You need to get lots of information if 
you want to try this. Choose a good cloth and find films that show you how 
to do it.

- Co-sleeping. Most babies sleep more soundly when they are with their 
parents. In addition, you don’t have to get out of bed if your baby wakes. If 
you opt for co-sleeping, do it safely. The University of Notre Dame (Indiana, 
USA) has a Behavioral Sleep Laboratory and a website where they describe 
all the ins and outs of co-sleeping. It's a good source of information on the 
subject.

- A sling can work wonders too. Your baby feels safe close to you and you 
can still do things because your hands are free. Your little one will wake up 
less quickly and fall asleep faster because they can feel you.

- Eat healthy. Yes, coffee, sugar and energy drinks seem like a good solution, 
but only in the short term. The good effect is followed by the dip and then 
you are twice as tired. You can’t cope with those kinds of dips now because 
you’re already living on your reserves. Healthy eating does wonders and 
you will soon feel the difference in energy. Eat lots of wholegrain products, 
fruit and vegetables.
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- One of the most effective tips is to rest during the day too. Is baby going 
to sleep? Have a nap too. Yes, that means you can’t do those things you 
wanted to do while they are sleeping. Just do them later. Sometimes it’s 
smart just to leave the mess be. And you know, with that new energy from 
those extra daytime naps you’ll do the things you have to do a lot faster 
afterwards!

"I really lost it one time witk nxtj first I became hysterical With my 

husband, screaminy, cryiny, £ uias a i^recb. TOitk baby number two we started 

co-sleepiny. V^es, I'ha still tir&< fc>nt Ucckiltj never that tired that T. lose it and 

return to that place.'

Lisa, mom of two (3 years, 6 months)

So: Does Your Baby Sleep Yet? Mine Sleeps Like a Dream!
We hope we have given you more insight into the normal, natural pattern 
of your baby and their sleep. We hope you understand that we can’t give 
you ready-made, quick-fix answers, and that wouldn’t be good for your 
baby anyway. We hope you find strength in this information. And that this 
information helps you not to let the comments of others drive you mad. 
Trust yourself, trust your baby and your interaction. Give yourself space 
to accept that you simply have to go through this phase together and that 
ultimately everything will be fine. Try the tips that helped other parents. And 
don’t be afraid to ask for help from family and friends, but also from doctors 
if you feel the need.

Who actually came up with the saying:

Sleef lAse d ktby ™
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Countless Wonders
By now you know that every parent will, at some time, have to deal with 
a baby who is tearful, cranky, or fussy; a baby who is difficult to please; a 
baby who, in fact, just needs to touch base.

It’s our hope that when you find yourself trying to cope with these types of 
behaviors exhibited by your baby, you will now understand that you are not 
alone. Every parent is faces problems like these. All mothers and fathers 
experience worries and irritations when their infants reach certain ages. 
All parents forget-or would like to forget-these trying times as soon as 
possible; as soon as the difficult period is over, in fact. It’s human nature 
to play down the misery we have to go through, once the dark clouds have 
parted.

Now that you understand that your child’s difficult behaviors and your own 
anxieties and irritability are all part of a healthy and normal development as 
your infant struggles towards independence, you can feel more secure and 
confident. You know what you’re doing.

Even without an instruction manual, you know that your baby will explore 
each “new world” in their own individual way. You know that the best thing 
you can do is to “listen” to your baby, in order to help them on their way. You 
know how to have fun with them. You also know that you are the person 
who understands them best, and the person who can really help them 
unlike any other. We hope that the information and findings we’ve shared 
with you about the Wonder Weeks that mark developmental stages will 
make it easier for you to understand and support your baby during these 
traumatic times.

Our Dutch parental support and education program “Hordenlopen” 
[“Leaping Hurdles”] was evaluated in a research project. That program 
was based on “The Wonder Weeks.” It was shown that understanding and 
supporting your baby using this program makes a huge, positive difference 
to the parents themselves and for the further development of their babies. 
So your baby’s development is in your hands, and not in those of your
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family, neighbors, or friends. Everyone’s baby is completely different. We 
have made this abundantly clear in this book and we hope that we have 
empowered parents to be immune to unwelcome and conflicting advice 
from others.

We have shown that every baby is “reborn” ten times in the first twenty 
months, or the so-called sensorimotor period. Ten times over their world 
was turned upside down by a “big change” in their brain. Ten times over 
they were bewildered and did everything in their power to cling to mom 
or dad. Ten times over they touched base. And ten times over they took 
a “mom or dad refill” before making the next leap in their development. 
Obviously, your toddler still has a long way to go.

More Wonders Await
Research into the development of brain waves (EEG) of children aged one 
and a half to sixteen has shown that major changes occur at the transition 
between well-known stages in their mental development. The beginning of 
puberty is one such leap at a later age. For a long time it has been common 
knowledge that surging hormones trigger the onset of puberty. But recent 
discoveries have shown that big changes in the brain also co-occur with 
the onset of puberty. These are not only changes in brain waves (EEG), but 
also sudden and extremely rapid increases in the volume of certain parts 
of the brain. For the umpteenth time these youths enter a new perceptual 
world, enabling them to gain a new insight that they could not possibly have 
developed at an earlier age. Teenagers are not keen to admit this, because 
they think they are on top of the world already. As parents, we cannot help 
but smile at the thought that babies are of the same opinion.

Yet, even teenagers still have a long way to go. Further leaps occur 
several more times before they become fully independent. There are even 
indications that adults experience these phases, too.

As the Colombian author and journalist Gabriel Garcia Marquez wrote in 
Love in the Time of Cholera,

"People are not loom once and for all on the day that their mother pats them 

on to the Earth, (oat ...time and again, life forces them to enter a nea> tnorld on 

their oiAin’

Gabriel Garcia Marquez
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Demolishing games, 218

Developmental leaps. See also specific weeks 

age categories of, determining, 13,15 

“big change" of, 10

fussy phases of, general, 11-12

future, 444-45

new skills in, general, 15-16

overview, 5-7,12-13

parental roles in, general, 16-18 

period after, general, 18

phases of, common, 17

understanding, 2-3,443-44

week 5,45-46,48

week 8,66-67,71

week 12,93,96-97

week 19,109,114-15,121

week 26,147,164-66

week 37,211-13

week 46,247,253-54

week 55,284-85,289

week 64,325-30,330

week 75,378-82,382

Diaper change, refusing

week 26 developmental leap, 153

week 37 developmental leap, 204 

week 46 developmental leap, 239 

week 75 developmental leap, 402 

Diary

week 5 developmental leap, 47

week 8 developmental leap, 61,68-70, 

week 12 developmental leap, 88,94-95 

week 19 developmental leap, 115,122-25 

week 26 developmental leap, 154,160-63 

'week 37 developmental leap, 205,214-15 

week 46 developmental leap, 242,248-52 

week 55 developmental leap, 280,286-88 

week 64 developmental leap, 320,332-33 

week 75 developmental leap, 375,384-89 

“Difficult” baby, 15,62 

“Difficult" toddler, 439-40 

Distancing, fear of, 167-70,172,311 

Dreaming. See Daydreaming; Nightmares 

Dressing games, 222-23,262 

c
Eating. See Appetite, loss of; Fussy phases 

Empathy, 379,385,408

Entertainment, demand for, 275,311-12,320, 

362,375

Examining. See Investigative behavior 

Excitement, curbing to avoid injury, 143 

Exhaustion. See Fatigue, parental 

Expectations, raising, 183 

Experimentation
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week 46 developmental leap, 255-56

week 55 developmental leap, 296-97

week 64 developmental leap, 332-33,334, 

337, 343-44,354, 359, 364-67

week 75 developmental leap, 382,400,426 

Exploring. See Investigative behavior

r
Family, 373,380-81,383,386,390,412-15

Fantasy play, 377,409-10,424

Farm, children’s, 189

Fatigue, parental

week 19 developmental leap, 116

week 26 developmental leap, 155

week 37 developmental leap, 208

week 46 developmental leap, 244

week 55 developmental leap, 297

Fear

of distancing, 167-70,172

irrational, 213-14,300,361-62,438-39

Moro reflex and, 32

understanding, 261

Feedback, giving, 259-60,355

Feeding games, 263,287-88

Feel

of fabrics, as game, 103

First hours, newborn’s, 21

First sentences, 121,380,389,428,432, 

436-37

First steps, baby’s, 179,250

First words, baby’s, 181

Frustrations, understanding, 259,346

Fussy phases

crying in, 2

"difficult” baby and, 13

eating and, 190-1,193

of developmental leaps

general, 11-12

week 5,39-40

week 8,57-61

week 12,85-87

week 19,112-16

week 26,149-55

week 37,199-204,206-7

week 46,233-41,243

week 55,272-79,89

week 64,307-19

week 75,374-75

three C’s and, 10

timing of, 13

G
Games

Acting silly, 365-66,440

Airplane, 102

Baby's Own Cupboard, 189

balancing, 187-88,440

Ball games, 440

Bells and Switches, 222

Blowing bubbles, 440

body movement, 186-87,264-65

Calling, 365

Cartoons and monsters, 366

Chase, 225

Cooking, 366

Copycat, 224-25

demolishing, 218

Doing Dishes, 298,367

Doing Housework, 262

Do This, 224,367

Double Hiding, 299

Drawing, 440

Dressing, 222-23,262

exploring, 222-23

Falling, 189

Feeding, 263,440

Feeling Fabrics, 103

Flying, 188

Ghost games, 440

Giddy-Up, Giddy-Up, Little Rocking Horse,

186

Giving the Doll a Bath, 298
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Grooming, 262-63

Happy Talk, 136

helping out, 262-63,298-99

Hide-and-Seek, 184-85,225,265,299,

367,440

Hiding Toys, 185

Household, 366 

independence, 298-99

Joking, 366

Jumping and Bouncing, 103,440

Kidding around, 365

LookingatPictures, 136,185

Making, 387,421

Mirror, 137,224

Naming, 223,263

Nibbling, 103

outdoor, 189,222,364

Pat a Cake, 225,264

Peek-a-Boo, 137,184-85,367

Pendulum, 102-3

Physical antics, 364,440

Playing circus, 440

Playing outside, 440

Playing the fool, 440

Playing with other children, 440

Playwrestling, 440

Pointing Out and Naming, 263,365

Pull-Up, 79

Reading stories, 440

Recognizing people, 440

Rhyming, 365

Riding horse, 440

Rocking Horse, 103

role switching, 225

Row, Row, Row Your Boat, 265

Scrambling about, 440

Singing, 136,186-7,365

Sitting, 187

Skillfulness, 364

Slide, 102

song and movement, 136,186-7,264-5

Sound, 299

Standing, 188

Standing Baby on Head, 188,440

Tag, 440

talking, 185

This Is the Way the Lady Rides, 186-7

This Is Your Nose, 263

Tickling, 137,440

Tongue games, 440

with toys, 188-89

Under the Cup, 265

Unpacking and Putting Away Groceries, 299 

Unwrapping a Parcel, 265

Using hands and feet, singing and rhyming, 

365

Vacuuming, 367

week 8 developmental leap, 78-79

week 12 developmental leap, 102-3

week 19 developmental leap, 136-7

week 26 developmental leap, 184-89

week 37 developmental leap, 222-25

• week 46 developmental leap, 262-65 

week 55 developmental leap, 280-81 

week 64 developmental leap, 364-67 

week 75 developmental leap, 440

With emotions, 367

What Happens Next, 136

Where’s the Baby, 185

Whispering, 186

word, 223-4

Gender differences and,

caretaking time, 98

crying, 98

parental feelings, 171

physical contact needs, 152

sleeping, 98

Getting to know newborn, 24-25

Giftedness, 80,297

Grabbing objects

week 19 developmental leap, 110,120, 

131,141-42

week 26 developmental leap, 155

week 55 developmental leap, 278
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week 64 developmental leap, 322 

Gripping reflex, 32-33 

Grooming games, 262-63 

Growth spurts, 2,10-11

Habits, breaking old, 18,297,362-63,440

Hand control, 93,131-34,179

Head circumference changes

week 5 developmental leap, 46

week 8 developmental leap, 67

week 12 developmental leap, 93

week 19 developmental leap, 121

week 37 developmental leap, 213

week 55 developmental leap, 285

Head support, 113

Hearing

investigative behavior and, 52,75 

newborn’s, 25

reflex to turn toward sound and, 32,93 

sound relationships and, 165

week 5 developmental leap, 52

week 8 developmental leap, 75

week 12 developmental leap, 93

week 19 developmental leap, 140-41

week 26 developmental leap, 182

Helping baby. See Parental roles

Helping behavior, 295,327,333,341,357-59, 

399

Helping out games, 262-63,298-99,366 

Human contact. See Physical contact needs

Imitation, 75,121,163,214,224-25,248,

251 -52,292,303, 327,332, 339-42,

366-67,372,381 -82, 384,389, 391,

397,399,409,430,437

Impatience, curbing, 142

Independence

games promoting, 298-99

Investigative behavior and, 257,289-91

week 8 developmental leap, 77

week 46 developmental leap, 258

week 55 developmental leap, 289-91

week 64 developmental leap, 309,313,318

week 75 developmental leap, 395-402,409 

Individuals, differences between, 385,407-8 

Insecurity, parental

week 5 developmental leap, 40

week 37 developmental leap, 207

week 46 developmental leap, 244

week 55 developmental leap, 281 

Intelligence, first appearance of, 212 

Investigative behavior

body movement and, 105-7,120-30

body postures and, 76

creativity and, 297

examination and, 131-134

experimentation and, 255-57,296-97

exploring games and, 222-23

hearing and, 52,75

independence and, 257,289-91

language and, 138,140,180-82,293-95 

manipulation and, 131-34

music and, 138,140,180-82,293-95

play-acting and, 226,229

space for, 220-21

touch and, 52,73-75,100,101,120

toys and, 292-93

vision and, 51,73,135

week 37 developmental leap, 216-21

week 55 developmental leap, 296-97

week 64 developmental leap, 334-43

week 75 developmental leap, 394-400,411,

415,424-27

Irritability, parental

week 8 developmental leap, 64

week 12 developmental leap, 87

week 19 developmental leap, 117

week 26 developmental leap, 159

week 37 developmental leap, 192-93

week 46 developmental leap, 230
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week 55 developmental leap, 266-67

week 64 developmental leap, 321 -22

week 75 developmental leap, 376-77,391,

429,440

J
Jealousy

week 46 developmental leap, 237

week 55 developmental leap, 275

week 64 developmental leap, 312-313 

week 75 developmental leap, 375

I
Language skills

- babytalk, 121

- first sentences, 121,380,389,428,432,

436-37

- first words, 181

- Investigative behavior and, 138,140, ISO-

82,293-95, 339-40,431-33,435

- sound recognition and, 121

- talking games and, 185

-thinking skills and, 211

- week 19 developmental leap, 138,140

- week 26 developmental leap, 180-82

- week 37 developmental leap, 198,212,

214, 223-24

- week 46 developmental leap, 260-61

- week 55 developmental leap, 293-94

- week 64 developmental leap, 321,339-40

- week 75 developmental leap, 382,389,

424,428-437

- word games and, 223-24

Laughter, generating baby’s, 52,99,100,103, 

104,132,136-37,168,174,177, 215, 

259, 266,352, 366-67, 384,391 -92, 

407,412,431

Learning. See New skills

Listlessness

- week 12 developmental leap, 87

- week 19 developmental leap, 115-16

- week 26 developmental leap, 153

- week 37 developmental leap, 204

- week 46 developmental leap, 238

- week 64 developmental leap, 324

- week 75 developmental leap, 375 

Living creatures, other, 410-12

M
Manipulating objects, 131-34,164,174-75, 

216-20, 253,255-56,259,292-93, 

296-97,332-33, 336-38, 382, 388-89, 

419-21,425-28

Map of surroundings, mental, 415-17 

Massage, 36

Mental development

“big change” and, 12-13

milestones in, 12

studies on, 10

Mimicry, 379,385,409

Mischievous behavior

week 46 developmental leap, 243

week 55 developmental leap, 278-79

week 64 developmental leap, 318-19

week 75 developmental leap, 375 

Moodiness

week 19 developmental leap, 114

week 37 developmental leap, 208

week 46 developmental leap, 237

week 55 developmental leap, 275

week 64 developmental leap, 313-14,324

week 75 developmental leap, 375

Moro reflex, 32

Motion. See Body movement

Movement. See Body movement

Music

investigative behavior and, 138,140, 

180-82,293-95,422-24

recognizing, 121

song and movement games, 136,186-87, 

264-65,294-96,299 
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week 19 developmental leap, 138,140 

week 26 developmental leap, 180-82 

week 37 developmental leap, 225 

week 46 developmental leap, 255,264-65, 

267

week 55 developmental leap, 294-96,299, 

301

week 64 developmental leap, 328,365 

week 75 developmental leap, 380,383, 

388, 422-23,424,441,442

N
Nakedness, body movement and, 130,393, 

398-99

Newborn

appearance as attention-getter, 34 

boredom of, alleviating, 33 

confidence in handling, 20-23 

crying for attention, 34 

discovery process, 20 

first hours of, 21 

getting to know, 24-25 

hearing, sense of, 29 

physical contact and, need for, 36 

reflexes of, 32-33 

smell, sense of, 29-30 

taste, sense of, 30 

touch, sense of, 30 

understanding, 24-25 

vision of, 28-29 

world of, 26,31

New skills

acknowledging, 49

in developmental leaps, general, 15-16 

week 5,39,49

week 8,56-57,64-66,68,71,72,75,80 

week 12,84,85,92-93,94-95,97,99, 

101

week 19,110-11,118-19,122-25,127,

141

week 26,148-49,159,160,165,166-67,

176,183,190-91,192

week 37,198-99,210,213,214-15,222- 

23,229

week 46,232-33, 247,248-52,253-55, 

261,266

week 55,270,272,283,285,286-88,

289,297

week 64,306,307,324,330,331,331 -33, 

334-40, 364-67

week 75,372,373,377,380,382-83,383, 

384-89,440-41

old habits and, breaking, 18,183,297

rest breaks in learning, 53,72

sharing discoveries and, 71

Nice behavior

week 37 developmental leap, 203

week 46 developmental leap, 241

week 55 developmental leap, 278 

week 64 developmental leap, 311,317,

320,331,332-33, 341,346, 349, 

353

week 75 developmental leap, 375,376, 

385,408

Nightmares, 150,203,238,280,315,320,

375,437

Norms and values, 327,362,378,381,390- 

92,442

0
Old habits, breaking, 18,183,297,362-63, 

440

Outdoor games, 189,222,336,364,410-11, 

415-16,427,440

Out of sight is not out of mind, 384,406-07, 

410,417

r
Parental experiences of developmental leaps 

growth spurtsand, 10-11

stress, 49
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understanding, 2-3 

ups and downs of, 10 

week 5,40-43 

week 8,61-65 

week 12,87-92 

week 19,116-18 

week 26,155-59 

week 37,207-10 

week 46,244-46 

week 55,281-83 

week 64,321 -24 

week 75,376-77 

with newborn, common, 1 

Parental roles in developmental leaps 

general, 16-18 

week 5,49 

week 8,72-73

week 12,97-101,104-06

week 19,127-28,138-40

week 26,167-183,190-91,193

week 37,216-21,226,228-29

week 46,255-61,266-68

week 55,289-97,300

week 64,331,334-63

week 75,390-439

Patience, virtue of, 141-43,266,266-68 

Personality of baby

week 5 developmental leap, 48

week 8 developmental leap, 71

week 12 developmental leap, 96-97

week 19 developmental leap, 127 

week 26 developmental leap, 166 

week 37 developmental leap, 213 

week 46 developmental leap, 254 

week 55 developmental leap, 271 

week 64 developmental leap, 331 

week 75 developmental leap, 383 

Phobias, 229,300 

Physical contact needs

gender differences, 153

meeting, 36 

newborn’s, 36

week 5 developmental leap, 40

week 8 developmental leap, 59

week 12 developmental leap, 86

week 19 developmental leap, 113 

week 26 developmental leap, 152 

week 37 developmental leap, 201 -02 

week 46 developmental leap, 235 

week 55 developmental leap, 274 

week 64 developmental leap, 309-11 

week 75 developmental leap, 375 

Physics, basic, 381-82,388-89,425-27 

Play-acting, 226,229,275,333,341 -43, 

409-10

Playtime, setting aside, 17 

Pressure, parental, 91-92 

Progress through raised expectations, 87 

Puzzles, 387,419-21,428,441

Q
“Quality time”, 17 

Quarreling. See Arguments, parental 

Quiet baby, 77

K
Reaching for objects. See Grabbing objects 

Reflexes, newborn’s, 32-33 

Relationship, building, 159,164-66 

Resentment, parental, 117-18 

Respect, teaching, 296 

Rest breaks, 53,72,426 

Role switching games, 225,342-43 

Rolling over, 105,128-30

Rules, learning new, 297,350,357,362-63, 

380, 387,390,417,421,440

s
Safety issues

baby-proofing home, 133,174,221 

toys, 192,227,267,301,368,441
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Schedules, feeding and sleeping, 43 

Self, notion of, 373,377-78,380,384,388, 

392-407, 439

Senses. See Hearing; Smell; Taste; Touch; 

Vision

Sequences, recognizing, 253,270-71,283-84, 

421

Shaking baby, avoiding, 65,91 

Sharing discoveries of baby, 71,96-97,127,

166,213,254,289,331,383 

Shyness

week 8 developmental leap, 58 

week 12 developmental leap, 86 

week 19 developmental leap, 112 

week 26 developmental leap, 151 

week 37 developmental leap, 201 

week 46 developmental leap, 235 

week 55 developmental leap, 274 

week 64 developmental leap, 310,320,

343,344

week 75 developmental leap, 375 

Sight. See Vision 

Sleeping

gender differences and, 98 

nightmares and, 150,203,238,280,315,

320, 375, 437 

schedules, 43 

tips for inducing, 45 

week 8 developmental leap, 60 

week 12 developmental leap, 87 

week 19 developmental leap, 112 

week 26 developmental leap, 150 

week 37 developmental leap, 202-03 

week 46 developmental leap, 237 

week 55 developmental leap, 276 

week 64 developmental leap, 313-14,320,

321,369

week 75 developmental leap, 375,392,

425-26 

Slings, making, 43 

Smell, newborn’s sense of, 29-30 

Song and movement games, 136,186-87,

264-65

Sound. See Hearing; Language

Speech. See Language

Standing, 177-78,188

Stress, parental, 49,116,155,157,207-10, 

244-46, 281-83,321-24,376-77

Sucking reflex, 32

Sucking thumb, 87

Surroundings, exploring, 172-76,221,266, 

364,380,386,415,442. See also 

Investigative behavior

Sweet behavior. See Nice behavior

Swimming, 183,189,261,266,362

T
Taste, newborn’s sense of, 30

Teenaging Toddler, 376-77,380

Teething, 156

“Temperamental” baby, 15,62

Temperature, newborn’s sense of, 30

Temper tantrums, 158,205,209,242,245, 

258, 279, 280, 281 -83, 285, 302-03, 

319, 320, 322, 346-47, 352, 366, 375, 

377, 402, 406

Thinking skills, 211

Three C's, 10,374. See also Clinginess;

Crankiness; Crying

Thumb sucking, 87

Time, sense of, 377,380,388,425

Touch

investigative behavior and, 52,73-75,93, 

94,100-01,103,104,120,123,

131-32,142,161,180,193,216- 

19, 222 263,279,325

massage, 36

newborn’s sense of, 33,36

week 5 developmental leap, 52

week 8 developmental leap, 73-75

week 12 developmental leap, 93,94,100- 

01,103,104

week 19 developmental leap, 120,123,
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131-32,142

week 26 developmental leap, 161,180,193 

week 37 developmental leap, 216-19,222 

week 46 developmental leap, 263

week 55 developmental leap, 279

week 64 developmental leap, 325

Toys

games with, 188-89

investigative behavior and, 292-93

safety issues, 192,227,267,301,368,441

week 8 developmental leap, 80

week 12 developmental leap, 105

week 19 developmental leap, 139

week 26 developmental leap, 192

week 37 developmental leap, 227

week 46 developmental leap, 267

week 55 developmental leap, 301

week 64 developmental leap, 368

week 75 developmental leap, 441

Trapped, parental feelings of, 117

u
Understanding baby, 24-25,27,53,89,100, 

148,167-68,171,207,212,229,258, 

260,261,271,284, 294,300,308, 

348, 358, 361,391,410,431 -33,435, 

438

V
Vision

eye turning and, 93

investigative behavior and, 51,73,135 

newborn’s, 28-29

week 5 developmental leap, 46,48,51

week 8 developmental leap, 69-70,73,77, 

78-79,81

week 12 developmental leap, 93,95,97,

104

week 19 developmental leap, 124,127,

130-31,135,136-37

week 26 developmental leap, 160-63,167, 

173,175,184,189,191,194

week 37 developmental leap, 198,224 

week 55 developmental leap, 288,289, 

293-94,296, 299, 303

week 64 developmental leap, 328,358-59 

week 75 developmental leap, 406,410, 

421,427-28,438

w
Walking, 160,178-79,179,220-21,222,225, 

229,240, 250,254, 257,281,290, 

296,302, 310,330, 332-33, 334-36, 

338,341 -43, 345, 348,353, 355-56, 

362,364-65,379, 393-98, 430

week 5 developmental leap

“big change, ” 45-46,48

clinginess, 40

concern of parents, 40-43

crankiness, 39

crying, 39

diary, 47

fussy signs, 39-40

glucose metabolism changes, 46

head circumference changes, 46

hearing, 52

insecurity of parents, 40

new skills, 39,49

overview, 38

parental experiences, 40-44

parental roles, 49-53

period after, 54

personality, 48

physical contact needs, 40

touch, 52

vision, 51

week 8 developmental leap

anger of parents, 65

appetite, loss of, 58-59

attention, demand for, 58

“big change, ” 66-67,71 
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body postures, 76 

brain wave changes, 67 

clinginess, 59 

concern of parents, 62-65 

crying, 60 

defensiveness of parents, 64 

diary, 61,68-70 

fussy signs, 57-61 

games, 78-79 

head circumference changes, 67 

hearing, 75 

independence, 77 

irritability of parents, 64 

new skills, 57,65-66 

overview, 56-57 

parental experiences, 61-66 

parental roles, 72-73 

period after, 81 -82 

personality, 71 

shyness, 58 

sleeping, 60 

touch, 73-75 

toys, 80 

vision, 73

week 12 developmental leap

anger of parents, 87 

appetite, loss of, 86 

attention, demand for, 85 

“big change, ” 93,96-97 

body movement, 105-06 

clinginess, 86 

concern of parents, 87-92 

diary, 88,94-95 

fussy signs, 85-87 

games, 102-03 

head circumference changes, 93 

hearing, 98-100 

irritability of parents, 87 

listlessness, 87 

new skills, 85,92 

overview, 84-85 

parental experiences, 87-92

parental roles, 97-98,98-106

period after, 107-08

personality, 96-97

shyness, 86

sleeping, 87

touch, 100-01,104

toys, 106

week 19 developmental leap

appetite, loss of, 114

attention, demand for, 113

“big change, ” 119-21,126-27

body movement, 128-30

brain wave changes, 121 

clinginess, 111 

crankiness, 114 

diary, 115,122-25 

fatigueof parents, 116 

fussy signs, 112-16 

games, 136-37

grabbing objects, 110,120,131,141 -42

head circumference changes, 121 

language, 138,140

listlessness, 115-16

moodiness, 114

music, 138,138-40

new skills, 118-19

overview, 110-11

parental experiences, 116-18

parental roles, 127-28,138,140

period after, 144-46

personality, 127

resentment of parents, 117-18

shyness, 112

sleeping, 112

toys, 139

trapped feeling of parents, 117

vision, 135

week 26 developmental leap

appetite, loss of, 153

arguments of parents, 158-59

attention, demand for, 151

“big change, ” 159,164-66
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body movement, 166,176-80 

clinginess, 152 

concern of parents, 157 

diaper change refusal, 153 

diary, 154,160-63 

fatigue of parents, 155 

fussy signs, 149-55 

games, 184-89 

grabbing objects, 152 

irritability of parents, 159 

language, 180-82 

listlessness, 153 

music, 180-82 

newskills, 159 

overview, 148-49 

parental experiences, 155-59 

parental roles, 167-83,190-91,193 

period after, 194-95 

personality, 166 

shyness, 151 

sleeping, 150 

toys, 192

week 37 developmental leap 

anger of parents, 208-09 

appetite, loss of, 206-07 

arguments of parents, 209-10 

attention, demand for, 202 

babyish behavior, 206 

"big change, ”211-13 

brain wave changes, 213 

clinginess, 200-02 

diaper change refusal, 204 

diary, 205,214-15 

fatigue of parents, 208 

fussy signs, 199-204,206-07 

games, 222-225 

glucose metabolism changes, 213 

head circumference changes, 213 

insecurity of parents, 207 

investigative behavior, 216-21 

listlessness, 204 

mischievous behavior, 243 

newskills, 210 

nice behavior, 203,241 

overview, 198-99 

parental experiences, 207-10 

parental roles, 212-14,216-21,226 

period after, 230 

personality, 213 

play-acting, 226,229 

shyness, 201 

sleeping, 202-03 

toys, 227

week 46 developmental leap 

anger of parents, 245 

appetite, loss of, 240 

arguments of parents, 246 

attention, demand for, 236 

babyish behavior, 240 

“big change, ’’ 247,253-54 

clinginess, 234-35 

crankiness, 237 

diaper change refusal, 239 

diary, 242,250-54 

experimentation, 255-56 

fatigue of parents, 244 

feedback, giving, 259-60 

fussy signs, 233-41,243 

games, 262-65 

independence, 257 

insecurity of parents, 244 

jealousy, 237 

language, 260-61 

listlessness, 238 

mischievous behavior, 243 

moodiness, 237 

new skills, 247 

overview, 232-33 

parental experiences, 244-46 

parental roles, 255-61,266-68 

period after, 266-68 

personality, 254
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physical contact needs, 235 

shyness, 235 

sleeping, 237 

toys, 267

week 55 developmental leap 

anger of parents, 281 -82 

appetite, loss of, 277 

arguments of parents, 282 

attention, demand for, 275 

babyish behavior, 277 

“big change," 284-85,289 

brain wave changes, 285 

clinginess, 273-74 

crankiness, 275 

daydreaming, 276 

diary, 280,286-88 

entertainment demands, 275 

experimentation, 296-97 

fussy signs, 272-79,281 

games, 298 

glucose metabolism changes, 285 

grabbing objects, 278 

head circumference changes, 285 

independence, 289-92 

insecurity of parents, 281 

investigative behavior, 296-97 

jealousy, 275 

mischievous behavior, 278-79 

moodiness, 275 

new skills, 283 

nice behavior, 278 

overview, 270-73 

parental experiences, 281 -83 

parental roles, 289-97,300 

period after, 302-03 

personality, 285 

physical contact needs, 274 

shyness, 274 

sleeping, 276 

toys, 301

week 64 developmental leap

anger of parents, 321-24

appetite, loss of, 316

arguments of parents, 322-24

attention, demand for, 311 -12 

babyish behavior, 316-17 

“big change,” 325-31,330 

brain changes, 330 

clinginess, 309-11 

crankiness, 313

daydreaming, 315-16

diary, 320,332-33

entertainment demands, 311 -12 

experimentation, 306,332-33,334,337, 

343-44, 354,359, 364-67

fussy signs, 307-19

games, 364-67

grabbing objects, 317-18

independence, 309,325

investigative behavior, 334-43

jealousy, 312-13

mischievous behavior, 318-19

moodiness, 313-14,324

new skills, 306,307,324,330,331,331 -

33,334-40, 364-47

nice behavior, 311,317,320,331,332-33, 

341,346,351,355

overview, 306-07

parental experiences, 321 -24

parental roles, 331,334-63

period after, 368-70

personality, 331

physical contact needs, 311

shyness, 310,320,343-44

sleeping, 313-14,320,321,369

toys, 368

week 75 developmental leap

anger of parents, 391,405

appetite, loss of, 375

arguments of parents, 377

attention, demand for, 375,378

babyish behavior, 375
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“big change,” 377-82,382

brain changes, 382

clinginess, 373,374,375,376-77,439

crankiness, 374,375,376,439 

daydreaming, 375

diary, 375,384-89

entertainment demands, 375

experimentation, 382,400,426,

fussy signs, 374-75

games, 440

independence, 395-402,409 

investigative behavior, 394-400,411,415, 

424-27

jealousy, 375

mischievous behavior, 375

moodiness, 375

new skills, 372,373,377,380,382-83,

383,384-89, 440-41 

nice behavior, 375,376,385,408 

overview, 372-74

parental experiences, 376-77

parental roles, 390-439

period after, 439-40,442-43 

personality, 383

physical contact needs, 375

shyness, 375

sleeping, 375,392,425-26

toys, 441

Word games, 223-24

World of newborn, 26,31

Worry. See Concern, parental

Wriggling around naked. See Nakedness, body 

movement.
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Internet
Readers You may be interested to know that The Wonder Weeks is available 
in several languages and that there is plenty of supporting information on 
childhood development available on the Internet. A convenient way to 
access information on the Internet is to go to the website that is designed 
to support the English edition.

www.thewonderweeks.com

This website provides a great deal of additional information, including 
scientific research, the many languages into which The Wonder Weeks has 
been translated, how to order the book in any of these languages, and 
how to find blogs, forums, and other web pages with comments about The 
Wonder Weeks around the world in any language by searching the Internet 
using either the title or the ISBN number.

You can also subscribe to a free email service called Leap Alarm. 
See page 8.
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The Wonder Wcc^s series
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The Wonder Weeks Milestone Guide
The Milestone Guide provides information on other topics than those related to 
mental health as they are explained in The Wonder Weeks. Used together with 
The Wonder Weeks, they are the most complete resources for you to turn to.

My Wonder Weeks

c?0 
^Wonder 
Weeks

My 8aby‘s Developing Mind.Wtat a Woofler-ful wortd!

This luxury diary is your ultimate 
keepsake. It is based on a 
unique method that enables 
you to track the things that 
really matter. A real must have!
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Bnt theres more'

The Wonder Weeks App
Find out all about the leaps, at your fingertips, on your 
phone. The #1 bestselling app, the ultimate survival 
guide. Let us text you when a new leap is coming up!

Worldwide
bestselling

^.^3—M-v

The Wonder Weeks Audio Book
Always on the run or do you just prefer to listen to 

book? Download our audio app book. You can 
it in the Apple App store or Google Play store.

The Wonder Weeks Online Guide
If you want to dive into the perceptual world 
of your baby... let us take you on a journey with 
movies, sounds, visuals and much more...

www.thewonderweeksonlineguide.com

A Trne Woucler Wedss Experience'

1 www.thewonderweeks.com
■=0
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A Mwt start 
for a haffj
Wonder week by wonder week you’ll...

Discover the dates in the first 20 months when all babies 
make ten major development leaps

See the world through your baby's perspective

Learn how to encourage each leap forward

Help your baby with the three Cs’ of fussy behavior 
Cranky, Clingy, Crying

Know which games and toys are best during each key week

Use calendars, charts and checklists to make sense of their behavior

Week-by-week guide to baby’s behavior

Hetty van de Rijt, Ph.D., and Frans Plooij, Ph.D.
A husband and wife team, have researched parent-baby interaction 
more than 35 years. Their child-development books have sold more 
than 2 million copies throughout the world in 20 languages.

Anyone who deals with infants and young 
children will want to read The Wonder 
Weeks.

Catherine Snow, Ph.D., Shattuck Professor of Education, 

Harvard Graduate School of Education

The Wonder Weeks is essential reading 
for parents and everyone who works with 
infants.

John Richer, Ph.D., Dip. Clin. Psychol., consultant 

clinical psychologist and Head of Pediatric Psychology, 

Department of Pediatrics, John Radcliffe Hospital, Oxford, 
England

Family/Infants $19.95 US / $25.95 CAN
& Toddlers £16.99 UK

Other titles from KW Publishing:

The Wonder Weeks Milestone Guide
My Wonder Weeks Diary Milestone

”3Won< 
Weej 

fan)

Published by KW Publishing

www.thewonderweeks.con
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